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Introduction 

 

The subject of the present work is relatively straightforward: minimalism in the arts. The most 

common use of minimalism in relation to art is in the term Minimal Art. The first official 

documented appearance of Minimal Art occurred around the year 1960 and was surrounded 

by a general pursuit in postwar America towards an art, especially visual, but also musical 

and literary, which made its statement with limited resources, eschewed compositional detail, 

and refused representation. Minimal Art is usually not regarded as a modernist development, 

but as a movement that breaks with the principles of modern art and modernism. However, as 

a postmodernist – and later perhaps global – practice minimalism wasn’t devoid of pastiche, 

that is, the reinventing of modernist styles, especially those associated in Europe with 

geometric abstraction. As such, many critics have pointed out similarities between aspects of 

high-modernist developments, like Constructivism, Neoplasticism, or Suprematism, and 

Minimal Art. At all events, the present work locates the origins of Minimal Art in the 

phenomenon of the transatlantic exchange; the multiple waves of immigration of the 

modernist masters – and ideas – to the United States, motivated especially by the widespread 

persecution of modern art during World War II. The historical and socioeconomic reality of 

Minimal Art – as presented here – rests in the double-faced logic underlying the modernist 

work of art: the utopian rationality of the modernist geometric form doubles into the 

rationality of the capitalist production; organization and planning are the ‘passwords’ of both 

democratic socialism and democratic capitalism. Therefore it won’t come as a surprise that 

the industrial forms of geometric abstraction are major points of interest for the present work. 

It is sometimes suggested that the sense of proportion characteristic of modern architecture 

made its ways into Minimal Art, and this is exactly the path the present inquiry follows, 

arguing that architecture and design have a much more important role in the emergence of 

Minimal Art than it is usually outlined, for it was specific mainly to architecture that the 

autonomous form of the modernist work was also non-relational. The autonomous and non-

relational form of the modernist work acquired the essential seriality of the mass produced 

object, ending up as the origin of the non-referential simulacrum, which corresponded to the 

moment of the specific object of Minimal Art. This story of minimalism already signals the 

historical methodology employed, which has as its major point of departure in the works of 

Fredric Jameson, principally his 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late 

Capitalism. 
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However, Minimal Art was not the only minimalism triggered by modernist geometric 

abstraction. In his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, 

András Bálint Kovács reinforced the idea that modernist cinema is cinema’s reflection on the 

modernist artistic traditions, shortly a form of modern art. Modernist cinema, for Kovács, 

belongs to modern art as evidently as, for instance, modernist painting. The different 

modernist art movements have engendered their own cinematic versions, called by Kovács 

modernist film styles. The modernist movements commonly associated with geometric 

abstraction produced, accordingly, the modernist film style defined by Kovács as minimalism. 

Although he never specified exactly which modernist art movement is responsible for 

engendering minimalism in cinema, the most obvious answer is that it wasn’t one particular 

style, or movement, or medium, but whichever transmitted best the general modernist 

ambition of getting down to the most elementary mental patterns through a stripped and 

abstract geometric expression; it’s not impossible that all of them together. However, as it 

happened in all the arts, modernist cinema soon backed out and was replaced by a new, 

postmodernist practice, and postmodernist cinema has also developed a strong preference for 

pastiche, the reworking of past, mostly modernist film styles. In consequence, the minimalist 

styles have returned to the screen, but this time employed in a different manner. As for the use 

of the term minimalism in relation to these latter developments, David Bordwell has himself 

admitted that he cannot think of another that sums up the techniques that became common in 

many countries during the last decades of the twentieth century. 

 

There is a certain amount of confusion about the return of minimalism in the postmodernist or 

global cinema, as sometimes it is not clear whether this is the comeback of the old modernist 

aesthetic or it signals a new artistic approach. Indeed, the emergence of a belated modernism 

is an idea that every now and then generates debates among the critics; Bordwell, for instance, 

was reluctant to use the term modernism or postmodernism in his strategic work. It takes a 

historical argument to decide whether or not the employment of a certain technique decades 

after its invention is still based on the initial aesthetic principles and Bordwell was correct in 

the respect that the formalist approach is hardly qualified to provide such an argument. Also, 

historical arguments for some time now are closely related to postcolonial discourses 

resulting in a ‘geopolitical aesthetic’ and a plurality of conflicting positions. In line with its 

historical methodology the present work will try to demonstrate that minimalist cinema at the 

end of the century indeed reinvented some of the techniques and styles of the modernist 

auteurs, but the aesthetic underlying this reinvention is already of another sort. Instead of 
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depicting the structural hiatus of social experience echoed by the inner mental world of the 

alienated individual, these films rather speak otherwise, alongside palimpsestic and allegorical 

impulses, which constantly attempt to read one text through another. To prove this, one needs 

to identify the minimalist techniques of modernist cinema, to locate the same methods in the 

later developments, and finally to evidence that these later trends are propelled by a different 

machinery of representation and also a new configuration of social determinants. The overall 

situation is then relatively straightforward. The forms of modernist geometric abstraction in 

fine art led to the later postmodernist developments of Minimal Art, which reinvented some 

of the modernist forms of geometric abstraction. Also, the forms of modernist geometric 

abstraction have triggered the modernist styles of minimalism in cinema. Cinema later 

developed its postmodernist forms of minimalism, which recycled the older, modernist styles 

of minimalism. To make the circle complete one could argue that postmodernist minimalism 

in cinema was also triggered by postmodernist minimalism in art, that is Minimal Art, or 

minimal music, or minimal literature. Albeit to some extent true, this step seems 

methodologically unnecessary, since in postmodernism these areas doesn’t possess the older 

sort of autonomy anymore, instead they are rather continuous and complementary fields of 

the same network of global cultural and economic exchange. 
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The Arts of the Uniform 
 

Modern Art 

 

On or about December 1910, human character changed. 

 

Virginia Woolf 

 

It is a cliché today that the beginning of the twentieth century, historically a site of so much 

dramatic change, saw a blossoming of new ideas throughout the arts, reflecting the shifting 

world around them. Ezra Pound’s injunction to ‘Make it new!’ perhaps could have been 

considered a touchstone of the emergent approach towards what it saw as the obsolete culture 

of the past. Modernism, as it is generally known today, included the activities and creations of 

those who felt the traditional forms of art, social organization, and practices of daily life were 

becoming outdated in the new economic, social, and political environment of an emerging 

industrialized world. In his most famous essay from 1925, The Dehumanization of Art, José 

Ortega y Gasset described the great urgency with which the new conduct had spread around 

the world. “For about twenty years now, the most alert young people of two successive 

generations – in Berlin, Paris, London, New York, Rome, Madrid – have found themselves 

faced with the undeniable fact that they have no use for traditional art; moreover that they 

detest it. With these young people, one can do one of two things: shoot them or try to 

understand them.” (Ortega y Gasset 1968, 12–13) There were many intellectual attempts 

trying to grasp the specificity of modern art, chief among which are the opinions of critics like 

André Malraux or Clement Greenberg. Through a criticism applied generally to all the arts, 

Malraux was speaking chiefly of painting and sculpture when he asserted in his 1951 essay, 

The Museum without Walls: “Modern art is rather the annexation of forms by means of an 

inner pattern or schema, which may or may not take the shape of objects, but of which in any 

case figures and objects are no more than expression.” (Malraux 1978, 119) Greenberg at his 

own turn spoke about the basic assumptions of modern art in his 1960 essay, Modernist 

Painting: “The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of characteristic methods of a 

discipline to criticize the discipline itself – not in order to subvert it, but in order to entrench it 

more firmly in its area of competence.” (Frascina and Harrison 1982, 5) And, all of a sudden, 
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two of the most basic principles of modern art have already been disclosed: abstraction and 

reflexivity. 

 

Throwing into relief the less obvious part of Malraux’s definition one can comment on the 

notion – or rather the overall modernist imperative – of expression, the ‘outward 

dramatization of inward feeling,’ which, for Fredric Jameson, seems to have dominated much 

of what one calls high modernism. As such, the concept of expression presupposed a 

separation within the subject, along with a ‘metaphysics’ of the inside and the outside, the 

concept of the ‘wordless pain within the monad’ and the moment in which, often 

cathartically, that emotion was projected out or externalized as a form of a ‘desperate 

communication.’ As Jameson himself suggested in his 2007 book, The Modernist Papers, in a 

passage stretching from Immanuel Kant through Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz to Theodor W. 

Adorno: “With this, to be sure, we have struck the fundamental motif of all modern aesthetics 

as such: that specification of the work of art in terms of withdrawal and contemplation, of 

which Kant’s remarkable deduction of a “purposiveness without purpose” is only one 

possible formulation among many. Its other version, the conception of a specific autonomy of 

the aesthetic, has seemed to offer a more positive characterization, while any number of 

theorizations of the way in which what is merely symbolic or virtual can be said to elude the 

categories of action or praxis also stress this peculiar suspension. Leibniz’s notion of the 

monad, which was invoked in passing above, was a favorite figure of Adorno’s, who observes 

somewhere that whatever its validity as a solution to the technical philosophical problem for 

which it was devised, the idea unwittingly theorizes art itself with prescience. It was of course 

the characterization of the monad as windowless that has captivated other readers as well, 

clearly offering a dramatic reformulation of the standard theory about the work’s 

“purposelessness,” “autonomy,” “purely symbolic character,” and the like.” (Jameson 2007, 

63) 

 

The theory of modernism offered by Jameson may briefly be characterized as a ‘critique and 

synthesis all at once’ of what he calls the two great rival theories of modernism. On the one 

side, one inevitably confronts György Lukács and his apologia for nineteenth century realism, 

in which the modernism of a Kazimir Malevich’s 1915 Black Square, for instance, was 

denounced as the symptom and reflex of the reification of the capitalist social relations. As 

Jameson has put it regarding to Lukács in his 2002 book, A Singular Modernity: Essay on the 

Ontology of the Present: “For we all know what precedes modernism, or at least we say we 
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know (and we think we know): it can be none other than realism, about which it is surely 

obvious that it constitutes the raw material that modernism cancels and surcharges. If realism 

is grasped as the expression of some commonsense experience of a recognizably real world, 

then empirical examination of any work we care to categorize as ‘modernist’ will reveal a 

starting point in that conventional real world, a realist core as it were, which the various 

telltale modernist deformations and ‘unrealistic’ distortions, sublimations or gross 

caricaturizations, take as their pretext and their raw material, and without which their alleged 

‘obscurity’ and ‘incomprehensibility’ would not be possible. This is as true of Malevich’s 

Black Square fully as much as it is of the musical material deployed in atonality, and at that 

point means nothing more startling than the inner-worldly existence and ontological origin of 

everything in the work of art, modernist or not, and the ultimate reason why the work of art 

and the realm of art itself can never become truly autonomous.” (Jameson 2002, 119–120) On 

the other end, as Jameson suggests, there are the so-called ideologists of modernism, like 

Greenberg or Adorno. For them, the formal innovations of modernism are to be understood as 

essentially revolutionary acts, and in particular as the repudiation of the values of a business 

society and of its characteristic representational categories (nature, the organic work of art, 

mimesis, and so forth). This rather formalist approach – in Jameson’s words ideology – of 

modernism is described as follows: “One of the more commonly held stereotypes about the 

modern has of course in general been that of its apolitical character, its turn inward and away 

from the social materials associated with realism, its increased subjectification and 

introspective psychologization, and, not least, its aestheticism and its ideological commitment 

to the supreme value of a now autonomous Art as such.” (Jameson 2007, 153) Just to be 

frank, Jameson continues: “None of these characterizations strikes me as adequate or 

persuasive any longer; they are part of the baggage of an older modernist ideology which any 

contemporary theory of the modern will wish to scrutinize and to dismantle.” (Jameson 2007, 

153) 

 

Jameson right away discredits the latter account – the idea of the autonomous work of art or 

the ideology of modernism –, by stressing that the autonomy of the aesthetic was not secured 

by separating the aesthetic from real life “of which Kant showed it was never a part in the first 

place.” (Jameson 2002, 176) Rather, it was achieved by a radical dissociation within the 

aesthetic itself, by the disjunction and separation of art from culture. It isn’t difficult, puts 

Jameson, to see why for the modernists this foundational move was necessary: culture, from 

the German idealists on, was the space of mediation between society or everyday life and art 
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as such. “Culture is the place where these dimensions interact in either direction: art 

ennobling everyday life (as Matthew Arnold wished), or social life on the contrary trivializing 

and degrading art and the aesthetic. Culture thus stands as the blurring of the boundaries and 

the space of passages and movements back and forth, the locus of transmutation and 

translation from one level or dimension to the other. If one sees this ambiguous space as 

mediation, as the greatest artists have always done, then the social pole of culture stands not 

only as content and raw material, it also offers the fundamental context in which art, even in 

its modernist form as the Absolute – especially in its modernist form as the Absolute – has a 

genuine function to redeem and transfigure a fallen society.” (Jameson 2002, 177–178) 

 

Instead of falling back into the old modernist mistake of the ideology of the interior depth, 

methodologically the ‘inward’ condition of modern art and modernist subject is much better 

explained in terms of social practice, that is, in the terms of a tendential reduction in the 

possibilities of human praxis, as Jameson would put it. Members of the Frankfurt School, 

argues Jameson, often staged the situation of bourgeois individualism allegorically, by way of 

the narrative of the shrinking positions available in the new capitalist economy of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The trajectory runs from the autonomous burghers and 

merchants often memorialized by Thomas Mann through the heroic entrepreneurs of the 

dawning monopoly era, all the way to the precarious situation of small businesses in the Great 

Depression and the emergence of the figure of the ‘organization man’ after World War II. “In 

this narrative, it is the economy itself that determines a concrete depersonalization and 

desubjectification, in the form of the constraints on action and creativity imposed by the 

emergence of the monopolies and their new conglomerates.” (Jameson 2002, 133) Jameson 

subscribes to this allegorical understanding of subjectivity, but his conclusions at this point 

seem to lie closer to yet another account of modernism, formulated by Walter Benjamin. As 

well known, in his debate with Adorno, Benjamin based modern reproducible art on politics 

and equated new, progressive artistic techniques with political tendency, whereas Adorno 

held that the technical and formal innovations of modern art made it critical of and 

autonomous from both the economic and the political system. Jameson, then, associates 

political tendency to the allegorical understanding of modern subjectivity in a fashion 

reminiscent of Benjamin: “What has so often been described as a new and deeper, richer 

subjectivity, is in fact this call to change which always resonates through it: not subjectivity 

as such, but its transfiguration. This is then the sense in which I propose to consider modernist 

‘subjectivity’ as allegorical of the transformation of the world itself, and therefore of what is 
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called revolution. The forms of this allegory are multiple; yet all the anecdotal psychologies 

in which it finds itself dressed – in their stylistic, cultural and characterological differences – 

have in common that they evoke a momentum that cannot find resolution within the self, but 

that must be completed by a Utopian and revolutionary transmutation of the world of actuality 

itself.” (Jameson 2002, 136) In short, the stunt of the modernist subjectivity, the inward turn 

as the basis of self-transformation, allegorically stands for the wish of the revolutionary 

transformation of the social world. 

 

In the 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Jameson has 

also put forward the idea that the ‘inward turn’ of modernism, the ‘carnival of interiorized 

fetishism,’ as Lukács once called it, pointed into the direction of a new reflexive ‘deep 

subjectivity.’ “And certainly modernist texts in their range and variety do seem to offer the 

appearance of so many Geiger counters picking up all kinds of new subjective impulses and 

signals and registering those in new ways and according to new “inscription devices.”” 

(Jameson 1991, 311–312) Taking notice of the allusion to the Geiger counter, the iconic tool 

of the Cold War and all its threats of nuclear warfare – the ultimate context of all late-

modernist anxiety –, one must follow Jameson back to the idea of the modernist self and its 

utopian overtones. “I want, however, to propose the alternative proposition that modernism’s 

introspective probing of the deeper impulses of consciousness, and even of the unconscious 

itself, was always accompanied by a Utopian sense of the impending transformation or 

transfiguration of the “self” in question.” (Jameson 1991, 312) According to this approach, 

then, the feelings expressed in connection with the self by the modernist could only come into 

being in correlation with a similar feeling about society and, as Jameson observed, the object 

world. “It is because that object world, in the throes of industrialization and modernization, 

seems to tremble at the brink of an equally momentous and even Utopian transformation that 

the “self” can also be felt to be on the point of change. For this is not merely the moment of 

Taylorization and the new factories; it also marks the emergence of most of Europe into a 

parliamentary system in which new and vast working-class parties play their part for the first 

time, and feel themselves, particularly in Germany, on the point of achieving hegemony.” 

(Jameson 1991, 312) Therefore, as Perry Anderson has persuasively argued, one can remark 

that modernism in the arts was intimately related to the winds of change blowing from the 

great new radical social movements of the time. 
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However, it is quite clear that modern art cannot be reduced to the level of an international 

propaganda machine of the socialist revolution, as allegedly something more fundamental can 

also be argued about its relation to the utopianism of the social movements ‘from the spirit of 

the works themselves,’ and in particular from the ‘scrutiny’ of the high-modernist celebration 

of the self that supported the idea of subjectivism of the modernists. “High modernism does 

not express those values as such; rather it emerges in a space opened by them, and its formal 

values of the New and of innovation, along with its Utopian sense of the transfiguration of the 

self and the world, are, in ways that remain to be explored, very much to be seen as echoes 

and resonances of the hopes and optimism of that great period dominated by the Second 

International.” (Jameson 1991, 312–313) This space of the modernist aesthetic opened up by 

values of the contemporary social movements seems very much to coincide with the space of 

the semiautonomy of the cultural field, reinforced by Louis Althusser in his most famous 

1969 article, Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an Investigation). 

And as the notion of semiautonomy perhaps is pivotal in the respect of the methodology used 

by Jameson in his historical approach of modernism, it is probably for the best to take a look 

at the way Althusser himself has put the problem (calling it, in fact, relative autonomy). “We 

can therefore say that the great theoretical advantage of the Marxist topography, i.e. of the 

spatial metaphor of the edifice (base and superstructure) is simultaneously that it reveals that 

questions of determination (or of index of effectivity) are crucial; that it reveals that it is the 

base which in the last instance determines the whole edifice; and that, as a consequence, it 

obliges us to pose the theoretical problem of the types of ‘derivatory’ effectivity peculiar to 

the superstructure, i.e. it obliges us to think what the Marxist tradition calls conjointly the 

relative autonomy of the superstructure and the reciprocal action of the superstructure on the 

base.” (Althusser 1971, 135–136) In this theoretical tradition it is the distance, or space, or 

semiautonomy that ensures both the connection and the relative independence of the social 

and the aesthetic. As Jameson formulated it, older discussions of the space, the function, or 

the sphere of culture have insisted on what one would call the semiautonomy of the cultural 

realm: “its ghostly, yet Utopian, existence, for good or ill, above the practical world of the 

existent, whose mirror image it throws back in forms which vary from the legitimations of 

flattering resemblance to the contestatory indictments of critical satire or Utopian pain.” 

(Jameson 1991, 48) 

 

The concept of semiautonomy doesn’t explain only the relative separation of the modernist 

aesthetics from the utopian social projects of the time, but, as Jameson has put it in his 1979 
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article, Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture, it also serves to define its relations to the 

developments of mass culture. “Such an approach demands that we read high and mass 

culture as objectively related and dialectically interdependent phenomena, as twin and 

inseparable forms of the fission of aesthetic production under late capitalism. From this 

perspective, the dilemma of the double standard of high and mass culture remains, but it has 

become – not the subjective problem of our own standards of judgment – but rather an 

objective contradiction which has its own social grounding.” (Szeman and Kaposy 2011, 62) 

Obviously, high culture here denotes modernist artistic production or modern art: “from a 

historical point of view the only form of “high culture” which can be said to constitute the 

dialectical opposite of mass culture is that high cultural production contemporaneous with the 

latter, which is to say that artistic production generally designated as modernism.” (Szeman 

and Kaposy 2011, 62–63) Jameson therefore suggested that modernism can also be 

adequately understood in terms of commodity production whose all-informing structural 

influence on mass culture is ubiquitous, “only for modernism, the omnipresence of the 

commodity form determines a reactive stance, so that modernism conceives its formal 

vocation to be the resistance to commodity form, not to be a commodity, to devise an 

aesthetic language incapable of offering commodity satisfaction, and resistant to 

instrumentalization.” (Szeman and Kaposy 2011, 63) The difference between this position 

and the valorization of modernism by the Frankfurt School, lies in its designation of 

modernism of a Stéphane Mallarmé for instance, as reactive, as a symptom and a result of 

cultural crisis, rather than a new solution in its own right: “not only is the commodity the 

prior form in terms of which alone modernism can be structurally grasped, but the very terms 

of its solution – the conception of the modernist text as the production and the protest of an 

isolated individual, and the logic of its sign systems as so many private languages (“styles”) 

and private religions – are contradictory and make the social or collective realization of its 

aesthetic project (Mallarmé’s ideal of Le Livre can be taken as the latter’s fundamental 

formulation) an impossible one (a judgment which, it ought not to be necessary to add, is not 

a judgment of value about the “greatness” of the modernist texts).” (Szeman and Kaposy 

2011, 63) 

 

Ultimately, the moment of the canonical modernist movements in the arts, with their ‘great 

auteurs’ and ‘utopian monuments,’ seen from this well-established and characteristic 

perspective, couldn’t help but correspond to the capitalist forms of economic production and 

social settlement, particularly to the monopoly or imperialist stage of capitalism, as Jameson 
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often underlines. “I want in fact to suggest that the structure of imperialism also makes its 

mark on the inner forms and structures of that new mutation in literary and artistic language 

to which the term “modernism” is loosely applied. This last has of course multiple social 

determinants: any general theory of the modern – assuming one to be possible in the first 

place – would also wish to register the informing presence of a range of lather, historically 

novel phenomena: modernization and technology; commodity reification; monetary 

abstraction and its effects on the sign system; the social dialectic of reading publics; the 

emergence of mass culture; the embodiment of new forms of the psychic subject on the 

physical sensorium.” (Jameson 2007, 152–153) However, before all these, the ultimate 

horizon of social experience under imperialism, according to Jameson, is the very existence of 

the colony. “What is determined by the colonial system is now a rather different kind of 

meaning-loss than this one: for colonialism means that a significant structural segment of the 

economic system as a whole is now located elsewhere, beyond the metropolis, outside of the 

daily life and existential experience of the home country, in colonies over the water whose 

own life experience and life world – very different from that of the imperial power – remains 

unknown and unimaginable for the subjects of the imperial power, whatever social class they 

may belong to. Such spatial disjunction has as its immediate consequence the inability to 

grasp the way the system functions as a whole.” (Jameson 2007, 157) Unlike in the classical 

stages of national or market capitalism, puts Jameson, pieces of the puzzle are now missing 

and it can never be fully reconstructed; no enlargement of personal experience (in the 

knowledge of other social classes), no intensity of self-examination (in the form of whatever 

social guilt), no scientific deductions on the basis of the internal evidence of First-World data, 

can ever be enough to include the ‘radical otherness of colonial life, suffering, and 

exploitation,’ let alone the structural connections between daily life in the metropolis and the 

absent space of the colony. 

 

Colonialism, the basic formative force behind the fragmented human experience in this 

specific historical period, obviously left its traces also on the respective trends of artistic 

production. “As artistic content it will now henceforth always have something missing about 

it, but in the sense of a privation that can never be restored or made whole simply by adding 

back in the missing component: its lack is rather comparable to another dimension, an outside 

like the other face of a mirror, which it constitutively lacks, and which can never be made up 

or made good. This new and historically original problem in what is itself a new kind of 

content now constitutes the situation, and the problem, and the dilemma, the formal 
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contradiction, that modernism seeks to solve; or better still, it is only that new kind of art 

which reflexively perceives this problem and lives this formal dilemma that can be called 

modernism in the first place.” (Jameson 2007, 157–158) But obviously, other – internal – 

elements, which shaped social experience in this period, have also contributed to the 

formation of the specific modernist flavour of artistic production. “It is in this situation that 

modernist representation emerges: and this indeed in general the relationship of formal and 

cultural change to what we have called its social “determinants,” which present a radically 

altered situation (new raw materials of a social, psychological or physical type) to which a 

fresh and unprecedented aesthetic response is demanded, generally by way of formal, 

structural and linguistic invention. But what the new situation of imperialism looks like from 

the standpoint of cultural or aesthetic production now needs to be characterized, and it seems 

best to do so by distinguishing its problems from those of an internal industrialization and 

commodification in the modernizing metropolis. This last seems most often (paradoxically) to 

have been lived in terms of a generalized loss of meaning, as though its subject measured the 

increase in human power negatively, by way of the waning of tradition and of religious 

absolutes, at the same time that the fact of praxis and production was only too susceptible to 

distortion by and concealment beneath the reifying logic of the commodity form.” (Jameson 

2007, 156–157) 

 

Given all this, a rather condensed summary of what could be, or generally is, included under 

the formula of modern art, according to Jameson, would mention something like a long first 

wave in the late nineteenth century, organized around organic forms and a strong emphasis on 

the organic transformation of the life-world. A second wave, from around the turn of the 

century, characterized by an enthusiasm for machine technology and organization into some 

‘paramilitary’ type avant-gardes, founded principally by a social agenda. To all these should 

be added the modernism of the isolated genius, organized around the idea of the great work of 

art, secular scripture, sacred text, or the book of the world, and ultimate ‘ritual mass’ for an 

unimaginable new social order. And one should probably also make place for what many 

have come to call late modernism – the last survivals of a properly modernist view of art and 

the world after the political and economic break of the Great Depression, where, under 

various dictatorial systems, a new conception of social realism achieved the status of 

momentary cultural dominance by way of an accentuated collective anxiety. 
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Global Art 

 

What you see is what you see. 

 

Frank Stella 

 

In a 2009 essay, Contemporary Art as Global Art: A Critical Estimate, Hans Belting made an 

attempt to grasp the phenomenon, which, with some generalization, could be referred to as 

global art. “Twenty years after its first manifestations, the time has come to discuss the nature 

and purpose of global art that emerged, like a phoenix from the ashes, from modern art at the 

end of the twentieth century and opposed modernity’s cherished ideals of progress and 

hegemony.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2) Belting opposed the newer concept of global 

art to the older formula of modern art, and then, not very much unlike other critics, he 

connected its emergence to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. “Contemporary art a term long 

used to designate the most recent art, assumed an entirely new meaning when art production, 

following the turn of world politics and world trade in 1989, expanded across the globe.” 

(Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2) Belting considered this expansion so extensive that it 

rewrites the ideologies of artistic production. “Global art is no longer synonymous with 

modern art. It is by definition contemporary, not just in a chronological but also, as we will 

see, in a symbolic or even ideological sense.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2) The world 

after 1989 indeed saw the proliferation of a series of transnational phenomena that profoundly 

modified the economic geography and the symbolic configurations of the art system. The 

biennialization and corporatization of the art world, alongside the integration of art museums 

linked to the massification of cultural tourism, transformed not only the understanding of the 

art scene, but also the way in which it perceived itself as an international entity and the way it 

dealt with art production world-wide. To many opinions, what was called global art implied a 

series of geopolitical contradictions directly related to the international role of the art 

institutions. As such, the geopolitical discourses and imaginaries produced and legitimated 

within the art system presumably masked several transcultural and postcolonial dilemmas, 

which global art institutions were facing in this period. 

 

Perhaps the easiest – nevertheless a logical – way to approach the phenomenon of global art 

leads through the older notion of modern art. As Belting explained, modern art at the time 

was distinguished as modern form in art, which could even mean only form, without any 
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subject matter. Abstraction in the 1950s was recognized as a universal style, or, with the 

original terminology, a world language. “The difference of global art, given this background, 

is all too obvious, for it lacks any common idiom in terms of ‘style’ and does not insist any 

longer on form as a primary or independent goal. Rather, art is distinguished by new proof of 

professionalism such as contemporary subject matter and a contemporary performance, 

usually a mixture of film, video and documentary materials. As a result, participation in the 

art world does not require the old entrance ticket of formal novelty and purity, as proof of 

advanced art. It is rather the conscience that matters, preferably understood as a critical 

analysis of today’s most debated (or neglected) issues. Originality, once expected from the 

artist’s self expression, has become a way to take position in contemporary issues. This also 

applies to the claim of identity other than Western that lives from an old resistance against 

modern hegemony. Inclusion and visibility are the new battle cries when artists from formerly 

neglected cultures enter the stage.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 10) Setting out from the of 

poststructural criticism of the multiple and paradoxical forms of alienation of alterity, in 

consonance with the inoculation of cultural essentialism promoted by pluralist philosophies 

and by theories on political recognition and ‘equality in difference,’ cultural, gender, racial, 

and disciplinary purity tended to be understood as an artificial and academicist construction, 

which does not concur with the heteroglossia of the multiple modernities of the contemporary 

world. Consequently purity was perceived as an anthropologized interpretation of identity and 

difference. Obviously, the purity of modern art was also based on a series of exclusions. 

“First, the paradigm was reserved for Western art whose confines were to remain clean and 

protected. ‘Making art’ was tantamount to ‘making modern art.’ Artists unwilling or unable to 

follow this axiom did not fall under the category of art at all. But even those who were 

modern in their art but lived outside the West, were not admitted to the ranks of official art 

history.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 12) In fact only a few decades ago, modern art was 

taken as international when it was exclusively composed of work produced by Western 

artists, while and the curators themselves mainly belonged to the Western mainstream. 

Certain thoughts of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel indeed contributed to the hegemonic 

conception of art. “Ethnic craftsmen were thought of as living in a time outside history, much 

as the colonies were removed by Hegel out of a history that for him was a Western 

prerogative.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 12) 

 

Peripheral art was often exiled to historical or ethnographic museums. Labels of primitive or 

naive affixed by the West to most that fell outside the cartography of modernizing progress, 
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became stigmas, which the periphery ended up with, due to the supposedly inscrutable 

character of its economic marginality. “But the real problem remained with the definition of 

‘what is art and what is not,’ for the continuing hegemonial modernism still demanded the 

exclusion of artists other than Western. The only alternative was an excessive nationalism in 

the representation of modern art in order to counterbalance the colonial definition.” (Belting 

and Buddensieg 2009, 10) Modern art excluded ethnic artifacts, which were also looked at in 

the distorting mirror of colonialism. “The success of modernization has favored the export of 

Western art to other parts of the world where the corresponding urge to join the ‘developed’ 

countries prepared the ground.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 10) Modern was a project that 

was shared and imitated by new political and economic elites who in the postwar years 

hurried to catch up with the West, puts Belting, after the United States had served as a guide 

for joining formerly European modernism. The Museum of Modern Art in New York, still a 

recent institution in the war years and shortly thereafter, became a symbol for successful 

competition with Europe in cultural respects. 

 

The official narrative of art history helped to situate the works of art in space and time. Art 

critics have propagated modern art as the spearhead of the constant and linear progress of art 

history. The military overtones of the term avant-garde, as Belting has put it, made the 

idiomatic nature of this master narrative clear. “But history, in the guise of art history, 

followed an argument of its own when it was defined both in terms of ‘invention’ and of 

‘deconstruction.’ Creative invention, in the hands of an individual artist, was the ‘never seen.’ 

Deconstruction, on the other hand, liberated art from the ‘too much seen.’ In both cases, it 

was new art that counted.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 12) This argument suffered 

damage in the 1960s when the much-lamented death of the avant-garde confirmed the loss of 

art’s claims to advance on a preconceived path. The artists themselves broke with the ideal of 

history, which provided a set of timeless values. “The discussion of ‘forgotten’ or ‘lost’ 

avant-gardes currently serves the reconstruction of the history of modernism but they were 

not ‘forgotten;’ they were rather dismissed in order to keep the picture of modernism clear.” 

(Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 12) Belting acknowledged that it was exactly this tradition of 

exclusion, which led to a well-defined modernist canon. “The recovery of neglected names 

was an appeal to rethink modernism.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 12) In a way their 

absence made the narrative of Western modernism possible. 

 

The notion of global art sometimes is used synonymously with that of the world art. However, 
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world art is an idea complementary to modernism, already developed in André Malraux’s 

1951 essay on universal art, The Museum without Walls. “It continues to signify art from all 

ages, the heritage of mankind. In fact, it made art from every possible provenance acceptable 

under the condition of excluding it from modern mainstream art – an old argument between 

art and ethnographic museums. Such significance is officially codified in international laws 

for the protection of art and monuments protection.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 3) World 

art is therefore a kind of aesthetic appropriation of objects as pure form, as a proof of 

individual creativity on a universal scale. It is then best described in Malraux’s book on the 

imaginary museum, that is, in fact, a museum of the mind, and therefore epitomizes world art 

as a construct. “The idea of world art, in a sense, is held together by an art concept that is 

based on modernism’s universalism and today looks somewhat odd, as it bridges a Western 

notion of art with a multiform, and often ethnic, production to which the term ‘art’ is applied 

in an arbitrary manner. It was a paradigm of modernist aesthetics to regard every form or 

work that humanity created, as art.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 4) In the era of global art 

the meaning of world art obviously comes into question, but it isn’t simply revoked, instead it 

becomes polarized in the multifaceted discussions about the colonial nature of Western art 

institutions. “World art, in the meantime, matters for identity politics in cultures that had no 

previous share in modernism and therefore today insist on their own traditions and their own 

narratives in defining visual production as cultural practice. World art also receives a lot of 

attention due to the growing pressure of repatriation claims from former colonies. 

Metropolitan museums of the West, often accused of being outposts of empire and 

colonialism, today have to rethink their arguments in order to defend their collections.” 

(Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 4) Therefore in only a few decades the geography of art went 

from being exclusive and centralized to being ‘omnivorously’ all embracing. Like in the old 

days of colonial expansionism, alterity, the exotic, the diverse, aroused the interest of 

museums, galleries, exhibitions, and commercial art fairs. At one stroke the scenification of 

the multicultural turned into the raw material of every international art exhibition. Through 

this absorption, the marginal, the hybrid, and the peripheral turned into powerful assets of 

cultural economy. “Self performance, rather than self expression in an art work, has become a 

strategy for a new visibility with one’s own ethnicity.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 11) By 

generating an added value to global contemporary art, ethnic performance reanimated the 

market and the circulation of contemporary goods that hence were legitimately exotic, and 

potentially international through the capitalization of their most characteristic and stigmatized 

trait: their marginal peripherality. “The results of this unprecedented expansion challenged the 
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continuity of any Eurocentric view of ‘art.’” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2) 

 

With regard to the integration of the periphery in the processes of globalization and the 

biennialization trends of the contemporary art system, theoretical concepts such as aesthetic 

proximity or cultural translatability were expected to bring to the fore the ‘identitary frictions’ 

and ‘geopolitical marks,’ which are woven and unwoven around the postcolonial discourse of 

contemporary art. What type of cartography of transcultural relations does the contemporary 

art system provide? What are the operating politics of inclusion or exclusion? What 

substantiates the international character of the new global art? The global contemporary art 

circuits are complex, as complex are the transcultural politics of representation. 

Multiculturalism and its strategies of representational integration were liable to generate 

conditions of coercion of cultural diversity through the aesthetic discourse of diversity in 

itself, by substituting the disqualification of minorities for a stereotypifying aesthetic 

(museographic) representation of the subaltern. Globalization of diversity in art seemed to 

automatically become a satisfaction for aesthetic exoticism, a fetishization of alterity under 

the label of multiculturality. “It is symbolic capital whose value changes from one place to the 

other, even if Western revisionism tries to control its currency with its own exchange rates. 

Difference, with the label of a foreign culture, has become marketable and thus an entrance 

ticket for newcomers on the art market.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 3) Therefore the 

fetishization of alterity and the aesthetization of what is subordinate or at the frontier were 

probably the most misleading and contradictory forms of multiculturalism in the globalization 

processes of contemporary art. Moreover, they are the most difficult to be reversed, as they 

operate within the very discourse of vindication and decolonization, being recreated in the 

very core of the international contemporary art exhibitions. 

 

However, all that was hybrid, heterogeneous, in between, or contaminated has been 

reinterpreted, based on the apology of alterity and the celebration of globalized difference, as 

something positive and operative, as a principle of subsistence and natural strength of 

interculturality. In most of the contemporary discourse the paradigm of hybridity was 

presented as closer to reality (in all spheres of human life, but more importantly in cultural 

practices), while its opposite, purity, was considered an ideological and anthropological 

construction. This re-essentialization of the hybrid, then, established a pattern in which some 

cultures were distinguished as more hybrid than others from which, as is obvious, sprang a 

new fetishization of the hybrid: a new objectivated and aesthetized anthropologization of 
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alterity. In this sense the discourse of contemporary multiculturalism repeated the gesture of 

official miscegenation that functions hegemonically by co-opting the opposition and by 

creating a new superior being: the hybrid. And if any culture is originally hybrid, then 

hybridity is a tautology that as a supposition is more valuable as a starting than as a finishing 

point in political and cultural analyses. “In the new art geography, by contrast, it was 

welcomed as an easy entrance ticket for global art in joining Western art.” (Belting and 

Buddensieg 2009, 16) 

 

Supposedly, this is a world of global exchange and communication. Each time the word 

globalization is mentioned, one tends to imagine a planet in which all points are 

interconnected in a reticular network. In fact, as many theorists argue, connections only 

happen inside a radial and hegemonic pattern around the centres of power, where the 

peripheral countries remain disconnected from one other, or are only connected indirectly via 

– and under the control of – the centres. This structure of axial globalization and zones of 

silence is the basis of the economic, political and cultural network that shapes, at a macro 

level, the planet. Globalization is really a globalization from and for the centres, with limited 

periphery-periphery connections. Such globalization, despite its limitation and controls, has 

undoubtedly improved communication and has facilitated a more pluralistic consciousness. It 

has, however, introduced the illusion of a trans-territorial world of multicultural dialogue with 

currents that flow in all directions. International peripheral art, then, complies with the 

internationality profile established by the centralized institutions of the international 

contemporary art scene, which responds to a need to be politically correct in regard to the 

discourse of the postcolonial project and the claims for alterity within the mainstream. As 

such, Asian, African or Latin American art is international to the extent that a portion of those 

categories is taken metonymically as representing all of the artistic production of the 

symbolic-cultural territory, which in turn is determined by geographically and symbolically 

located institutions. Thus stereotypification works as domestication of alterity and of the 

subaltern. And with it, the aesthetization of diversity returns to the global art market. In short, 

new art today is global, much the same way the Internet is also global, puts Belting. The 

Internet is global in the sense that it is used everywhere, but this does not mean that it is 

universal in content or message. “It allows for free access and thus for a personal response to 

the world. But it is for the same reasons that this creates problems for political regimes that 

feel a need to control it, precisely because their problems are by definition local and therefore 

are threatened by a free flow of information and opinion that goes with uncensored 
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creativity.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2–3) 

 

However, an attempt to define art under globalization could also start from the idea of 

globalization itself. One general textbook definition of the global (among in fact numberless), 

is given by David Held, Anthony G. McGrew, David Goldblatt, and Jonathan Perraton in 

their 1999 volume, Global Transformations: Politics, Economics and Culture. “Globalization 

can be conceived as a process (or set of processes) which embodies a transformation in the 

spatial organization of social relations and transactions – assessed in terms of their extensity, 

intensity, velocity and impact – generating transcontinental or interregional flows and 

networks of activity, interaction and the exercise of power.” (Held, McGrew, Goldblatt and 

Perraton 1999, 16) But to focus less on the general and more on the ideological aspects of 

globalization, as Belting suggested, one may return to the description of Fredric Jameson 

from his 1998 article, Notes on Globalization as a Philosophical Issue: “Let’s start from the 

principle that we already somehow know what globalization is, and try rather to focus on the 

concept of globalization, on its ideological structure, if you like (it being understood in 

advance that the word ideology is unpejorative, and that a concept can be ideological and also 

correct or true all at once). I believe that globalization is a communicational concept, which 

alternately masks and transmits cultural or economic meanings. We have a sense that there 

are both denser and more extensive communicational networks all over the world today, 

networks that are on the one hand the result of remarkable innovations in communicational 

technologies of all kinds, and on the other have as their foundation the tendentially greater 

degree of modernization in all the countries of the world, or at least in their big cities, which 

includes the implantation of such technologies.” (Jameson and Miyoshi 1998, 55) 

 

But, as Jameson suggested, a mere communicational approach of the concept of globalization 

is essentially incomplete. As such one has to differentiate the new idea of communication 

from the older concept of the medium – or rather media –, which, alongside its discrete and 

separated nature, still collaborated to the modernist ideal of autonomy. “I defy anyone to try 

to think it in exclusively media or communicational terms; and we can find a point of contrast 

and distinction in the images of the media in the earlier twentieth century, that is to say, in the 

modernist period. There did then seem to be a certain semiautonomy about the development 

of the media: radio did seem to penetrate for the first time into remote areas (both at home and 

abroad); the progress of film around the world was both swift and startling, and seemed to 

bring some new kind of mass consciousness with it; journalism and reporting, meanwhile, 
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were somehow at their outer reaches heroic acts, which shed new light and brought back new 

information. No one can feel that the cybernetic revolution is like that, if only because it 

builds on those first, already established networks. The communicational development today 

is no longer one of “enlightenment” in all its connotations, but rather of new technologies.” 

(Jameson and Miyoshi 1998, 55–56) 

 

But for a methodology such as Jameson’s the concept of communication and new 

technologies obviously is only the tip of the iceberg. “This is why, along with the 

communicational concept of globalization, one always finds other dimensions smuggled in. 

Thus, if the newer phenomenon essentially distinguishes itself from the older, modern one by 

technology rather than by information (even though this term is then itself reappropriated and 

ideologically developed today on a grand scale), what happens is that the technology and 

what the computer people call information begin to slip insensibly in the direction of 

advertisements and publicity, of postmodern marketing, and finally of the export of TV 

programs, rather than the return of startling reports from remote places. But this is to say that 

the surface concept, the communicational one, has suddenly acquired a whole cultural 

dimension: the communicational signifier has been endowed with a more properly cultural 

signified or signification. Now the positing of an enlargement of communicational nets has 

secretly been transformed into some kind of message about a new world culture.” (Jameson 

and Miyoshi 1998, 56) Indeed, globalization – in a more traditional language – often involves 

cultural identity negotiations, where individuals and groups situate themselves within the 

compressing spatial and temporal boundaries and unequal power structures of a constantly 

transforming global society. 

 

On the other hand globalization is inherently connected to neoliberal conceptions of a world 

society, which emphasize capitalist directives and open market policies predicated on the 

unhindered flow of capital and commerce. As Jameson himself is quick to add: “But the 

slippage can also take another direction: the economic. Thus, in our attempt to think this new, 

still purely communicational concept, we begin to fill in the empty signifier with visions of 

financial transfers and investments all over the world, and the new networks begin to swell 

with the commerce of some new and allegedly more flexible capitalism (I have to confess that 

I have always found this a ludicrous expression). We begin remembering that the newly 

flexible production was made possible precisely by computerization (a loop back to the 

technological again), and we also remember that computers and their programs and the like 
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are themselves among the most hotly exchanged forms of goods among the nations today. In 

this variant, then, the ostensibly communicational concept has secretly been transformed into 

a vision of the world market and its newfound interdependence, a global division of labor on 

an extraordinary scale, new electronic trade routes tirelessly plied by commerce and finance 

alike.” (Jameson and Miyoshi 1998, 56) These definitions are overlapping and reciprocal in 

nature, as globalization is a complex and multi-directional form of social, cultural, economic 

and political change. 

 

If, then, one attempted to cast a short definition of globalization in the art world based on the 

remarks made by Jameson, it would sound something like this: globalization is a practice of 

cultural exchange based on economic models of late capitalism. In the 1991 book, 

Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Jameson already suggested 

something quite similar. In relation to the idea of a new world culture, he speculated as 

follows: “What we must now ask ourselves is whether it is not precisely this semiautonomy of 

the cultural sphere which has been destroyed by the logic of late capitalism. Yet to argue that 

culture is today no longer endowed with the relative autonomy it once enjoyed as one level 

among others in earlier moments of capitalism (let alone in precapitalist societies) is not 

necessarily to imply its disappearance or extinction. Quite the contrary; we must go on to 

affirm that the dissolution of an autonomous sphere of culture is rather to be imagined in 

terms of an explosion: a prodigious expansion of culture throughout the social realm, to the 

point at which everything in our social life – from economic value and state power to 

practices and to the very structure of the psyche itself – can be said to have become “cultural” 

in some original and yet untheorized sense. This proposition is, however, substantively quite 

consistent with the previous diagnosis of a society of the image or the simulacrum and a 

transformation of the “real” into so many pseudoevents.” (Jameson 1991, 48) In the 2010 

volume, Art and Globalization, edited by James Elkins, Zhivka Valiavicharska, and Alice 

Kim, Jameson explicitly confirmed (his account of) the direct connection between 

globalization and postmodernity: “One of the characteristics of art in globalization is the use 

of new materials; I think, for example, that the emergence of photography as a fine art is a 

phenomenon specific to postmodernity or globalization (I don’t distinguish here between 

those two terms).” (Elkins, Valiavicharska and Kim 2010, 14) However, the point has already 

been pretty straightforwardly made in the seminal text itself: “What we must now affirm is 

that it is precisely this whole extraordinarily demoralizing and depressing original new global 

space which is the “moment of truth” of Postmodernism.” (Jameson 1991, 49) 
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The destruction of the autonomy of the cultural field, then, led to the extinction of what 

Jameson has called critical distance, which also meant that the older conceptions about the 

nature of cultural politics have themselves become outmoded. “However distinct those 

conceptions – which range from slogans of negativity, opposition, and subversion to critique 

and reflexivity – may have been, they all shared a single, fundamentally spatial, 

presupposition, which may be resumed in the equally timehonored formula of “critical 

distance.” No theory of cultural politics current on the Left today has been able to do without 

one notion or another of a certain minimal aesthetic distance, of the possibility of the 

positioning of the cultural act outside the massive Being of capital, from which to assault this 

last. What the burden of our preceding demonstration suggests, however, is that distance in 

general (including “critical distance” in particular) has very precisely been abolished in the 

new space of Postmodernism.” (Jameson 1991, 48) Mass standardization and homogenization 

seemingly swept away the possibility of keeping out of the system. “We are submerged in its 

henceforth filled and suffused volumes to the point where our now postmodern bodies are 

bereft of spatial coordinates and practically (let alone theoretically) incapable of distantiation; 

meanwhile, it has already been observed how the prodigious new expansion of multinational 

capital ends up penetrating and colonizing those very precapitalist enclaves (Nature and the 

Unconscious) which offered extraterritorial and Archimedean footholds for critical 

effectivity.” (Jameson 1991, 48–49) There are several ways in which these forms of 

colonization can be understood, the former having something to do with the modes of 

agricultural production, the latter, however, is presumably linked to the world of mass media. 

But, most importantly, these circumstances have also made their impact on the art world. “Art 

on a global scale does not imply an inherent aesthetic quality which could be identified as 

such, nor a global concept of what has to be regarded as art. Rather than representing a new 

context, it indicates the loss of context or focus and includes its own contradiction by 

implying the counter movement of regionalism and tribalization, whether national, cultural or 

religious. It clearly differs from modernity whose self-appointed universalism was based on a 

hegemonial notion of art.” (Belting and Buddensieg 2009, 2) 

 

Everything in Jameson’s discussion suggests that postmodernism is inseparable from or 

unthinkable without the hypothesis of some fundamental mutation of the sphere of culture, 

but this mutation at its own turn signals another, perhaps even more fundamental change in 

the basis of capitalism. Thus in relation to the economic underpinning of Jameson’s 

communicational account of globalization, the 1991 book had the following to clarify: “The 
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argument for a certain authenticity in these otherwise patently ideological productions 

depends on the prior proposition that what we have been calling postmodern (or 

multinational) space is not merely a cultural ideology or fantasy but has genuine historical 

(and socioeconomic) reality as a third great original expansion of capitalism around the globe 

(after the earlier expansions of the national market and the older imperialist system, which 

each had their own cultural specificity and generated new types of space appropriate to their 

dynamics).” (Jameson 1991, 49) As Jameson repeatedly stressed, his assumptions of the 

subsequent stages of capitalism underscore Ernest Mandel’s theory from the 1972 book, Late 

Capitalism, “namely, that there have been three fundamental moments in capitalism, each one 

marking a dialectical expansion over the previous stage. These are market capitalism, the 

monopoly stage or the stage of imperialism, and our own, wrongly called postindustrial, but 

what might better be termed multinational, capital.” (Jameson 1991, 35) 
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Minimalism and Style 

 

Fashion fades, only style remains the same. 

 

Coco Chanel 

 

It is relatively unproblematic to speak about style in relation to modern art and modernism, 

while it is relatively problematic to speak about style in relation to global art and 

postmodernism. Etymologically the word style derives from the Latin term ‘stilus’ – the name 

of the writing instrument –, but usually it is rather a term to characterize someone’s manner of 

writing, speaking, or any other mode of expression. Another frequent term for literary style 

was ‘genus dicendi’ – the mode of speech. According to one general definition, style is a 

replication or patterning, whether in human behaviour or in the artifacts produced by human 

behaviour that results from a series of choices made within some constraints. As a rule, few of 

these constraints are newly invented or devised by those who employ them. Rather they are 

learned and adopted as part of the historical-cultural circumstances of individuals or groups. 

An individual’s style of speaking or writing, then, results in large part from lexical, 

grammatical, and syntactic choices made within the constraints of the language and dialect 

one has learned to use but did not create. ‘And so it is in music, painting, and the other arts.’ 

As Ernst Gombrich put it in his 1968 essay, Style, it can be “any distinctive, and therefore 

recognizable, way in which an act is performed or an artifact made or ought to be performed 

and made.” (Preziosi 2009, 129) 

 

For premodern thinkers style was generally believed to be an aspect of a piece of writing that 

one could objectively describe, an inherent textual fact within the writing rather than in the 

writer who produced it. This paradigm is perhaps most clearly represented in its root form in 

the theoretical works of the ancient world and the later manifestations of that view until the 

early modern period. Both Plato and Aristotle, for instance, talked about style, or lexis as they 

called it, as a manipulable component of speech, a quality residing in the language a speaker 

or writer chooses to use. One might be good or bad at using the techniques of language 

depending on training and skill, but ultimately style was understood as an effect of language’s 

function. What these early examples show is that for the ancients good speech often meant 

good training in the art of rhetoric. The eighteenth century writer Alexander Pope would 

demonstrate this tradition’s longevity by famously calling style the ‘dress of thought,’ 
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conceiving style as external ornamentation added onto a stable core of protected internal 

meaning. Fredric Jameson in his 1976 article, Criticism in History, characterized this position 

– accordingly – as essentially a rhetorical approach. “Rhetoric is an older and essentially 

precapitalist mode of linguistic organization; it is a collective or class phenomenon in that it 

serves as a means of assimilating the speech of individuals to some suprapersonal oratorical 

paradigm, to some non- or preindividualistic standard of beau parler, of high style and fine 

writing. A profound social value is here invested in spoken language, one that may be gauged 

by the primacy of such aristocratic forms as the sermon and the verse tragedy, the salon 

witticism and the poetic epistle.” (Jameson 2008, 127–128) 

 

While style has of course always told important things about the person, it was only in the 

second half of the nineteenth century that it became possible to tap style as a tool for 

extrapolating the subjectivity of an individual. This intellectual position, which understood 

style as a kind of fingerprint of its author, the unmistakable trace left behind by a unique 

psychology resulted in a shift of the attention toward style as the imprints of an individual 

psychology bled out into the process by which a subject wields linguistic signs. This approach 

is more properly stylistic in its emphasis on the uniquely personal, in the etymological sense 

of the stilus, the inimitable and wellnigh physiological specificity of someone’s own 

handwriting. Jameson differentiates sharply this second approach from the former one, calling 

it plainly style. “Style, on the other hand, is a middle-class phenomenon and reflects the 

increasing atomization of middle-class life and the sapping of the collective vitality of 

language itself, as the older collective and precapitalist social groupings are gradually 

undermined and dissolved. Style thus emerges, not from the social life of the group, but from 

the silence of the isolated individual: hence its rigorously personal, quasi-physical or 

physiological content, the very materiality of its verbal components.” (Jameson 2008, 128) 

 

Jameson suggested that each approach in its own way corresponds to a different view of 

language and thereby to a distinct historical mode of artistic development. Susan Sontag 

seemingly signs up to this historical approach in her 1965 essay, On Style: “Awareness of 

style as a problematic and isolable element in a work of art has emerged in the audience for 

art only at certain historical moments – as a front behind which other issues, ultimately ethical 

and political, are being debated.” (Sontag 1982, 18) But the opinion that rhetoric is collective 

and style is individual can be articulated not only from the point of view of the individual but 

also from the perspective of the collective. “We may put all this the other way around by 
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reformulating it in terms of the literary public.” (Jameson 2008, 128) Rhetoric would then 

reflect the existence of a relatively homogeneous public or class which the speaker addresses 

and may be detected by the predilection for standardized formulas and fixed forms and by the 

continuing influence of the oratorical tradition as codified in classical antiquity. Style is, on 

the contrary, always an individual and problematical solution to the ‘dilemma’ of the absence 

of a public and emerges against the background of a private language, which makes up the 

substance of the modernist work of art. 

 

The distinction between the two antagonistic methods may become clearer if one close-

examines the years in which the change occurred. For Jameson this is not even a decade but is 

condensed into one year, 1857, when the rhetoric in the novel was at one stroke abolished 

with the publication of Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary. “Henceforth the novel is no 

longer the written prospectus of some essentially natural and quasi-oral storytelling, but rather 

the pretext for the forging of individual sentences, for the practice of style as such. And what 

was hitherto a cultural institution – the storytelling situation itself, with its narrator and class 

public – now fades into the silence and the solitude of the individual writer, confronted with 

the absence of a reading public as with some form of the absence of God. For in the 

development of France, which has so often seemed paradigmatic of modern political and class 

history in general, the July revolution of 1830 signals the definitive retirement of the 

aristocracy from the realm of governmental control, whereas the June massacre of 1848 

confirms henceforth permanent antagonism between bourgeoisie and proletariat. After 1848 

in France, therefore, the primacy of the middle classes announces the beginning of that 

process of social atomization and monadization of which the modern literary language – 

stylistic rather than rhetorical, profoundly subjectivistic rather than collective – is one 

ideological reflex among others. Under such circumstances, clearly enough, there can be no 

stylistic analysis that is not ultimately political or historical in character.” (Jameson 2008, 

129) 

 

All this eventually led to an increasing amount of formal (and linguistic) self-consciousness in 

artistic production, called by Ben Hutchinson in his 2011 book, Modernism and Style, the 

enduring obsession with style: from Flaubert’s conception of an ‘absolute style’ in the 1850s, 

through Stéphane Mallarmé’s ‘absolute book’ and the ‘decadent style’ of the 1880s, to the 

hypertrophied late modernism of the 1940s. The tendentious pursuit of purity in modernism 

can also be articulated in terms of stylistic preference. “Indeed, one logical conclusion of what 
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Roland Barthes and others have identified as the linguistic turn that started around the middle 

of the nineteenth century is a reduction of art purely to style, where ‘purely’ is to be 

understood in both its senses, both as absolute style (in the manner of ‘absolute poetry’ à la 

Mallarmé) and as only style.” (Hutchinson 2011, 6) In a passage ranging from Flaubert to 

Alfred Hitchcock from his 1997 article, Theo Angelopoulos: The Past as History, the Future 

as Form, Jameson presented, again, his account of the emergence of style as the marker of 

modernism. “Style is indeed in many ways the key to the distinction we are trying to 

formulate here: for it is the central category both of modernist production in all the arts, and 

also of the multiple ideologies with which the various modernisms have secured their 

hegemony over the institutions. As a basic marker for modernism, the emergence of “style” 

spells the end of the “realist” period (“realism” scarcely being the same kind of category as 

“modernism”, and useful only for a crude, rule-of-thumb periodization in a context such as 

ours), during which what we would now think of as essentially stylistic features had been 

grasped as the aberrations and personal tics, and lovable or detestable deviations of individual 

authors (Balzacian or Dickensian grimaces, Hugolian excesses) from still existing rhetorical 

and conventional norms – which is not to exclude the posthumous, ex-post facto 

transformation of this or that idiosyncratic “realist” into an early modernist or precursor of the 

modern, after the setting in place of aesthetic modernity, as witness the fortunes of Flaubert, 

or perhaps, in the filmic domain, the transformation of Hitchcock into the greatest of auteurs.” 

(Horton 1997, 78–79) 

 

Reaching its full-blown maturity the preoccupation with style eventually led to the overall 

high-modernist imperative of stylistic innovation. In his 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the 

Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Jameson has also stressed out that style in modernism is 

very much attached to the idea of expression: “We must however add that the problem of 

expression is itself closely linked to some conception of the subject as a monadlike container, 

within which things felt are then expressed by projection outward. What we must now stress, 

however, is the degree to which the high-modernist conception of a unique style, along with 

the accompanying collective ideals of an artistic or political vanguard or avant-garde, 

themselves stand or fall along with that older notion (or experience) of the so-called centered 

subject.” (Jameson 1991, 15) For Jameson the phenomenon of expression is decisive in the 

respect of modern art. Speaking of Edward Munch’s 1893 painting, The Scream, he 

summarized the great modernist thematics (alienation, anomie, solitude, social fragmentation, 

and isolation), calling the painting a virtually programmatic emblem of what used to be called 
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the age of anxiety. But more importantly Munch’s canvas is talkative in the respect of the 

overall modernist imperative of expression, which seems to have dominated much of what 

one calls high modernism: “The very concept of expression presupposes indeed some 

separation within the subject, and along with that a whole metaphysics of the inside and 

outside, of the wordless pain within the monad and the moment in which, often cathartically, 

that “emotion” is then projected out and externalized, as gesture or cry, as desperate 

communication and the outward dramatization of inward feeling.” (Jameson 1991, 11–12) 

 

But the story of style doesn’t end with that. Speaking chiefly of literature, but also referring to 

art in general, in the very same book Jameson suggested that “the explosion of modern 

literature into a host of distinct private styles and mannerisms has been followed by a 

linguistic fragmentation of social life itself to the point where the norm itself is eclipsed: 

reduced to a neutral and reified media speech (far enough from the Utopian aspirations of the 

inventors of Esperanto or Basic English), which itself then becomes but one more idiolect 

among many.” (Jameson 1991, 16–17) The postmodernist stunt of culture, the dissolution of 

the ‘autonomous sphere of culture’ and its expansion throughout the social realm, to the point 

at which the whole domain of social life – from economic value and state power to practices 

and to the ‘very structure of the psyche itself’ – became cultural, along with the historical and 

socioeconomic reality on which this process was based – late capitalism – led to 

modifications in the nature of style as well. “Modernist styles thereby become postmodernist 

codes. And that the stupendous proliferation of social codes today into professional and 

disciplinary jargons (but also into the badges of affirmation of ethnic, gender, race, religious, 

and class-factional adhesion) is also a political phenomenon, the problem of micropolitics 

sufficiently demonstrates. If the ideas of a ruling class were once the dominant (or 

hegemonic) ideology of bourgeois society, the advanced capitalist countries today are now a 

field of stylistic and discursive heterogeneity without a norm.” (Jameson 1991, 17) The 

‘postliteracy’ of the late-capitalist world for Jameson reflects not only the absence of a great 

collective project but also the unavailability of the older language of national art. 

 

All these developments led to something that appeared to be the end of the concept of style, at 

least as an agent of the modernist idea of progress. “By the same token, therefore, the eclipse 

of style – the feeling that new styles are no longer available or possible, and that the 

fundamental telos of the modern, its “progress” from one innovation to the next, has been 

abruptly severed – is a fundamental sign of the supercession of the modern by something now 
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often called the “postmodern” (even though here also, a selected group of auteurs 

idiosyncratic even within the modernist canon as such – Raymond Roussel or Gertrude Stein, 

for example – can be co-opted without much effort into some emergent postmodern one).” 

(Horton 1997, 79) It isn’t unusual for Jameson to speak of this new-school lack of confidence 

in the hegemony of progress in terms of a general disillusionment (although he didn’t really 

speak in very high terms of modernism either). “The “end” of style, therefore, the very “end 

of the modern” as such, the feeling that there can only be a limited or finite number of such 

bundles of stylistic features (and thus a limited and equally finite number of the “world 

views” to which they allegedly correspond) may look like a matter of common sense: yet, its 

appearance as a widespread consensus expresses the disillusionment that marks the end of 

modernism as such (and as a sub-period of the capitalist mode of production), and this in the 

area of film fully as much as for the other arts or media.” (Horton 1997, 79–80) 

 

Yet, it is important to acknowledge that style did not vanish altogether under these 

circumstances. On the contrary, most likely it has also expanded alongside the general 

expansion of the field of culture; modernist styles often plunge into the global era, as already 

suggested by the less obvious parts of these passages. It is perhaps more accurate to say that 

under the new socioeconomic settlement the subjective-expressive depth model on which the 

modernist concept of style has been based is the one that is no more, as everything in social 

life – down to the structure of the psyche, again, according to Jameson – changed under 

multinational capitalism. In this new situation style, obviously, cannot continue as the agent 

of self-expression, instead it seemingly becomes a means of communication. The specific and 

recognizable stylistic patterns produced by the modernist masters now begin to function as 

conventionally accepted and easily (re)utilizable codes that facilitate the flawlessness of the 

global exchange, which at its own turn alternately ‘masks and transmits’ cultural and 

economic values. In short, modernist styles in postmodernism became templates of the new, 

globalized sort of (centre-periphery) communication related to the dynamics of an emergent 

world culture and the economics of transnational flows underpinning it. This shift in the 

nature of style may or may not be strong enough to abandon the word style altogether, as 

Jameson suggested, and introduce the other terminology relying on the concept of the code. 

 

In his 2002 article, Troping History: Modernist Residue in Jameson’s Pastiche and 

Hutcheon’s Parody, John N. Duvall summed up the situation in the interrelated terms of 

parody and pastiche. “Another periodizing feature for Jameson is the end of the great 
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modernist individual styles that have been replaced by postmodernist codes. The result is that 

postmodernism is no longer capable of achieving the critical distance necessary for parody 

and end up recombining previously articulated styles. The result is pastiche.” (Duvall 2002, 4) 

In Jameson’s own words: “In this situation parody finds itself without a vocation; it has lived, 

and that strange new thing pastiche slowly comes to take its place.” (Jameson 1991, 17) 

Pastiche, often described as the imitation of a peculiar or unique, idiosyncratic style, or the 

wearing of a linguistic mask, or speech in a dead language, indeed was one of the basic early 

paradigms in the characterization of the postmodernist artistic production. “For with the 

collapse of the high-modernist ideology of style – what is as unique and unmistakable as your 

own fingerprints, as incomparable as your own body (the very source, for an early Roland 

Barthes, of stylistic invention and innovation) – the producers of culture have nowhere to turn 

but to the past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the masks and voices stored up 

in the imaginary museum of a now global culture.” (Jameson 1991, 17–18) The imitation of 

dead styles therefore urges everything to blur its official contemporaneity and make it 

possible to be received as though it were set in some eternal past, beyond real historical time. 

This approach to the present by way of the pastiche of the stereotypical past – an aesthetic 

mode ‘in its own right’ – emerged for Jameson as an elaborated symptom of the waning of 

historicity, of the lived possibility of experiencing history in an active way, which 

demonstrates the enormity of a situation in which we seem increasingly incapable of 

fashioning representations of our own current experience, namely the experience of the now 

global scale of multinational operations. “This situation evidently determines what the 

architecture historians call “historicism,” namely, the random cannibalization of all the styles 

of the past, the play of random stylistic allusion, and in general what Henri Lefebvre has 

called the increasing primacy of the “neo.”” (Jameson 1991, 18) But however random, 

imitated, or recombined they may be, modernist styles perhaps still exist in postmodernism, 

with the difference that they are not called into being anymore by the atomization of middle-

class life under imperialist rule and the resulting silence of the isolated individual, but they 

are reinvented rather as allegorical pretexts or impulses – in the sense Craig Owens used the 

term in his writings, most famously in the 1980 The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory of 

Postmodernism – and communicational templates by the inertia with the help of which 

Western standards still manage to lie heavy on the exchange of values and continue to shape it 

into a centre-periphery type of communication. 
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That much about the notion of style. Now a few words about the notion of minimalism. The 

most common use of minimalism in relation to art is in the term Minimal Art. Edward 

Strickland in his 1993 book, Minimalism: Origins, described the concentrated preoccupation 

with minimalism in the America of the 1960s as follows: “Minimalism is here used to denote 

a movement, primarily in postwar America, towards an art – visual, musical, literary, or 

otherwise – that makes its statement with limited, if not the fewest possible, resources, an art 

that eschews abundance of compositional detail, opulence of texture, and complexity of 

structure. Minimalist art is prone to stasis (as expressed in musical drones and silence, 

immobile or virtually immobile dance, endless freeze-frame in the film, event-free narrative 

and expressionless lyrics, featureless sculpture, monochromatic canvases) and resistant to 

development (gridded or otherwise diagrammatic paintings and sculptures, repeated modules 

and held harmonies in music, simple and reiterated movements in the dance and film, the 

aborted or circular dialogues of the drama and fiction). It tends towards non-allusiveness and 

decontextualization from tradition, impersonality in tone, and flattening of perspective 

through emphasis on surfaces (neutralization of depth cues in painting or of the 

space/substance, image/reflection dichotomies in light environments, the restriction of 

dynamic and harmonic movement in the music, the human “still lifes” of the films, and the 

analogously univocal description of persons and objects in the poetry and fiction).” 

(Strickland 2000, 7) However, of the entire excitement around minimalism, the most talked 

over, well-defined, and thoroughly canonized phenomenon still remains Minimal Art – as the 

only instance when minimalism made it into the name of an art movement (not counting 

Postminimalism) –, the practice of artists like Donald Judd, Tony Smith, Richard Morris, 

Frank Stella, Dan Flavin, Carl Andre, and a few others in the 1960s. There have been 

numberless attempts to define Minimal Art, and just as many calls to position it in the history 

of Western art. After Judd’s initial 1965 article, Specific Objects, it was perhaps Clement 

Greenberg’s Recentness of Sculpture and Michael Fried’s Art and Objecthood, both from 

1967, which set the tone in the appreciation of the new, minimalist practice. Rosalind Krauss 

in her 1979 essay, Sculpture in the Expanded Field, Anna C. Chave, in her 1990 article, 

Minimalism and the Rhetoric of Power, and Hal Foster in his 1996 book, The Return of the 

Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of The Century, all gave extensive retrospective accounts 

on how the canon of Minimal Art can be defined and understood. 

 

Of course, the attitudes towards Minimal Art vary; still, in the sound opinion of Greenberg, 

Fried, Krauss, Chave, and Foster, Minimal Art breaks with the tradition of modern art. 
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Greenberg and Fried saw it principally as a threat to modernism, so the tone of their writings 

was mostly hostile, basically trying to cast the new tendency out from their (rather restrictive) 

canon of modern art. Some ten years later the waters weren’t so troubled anymore, thus the 

time was right for Krauss to calmly denounce everyone, who dared to see a direct lineage 

between early avant-garde forms of geometric abstraction and Minimal Art. As Krauss herself 

has put it (rather plainly) in her text: “Never mind that the content of the one had nothing to 

do with, was in fact the exact opposite of, the content of the other.” (Krauss 1979, 32) And 

with that Krauss positioned Minimal Art into the ‘expanded field’ of postmodernism. Chave, 

at the end of her article, also risked the question whether Minimal Art can readily be seen as 

having the oppositional moment one demands of modern art. The most defensible answer to 

this question “is surely “no”” (Chave 1990, 61), put it Chave, and she brought arguments 

from Theodor W. Adorno to shed light upon the situation. For Foster – who clearly wrote the 

most elaborated piece on the topic of the historical position of the minimalists – Minimal Art 

forms a sort of a ‘crux’ at the juncture of modernism and postmodernism. “This last point 

leads to the other side of the minimalist rupture, for if minimalism breaks with late-modernist 

art, by the same token it prepares the postmodernist art to come.” (Foster 2001, 54) Foster’s 

case is relatively straightforward: Minimal Art concludes modernism while presenting itself 

as the first postmodernist art movement. Obviously, the situation is a bit more problematic 

than that, as modernism and postmodernism show contradictory tendencies, but the strength 

of Foster’s study lies exactly in the precise identification of the ways in which Minimal Art 

halts the former and starts the latter. 

 

The description of Minimal Art provided by Foster seems to counter every major feature of 

modern art and sculpture. Minimal Art threatens the disciplinary order of modern aesthetics 

advocated by Greenberg. Not only does Minimal Art reject the anthropomorphism of most 

traditional sculpture, which Foster sees to be residual in Abstract Expressionism, but it also 

refuses the siteless nature of most abstract sculpture. It was Krauss in 1979, who observed 

that modernist sculpture operates in relation to the loss of site, and produces the monument as 

an abstraction, as a pure marker or base, functionally placeless and largely self-referential. 

Therefore Krauss saw sculpture – during modernism – entering condition of negativity or 

sitelessness, an ‘absolute loss of place.’ The central import of the minimalist attack on the 

anthropomorphism and illusionism of art is, then, based not only on the fact that these 

categories constitute an outmoded paradigm of art but also an ideological model of meaning. 

The minimalist crime according to Fried was the attempt to displace late-modernist art by 
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means of a literal reading that confused the transcendental presentness of art with the 

mundane presence of things. In short, as Foster explained, Judd read the call of Greenberg for 

objective painting so literary, as to exceed painting altogether in the creation of objects. “In 

short, with minimalism sculpture no longer stands apart, on a pedestal or as pure art, but is 

repositioned among objects and redefined in terms of place. In this transformation the viewer, 

refused the safe, sovereign space of formal art, is cast back in the here and now; and rather 

than scan the surface of a work for a topographical mapping of the properties of its medium, 

he or she is prompted to explore the perceptual consequences of a particular intervention in a 

given site. This is the fundamental intervention that minimalsim inaugurates.” (Foster 2001, 

38) 

 

But if Minimal Art was indeed a postmodernist practice and if Jameson was also correct about 

the nature of postmodernism in the respect that it works with ‘codes,’ which, at their own 

turn, originated as styles with the different modern art movements, it would seem logical to 

think that Minimal Art has also pastiched some of the styles of modernism into its ‘specific 

objects.’ So much the more that no one can seriously claim that the visual language of 

Minimal Art was truly and utterly unseen at the time of its appearance; perhaps exactly the 

opposite is true, based on the seer number of definitions, descriptions, and genealogies that 

instantly presented minimalists as the successors of ‘constructivist fathers.’ Foster also came 

forward with the idea that Minimal Art is indeed to some extent a bird in borrowed feathers, 

stating that amidst all the repetitions in postwar art, there were indeed many ‘returns,’ but 

none of them appeared to be ‘historically focused.’ “Some recoveries are fast and furious, and 

they tend to reduce the past practice to a style or a theme that can be assimilated; such is often 

the fate of the found object in the 1950s and the readymade in the 1960s.” (Foster 2001, 3) A 

part of the recoveries, for Foster, seemed to be slow and partial, as in the case of Russian 

Constructivism in the early 1960s, others appeared to return independently, yet another old 

models were combined in apparent contradiction, as when in the early 1960s artists like 

Flavin and Andre draw on such diverse precedents as Marcel Duchamp, Constantin Brâncuși, 

Alexander Rodchenko, and Kurt Schwitters, or when Judd contrived his impressive array of 

precursors in Specific Objects. “Paradoxically, at this crux of the postwar period, ambitious 

art is marked by an expansion of historical allusion as well as by a reduction of actual content. 

Indeed, such art often invokes different, even incommensurate models, but less to act them 

out in a hysterical pastiche (as in much art in the 1980s) than to work them through to a 

reflexive practice – to turn the very limitations of these models into a critical consciousness of 
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history, artistic and otherwise. Thus there is method to the Judd list of precursors, especially 

where it appears most mad, as in its juxtaposition of the opposed positions of Duchamp and 

painting. For Judd seeks not only to extract a new practice from these positions but to trump 

them as he goes – in this case to move beyond objectivity (whether in the nominalist version 

of Duchamp or in the formalist version of the New York School) to “specific objects.”” 

(Foster 2001, 3–4) 

 

There is, however, a situation with this art-historical reading of Minimal Art, as it still stays 

perhaps too focused on the immanent history of fine art and especially sculpture, while it 

doesn’t really open up to the (expanded) field of the succeeding ‘post-medium’ condition, 

which was initiated exactly by the works of Minimal Art. As such, according to the opinion 

presented here, accounts of both modern architecture and object design seem to be lacking 

from this narrative. And this is especially surprising, considering that the whole artistic 

communication of Minimal Art revolved around the notion of the object. Chave in her article 

touched upon the topic, suggesting that the turn to non-relational form that characterized 

Minimal Art was alien to the history or Western painting and sculpture, but it wasn’t at all 

foreign to the dominant tradition of Western architecture. Minimal Art’s fundamentally 

architectural visual language, suggested Chave, invited comparison with the elegant, precise, 

and antiseptic-looking glass boxes that form the legacy of the International Style. Very much 

like these, Minimal Art depends, explained Chave, on the repetition of simple geometric 

forms, especially the cube or the rectangle, and on certain elementary principles of 

construction such as the post-and-lintel arrangement. If, then, there were indeed returns or 

recoveries of past styles in the postmodernist fashion in Minimal Art – whatever the purpose 

or the reason of these returns may have been – the league of modernist architects and object 

makers devoted to the ideal of the purity of materials and geometric form definitely shouldn’t 

be left out of the equation. However serious or critical the practice of appropriation in 

Minimal Art may seemed for Foster, the objects and the non-relational shapes of modernist 

design and architecture were reinforced as a deadpan literal reading of modernism’s call for 

self-critical objectivity. As such, members of the De Stijl movement, and especially of the 

Bauhaus, present themselves pretty suitable for such appropriations. Obviously, there are 

others as well, like various architects of the latter International Style, mentioned by Chave, or 

practitioners of the Mid-Century Modern. There is, then, a number of individual artists from 

different areas of modern art and modernism, whose idiosyncratic styles resurfaced in the 

minimalist canon, like Gerrit Rietveld, Walter Gropius, Philip Johnson in the old days, or 
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Richard Neutra, to name a few, but most productive of them all would surely be Ludwig Mies 

van der Rohe, with his dictum, ’Less is more.’ 

 

The idea that Minimal Art may indeed be in touch with some purity driven styles of modern 

architecture and industrial design – besides the canonically more accepted allusions to 

Constructivism or Suprematism – could eventually present itself as useful in grasping 

Minimal Art’s relations to mass culture and mass production. Minimal Art is traditionally 

understood a response to the interlocking history of modernism and mass culture. In this 

account Minimal Art confronts and resists both the rarefied high art of modernism and the 

spectacular culture of advanced capitalism. While stressing the perceptual presence of the 

object (insisting on its physical here and now), Minimal Art on the one hand disperses the 

autonomy of the aesthetic practice across the whole field of cultural activity, but on the other 

hand, puts Foster, manages to resist also the mass-mediated representations and simulacral 

images of spectacular culture. However, the industrial nature of Minimal Art’s objects still 

point to practices of serial production and consumption, to the socioeconomic order of mass-

produced objects and images. “But Judd’s work was not, as he would have it, aloof from 

society. And given the geometric uniformity of his production, its slick surfaces, its 

commercial fabrication (often in multiples), and its stable, classic design, those prosperous 

collectors and institutions who were drawn to it could hardly be called obtuse if they 

perceived it not as “against much in the society,” but as continuous with their own ideals.” 

(Chave 1990, 54) As Chave has put it, by manufacturing objects with common industrial and 

commercial materials in a restricted vocabulary of geometric shapes, Judd and the other 

minimalists readily availed themselves of the cultural authority of the markers of industry and 

technology. 

 

Sometimes called the ‘new object makers’ the minimalist were praised for producing 

‘aesthetic furniture’ that ‘can be all things to all men while remaining totally unchanged.’ 

Though the specific qualities of their objects varied – from the corporate ‘furniture-like’ 

elegance of Judd’s polished boxes, to the harsh, steel mesh of Morris’s ‘cage-like’ 

constructions, and the industrial banality of Andre’s works – the authority implicit in the 

identity of the materials and shapes the artists used, as well as in the scale and often the 

weight of their objects, as Cave suggested, has been crucial to Minimal Art’s associative 

values ‘from the outset.’ However, as Foster rightfully observed, seriality preceded Minimal 

Art; it was already part of the story of abstract art. “Nevertheless, in abstract art seriality still 
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pertains to the pictorial ordering of the motif more than to the technical production of the 

work.” (Foster 2001, 63) This point led Foster to the conclusion: “Yet not until minimalism 

and pop is serial production made consistently integral to the technical production of the 

work of art.” (Foster 2001, 68) All in all, if one sticks to the true meaning of repetition in 

serialism, as described by Foster, the simulacral character of Minimal Art becomes 

unavoidable: “For abstraction tends only to sublate representation, to preserve it in 

cancellation, whereas repetition, the (re)production of simulacra, tends to subvert 

representation, to undercut its referential logic. (In future histories of artistic paradigms, 

repetition, not abstraction, may be seen to supersede representation – or at least to disrupt it 

most effectively.)” (Foster 2001, 63) If, then, the not integral seriality of abstract art preserves 

representation, whereas integral seriality in Minimal Art undercuts representation, and this 

leads to the production of simulacra, it will become pretty undeniable that Minimal Art will 

indeed end up having a simulacral character in consequence of its industrial nature. This 

presumably gives away the fact that Minimal Art is not that much at odds with commercial 

culture, as it presented itself to be at the beginning. 

 

What is rather thought provoking in the above argumentation is the idea that serial production 

became integral to the technical production of the work of art only with the arrival of Minimal 

Art, and Pop Art respectively. So much the more that the contradiction between the craft basis 

of the arts and the industrial order of social life existed since the advent of the Industrial 

Revolution. Much sculpture attempted to resolve this contradiction, explains Foster, turning 

to processes like welding and to paradigms like the ready made. Still, nowhere the tension 

between individual artistic creation and collective social production was more acute and 

immediate than in the field of architecture. The utopianism of modern architecture attempted 

to undertake the task of being responsible for the technical organization and restructuring of 

capitalist production and consumption; the reorganization of the whole field of social reality. 

But since organization and planning aren’t only agents of democratic socialism but also of 

democratic capitalism, the avant-garde’s vision of utopia remained only an idealization of 

productive rationality into the rationality and purity of the artistic form. As a result 

technological options were embodied in the principles of modernism and the industrial 

production of the work of art acquired an important role. The Bauhaus school of design and 

architecture was characteristic of this process. The high-modernist style of a Mies van der 

Rohe incorporated no less industrial production than any object by Judd, and the rational 
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principles of modern art also resulted in the restrictive and austere nature of a silent, self-

sufficient design, and a sleek and elegant visual language. 

 

What was then called International Style represented a huge success of the modernist 

principles, but – by the very nature of these principles – also led to the absolute failure of the 

utopian hopes vested in modern architecture. Canonization and the ‘corrupting influence of 

success’ occurred in the form of the appropriation by the state of high-modernist forms and 

methods, “the readaptation by an expanded state bureaucracy (sometimes identified as that of 

the “welfare state” or social democracy) of Utopian forms now degraded into anonymous 

forms of large-scale housing and office construction. The modernist styles then become 

stamped with just such bureaucratic connotation, so that to break with it radically produces 

some feeling of “relief,” even though what replaces it is neither Utopia nor democracy, but 

simply the private-corporate constructions of the post-welfare state postmodern.” (Jameson 

1991, 314) This process was already the legacy of the 1950s, and the first part of the 1960s, 

which saw a massive expansion in the realm of organizational culture, also accompanied by 

important mutations in the meaning of architecture, however, without any visible changes of 

its form. As economist Ernest Mandel has written in his 1972 book, Late Capitalism: “Far 

from representing a ‘post-industrial society,’ late capitalism thus constitutes generalized 

universal industrialization for the first time in history. Mechanization, standardization, over-

specialization, and parcellization of labour, which in the past determined only the realm of 

commodity production in actual industry, now penetrate into all sectors of social life.” 

(Mandel 1978, 387) 

 

It is perhaps linked to the transfiguration of architecture in the world of organizational 

bureaucracy that the industrial serialism and repetition of the simulacrum first realizes itself in 

relation to art. This is the context out of which the idea of the minimalist object arises, the 

purity and objectivity of the autonomous modernist form at its finest, reaching the expanded 

field of late capitalism. Perhaps this is also explains the ‘readily colonized’ nature of Minimal 

Art in the corporate ambit. Corporate power burgeoned in the 1960s, with the rise of the 

multinationals, due in part to the flourishing of the military-industrial complex. “The 

exceptionally visible violence of the state’s military and disciplinary establishments in this 

period met with a concerted response, of course. Vested power became embattled on every 

front with the eruption of the civil rights alongside the feminist and gay rights movements.” 

(Chave 1990, 44) As Foster himself has put it, the artistic crux marked by Minimal Art, and 
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Pop Art respectively, must be related to these social, economic, and political ruptures of the 

1960s. “Somehow the new immanence of art with minimalism and pop is connected not only 

with the new immanence of critical theory (the poststructuralist shift from transcendental 

causes to immanent effects), but also with the new immanence of North American capital in 

the 1960s.” (Foster 2001, 68) Somehow, too, the transgression of institutional art with 

Minimal Art is associated not only with the transgressions of sexist and racist institutions, but 

also with the transgressions of North American power in the 1960s. 
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Architecture (Design, Fashion) 

 

Form Follows Function 

 

I don’t do function. 

 

Peter Eisenman 

 

There has been a long wait until the ‘aesthetic of utility’ came to prominence in architecture. 

As Gevork Hartoonian put it in his 2010 essay, Looking Backward, Looking Forward: 

Delightful Delays, there has been a serious amount of delay in architecture’s appropriation of 

iron and steel in the protomodern period. “Against the minimum material body offered by 

iron construction, most early modernist architects found themselves in a situation that had no 

choice but to conceive of architecture alongside the aesthetic traditions included by the 

culture of stone, or else, to modify the constructive possibilities vested in steel” (Hartoonian 

2010, 27). The idea of delay in nineteenth century architects’ appropriation of iron is implied 

in Walter Benjamin’s writings. One reads in the well-known Arcades Project, written 

between 1927 and 1940: “Just as Napoleon failed to understand the functional nature of the 

state as an instrument of domination by the bourgeois class, so the architects of his time failed 

to understand the functional nature of iron, with which the constructive principle begins its 

domination of architecture.” (Benjamin 1999, 4) Benjamin came short of considering the age-

old traditions of representation in architecture to be the major reason that most architects of 

the nineteenth century were unable to fully entertain iron in their design. Architects had to 

give ‘lip service’ to the long history of their profession, that is, representation, and to the fact 

that a building stands somewhere between a utilitarian artifact and a work of art. Indeed, iron 

had a long and difficult journey into architecture. Among others, Carl W. Condit informs us 

in his 1964 book, The Chicago School of Architecture, that the first cast-iron structure was a 

small arch bridge in the village of Coalbrookdale, built by the iron founders Abraham Darby 

and John Wilkinson between the years 1775 and 1779. “Following the precedent of two 

thousand years of masonry bridge construction the builders employed the fixed semicircular 

arch as the only acceptable form.” (Condit 1964, 5) Half of a century later the situation of iron 

still wasn’t too prosperous. One of the most promising and original works of the nineteenth 

century was Joseph Paxton’s Crystal Palace, erected in 1851. “Paxton reduced the huge 

building to a transparent, neutral skin of glass stretched over a delicate frame of iron 
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members. The construction of the Chrystal Palace was carried out by assembling 

prefabricated elements of curtain wall and skeleton. It was an invention the useful 

consequences of which are just beginning to be realized by the building industry.” (Condit 

1964, 6–7) A similar system of construction was embodied in Georg Carstensen and Karl 

Gildemeister’s New York Chrystal Palace in 1853. “The great significance of both these 

buildings was largely lost on the architects of the nineteenth century. The fact that they were 

erected for the ephemeral purposes of an exposition contributed to the feeling that they were 

novelties without serious architectural meaning.” (Condit 1964, 7) 

 

The Pre-Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts intellectuals of the nineteenth century – with 

Augustus Pugin, John Ruskin, and William Morris among them – were the first to react 

against the erosion of tradition and faith under the impact of the Industrial Revolution. In 

1841 Pugin published The True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture: Set Forth in 

Two Lectures Delivered at St. Marie’s, Oscott: “All plaster, cast-iron, and composition 

ornaments, painted like stone or oak, are mere impositions, and, although very suitable to a 

tea-garden, are utterly unworthy of a sacred edifice.” (Pugin 1841, 45) In 1849 Ruskin 

published The Seven Lamps of Architecture, and as some argue that a part of the ideas in it 

concerning the truth to materials of the revealed construction are in fact Pugin’s. However, in 

1849 Ruskin wrote: “But, all the events, one thing we have in our power – the doing without 

machine ornament and cast-iron. All stamped metals, and artificial stones, and imitation 

woods and bronzes, over the invention of which we hear daily exultation – all the short, and 

cheap, and easy ways of doing that whose difficulty is its honour – are just so many new 

obstacles in our already encumbered road.” (Ruskin 1849, 161) Ruskin and Pugin detested 

cast-iron as a dishonest material along with other cast materials such as artificial stone or 

papier-mâché. Just as most of their colleagues they would have been by all means shocked by 

the combination of cast-iron and stone or brick for vaulting. Still, for an architect willing to 

take the imaginative leap beyond mediaeval practice whilst still preserving the mediaeval 

spirit of constructional innovation, cast-iron had a great deal to offer. It was however not an 

architect but the ecclesiologist and antiquary Alexander Beresford Hope, who saw the 

potential of a marriage of iron and the Gothic Revival, already in his 1857 Public Offices and 

Metropolitan Improvements: “the adaptations of iron into architecture must modify our laws 

of construction for the future. How far it will do so is not for any man to forecast, but one 

thing seems evident, that if we are to have an architecture of the future founded on that new 

material, it will rather seek its decorative forms from the vegetant combinations of the Gothic 
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than from the more stiff and less natural system of the classical architect.” (Hope 1857, 22) 

Hope saw that it was the Gothic Revival, which had the potential to be the launchpad for a 

new architecture, and in his 1858 talk, The Common Sense of Art. A Lecture Delivered in 

Behalf of the Architectural Museum, at the South Kensington Museum, December 8, 1858, he 

made it clear also for his audience of architects: “If there is one axiom more undeniable than 

another – I am not attempting to contrast the respective merits of the two principles, but 

simply venturing a naked statement of fact – it is this: that Classical architecture is horizontal, 

Gothic architecture is vertical; Classical is an architecture of super-position, Gothic of 

germination and continuity.” (Hope 1858, 15) 

 

It was then Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc who took this step, on the basis of his minute 

study of the Middle Ages. In his Dictionary of French Architecture from 11th to 16th 

Century, written between 1854 and 1868, he stated that “if the Gothic builders had had at 

their disposal large pieces of cast-iron, they would not have failed to use that substance in 

their buildings and I would not guarantee that they would not sooner have arrived at results 

more judicious and more logical than those obtained in our time, for they would have taken 

that substance frankly for what it is, profiting by all the advantages that it presents and 

without giving it other forms than those appropriate to it. Their system of building would 

have allowed them to use at the same time cast-iron and stone, a thing that no one has dared to 

attempt, during our epoch.” (Huss 1895, 194–195) However, the 1851 book of Robert 

William Billings, The Power of Form Applied to Geometric Tracery: One Hundred Designs 

and their Foundations Resulting from One Diagram, also came to be recognized as one of the 

most innovatory writings in the period. Whilst most Gothic Revival architects, designers and 

theorists wished to build upon the actual forms and ideas of the Middle Ages, Billings 

provided a key to how this could best be accomplished, and created something that may be 

called the geometric foundation of the Gothic Revival. He suggested that: “The more we 

examine the powers of Design developed by the aid of fixed diagrams, or foundations, the 

more absurd does it appear, that ever since the revival of Gothic Architecture we should have 

gone on for ever copying – taking it for granted as a preliminary that all possible 

combinations were exhibited in the works of our predecessors; considering in short that the 

mine was exhausted, that the works completed some hundred of years since were a “finality,” 

when in fact, and notwithstanding all that the ancient architects accomplished in the field of 

decorative design, they scarcely explored its boundary, while the vast and unlimited space 

lying beyond is still untrodden. So great indeed is the power of this mechanical field of Art, 
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and so simple its cultivation, that it is absolutely easier to produce new combinations than to 

copy old ones.” (Billings 1851, 9) Whit its illustrations this book stands as the geometric basis 

of several of the most important aspects of Gothic design, not only new forms of window 

tracery could be derived, but also flat pattern designs applicable to tiles, wallpapers, textiles, 

marble and wood inlay, exterior structural polychromy and interior stencil schemes. As such, 

any architect or designer with drawing instruments and imagination could continue from 

where his mediaeval counterpart left off. 

 

But what Benjamin himself has dealt with in terms of architecture’s entanglement with 

historicism, was Karl Bötticher’s theory of the tectonic, in particular, his association of the art 

form of new construction with the principles of Greek temples. Bötticher was mostly 

concerned with the use of iron in the construction of a space whose art form, according to his 

theories, should shine out of the embellishment of its core form. The tectonic (that is, 

representation seeking reconciliation with alterity), while deeply concerned with ontological 

issues of structure and materials, was also conceived through the terms of modern subjectivity 

and artistic freedom. Bötticher’s tectonic theory focused on the hermeneutic problem of 

architectural ornamentation or representation seeking to interpret the raw ontological moment 

in which artifice is created out of unformed matter, drawing new and unassimilated 

appearance into the already given system of architectural representation. Once again, 

Hartoonian’s description of a building familiar to Benjamin – Henry Labrouste’s Sainte-

Geneviève Library, erected between 1838 and 1850 – comes handy here. “In the main reading 

room of this library, the stone pedestals receive iron columns that are shaped and detailed in 

the classical form of a flute. More dramatic are the cast-iron arches of the main reading room. 

The exposed truss of these arches juxtaposes structural logic with a classical sense of 

ornamentation. Similar to a burdened row of leaves forming a cyma and abacus, the floral 

forms, cut out of the fabric of the truss, are meant to increase the inertia of iron, Kenneth 

Frampton observes that ‘Labrouste strove for a consistent tectonic expression, one in which 

the ornamentation would be derived directly from the process of construction’.” (Hartoonian 

2010, 28) 

 

Benjamin, like many others, acknowledged that in the nineteenth century technological 

development has slowly undermined the symbolic dimension of architecture, and has become 

the principal form-giving force. What makes Benjamin’s position different from the opinion 

of other theorists is his argument that it is through the technological development that the 
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most archaic dimensions of architecture might resurface; in its departure from the symbolic 

world technology carries the traces of the past. The dream world created by technological 

development also provides the awakening seeds of the same dream. “In the dialectical image, 

what has been within a particular epoch is always, simultaneously, “what has been from time 

immemorial.” As such, however, it is manifest, on each occasion, only to a quite specific 

epoch – namely, the one in which humanity, rubbing its eyes, recognizes just this particular 

dream image as such. It is at this moment that the historian takes up, with regard to that 

image, the task of dream interpretation.” (Benjamin 1999, 464) It is in this light that 

Benjamin’s belief was that construction was the unconscious of the nineteenth century. “In 

the dream in which each epoch entertains images of its successor, the latter appears wedded to 

elements of primal history ‘Urgeschichte’ – that is, to elements of a classless society. And the 

experience of such a society – as stored in the unconsciousness of the collective – engender, 

through interpretation with what is new, the Utopia that has left its traces in a thousand 

configurations of life, from enduring edifices to passing fashions.” (Benjamin 1999, 4–5) 

Benjamin here seemingly alludes to his idea of wish-images in which the new presents itself 

in the guise of essential forms, and aspects of culture that are experienced collectively. These 

wish-images, in which “the collective seeks both to overcome and to transfigure the 

immaturity of the social product and the inadequacies in the social organization of 

production” (Benjamin 1999, 4), are the symptoms of the century’s deficient reception of 

industrial technology consisting in the production of problematic images in which the old 

persists and intermingles with the new. Benjamin explained that such wish-fulfilling images 

(which is how Sigmund Freud has characterized dreams) tended to direct the visual 

imagination back to the primeval past, thus linking their power of prophecy to elements of 

prehistory, or, classless society. Intimations of a classless society, archived in the collective 

unconscious, in Benjamin’s approach, always blend with the new. Benjamin took over the 

idea that in the nineteenth century construction played the role of the subconscious from 

Siegfried Giedion. Conflating metaphors of organic growth and subconscious impulses, 

Giedion, in his 1928 book, Building in France – Building in Iron – Building in Ferro-

Concrete, explained that the new forms of iron construction, and the new forms of life (of 

mass society) that emerged with them, began as kernels struggling within the old to gradually 

assume their own identity. His story of the historical passage of iron construction follows a 

morphological evolution from the simple iron frames to the full realization of iron’s potential 

in the vast spans and gracefully engineered arcs. This progression was, in Giedion’s portrayal, 

hindered by the persistence of tradition among architects, until the twentieth century, when 
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they finally took up the task of bringing what had emerged in the dark subconscious of 

industrial labour into the clarity of a self-conscious architectural system, distinguished by a 

new kind of spatial experience, as in Walter Gropius’s and Adolf Meyer’s 1911 Fagus 

Factory. 

 

By considering tectonics within the problematic of representation, Benjamin was able to both 

clarify and radicalize the terms of the tectonic discourse. Nineteenth century architects 

charged their buildings with wish-images, mixing structural logic with ornamentation that 

invoked a kind of organic functionalism that served to legitimate the present by reiterating the 

forms of the past. Their intention was to return to a mythic time when the natural world was 

not separated from the experience of everyday life. Masking structural elements with natural 

forms expressed the desire for a repressed state of the natural; in nineteenth century 

architecture the contact between the old and the new was mediated in reference to the natural 

world. In this light, the tectonic speaks both for the form emanating from construction and the 

values of the Enlightenment, in particular the century’s desire to juxtapose nature with 

history: the outmoded with the new. “When Grandville presents a new fan as the “fan of Iris,” 

when the Milky Way appears as an “avenue” illuminated at night by gas lamps, when “the 

moon (a self-portrait)” reposes on fashionable velvet cushions instead of on clouds, then 

history is being secularized and drawn into a natural context as relentlessly as it was three 

hundred years earlier with allegory.” (Benjamin 1999, 200–201) A major concern, indeed, of 

the period was how to represent natural forms in a geometric and abstract manner whilst still 

leaving them recognizably derived from nature. More recent commentators have given 

prominence to the botanical activities of Christopher Dresser in the field of design; others say 

that in this matter again Pugin and Ruskin have primacy. In the chromolithographic book on 

the abstract use of plant ornament, Floriated Ornament: A Series of Thirty-one Designs, in 

1849, Pugin wrote: “Nature supplied the mediaeval artists with all their forms and ideas; the 

same inexhaustible source is open to us: and if we go to the fountainhead, we shall produce a 

multitude of beautiful designs treated in the same spirit as the old, but new in form.” (Pugin 

1849, 3) While in The Stones of Venice, published successively between 1851 and 1853, 

Ruskin suggested: “The third constituent element of the Gothic mind was stated to be 

Naturalism, that is to say, the love of natural objects, for their own sake, and the effort to 

represent them frankly unconstrained by artistical laws.” (Ruskin 1953, 181) 
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But the tendency of moulding history into organic form didn’t conquer Europe alone. In his 

1896 essay, The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered, Chicago School architect, 

‘father of the skyscraper’ Louis H. Sullivan eventually wrote down the words: “Whether it be 

the sweeping eagle in his flight, or the open apple-blossom, the toiling workhorse, the blithe 

swan, the branching oak, the winding stream at its base, the drifting clouds, over all the 

coursing sun, form ever follows function, and this is the law. Where function does not change 

form does not change. The granite rocks, the ever-brooding hills, remain for ages; the 

lightning lives, comes into shape, and dies in a twinkling. It is the pervading law of all things 

organic and inorganic, of all things physical and metaphysical, of all things human and all 

things superhuman, of all true manifestations of the head, of the heart, of the soul, that the life 

is recognizable in its expression, that form ever follows function. This is the law.” (Sullivan 

1896, 408) Sullivan’s view of nature came in the mixed terms of Charles Darwin and Ralph 

Waldo Emerson, materialist in action but transcendental in meaning. Darwin showed how to 

view animals and plants as mechanical contrivances, their forms precisely adapted to perform 

certain physical actions, while Emerson explained how this correspondence between shape 

and essence was in itself something akin to a divine principle, applying equally to an animal 

or to a building. As he put it in his 1836 essay, Nature: “A leaf, a sun-beam, a landscape, the 

ocean, make an analogous impression on the mind. What is common to them all, – that 

perfectness and harmony, is beauty. The standard of beauty is the entire circuit of natural 

forms, – the totality of nature; which the Italians expressed by defining beauty “il piu nell’ 

uno.”” (Myerson 2000, 133) Forms of prehistory indeed informed this sort of organic 

functionalism in the shapes of natural elements. “The essential idea in his doctrine is that 

architecture is the only art that is both utilitarian and aesthetic and ought to express its 

practical function as well as the inspiration that leads to the creation of beauty. Emerson held 

that the architect derives his forms from nature – that is, from natural structures such as trees 

and shells – and that his work is the imaginative embodiment of the physical laws of natural 

processes.” (Condit 1964, 9) 

 

Already in his 1844 Landscape Architecture, Andrew Jackson Downing has also proposed 

that a building ought to be adapted to its site and ought to express its end or purpose. 

Additionally, as Condit and others pointed out, there have been others at the time, also 

influenced by the idea of an organic functionalism. “The first truly functionalist theory of 

design was developed around the middle of the century by the sculptor Horatio Greenough, 

who was a contemporary of Emerson and possibly an influence on his thought.” (Condit 
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1964, 9–10) Just as Emerson, Greenough believed that nature is the primary source of form in 

architecture and that just as the form of an organism reveals its functional capacity, so should 

the form of a building reveal its function. Sullivan later added his own thoughts revolving 

around the interrelated themes of natural adaptation and empirical fitness. As a result he also 

find the unifying principle – as several architectural thinkers before him – in the world of 

nature. But all the emotional richness along the whole program for the metaphorical 

representation that Sullivan in his romanticism took as aspirant democracy came in spite of 

the fact that he designed costly office buildings which didn’t grow taller and taller to celebrate 

the ‘Dionysian vertical’ but in order to superimpose more floors of office space available for 

rent. His business partner and fellow architect Dankmar Adler, however, expressed a more 

earth-bound opinion: “In a utilitarian age like ours it is safe to assume that the real-estate 

owner and the investor in buildings will continue to erect the class of buildings from which 

the greatest possible revenue can be obtained with the least possible outlay.” (Hoffmann 

1998, 5) Or, as he continues: “The purpose of erecting buildings other than those required for 

the shelter of their owners is specifically that of making investments for profit.” (Hoffmann 

1998, 5) 

 

As for the introduction of iron and steel in architecture, the technical challenge of tall steel 

frame construction had already been mastered by Chicago architects. William LeBaron 

Jenney has pioneered curtain wall construction with his 1884 Home Insurance Building, 

whose facade is a slender skin of masonry applied to a steel cage. The aesthetic challenge has 

also been met, the Monadnock Building, built between 1891 and 1893 by the firm of Daniel 

Burnham and John Root, is a simple tapered shaft that rises from base to flaring cornice 

without intermediate divisions or adornment, but – as it was constructed in conventional 

masonry – it was of almost ‘Egyptian thickness’ at the base. Sullivan’s accomplishment was 

to weld these technical and aesthetic innovations in a satisfying whole. However, in spite of 

the substantial misinterpretation coming from modernist theory, Sullivan was himself a 

practicing ornamentalist, and, in terms of practice, if anything, his ornament may be 

considered his primary contribution to architecture. However, for most of the twentieth 

century, modernists dismissed the architectural ornament of Sullivan and the majority of his 

theoretical writings as emotional outbursts of an outmoded romanticism or aesthetical 

egalitarianism, humanism, or democratism. Modernist critics subsequently transformed his 

article into Sullivan’s definitive statement of his functionalist theory by mostly ignoring its 

second half, which was devoted to his aesthetic philosophy. The modernist reading became 
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pronounced in the posthumous writings about Sullivan gaining legitimacy in Hugh 

Morrison’s 1935 Louis Sullivan: Prophet of Modern Architecture. Morrison’s book 

essentially compounded the effect of the 1932 exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York, Modern Architecture – International Exhibition, curated by Henry Russell 

Hitchcock, Jr. and Phillip Johnson, and the accompanying publication, which enshrined the 

functionalist aesthetic of unadorned structures under the rubric of Functionalism but mostly of 

International Style. The development of the modernist critical discourse about Sullivan 

culminated in Giedion’s interpretation of Sullivan in his 1941 survey of modern architecture 

and urbanism, Space, Time and Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition, and in the 

polemics about Sullivan’s functionalist credentials that engaged both Johnson and Vincent 

Scully. 

 

In adopting Sullivan’s notorious dictum as their critical standard, modernist architects 

imposed a strictly utilitarian reading upon his skyscraper designs, and extolled these designs 

as direct expressions of a building’s structural, spatial, programmatic, and material realities. 

Such functionalist properties were inherent in Sullivan’s schemes, but an attendant theory of 

organic expression was equally significant, if often overlooked. Indeed, modernist interpreters 

took Sullivan’s poetic idea of organic expression as synonymous with a rationalist 

mechanistic one. Adherents to the latter notion believed that just as the outward appearance of 

a flower, for example, reveals its internal, vital organization, so the exterior features of a 

building design should reveal its internal construction and spatial layout. The modernist or 

functionalist aesthetic ideal privileges the viewer’s or the user’s immediate understanding of 

the building’s materials, construction, and use. This is not to say that Sullivan’s designs 

lacked the traits that Morrison and Giedion hailed as his incipient modernism, but rather that 

Hitchcock’s and Johnson’s exhibition and publication essentially silenced for almost half a 

century the nineteenth century Romantic voice and vision that gave Sullivan’s designs their 

artistic and aesthetic integrity. 

 

Back in Europe, Benjamin felt that an upgrade to Giedion’ argument would come in handy. 

“Attempt to develop Giedion’s thesis. “In the nineteenth century,” he writes, “construction 

plays the role of the subconscious.” Wouldn’t it be better to say “the role of the bodily 

processes” – around which “artistic” architectures gather like dreams around the framework 

of physiological processes?” (Benjamin 1999, 391) In reworking Giedion’s dualism into the 

dialectic between physiological processes and phantasmagorical dreams, Benjamin pointed to 
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the immanence of truth within the expression of bodily labours and the physiognomy of 

historical events. Benjamin might have been making a general statement based on his own 

observation of the nineteenth century exhibition halls where the duality between the art form 

and the core form (essential for the tectonic) was put aside for the sheer expression of 

structural elements: the form of load and support. Such work is perceived as future-oriented 

by Benjamin because of its ability to recollect the logic of making that prevailed in primary 

societies, to materialize the elemental primitiveness of the utopia in the here and now of white 

prismatic volumes, curtain walls and cantilevered slabs, proceeding in conjunction with the 

utilitarian logic vested in the artifacts of primitive societies. 

 

In his 1999 essay, Walter Benjamin and the Tectonic Unconscious: Using Architecture as an 

Optical Instrument, Detlef Mertins commented on Benjamin’s position: “The architecture of 

emerging mass society could, then, be seen as beginning not only in the corrupt form of the 

bourgeois arcades but also in the less deficient forms of utilitarian structures – engineered 

bridges, train stations, grain silos, exhibition halls and, of course, the factory, the nascent 

home of workers and engineers.” (Coles 1999, 205) Invoking Bötticher’s terms, Benjamin 

himself wrote: “It is the peculiarity of technological forms of production (as opposed to art 

forms) that their progress and their success are proportionate to the transparency of their 

social content. (Hence glass architecture.)” (Benjamin 1999, 465) The implied esteem for 

nakedness, the desire to cancel out representational or symbolic features from the elements of 

load and support in iron structures was consistent with Benjamin's concern for the loss of aura 

through mechanical reproduction of the work of art. However, Benjamin did not think that the 

naked use of iron in load and support elements was devoid of aesthetics. In respect to the 

artistic realm, he suggested: “One can characterize the problem of the form of the new art 

straight on: When and how will the worlds of form which, without our assistance, have arisen, 

for example, in mechanics, in film, in machine construction, in the new physics, and which 

have subjugated us, make it clear for us, what manner of nature they contain? When will we 

reach a state of society in which these forms, or those arising from them, reveal themselves to 

us as natural forms?” (Benjamin 1999, 396) In other words, when and how would 

construction – pursuing its own inherent logic of purification, working within but against the 

system of production – bring about the ruination of bourgeois culture and society, and do so 

without overt politics, but rather through a collective physiological labour, which had the 

character of a constantly renewed originary upsurge? 
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Ornament and Crime 

 

Ornament can no longer be borne by someone who exists at our level of culture. 

 

Adolf Loos 

 

If minimalism has ever had a manifesto it might have been something similar to the 1909 text, 

Ornament and crime, by the consciously modern and ever so much influential Austro-

Hungarian architect Adolf Loos. Before becoming an established Vienna architect Loos 

visited Chicago, where he had the chance to appreciate the work of Louis H. Sullivan. 

Returned to Europe, he attacked Vienna Secession at a time when the movement was at its 

height. Later, in 1922, he moved to France, where the French avant-garde received him 

enthusiastically. Loos was highly interested in the decorative arts, collecting sterling silver 

and high quality leather goods, which he noted for their plain yet luxurious appeal and also 

enjoyed fashion and men’s clothing. His admiration for fashion was echoed by his short-lived 

publication, Das Andere, which ran for two issues in 1903 and included advertisements for 

clothing. The architecture advocated by Loos suited well its own time, and seemingly was 

capable of meeting the evolving needs of the modern man. Sometimes labeled the father of 

modern architecture, many of Loos’s architectural designs contain clean, straight lines and 

white, unornamented facades that are characteristic of the architecture completed by the 

generation of architects after him. Ornament and crime, first presented as a lecture in 1909 

and in 1910 in Berlin respectively in Vienna, was first published in French translation in 1913 

in Les cahiers d’aujourd’hui. The text would have a pronounced impact on the avant-garde in 

France, including Charles-Édouard Jeanneret better known by his alias, Le Corbusier, who 

republished it in L’Esprit nouveau in 1920. The first German-language publication came 

much later, in 1929, in Frankfurter Zeitung. 

 

There is a considerable amount of confusion related to the work of Loos. Many have 

interpreted his participation in L’Esprit nouveau as a sign of his alignment with the 

architectural ambitions of the modem movement and the austere, cubic facades of his 

residential designs, such as the 1930 Villa Müller, are frequently considered ample evidence 

to confirm these associations. Awareness of Loos sometimes stops here, declaring him the 

father of the modem movement, situating him within the canon of modem architectural 

history. This account, however, conveniently omits many of Loos’s own architectural designs 
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and especially writings, which complicate such a straightforward reading of his work. In fact, 

many of Loos’s writings and designs pose as some sort of early modernist ‘iconoclasm’ that 

challenges the ideas put forth by other modernist architects, such as Le Corbusier or Ludwig 

Mies van der Rohe. From time to time one has the feeling that Loos’s work cannot be easily 

categorized as modernist and that such a classification can create problematic and misleading 

interpretations of his work. Yet another critics recon the difficulties, but still argue against the 

commonplace of Loos being a mere ‘ironist,’ part of the history of architecture only as a 

critical force clearing the way to modernism rather than building and advancing it, and take 

off from the assumption that as a practitioner Loos belongs as much to the history of art as 

any other great modern artist. 

 

To some extent the problem concerns the development of functionalist thinking, in a more 

extreme form than whatever stemmed from Le Corbusier, especially in Central Europe in the 

1920s and 1930s. Though Loos is sometimes taken as a prophet of Functionalism, as Joseph 

Masheck suggests in his 2013 book, Adolf Loos: The Art of Architecture, he himself was 

never prepared to reduce architecture to some ‘mere functionalist-utilitarian determinism.’ 

“Ironically, Loos is often made to sound like a Marcel Duchamp of anti-architecture even 

though, ironically enough, he is somehow also cast as a patron saint of ultra-rational 

architectural functionalism.” (Masheck 2013, 1) His designs, though architecturally clever, 

had their impracticalities, including the complication and expense of an engineer collaborator, 

just so as to have the floors of rooms occur on discontinuous levels, not to mention the 

additional complexity of any subsequent alteration in response to changing needs. These, for 

Masheck, are hardly the markers of the economy and efficiency generally advertised by a 

functionalist aesthetic. Indeed, the domestic architecture of Loos, which comprises the major 

part of his design, is sufficiently closed unto itself to be marked by a strong sense of privacy, 

which separates Loos from the contemporary practitioners of glass architecture. It is 

sometimes suggested that the works of Georg Simmel can provide a key to a better 

understanding of Loss’s account of ornamentation and modernism. In his 1900 book, The 

Philosophy of Money, the 1904 text, Fashion, and the 1908 The Problem of Style Simmel 

analyzed the phenomena of fashion and style as the manifest effects of a never-resolved 

tension between attempts at individual differentiation and the overwhelming absorption of 

individuals into a homogenizing social structure. On the one hand, the adherence to the 

homogeneity of a dominant fashion bestows upon the individual certain sort of stability and 

supraindividuality that counters the fragmentation and abstraction of commodity fetishism. 
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On the other hand, fashion is a means of expressing and preserving some semblance of inner 

freedom, of reasserting one’s absent individuality in the face of the superiority, autonomy, 

and indifference of, as Simmel himself was keen to put it, the ‘cosmos.’ 

 

Style thus emerges for Simmel as the sublimation of subjective contradictions, the tensions 

between individualism and an ‘overreaching’ socialism and of the oppressive externalities of 

modern life that threatens the subject’s constitution. Style is, then, a paradoxical form of 

protective distance between subject and object, a veil behind which the fragmented subject 

can escape most of the consequences of life under modernism. It then comes as no surprise 

that stylization is most intensified in the ‘specialized spacial realm of the bourgeois interior 

and its household objects,’ where autonomous individualism reigns unmolested. According to 

Simmel this specialization of style leads to a desire for a properly modern style and the 

projection of that desire into the objects of the world. It is the context of this desire and the 

‘increasingly rarefied researches into style’ where the figure of Loos appears, the desperate 

desire of Vienna Secession to find a modern style, its fantasies of finding a total architectural 

language adequate to the emergent differentiations of the bourgeois society. As K. Michael 

Hays put it in his 1995 book, Modernism And the Posthumanist Subject: The Architecture of 

Hannes Meyer and Ludwig Hilberseimer: “For Loos, as concerns buildings and objects of 

everyday use, the dreams and fantasies of design must confront the reality principle of the 

division of labor – the superego of capitalist society, and the differentiated cultural field of the 

present which it sponsors. Indeed, it seems that Loos’s entire ideology of a Sachlichkeit 

imposed through social utility – his Anglo-Saxon empiricism and fascination with American 

engineering, his attention to everyday concerns such as plumbing, underwear, and shoes, the 

famous effacements and renunciations of formal pretensions – is aimed at providing 

something like a censoring device for the desiring, designing subject.” (Hays 1995, 57–58) 

 

In his 1965 text, Functionalism Today, Theodor W. Adorno has also approached the 

problematic of Loos from the perspective of desire and censorship. “Pleasure appears, 

according to the bourgeois work ethic, as wasted energy.” (Leach 1997, 9) Adorno here 

alludes to Loos’s opinion that ornament is wasted work energy and thereby wasted health and 

material, and wasted capital. “Two irreconcilable motifs coincide in this statement: economy, 

for where else, if not in the norms of profitability, is it stated that nothing should be wasted; 

and the dream of the totally technological world, free from the shame of work. The second 

motif points beyond the commercial world. For Loos it takes the form of the realization that 
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the widely lamented impotency to create ornament and the so-called extinction of stylizing 

energy imply an advance in the arts.” (Leach 1997, 9–10) Esther Leslie remarked a similar 

thing in her 2000 book, Walter Benjamin: Overpowering Conformism: “The title of his 

pamphlet ‘Ornament and Crime’, written in 1908, makes clear his view that decoration is a 

deceitful waste of labour, materials and capital.” (Leslie 2000, 92) Based on the 1933 text, 

Experience and Poverty, Leslie also recalled the position of Walter Benjamin in the matter, an 

opinion, which, not unlike Adorno’s, noted the ambivalences of Loos’s approach towards the 

bourgeois modes of artistic production. “The conceptualization of experience as historically 

specific, subject to restructuring by new technologies is imported into Benjamin’s 

programmatic aesthetic theory.” (Leslie 2000, 86) In Experience and Poverty Benjamin 

proposes that artists should not ignore or mourn experience’s impoverishment, but re-transmit 

it, precisely by imitating the technology that gives rise to alienation. Experience and Poverty 

specifies cultural producers who incorporate formally, in various ways, capitalism’s 

alienating ‘barbarism’: Bertolt Brecht, Paul Klee, Paul Scheerbart, Loos, or Walt Disney. 

“Their artistic techniques are aligned to, or recognize, the state of technological productive 

forces, and are thus historically faithful and anticipatory of social praxis. They all incorporate 

candid reflections of the end of humanism: Brecht with his social-political dramaturgy, Klee 

with his constructivist abstractions and his modern angels, Loos with his unornamented 

modern buildings, Disney with his crazy animated world of lively beasts and technologies, 

Scheerbart with his utopian sci-fi fantasies which imagine how telescopes and aeroplanes and 

spaceships transform people, and how they might live new lives inside glass houses.” (Leslie 

2000, 86) Loos therefore, according to Benjamin, cooperates in the elaboration of an 

appropriate response to the modernist ‘poverty of experience,’ which is not to re-join the great 

traditions of humanism and idealism, but to liquidate impoverished experience, as at its own 

turn this elimination will stand at the basis of the adequate reconstruction of another, valid 

experience. Loos’s ‘barbarism’ is therefore certainly seen by Benjamin as an ‘advance in the 

arts.’ 

 

In terms of architecture, for Loos, the technological secularization of culture entailed, among 

other things, a repudiation of the Gothic tradition, and this had the effect of distancing him 

from the European structuralist protomodern line in all its guises from Eugène-Emmanuel 

Viollet-le-Duc to Antonio Gaudi. Although he would adopt the American Queen Anne style 

in many of his domestic interiors, as the liberal-progressive Anglo-American mode, he 

nonetheless looked back to Karl Friedrich Schinkel and neoclassic form for architecture at its 
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most honorific. Distanced to an equal degree from both historicism and avant-gardism and 

preoccupied as Gottfried Semper had been by the need to transform traditional paradigms in 

light of the new productive means, Loos attempted the acrobatic stunt of sustaining tradition 

while simultaneously embracing the inevitable and seemingly liberating thrust of technology. 

This dichotomous attitude is evident from one of his aphorisms, in which he expressed a 

sentiment equally applicable to both tradition and technology: ‘There is no point in inventing 

anything unless it is an improvement.’ In his essay Loos shared his passion for smooth and 

precious surfaces and explored the idea that the progress of culture is associated with the 

deletion of ornament from everyday objects. It was therefore a crime to force craftsmen or 

builders to waste their time on ornamentation that served to hasten the time when an object 

would become obsolete. Or, in Loos’s own formulation: “I have made the following 

observation and have announced it to the world: The evolution of culture is synonymous with 

the removal of ornament from objects of daily use.” (Gorman, 2003, 76) However, the 

thoughts shared in the essay were not entirely new for Loos: he had been voicing such 

criticisms since before the turn of the century, and published them on repeated occasions. 

 

Loos’s delicate parody of the Richardsonian domestic manner, replete with false beams and 

wainscoting, as Gevork Hartoonian remarked (citing in fact Gianni Vattimo), would preserve 

tradition by undermining its content, with the result that these interiors are both reassuring 

and subtly subversive. In the context of Simmel’s alienating metropolis they are merely some 

kind of reassuring mise en scène, set against the value-free outer walls found Loos’s blank, 

monochromatic facades pierced by square windows and stripped of all ornament. Influenced 

by Semper’s Bekleidung thesis, Loos attempted to impose an ethical nihilism on the already 

schizophrenic, mechanized metropolis wherein things would be dressed or undressed 

according to the required pathos of their action setting. Thus, the house would be clad inside 

but unclad outside, where everything had already been reduced to the abstractions of capitalist 

speculation, to which Loos responded with his ‘cryptic declaration,’ which revealed the 

critical Kraussian stance underlying his work. His opinion that the house is conservative and 

the work of art is revolutionary hints at the fact that his work has to be seen as a mixture of 

both. The only exception to his nihilistic blank syntax was either the false vernacular, which 

he reserved for his vacation houses in the countryside, or the classical monumentality of the 

occasional public institution. The dialogue between nakedness and cladding may indeed be 

addressed here. Semper emphasized dressing, both in terms of the import of weaving skills 

for the origin of architecture, and the fact that the surface of cultural representation is akin to 
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the idea of fashion. This set the tone for Benjamin to argue that fashion is without doubt the 

newest, but only where it emerges in the medium of the oldest, the longer the past the most 

ingrained. Similar to the use of floral elements in the girders of Henry Labrouste’s Sainte-

Geneviève Library, built between 1838 and 1850, Benjamin’s remarks on fashion enumerate 

occasions when natural materials were introduced to women’s clothes. Benjamin argued that 

feather or cork in women’s clothes functioned similarly to the floral elements used in Vienna 

Secession’s design for iron gates. 

 

The deeper cultural consequences of the technological transformations of the nineteenth 

century architecture were first articulated in the writings of Semper; above all, his Science, 

Industry and Art and his Four Elements of Architecture, both published in 1852. Four 

Elements of Architecture introduced for the first time the anthropological interest in remote 

archaic preindustrial civilizations and preagricultural nomadic cultures located outside the 

nightmare of history, beyond what Benjamin once characterized as the ‘storm of progress.’ 

Semper is important for his fundamental break with the classical Vitruvian triad, utilitas, 

firmitas, and venustas, and for his formulation of an aformal, sociocultural theory; his Four 

Elements of Architecture comprising the archaic components of earthwork, hearth, roofwork, 

and screen wall. The woven, non-load-bearing character of this last component led Semper 

back through multiple examples of nomadic culture to the primacy of textile production and 

to the cladding of both men and built-form (Bekleidung) and, finally, to the fundamental 

nexus of the knot as the primordial joint upon which the cosmological tectonic art of 

construction must be ultimately based. In Semper’s general theory of tectonic culture the 

structural symbolic essence of tectonics was closer to the cosmological ritualistic arts of 

music and dance than to the figurative arts of painting and sculpture, and this distinction 

would no doubt inspire Loos’s subsequent discrimination between the building tasks of the 

life-world and the commemorative role of architecture in its monumental or artistic aspect – 

the tomb and the monument. 
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Less is More 

 

Who strive – you don’t know how the others strive 

To paint a little thing like that you smeared 

Carelessly passing with your robes afloat, – 

Yet do much less, so much less, Someone says, 

(I know his name, no matter) – so much less! 

Well, less is more, Lucrezia. 

 

Robert Browning 

 

In the introduction to the 1990 book, Modernism in Design, Paul Greenhalgh distinguished 

between two periods of modern architecture. The first he called the pioneer phase, opening 

amidst the thunder of World War I, and closing with the demise of the key movements 

between 1929 and 1933. The second, opening in the early 1930s, he labeled International 

Style. In his text Greenhalgh sided with those who want to see the emergent modernism of the 

first decades of the twentieth century historically a more or less autonomous phenomenon. As 

he himself has put it: “One gets a sense, when comparing the most progressive objects of 

1880 with those of 1929, that one mode of design has drifted to its conclusion and another 

one has replaced it. This is not a qualitative observation so much as an ideological one.” 

(Greenhalgh 1990, 5) The pioneer phase of modernism in Greenhalgh’s description consisted 

of a series of movements and individuals who addressed themselves to the problem of an 

appropriate design for the twentieth century. They were most concerned with three spheres of 

activity: architecture, furniture and graphics. Activity was most intense and directed in the 

Netherlands, France, Germany, and the Soviet Union. Pioneer modernists weren’t the first to 

ponder the idea of an appropriate modernist style, neither did they invent all of their own 

ideas, technologies and stylistic mannerisms, rather on the contrary, they invented only a few 

of them. But what made them different from anything, which had gone before was, in 

Greenhalgh’s terms, the holistic world-view they constructed from earlier, disparate ideas, 

and the absolutist nature of their vision. There were several principles Greenhalgh identified 

as the core concepts of pioneer modernism, such as decompartmentalization, social morality, 

truth, the idea of the total work of art (Gesamtkunstwerk), technology, function, progress, 

anti-historicism, abstraction, internationalism or universality, the transformation of 

consciousness, and theology. 
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In a quick overview this is what Greenhalgh had in mind about pioneer modernism: in the 

Netherlands a handful of architects, designers and painters, cut off from the international 

community by the World War I, created a forum for themselves by founding a magazine. Its 

title was also that of their movement, De Stijl. The journal and the movement ran from 1917 

through to 1931, when intellectual differences caused a final rift. In France, several 

publications, culminating in the journal L’Esprit nouveau, from 1920 to 1925, provided a 

public profile for the so-called Purism. More than any other, this movement remained 

significant for the writings and work of Le Corbusier. In the Soviet Union, Constructivism 

and Suprematism came to the fore in the wake of the October Revolution, going into a final 

decline with the advent of Stalinism. In material terms, the Soviets probably contributed more 

to the fine arts than to the field of design, but their politics and aesthetics provided significant 

examples for succeeding generations. In Germany, the focus was a particular school of art and 

design. The Bauhaus provided the nucleus for German modernism – in the fine arts as well as 

in design – from 1919 to 1933, when the National Socialist ethos finally closed it down. The 

Bauhaus remains perhaps the most potent symbol in twentieth century design, its ideas, 

methodologies and styles being virtually synonymous with modernism. 

 

In Germany the earliest examples of the new style actually date back before World War I, 

under the auspices of the Deutscher Werkbund’s attempt to provide a modern face for the 

region. Many of the architects who would later become associated with the New Objectivity, 

which was more or less synonymous with German pioneer modernism in architecture, were 

practicing in a similar manner in the 1910s, using glass surfaces and severe geometric 

compositions. Examples of this include first and foremost Walter Gropius’s and Adolf 

Meyer’s 1911 Fagus Factory and Hans Poelzig’s 1912 Department Store in Wrocław. In a 

1911 lecture, Monumental Art and Industry, Gropius had already presented the general aims 

and the ideology of the new architecture: “Devoted to work, palaces have to be erected that 

will not only provide light, air, and cleanliness to the factory worker, the slave of modern 

industrial work, but which also will give him the feeling of the dignity of the common great 

idea that moves the whole. Not until then will the individual be able to subsume the personal 

to the impersonal thinking without losing the joy in the joint work toward great common 

values, which formerly could not be achieved from the orbit of the individual. This 

awareness, awakened in the individual worker, could perhaps prevent a social catastrophe 

that, due to the unrest in today’s economic life, threatens every day.” (Eley 2000, 476) 
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In the aftermath of the war the some of the German architects worked in the revolutionary 

Arbeitsrat für Kunst, pioneering Expressionism in architecture – particularly through the 

secret Glass Chain. The early works of the Bauhaus, such as the Sommerfeld House, built 

between 1920 and 1921 were in this vein. The turn from Expressionism towards the more 

familiarly modernist styles of the 1920s came under the influence of the Dutch avant-garde; 

particularly Theo van Doesburg’s ideas of the machine aesthetic. Another element was the 

work in France of Le Corbusier, such as the proposals for the 1927 concrete Citrohan House. 

Also steering German architects away from Expressionism was the influence of 

Constructivism, particularly of Vkhutemas and El Lissitzky, who visited Berlin in this period 

frequently. Early examples of the New Objectivity in Germany were Georg Muche’s Haus am 

Horn, or Gropius and Meyer’s design for Chicago’s Tribune Tower competition, both on 

display at the 1922 Bauhaus exhibition. A most interesting case of pioneer phase modernism 

in architecture came not from Germany but from Austria, where philosopher Ludwig 

Wittgenstein not very long after the 1922 bilingual publication of the Tractatus Logico-

Philosophicus, teamed up with architect Paul Engelmann and draw the plans for the Haus 

Wittgenstein between 1926 and 1928. 

 

Back in Germany the fullest early exploration of the non-expressionist avant-garde idiom was 

in the Italian Garden Settlement, planned between the years 1924 and 1925, by Otto Haesler. 

This was one of the first modernist projects, an area of social housing characterized by flat 

roofs, asymmetrical plans, generous terraces, large windows, and rendered surfaces. The 

major expansion of the New Objectivity came with the appointment of Ernst May to the 

position of city architect and planner by the social democratic administration of Frankfurt. 

May’s New Frankfurt, a program running between 1925 and 1930, would become 

enormously important for the subsequent development of the New Objectivity, not only 

because of its striking appearance but also in its success of quickly housing thousands of the 

city’s unprivileged. May would also employ other architects such as Margarete Schütte-

Lihotzky (the mother of the Frankfurt kitchen) or Mart Stam. The immediate effect of May’s 

work can be seen in Gropius’s 1926 Torten Estate (built around the same time as the famous 

Bauhaus building), which also pioneered prefabrication technology. Germany had become the 

centre of the new movement; fact easily confirmed by the Deutscher Werkbund’s Weissenhof 

Estate of 1927, where in spite of the presence of Le Corbusier, and Dutch designers, most of 

the architects were German speaking. 
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Contributing heavily to the ideology of Greenhalgh’s pioneer modernism, the architects of the 

New Objectivity were eager to build as much cost-effective housing as possible, partly to 

address Germany’s postwar housing crisis, and partly to fulfil the promise of the 1919 

Weimar Constitution, which provided for a healthy dwelling for everyone, and drove the 

technical definition of the Existenzminimum (subsistence dwelling) in terms of minimally 

acceptable floor space, density, fresh air and access to green space, access to transit, and other 

such resident issues. At the same time there was an expansion of the movement across many 

of the German cities. In Berlin, Martin Wagner worked with Bruno Taut and Hugo Häring on 

colourful developments of flats and terraced houses such as the 1925 Horseshoe Estate, and 

the 1929 Carl Legien Estate. Taut’s designs featured controversially modern flat roofs, access 

to sun, air and gardens, and generous amenities like gas, electric light, and bathrooms. Critics 

on the political right often complained that these developments were too opulent for simple 

people. To highlight the striking visual simplicity (and ideological solemnity) of these front-

line designs, its’ enough to simply contrast them with similar experiments in municipal 

socialism, such as the Viennese Karl Marx Courtyard, built between 1927 and 1930, a 

stylistically much more eclectic settlement. Karl Schneider designed estates in Hamburg, 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe made low cost houses in Berlin’s Afrikanische Strasse, while 

straight-aligned, and to their critics schematic flats were built to the designs of Haesler, 

Gropius and others in the Dammerstock Settlement. The term Functionalism rose to denote 

the rather severe, nothing superfluous ethos of the New Objectivity, used as early as 1925 by 

Adolf Behne in his book, The Modern Functional Building. In 1926 most modernist German 

architects organized themselves into a group known as Der Ring. In 1928 the International 

Congresses of Modern Architecture had begun, and the social programs of German architects 

– dedicated to questions of Existenzminimum – dominated the earliest conferences. 

 

It is the social approach of the New Objectivity – marked by the term Existenzminimum – 

along which the idea of a minimum first surfaced in the discourse. As Perry Anderson put it 

in his 1984 essay, Modernity and Revolution: “European modernism in the first years of this 

century thus flowered in the space between a still usable classical past, a still indeterminate 

technical present, and a still unpredictable political future. Or, put another way, it arose at the 

intersection between a semi-aristocratic ruling order, a semi-industrialized capitalist economy 

and a semi-emergent, or semi-insurgent, labour movement.” (Nelson and Grossberg 1988, 

326) It is hardly surprising in this climate that most protagonists of the pioneer modern 

movement had political claims, which envisioned at least some kind of a radical change in 
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society, and they proposed to use architecture as part of a revolutionary levelling process. By 

1920, it was widely accepted by intellectuals on the left that the masses had been brutalized 

by the economic and political processes which reshaped their lives. Just as Karl Marx himself 

put it his 1848 The Communist Manifesto: “Owing to the extensive use of machinery and to 

division of labour, the work of the proletarians has lost all individual character, and 

consequently, all charm for the workman. He becomes an appendage of the machine, and it is 

only the most simple, most monotonous, and most easily acquired knack, that is required of 

him. Hence, the cost of production of a workman is restricted, almost entirely, to the means of 

subsistence that he requires for his maintenance, and for the propagation of his race.” 

(Morgan 2005, 1115) 

 

To help this situation design was to be forged into a weapon with which to combat the 

alienation apparent in modern, urban society. It was therefore constructed to be fundamentally 

a political activity, concerned with the achievement of a proper level of, as Greenhalgh have 

put it, social morality. It was meant to improve the conditions of the population who 

consumed it. In France, when the articles for Toward an Architecture were being published in 

1923, the political atmosphere was deeply conservative and nationalist. Le Corbusier’s social 

idealism was tempered by a natural tendency towards elitism and an urgent practical need to 

back-scratch with the industrialists, bankers, and bourgeois dilettantes who made up the bulk 

of the readership of L’Esprit nouveau. When he sketched the idea of architecture or 

revolution, it was precisely to appeal to those in authority to patronize the new architecture. In 

Germany the idealism of the early 1920s was actually channelled into practical housing 

projects in cities like Berlin and Frankfurt, where social democratic local administration 

placed modernists like Wagner and May in positions of real power. By 1929, therefore, it was 

a commonplace to associate modern architecture with socialism. One of the key texts was 

Taut’s 1929 book, Modern Architecture. Taut had been building social housing of various 

kinds since before the war and had by then a mature political outlook. As Tim Benton pointed 

out about Taut in his 1990 essay, The Myth of Function: “like most of his European 

contemporaries his views were formed in the Historicist and holistic Hegelian tradition, so 

that he took for granted a two-way relationship between ‘ideas’ and social progress.” 

(Greenhalgh 1990, 48) 

 

The Bauhaus collective was no exception in this respect. Formed in the shadow of a potential 

socialist revolution, the Bauhaus’s founding statement offered the school as solution to many 
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of the same problems that also led to the popularity of revolutionary ideology – the chaos left 

in the wake of an imperialist war, social disintegration, human alienation. The influential 

Soviet avant-garde had left the indelible impression that left-wing art meant orienting on the 

factory; industrial design could thus serve as channel for the optimism of hopeful Bauhaus 

youth. The woodcut illustration of the Bauhaus manifesto – a shining, expressionistic church 

by Lyonel Feininger –, standing as the cathedral of socialism, suggested that the school’s 

utopian program is based upon this ideology. Still, the Bauhaus idea represented itself rather 

as a compromise between conflicting tendencies; the fanciful, utopian spirit was balanced 

against a more practical-minded, forward-looking character. Gropius owed his position as 

director perhaps to the fact that his persona seemed fit to mediate these conflicting tendencies. 

Accordingly, his call to students was not an explicitly political document, still, read in 

context, it echoed with the utopian hopes of the era. In his one of his most explicit nods to 

socialist language, in (as it happens) the Bauhaus Manifesto and Program of 1919 Gropius 

declared: “Let us therefore create a new guild of craftsmen, without the class-distinctions that 

raise an arrogant barrier between craftsman and artist!” (Raizman 2003, 181) The 

irreconcilable struggle between capital and labour was thus displaced onto an opposition 

between fine art and handicraft, substantially easier to resolve. This doctrine found practical 

outlet in the cooperative teaching of the early Bauhaus, with each workshop co-taught by a 

technical master and a form master. In essence, the Bauhaus always remained something of a 

progressive phenomenon; in its spirit there was always a pivot point that allowed the school to 

swing round from the early mystical attachment to cooperative living to László Moholy-

Nagy’s ringing assertion that ‘Constructivism is the socialism of vision.’ 

 

This is the institution Mies van der Rohe took over in 1930. Among the directors of the 

Bauhaus Hannes Meyer was most involved with the left, Gropius himself did not share radical 

views, and claimed that Bauhaus was entirely apolitical, but most apolitical man of them was 

certainly Mies van der Rohe (some of the criticism addressed to him came exactly from this 

direction, targeting his political indifference in the projects he undertook – or, more often, 

attempted to undertake – under National Socialist state patronage from 1933 through 1937). 

During the 1920s Mies van der Rohe began to develop visionary projects that, though mostly 

unbuilt, brought him to fame as an architect capable of giving form that was in harmony with 

the spirit of the emerging modern society. Boldly abandoning ornament altogether, he made a 

dramatic modernist debut with his stunning competition proposal for the faceted glass 

Friedrichstrasse skyscraper in 1921, followed by a taller curved version in 1922 named the 
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Glass Skyscraper. He continued with a series of pioneering projects, culminating in his two 

European masterworks: the temporary German Pavilion for the Barcelona exposition, often 

called the Barcelona Pavilion, in 1929 and the elegant Villa Tugendhat in Brno, completed in 

1930. Also important for the present purposes is his world-wide famous aphorism: ‘Less is 

more.’ Documented in writing extremely late in the June 28 1959 issue of the New York 

Herald Tribune, in an article about restraint in design, the phrase, in Mies van der Rohe’s own 

admission, dates back to the period of apprenticeship at Peter Behrens’s studio in Berlin. The 

assertion ‘Less is more’ is important, because it is the first statement, which not only affirms 

that reduction is necessary to fulfil the common modernist ambitions (like abstraction, truth, 

rationality, function, technology, or progress) but eventually also affirms that reduction is 

desirable in its own right. 

 

A possible interpretation, rendering the sentence to a modernist framework, would be a 

formalist-structuralist reading alongside the idea of the deep structure or deep grammar. The 

structuralist approach, in the first decades of the twentieth century, framed the theoretic 

background of linguistics in general, with subsequent circles and schools in Prague, Moscow, 

and Copenhagen, and, later on, it determined the discipline of structuralist anthropology. 

These modernist sciences shared the common assumption of the deep structure. A structuralist 

approach in anthropology may study activities as diverse as food preparation and serving 

rituals, religious rites, games, literary and non-literary texts, and forms of entertainment to 

discover the deep structures by which meaning is produced and reproduced within the culture. 

Foremost structural anthropologist, Claude Lévi-Strauss analyzed in the 1950s cultural 

phenomena like mythology or kinship (the alliance theory and the incest taboo). Lévi-

Strauss’s reduction of all known forms of alliance to a much simpler system of underlying 

recurring patterns is characteristic of his structural method. It is a method that aims to go 

beyond the confusion and diversity of observed phenomena to uncover invariables, the 

structures that form the deep grammar of human society, and if one were to ask where these 

structures came from, Lévi-Strauss’s answer would doubtless be the human mind, by which 

he would mean the unconscious (although not necessarily in a psychoanalytical sense). 

 

In addition to these studies, Lévi-Strauss produced more linguistically focused writings in 

which he applied Ferdinand de Saussure’s distinction between langue and parole in his search 

for the fundamental structures of the human mind. Jürgen Habermas has pointed it out in his 

1981 lecture, Modern and Postmodern in Architecture, that in a similar fashion to Saussure’s 
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analysis of structure and language during that period, members of Neoplasticism 

“investigated the grammar of expressive and formative means, the most universal techniques 

of the plastic arts, in order to incorporate the latter into the Gesamtkunstwerk of a 

comprehensive architectonic designing of the environment.” (Hays 1998, 422) Likewise, 

Lévi-Strauss argued that the structures that form the deep grammar of society originate in the 

mind and operate in people unconsciously. We are no more aware of the structures that 

determine social life than we are of the rules of grammar when we speak. These structures 

belong to the realm of an unconscious system, which Lévi-Strauss construes on the model of 

Saussure’s concept of langue and that acts as a mediating term between self and other, 

individual and group. The existence of this unconscious system, akin to a matrix, is the very 

condition of social life; in the same way that the existence of what Saussure called langue (the 

deep grammar underlying linguistic competence) is the condition of meaningful speech. But 

most importantly Lévi-Strauss revealed that the so-called primitive modes of thought are 

neither radically different (prelogical, prerational) nor fundamentally more archaic than the 

civilized ways of thinking. Indeed, Lévi-Strauss is careful to present these primitive modes of 

thought not so much as attributes of primitive societies, but as aspects of the way in which all 

human beings think. 

 

All in all, the structuralist approach valued more the invariable universal recurring patterns 

(the deep structures that were, in a way, the platonic ideas of the twentieth century, supposed 

to transcend cultural diversity), and rated less the plurality of the ‘superfluous’ cultural 

phenomena. Which doubles into saying that according to this approach the basic and the 

simple – the less – is valued more. In this sense Mies van der Rohe’s saying, ‘Less is more,’ 

is nothing else than a strong, stark, high-modernist dictum that indeed announces the 

universality (the internationality) of the forthcoming major style of architecture, the 

International Style. It is a phrase perfectly aligned with the major intentions and tendencies of 

the modernist movement; it announces abstraction, in the sense of the outright rejection of 

figurative elements; simplicity and geometric structure, as these structures are the simplest 

way to assure universal validity through some immutable truths of mathematics; truth and 

rationality, and therefore function, technology, and progress; and it doesn’t really contradict 

the idea of the social reform either (via the rationalism of social housing, for instance). But it 

meets most of the critical claims addressed to modern architecture as well, like those stressing 

that it is elitist, puritan, boring, reductive, and disregards cultural and regional differences. 
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As, among others, Berthold Lubetkin has put it, the proper concern of architecture wanted to 

be more than self-display; it was a thesis, a declaration, and a statement of the social aims of 

the age. Yet the truth of labour and the transparency of the economic affairs were transposed 

into being simultaneously an aesthetic quality. Within the terms of the construction and 

appearance of objects, truth meant the avoidance of contrivances, which created an illusion or 

false impression. The designer had to avoid formalistic imitation and snobbery, which often 

distorted the fundamental truth. The way an object was made had to be apparent and its visual 

attractiveness had to come directly out of those processes of construction. Truth as an ideal 

led, therefore, to a wholesale rejection of decoration, especially when it was perceived to be 

an element added after the major constructional work had taken place. Decoration could only 

mask the structural and spatial honesty of the object. Following the idea to its logical 

conclusion, objects had to be self-consciously proud of what they were and how they arrived 

in the world, much in the way that the democratized masses were encouraged to be proud of 

their origins and their status as workers. Indeed, an object had to reveal its mode of work and 

its ability to perform it in order to be fully modern. 

 

Without doubt, partly as a result of the technical and material options embodied in some of 

the principles of modernism, a specific style was achieved in the first part of the twentieth 

century. If one exercised consistency with regard to function, technology, abstraction, and so 

forth, then one would effectively reduce the range of visual possibilities. In furniture, for 

instance, tubular steel presented itself as a logical solution for many forms of chair design. In 

architecture, shuttered concrete, ribboned fenestration, open plan spaces, white, abstract 

surfaces, and exposed structure similarly led to a certain style of building. It isn’t impossible 

to tell the difference between the works of key designers, however, when compared to the 

breadth and variance within, say, Baroque circles, or the range of possibilities that come 

under the heading of modernism in the fine arts, the pioneer modernism of architecture is 

marked by its highly restrictive nature. But can this restrictive nature of architecture and 

design – which in fact resulted from the modernist understanding of form, structure, 

autonomy, self-sufficiency and strict self-referentiality – be already called a sort of 

minimalism? Seemingly most of the formal traits of the latter full-blown Minimal Art apply 

here: the predominant organizing principles include the right angle, the square, and the cube, 

rendered with a minimum of incident or compositional maneuvering, anonymous design, 

deadpan flatness, unadulterated or industrial colour. However, as convenient as it may have 

been, historically nobody called it so at this stage of development. 
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But yet another question can be raised at this point: How are we to reconcile all these facts of 

the pioneer modernism with that other fact that after World War II the socially sensitive 

pioneer phase resulted in such a hard-core corporate architecture? How did it happen that 

Mies van der Rohe’s 860–880 Lake Shore Drive Apartments, completed in 1951, 

paradoxically became the model for commercial architecture in the postwar period? How did 

it occur that the kitchen of the Haus am Horn ended up being only a premature expression of 

American ideas of household management? These questions eventually lead back to 

Greenhalgh’s periodization, as we arrived to the point to enter the second phase of the modern 

movement, that of international modernism. The beginning of this period was marked with 

the 1932 New York exhibition held at the Museum of Modern Art, conveniently titled 

Modern Architecture – International Exhibition. The organizers, Henry Russell Hitchcock, Jr. 

and Phillip Johnson, accompanied the exhibition also with a publication. “Whilst, in 

themselves, the exhibition and book contributed little to the existing discourse, they can be 

used as a conceptual watershed, an indicator of a shift in attitudes. Despite challenges, the 

International Style rolled on until the end of the 1970s.” (Greenhalgh 1990, 3) The 1930s, 

therefore, were confusing years of transition from one state to another, as Greenhalgh 

suggests, with varying levels of ‘pure’ modernism in various countries. The name 

International Style is usually regarded as an invention of Johnson and Hitchcock presented in 

the catalogue of the exhibition, but as Hassan-Uddin Khan pointed out it in his 2009 

International Style: Modernist Architecture from 1925 to 1965, Gropius has already used the 

term in a 1925 publication titled International Architecture. “It showed a wide range of 

current works, and discussed the ideas of the day in essays. The volume is particularly 

interesting for the characterization of modern architecture as being international and 

unbounded by place or culture.” (Khan 2009, 11) 

 

However, there was perhaps no possibility for a modern architecture and design to emerge in 

the absence of the ideas introduced by the socialist theory. Romantic anti-capitalists, who 

were the first critics of modern bourgeois society and capitalist civilization created by the 

Industrial Revolution – more then half a century before Marx –, had already denounced 

capitalism, but in the name of a golden past and not so much in the name of a better future. 

By contrast, the early critical-utopian socialist writers, and later Marx himself, held that the 

ideal social settlement is to be sought after in the future, not in the past. Without this ‘futurist’ 

character of social theory the technical-aesthetical revolution of the modern movement is 

perhaps unimaginable. Additionally, an idea of internationalism has also originated with 
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Marx’s manifesto; the slogan ‘Working Men of All Countries, Unite!’ shortly led to the 

formation of the First International. The term international modernism and the latter 

International Style probably both owe a fair debt to the internationalism of the early socialist 

and syndicalist movements. The International Style exhibition featured the work of architects 

as Mies van der Rohe, Gropius, Le Corbusier, and Frank Lloyd Wright as well as that of a 

number of younger architects, including Richard Neutra, and Frederick Kiesler. The 

exhibition referred to a group of buildings designed between the end of the World War I and 

1931. Generally, the design of these buildings is described by stressing the importance of 

function, but in which Functionalism is subordinated to the aesthetic element. Specifically, 

the basic artistic conventions that shape the style of these buildings are described as placing 

emphasis on volume rather than mass, on regularity rather than symmetry, on ordering of 

detail rather than application of ornament, and, added later by Hitchcock, emphasis on the 

articulation of structure. What separated the pioneer period from the latter international phase 

in Greenhalgh’s terms was that “the first phase was essentially a set of ideas, a vision of how 

the designed world could transform human consciousness and improve material conditions. 

These ideas were expressed physically through manifestos, hundreds of prototypes and a 

handful of realised objects and buildings.” (Greenhalgh 1990, 3) By contrast, the second 

phase “was less of an idea than a style and a technology; a discourse concerned principally 

with the appearance of things and with their manufacture.” (Greenhalgh 1990, 3) It was also 

expressed far more widely than the first phase, in thousands of buildings and millions of 

objects, especially after World War II. 

 

The question, then, that came up with the emergence of the International Style out of the spirit 

of pioneer modernism is perhaps similar to the one asked by Habermas (not counting that 

Habermas used the term International Style to name the movement presented here as pioneer 

modernism and used the term monstrosities for the phenomenon described here as 

International Style). The modern architecture whose origins in Wright and Adolf Loos were 

both organic and rationalist, and which flowered in the most successful works of a Gropius 

and a Mies van der Rohe, a Le Corbusier, and an Alvar Aalto, explained Habermas, remains 

the first and only binding style, the first and only style to have shaped even everyday life, 

since the days of classicism. “It is the only architectural movement to have sprung from the 

spirit of the avant-garde, the only one equal in stature to the avant-garde painting, music, and 

literature of our century. It continued the line of tradition of Western rationalism and was 

powerful enough to create models, that is, to become classical itself and to establish a 
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tradition that from the beginning transcended national boundaries. How are we to reconcile 

these indisputable facts with the fact that those monstrosities we unanimously condemn arose 

after World War II as the successors to, even in the name of, this International Style? Is the 

true face of modernity revealed in them – or are they falsifications of its true spirit?” (Hays 

1998, 419) The phenomenon of the transatlantic exchange is probably of a significant 

importance here. There were a number of journeys that present themselves as symptomatic in 

this respect, like Neutra’s moving to the United States in 1923, or the journey made by 

Johnson and Hitchcock in Europe during the summer of 1930. Le Corbusier has visited New 

York in 1935, Moholy-Nagy and Mies van der Rohe moved to the United States in 1937. 

 

All these events, but especially the wave of immigration of the modernist masters to the 

United Stares, escaping the persecution of the National Socialist state, led to what Greenhalgh 

has labeled as the second – international – phase of the modern movement, but also to the 

massive commercialization of the modernist principles. However, strictly within the 

framework of a general architectural theory yet another answer pops into mind, that of Italian 

architecture critic Manfredo Tafuri. Reading Henry Ford’s ideas on the rationalization of 

mass production, and Weimar Republic Foreign Minister Walther Rathenau’s considerations 

about the appropriation of the socialist concepts in order to develop democratic capitalism, 

Tafuri, in his 1976 Architecture and Utopia: Design and Capitalist Development, alluded to a 

diagnosis of fellow critic, Massimo Cacciari. According to Cacciari, there was a capitalist 

counterattack, as early as the Weimar Republic, that redefined and assumed for itself the 

fundamental elements of the socialist strategy: socialism as accelerated accumulation, 

industrial reconstruction, and state intervention in the economic cycle, and, above all, as 

universal defense of live work. The socialism of the German capital, between 1918 and 1921, 

guaranteed itself an organic relationship in actual fact with the political and trade union 

organizations of the working-class. It was inevitable however, argued Cacciari, that the 

bonhomie would be obdurately swept away when, after any danger of an autonomous 

organization at the working-class level had been destroyed, capital could again assume 

directly the social management and organization of its own cycle. Tafuri, at his own turn, 

draws the conclusion: “Organization and planning are thus the passwords of both democratic 

socialism and democratic capitalism.” (Tafuri 1976, 69) Locating architecture’s intellectual 

project in the historical matrix of the bourgeois metropolis, Tafuri formulates the entire cycle 

of modernism as a unitary development in which the avant-garde’s visions of utopia come to 

be recognized as an idealization of capitalism, a transfiguration of the latter’s rationality into 
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the rationality of the autonomous form – architecture’s concept of the plan. The practicing 

architect, within the closure of capitalism as a system, cannot hope to devise a radically 

different, revolutionary, or utopian architecture or space. The architects of New Objectivity 

who had committed themselves to a concrete politicizing of architecture within the context of 

a clear social democratic program, in practice had a limited success, they didn’t manage to 

control developments throughout the city, nor could they restructure the system of production. 

 

By choosing this approach, as suggested by Hilde Heynen in her 1999 book, Architecture and 

Modernity: A Critique, “these architects were opting for a fragmented and static organization 

of the city. This was the immediate reason for the limited success of this strategy: the modern 

city that is the product of capitalism does not permit any permanent balance; its internal 

dynamic undermines every attempt to impose a balance of this sort.” (Heynen 1999, 135) In 

an attempt to introduce a more dynamic approach, members of the New Objectivity adopted 

the idea that the city consists of a sequence of elements that no longer take the form of 

separate, individual objects, but are endlessly reproduced in an abstract, elementary montage. 

Others, however, halted in the crisis of the object. Tafuri mentions Loos and Erich 

Mendelsohn, as well as Taut and Poelzig, who countered this development by 

overemphasizing the object, in fact carrying out a rearguard action, responding to the 

secondary needs of the European bourgeoisie. All in all, Tafuri concluded: “Improbability, 

multifunctionality, multiplicity, and lack of organic structure – in short, all the contradictory 

aspects assumed by the modern metropolis – are thus seen to have remained outside the 

attempts at a rationalization pursued by central European architecture.” (Tafuri 1976, 93) The 

fully planned control of production can be implemented only when a general socioeconomic 

form of planning is carried out, which embraces all the sectors of social life and which is not 

confined only to architecture. An architecture of the future will be concretely and practically 

possible only when the future has arrived, that is to say, after a total social revolution, a 

systemic transformation of the existing mode of production into something else. As Heynen 

formulated, for architects to accept the consequences of this would mean disqualifying 

themselves: architecture would no longer be the subject of the plan but its object – and that is 

something that architects could not possibly accept. “Architecture between 1920 and 1930 

was not ready to accept such consequences. What was clear was its ‘political’ role. 

Architecture (read: programming and planned reorganization of building production and of 

the city as productive organism) rather than revolution. Le Corbusier clearly enunciated this 

alternative.” (Tafuri 1976, 100) According to Tafuri, architecture attempted to take on the 
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impossible task of being responsible for the technical organization of the restructuring of 

production and consumption, the reorganizing the whole field of social reality. Instead of 

accepting the role of a participant in an overall plan, it presented itself as the author of this 

plan. 

 

The political attitude wasn’t a question only for Constructivism and for the urban 

development projects of the social democratic municipal authorities in the Weimar Republic; 

Tafuri also sees it as pivotal in the work of Walter Benjamin in the 1930s. “Tafuri argues that 

Benjamin’s thesis about the “decay of the aura” in his work of art essay should be interpreted 

not only as a comment on the universal adoption of new methods of production, but also as 

the statement of a deliberate choice: to reject the sacred character of artistic work, and thus to 

accept its destruction.” (Heynen 1999, 132) The opposite choice, however, the attempt to 

preserve the autonomy of intellectual work, also responds to a quite specific need within 

capitalist development: the need to recover the notion of subjectivity, which had become 

alienated by the division of labour. “This, however, merely constitutes a rearguard action: the 

“disappearance of the subject” is historically inevitable due to the advance of capitalist 

rationalization. Every attempt to halt this development is, by definition, doomed to failure, 

according to Tafuri. And yet these “subjectivist” attempts have a specific purpose in terms of 

capitalist evolution in that they perform the task of providing a kind of comfort.” (Heynen 

1999, 132) Tafuri presents André Breton and Surrealism as an example of this position. He 

considers that the political and the subjectivist movements within the avant-garde are both 

responses to the empirical everyday reality of the capitalist way of life; the former rejects it 

with a view to creating a new order, the latter responds by exalting the chaotic character of 

reality. The political parts therefore “opposed Chaos, the empirical and the commonplace, 

with the principle of Form.” (Tafuri 1976, 93) But most importantly: “This “Form” originated 

in the inner laws of industrial production and was thus compatible with the underlying logic 

that gave this apparent chaos its structure.” (Heynen 1999, 132) 

 

The avant-garde movements were incapable of genuinely influencing the course of capitalist 

evolution or of giving concrete form to the rationalization inherent in it. This task, Tafuri 

argues, was the work of architecture: “The Bauhaus, as the decantation chamber of the avant-

garde, fulfilled the historic task of selecting from all the contributions of the avant-garde by 

testing them in terms of the needs of productive reality.” (Tafuri 1976, 98) Architecture, then, 

was the mediator between the progressive demands in the work of avant-garde movements, 
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including the demand for the planned control of the means of production, and the concrete 

reality of this production. According to Tafuri’s diagnosis, however, the problem could be 

solved only by a form of planning instituted outside of architecture, that would involve “a 

restructuring of production and consumption in general; in other words, the planned 

coordination of production.” (Tafuri 1976, 100) But taking account of everything Tafuri 

envisioned – that organization and planning are agents of both democratic socialism and 

democratic capitalism, and, again, the avant-garde’s vision of utopia is only an idealization of 

capitalism’s rationality into the rationality of the autonomous form; at all events that much 

can be sustained that modern architecture did achieve to give a specific form – the 

International Style building – to the rationalization inherent in capitalism, and that the 

capitalist system indeed appropriated this modernist idealization of rationality in the very 

same form of the corporate building. Tafuri, assisted by other fellow critic Francesco Dal Co 

in their 1979 book, Modern Architecture, made a number of remarks about the corporate 

building (and specifically about the architecture of Mies van der Rohe). In the case of the 

Seagram Building, completed in 1958, the aphorismatic almost nothing, Tafuri suggested, had 

become a big glass, reflecting images of the urban chaos that surrounds the purity of its style. 

It accepts the shift and flux of phenomena and “absorbs them to themselves in a perverse 

multi-duplication, like a Pop Art sculpture that obliges the American metropolis to look at 

itself” (Tafuri and Dal Co 1979, 342), reflected in its neutral mirrors that break the city web. 

“In this, architecture arrives at the ultimate limits of its own possibilities. Like the last notes 

sounded by the Doctor Faustus of Thomas Mann, alienation, having become absolute, testifies 

uniquely to its own presence, separating itself from the world to declare the world’s incurable 

malady.” (Tafuri and Dal Co 1979, 342) 

 

Fredric Jameson, in his 1982 critique of Tafuri’s text, Architecture and the Critique of 

Ideology, also stressed the sculpture-like nature of the International Style building. In his 

formulation the monumental ‘duck’ of the International Style proposes itself “as a radically 

different, revolutionary or subversive enclave from which little by little the whole 

surrounding fabric of fallen social relations is to be regenerated and transformed.” (Hays 

1998, 459) As such it ends up having the same destiny as modernist sculpture in general. “Yet 

in order to stage itself as a foyer of this kind, the “duck” must first radically separate itself 

from that environment in which it stands; it thereby slowly comes to be, by virtue of that very 

inaugural disjunction, that constitutive self-definition and isolation, not a building but a 

sculpture.” (Hays 1998, 459) After the fashion of Roland Barthes’s concept of connotation, 
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argues Jameson, “the duck ends up – far from emitting a message with a radically new 

content – simply designating itself and signifying itself, celebrating its own disconnection as a 

message in its own right.” (Hays 1998, 459) In his 2011 essay, The Stolen Hope: Reading 

Jameson’s Critique of Tafuri, Gevork Hartoonian provided an interpretation of Jameson’s 

reading of Tafuri and yet another description of the Seagram Building depicting the 

phenomenon of mediation or (critical) distance inherent at least in the masterpieces of modern 

architecture. For the Seagram Building, wrote Hartoonian in a passage ranging from Fzanz 

Kafka to Mies van der Rohe, one can suggest that the implied silence should be taken for 

anonymity. “The building’s failure to make a direct communication with the spectator, of the 

kind ensured by postmodern architecture, is consistent with the tectonics, which in this 

particular case works strategically against the drive for maximization of profit. The tower’s 

setback from its property line, for example, provides a terrace in the Semperian meaning of 

the word, which in return complements the building’s non-figurative volume. It is a strategy 

of deconstructing the notion of ‘block’, the economic measure of Manhattan’s grid. In return, 

the setback offers the city a void, if not a wasteland. This ‘plaza’ constituted the ‘planimetric 

inversion of the significance of the skyscraper, the language of nil, of the silence which – by a 

paradox worthy of Kafka – assaults the noise of the metropolis’.” (Lahiji 2011,79) 

 

As everyone here is obsessed with the idea that the International Style building is in reality a 

sculpture, what may serve at this point is, on the one hand, a general theory of modernist 

sculpture and then, on the other hand, a specialized idea of the Pop Art sculpture in particular. 

Modernist sculpture is traditionally defined the in relation to the loss of site, producing the 

monument as an abstraction, functionally placeless and largely self-referential. Sculpture 

during modernism entered the space of what could be called its negative condition, a kind of 

sitelessness, or an absolute loss of place. These largely canonical features of modernist 

sculpture make the core assumption in Jameson’s description of the International Style 

building; evoking sculpture in this context is speaking of the autonomous form of modern art 

in superlatives. By asserting that these buildings testify uniquely to their own presence, Tafuri 

makes reference to the same modernist rationality of form, however, his description evokes 

Pop Art sculpture too, which, at its own turn, responds to a somewhat different logic as 

modern art and sculpture. Pop Art, as the theory goes, is a response to a moment in the 

opposition of modernism and mass culture. In this account Pop Art confronts, on the one 

hand, the rarefied high art of late modernism and, on the other hand, the spectacular culture of 

advanced capitalism. Pop Art may seek to use mass culture in order to test high art, but if any 
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integration of high art and mass culture is attained this will be mostly in the interests of the 

culture industry, to which the avant-garde becomes ‘as much a subcontractor as an 

antagonist.’ The Pop Art embrace of mass culture therefore points to a new order of serial 

production and consumption, and as such Pop Art cannot sidestep the production of 

simulacra. What is rather thought provoking is the difference inserted in the two descriptions 

of the sculptural nature of the International Style. Tafuri, alongside his idea of the 

interchangeable nature of socialist and capitalist rationality, sees the modernism of 

International Style as already succumbed into the world of capitalist seriality and simulacra, 

whereas Jameson, who himself dedicated passages to the colonization of the modernist 

building into the organizational bureaucracy of late capitalism, stresses the modernist features 

of the form, and its autonomy. The present work argues that most probably both 

interpretations are correct; the rationality and purity of the modernist form is still there with 

the International Style office building, but the simulacral seriality of a globalizing capitalism 

is also there, just as Tafuri’s intuition detected it. 

 

This is then the logic that invites Minimal Art to enter the scene. Hal Foster once described 

Minimal Art – the minimalist art movement of the 1960s – as forming a sort of a ‘crux’ at the 

juncture of modernism and postmodernism, in that Minimal Art concludes modernism, while 

presenting itself as the first postmodernist art movement, and the general opinion in the matter 

seemingly underpins his theory. The situation owes very much to the modifications Minimal 

Art has brought into the status of the sculpture. Minimal Art reads the call of high modernism 

for objective art so literary, as to seemingly exceed art altogether in the process of creating 

objects. As a postmodernist practice Minimal Art pastiched some of the styles of modernism 

into its objects, and the pure shapes and rational forms of modernist object design and 

architecture offered themselves as a logical choice. As such the pure style and geometric form 

of the modernist works were reinforced by Minimal Art as a deadpan literal reading of 

modernism’s call for self-critical objectivity. The seriality of industrial production is integral 

in Minimal Art; the logic according to which seriality in Pop Art supersedes abstraction and 

representation in a serial and simulacral reality is also discoverable in Minimal Art. But this 

process has also influenced the status of the sculpture, in that the minimalist objects refuse the 

siteless and self-referential nature of most abstract sculpture, therefore, with Minimal Art, 

sculpture no longer stands apart, on a pedestal or as pure art, but is repositioned among the 

other objects, and therefore it is also redefined in terms of place. The International Style 

building seemingly has something similar about it, it introduces the purist form of modern art 
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into the serial logic of late capitalism, however, in the descriptions of both Tafuri and 

Jameson, it doesn’t loose its siteless character. Still, the International Style building and the 

Minimal Art object can be seen as two sides of the same coin – or Minimal Art as finishing 

the step started by International Style. International Style building introduces the modernist 

form into the expanded capitalist field of postmodern organizational culture, while Minimal 

Art object integrates the self-sufficient form of modernism into the newly expanded 

postmodern filed of site-specific sculpture. In this respect what relates one to another is 

perhaps that the expanded filed of site-specific sculpture corresponds to the expanded field of 

late capitalism, so much the more that the expansion of late capitalism, according to Jameson, 

led to the dissolution of the autonomous sphere of culture in terms of its explosion throughout 

the social realm, accompanied by the total colonization of all precapitalist enclaves – 

including nature – under organizational culture. In this context the newborn site-specificity of 

sculpture can be seen as the involvement of art into the expanded field of late capitalism. 

 

As for Minimal Art’s transection of modernism and postmodernism one must also return to 

the idea of the transatlantic exchange. As Jameson has put it postmodernism was a moment, 

which corresponded to late capitalism or the multinational world system, which, most 

importantly in this context, “could be dated from the immediate postwar period in the United 

States and the late 1950s in Europe” (Hays 1998, 451). Therefore it is not unrealistic to say 

that Tafuri was mostly right seeing Pop Art sculptures in the buildings of International Style. 

The grid of the multi-duplicated glass surface of these buildings perhaps had no other 

compositional structure, nor historical take-off, than the serialism of Pop Art. In his Present-

Day Styles and Ready-Made Criticism, published in the 1966 December issue of the Artforum 

magazine, Peter Plagens called Minimal Art Imageless Pop, with reference to the Pop Art 

paintings of Andy Warhol. “The great art-historical phenomenon of Pop is that it has 

managed, against a theoretical cul de sac, to nudge style back another notch – to social and 

esthetic attitudes existing in full form within the artist before the act of picture-making. 

Warhol’s style resides in his thinking everybody be like everybody else, that everybody 

should be a machine. The premise extends to the formalist edge of Pop (certain hard-edge, 

minimal and hybrid works being Imageless Pop; the whole a Greater Pop): Larry Bell’s foggy 

glass boxes are operatives of a priori esthetic concepts and contain, in many ways, the more 

celebrated qualities of party-line Pop – blurring the barriers between art and commerce and 

industry, austere means, and the absence of ‘handwriting.’” (Plagens 1966, 37) Given the 

definition of Minimal Art as Imageless Pop, one might as well reinterpret Tafuri’s idea by 
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suggesting that the serial grid pattern of the International Style in reality doesn’t contain 

images, as these, as Tafuri himself implied, are only reflections of the surface. The glass 

surfaces of the International Style building could, after all, reflect as many images of, say, 

Marilyn Monroe as they like, but the sculpture of the International Style was designed 

imageless in the first place. As such it is not only a Pop Art sculpture but also the lead 

towards the objects of Minimal Art. 
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Painting, Sculpture 

 

Half or more of the best new work in the last few years has been neither painting nor 

sculpture. 

 

(Donald Judd) 

 

The term minimalism gained currency in the 1960s denoting especially the art movement of 

the same decade: Minimal Art. It is sometimes suggested that the term appeared much earlier 

in relation to fine art, being first used by David Burlyuk in the catalogue of John Graham’s 

1929 exhibition at the Dudensing Gallery in New York. Burlyuk wrote: “Minimalism derives 

its name from the minimum of operating means. Minimalist painting is purely realistic – the 

subject being the painting itself.” (Turner 1996, 645) However, searching for printed 

documentation referring to minimalism as Minimal Art one has to go back to the May 1960 

issue of Arts magazine, which published an article by Donald Judd, about the “confidence in 

the power of the minimal” (Judd 1975, 17). The adjective – minimal – was current if not 

specifically denominative in the art world in the 1960s, even among those less personally 

involved with the new art. John Coplans observed in his January 1964 Artforum article that 

John McLaughlin ‘minimizes the paint’ in an art of ‘minimal components’ and drew an 

analogy to Mark Rothko and others noted for “minimization of brushwork” (Coplans 1964, 

30–31). Edward Strickland, in his 1993 book, Minimalism: Origins, documented yet another 

instalment in the March 1964 issue of the Arts Magazine, again by Judd, this time in relation 

to the work of Robert Morris. For Morris, as Judd suggested, “everything exists in the same 

way through existing in the most minimal way” (Strickland 2000, 18). To some opinions 

Richard Wollheim is credited with the formal introduction of the term Minimal Art in a 

January 1965 Arts Magazine article, but Barbara Rose had also written a text in the February 

1965 Artforum about an exhibition by Judd, Morris, Carl Andre, and Robert Murray, 

suggesting that: “the most obvious common denominator was how empty everything was, 

how much effort went just into rejecting all but the very barest, irreducible minimum” (Rose, 

1965, 35). Strickland later commented that Rose’s ‘rejective-effort argument’ in fact echoes 

Wollheim’s principal vindication of what he specifically terms Minimal Art. Rose, at her own 

turn, distinguished minimalists from their ‘most important precursor,’ Ad Reinhardt, “on the 

basis of their wavering commitment to geometrical and symmetrical classicism and the “art-

hood” which Reinhardt relentlessly defined in contradistinction from everything else within 
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reach, be it psychology and religion or life itself.” (Strickland 2000, 22) Rose segregated the 

minimalists from Reinhardt with reference to their “quirky asymmetry and deliberately 

bizarre scale” (Strickland 2000, 22) – although symmetry was a predominant feature of most 

works of Minimal Art –, and the ambiguous objecthood of their works. For Rose these 

paintings and sculptures looked so much like plaques or boxes “that there is always the 

possibility that they will be mistaken for something other than art.” (Strickland 2000, 22) In 

the February 1965 Arts Magazine, Judd, who was to voice the most vehement objections 

when the term minimalism caught on later in 1965 and 1966, wrote himself that the sculpture 

of Morris was “made on purpose, not found, to be minimal” (Judd 1975, 165). 

 

Against Rose’s characterization from 1965, and advancing Strickland’s more settled 

description from 1993 Anna C. Chave, in her 1990 article, Minimalism and the Rhetoric of 

Power, confirmed the classical and symmetrical aspirations of Minimal Art, as well as its 

origins in the architectural production. The key element according to Chave is the 

minimalists’ hostile attitude towards the dominant relational tradition of Western art. “The 

turn to non-relational form that characterizes Minimalism was utterly alien to the history or 

Western painting and sculpture, as the artists well knew (as for “the whole European 

tradition,” Judd declared, “it suits me fine if that’s all down the drain”), but it was hardly 

foreign to the dominant tradition of Western architecture. Minimalist art depends, like 

classical architecture, on the repetition of simple geometric forms – especially the cube or 

rectangle, whether closed or open – and on certain elementary principles of construction such 

as the post-and-lintel arrangement. Formally, Minimalism is simple in many of the same ways 

as classical architecture and complex in some similar ways as well: both are distinguished by 

the use of plain, lucid forms that tend to reveal themselves in their entirety from any 

viewpoint. What render a given Minimalist sculpture successful, finally, are many of the same 

things that make an ancient temple memorable: a pleasing sense of proportion and scale 

coupled with a clarity and austerity of design.” (Chave 1990, 53) 

 

But Chave didn’t evoke all classical architecture in her description of Minimal Art. Twentieth 

century practices presented themselves more suitable for the purposes of underpinning the 

plain character of the minimalist object. International Style, the par excellence modernist 

architectural movement is then evoked, mostly its classical parts. “Minimalism’s 

fundamentally architectural, classical, visual language invites comparison also with the 

classically founded, architectural mode of the International Style. By the 1960s, those elegant, 
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precise, and antiseptic-looking glass boxes that we recognize as the legacy of the International 

Style had become well established as the architecture of big business.” (Chave 1990, 53) 

Chave and William Rubin both noted that ‘not surprisingly’ Frank Stella had admired the 

architecture of the Chicago School and the International Style ever since his student days, 

Tony Smith had been trained as an architect at the New Bauhaus School in Chicago in the late 

1930s, and Sol LeWitt was employed as a graphic artist between 1955 and 1956. “Also just 

like architects, the Minimalist sculptors produced their work by drawing up plans or 

instructions that others would execute, using “strong” materials as Judd called them.” (Chave 

1990, 53) It perhaps sounds strange at first that Chave straightforwardly labels an important 

style of modern architecture classicist. But many times classicist visual elements indeed 

surfaced in the works of modernism. As Thomas S. Hines has put it in his 1982 book, Richard 

Neutra and the Search for Modern Architecture, Le Corbusier was particularly enamoured of 

the stark, white, skeletal ruins of classicism and used them its motivating models and 

metaphors. “A stripped, abstract classicism pervaded the modern movement, and not a few of 

its architects acknowledged that influence.” (Hines 1994, 4) Obviously, the dominant 

references of the twentieth century architecture remained the more consciously contemporary 

images of the machine age – as ‘allied to’ and ‘expressive of’ the function of modern life. 

However, Philip Johnson has also revised somewhat the position of Ludwig Mies van der 

Rohe in an interview, stating that to him the most underlying quality of his colleague and 

friend was his classicism. Members of the International Style did not consider him an austere, 

monotonous man, but a contaminated and reductionist classicist. The Seagram Building, 

completed in 1958, for Johnson is strictly organized, hierarchically classical, as any palace in 

the eighteenth century. The very careful balancing of the symmetrical parts almost casted 

Mies van der Rohe out of the canon of the International Style, because they were too 

symmetrical. The sense of balance in the International Style came from Piet Mondrian and the 

spacial lapping of Cubism, whereas Mies van der Rohe’s came from Karl Friedrich Schinkel. 

To Johnson, Mies van der Rohe was a historian, the leader of the almost anti-modern 

protoclassical revolution. 

 

Chave’s link to modern architecture wasn’t an accidental one. Fascist architecture, for 

instance, especially the planning of National Socialist Berlin and Benito Mussolini’s 

constructions around Rome, profoundly intrigued Stella, who was preoccupied with concept 

of classical art employed by Fascist architecture. For Western civilization, classicism was 

conventionally the art of authority, the authoritative art. The architectural modes developed in 
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antic Greece have, for evident symbolic reasons, long been a model for the buildings of 

democratic and liberal societies. “Since the Roman Empire, however, certain, often 

monumentalized and sharpened variations on the same structural language have served 

equally (as Stella noted), as a model for the architecture of autarchy – as in the Nuremberg 

Parade Ground.” (Chave 1990, 53) Fascist architects, like Albert Speer, wanted to get on firm 

foundations, and the irony of their use of what was considered to be classical art struck Stella, 

as did the whole concept of public building in the United States, which for him amounted to 

the same kind of thing. “Because the Minimalists tended to work with completely regularized, 

geometric elements – not admitting anything like the subtle naturalistic swelling or tapering 

of the columns of Greek temples, for example – the relation of Stella’s or Judd’s work to 

Speer’s is closer, finally, than their relation to the Temple of Hera at Paestum, for instance.” 

(Chave 1990, 53) 

 

Strickland made an impressive effort in his book to collect the names Minimal Art had been 

called at the time of its appearance. These included attempts like: ‘abc art,’ ‘abstract 

mannerism,’ ‘anti-art,’ ‘avant-garde deadpans,’ ‘cool art,’ ‘democratic nominalism,’ ‘dragnet 

art,’ ‘idiot art,’ ‘know-nothing nihilism,’ ‘literalist art,’ ‘low-boredom art,’ ‘miniart,’ 

‘neomechanist school,’ ‘new nihilism,’ ‘object sculpture,’ ‘one-image painting,’ ‘one-shot 

art,’ ‘post-painterly relief,’ ‘primary structures,’ ‘rationalized art,’ ‘reductive art,’ ‘rejective 

art,’ ‘sculptecture,’ ‘specific objects,’ ‘structurist sculpture,’ ‘systemic painting,’ ‘unitary 

forms,’ or ‘unitary objects.’ Frances Colpitt in her much praised definition from her book, 

Minimal Art: The Critical Perspective, first published in 1990, presented Minimal Art as 

abstract, geometric painting and sculpture executed in the United States in the 1960s. “Its 

predominant organizing principles include the right angle, the square, and the cube, rendered 

with a minimum of incident or compositional maneuvering.” (Colpitt 1993, 1) Colpitt saw 

Minimal Art a reaction to what young artists took as the autobiographical, gestural excesses 

of Abstract Expressionism, although it pursued the formal innovations of Abstract 

Expressionism, particularly as laid out by the paintings of Jackson Pollock and Barnett 

Newman and shared with Pop Art anonymous design, deadpan flatness, and unadulterated or 

industrial colour (described in fact as Imageless Pop in 1966). However, minimalists 

eschewed any form of comment, representation, or reference. 

 

Minimalism as Minimal Art, then, described a movement characterized by an impersonal 

austerity, plain geometric configurations and industrially processed materials. Accounts and 
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explanations varied considerably, as did the range of work to which it was related, but 

accounts usually included the monochrome paintings of Stella, Yves Klein, Robert 

Rauschenberg, Reinhardt, and Brice Marden. The precedents cited were typically Marcel 

Duchamp’s ready-mades, the suprematist compositions of Kazimir Malevich and Barnett 

Newman’s paintings. After the work of Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried, analyses of 

Minimal Art tended to focus exclusively on the three-dimensional work of such American 

artists as Judd, LeWitt, Smith, Carl Andre, Dan Flavin, and Robert Morris, although Smith 

himself never fully subscribed to Minimal Art. The artists never worked or exhibited together 

as a self-defined group, yet their art shared certain features: geometric forms and use of 

industrial materials or such modern technology as the fluorescent electric lights that appeared 

in Flavin’s works. As Anne M. Wagner put it in her introduction to the 1995 edition of 

Gregory Battcock’s 1968 Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology: “The purpose and content of 

Minimal Art may be clearer than the art of its major predecessor, Abstract Expressionism. 

However, artists of both schools demonstrate considerable authority and confidence.” 

(Battcock 1995, 32) Minimalist artists, writes Wagner, acknowledge both the viewer and the 

space of the gallery. “They grasp aggressively at all available space, and in so doing point in 

every direction. They force the audience to an awareness of existence that goes beyond the 

presence of any particular art object. The audience is persuaded to walk about the newly 

defined and delineated space, and the path is determined by the art. In so doing, the artists 

allow no room for confusion or misrepresentation. A row of panels on a wall owe the 

possibility of their existence in the selected form to the presence of the wall, just as the 

pattern of our own existence is determined largely by environmental factors.” (Battcock 1995, 

32) The minimalist artist no longer questions, writes Wagner, instead challenges and 

observes. 

 

Judd and Morris were the principal artists to write about Minimal Art. Judd’s most significant 

contribution to this field was the 1965 article, Specific Objects. The article began by 

announcing the birth of a new type of three-dimensional work that could not be classified in 

terms of either painting or sculpture and, in effect, superseded both traditions. Judd’s concept 

became retrospectively identified with his own boxes and stark geometric reliefs of the 

period. Originally, however, he explained his idea with reference to the work of a 

heterogeneous selection of artists, including Klein, Stella, Lee Bontecou, John Chamberlain, 

Yayoi Kusama, Claes Oldenburg, Richard Smith, and Horace Clifford Westermann. The 

article was also copiously illustrated with works by artists as Flavin, Morris, Rauschenberg, 
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Stella, Richard Artschwager, Jasper Johns, Phillip King, and with one of Judd’s own pieces. 

Judd distinguished the new work by means of its compositional wholeness, which, unlike 

previous art, was not made part by part, by addition. As Judd himself defined it: “Abstract 

painting before 1946 and most subsequent painting kept the representational subordination of 

the whole to its parts. Sculpture still does. In the new work the shape, image, color and 

surface are single and not partial and scattered.” (Stiles and Selz 1996, 116) He was later to 

focus the critical implications of this distinction with a dismissive reference to the cubist 

fragmentation of Anthony Caro’s work. For Judd, his own work achieved its formal integrity 

principally by adapting into a third dimension of the singleness that he observed in the 

compositions of such painters as Newman, Rothko, Jackson Pollock, and Clyfford Still. 

 

Morris established the criteria by which his own recent work could be evaluated in his 

influential 1966 article, Notes on Sculpture. Like Judd, he repudiated an aesthetic based on 

cubist principles. Morris, like Judd, also held that the sensuous object, resplendent with 

compressed internal relations, has had to be rejected. In its place he proposed a more compact, 

unitary art form and he was especially drawn to simple, regular and irregular polyhedrons. 

Influenced by theories in psychology and phenomenology, Morris argued that these 

configurations established in the mind of the beholder a strong gestalt sensation, whereby 

form and shape could be grasped intuitively. Judd and Morris both attempted to reduce the 

importance of aesthetic judgement in modernist criticism by connecting the question of the 

specificity of the medium to generic value. Nevertheless, a distinction between the categories 

of art and non-art was maintained with Judd’s claim that: ‘A work needs only to be 

interesting.’ 

 

From the 1960s work of the minimalists remained remarkably consistent, continuing its 

geometric and serial forms as for example LeWitt’s Cube Structures Based on Five Modules, 

originating between 1971 and 1974. Conceptual art inherited many of the concerns as well as 

the contradictions of the minimalist discourse. Joseph Kosuth, among others, made attempts 

to resolve its complex views on the relationship between aesthetic judgement and the art 

object. Minimal Art’s sense of theatricality stimulated much subsequent work in the fields of 

installation and performance art, where it helped facilitate a critical engagement with the 

spectator’s perception of space and time. The concept of theatricality was first used in 

connection with Minimal Art by Fried to characterize the absence of presentness in the spatial 
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and temporal experience of the artwork. While Fried was critical of this situation, his analysis 

led, by default, to a reassessment of Minimal Art from an anti-humanist perspective. 

 

For Greenberg and Fried, minimalist work was united by the threat it posed to the modernist 

aesthetic. The modernist response to Minimal Art was outlined in Greenberg’s Recentness of 

Sculpture and Fried’s Art and Objecthood, both from 1967. As Chave observed, in their 

standard narratives, Minimal Art forms a ‘terse,’ but ‘veracious’ last word in a narrowly 

framed argument about what modern art is or should be. And as it happened, the person most 

responsible for framing that argument, Greenberg, finally disliked seeing his logic carried to 

its extremes. As Greenberg himself have put it: “Minimal works are readable as art, as almost 

anything is today – including a door, a table, or a blank sheet of paper.” (Battcock 1995, 183) 

And he continued: “Yet it would seem that a kind of art nearer the condition of non-art could 

not be envisaged or ideated at this moment. That, precisely, is the trouble. Minimal Art 

remains too much a feat of ideation, and not enough anything else.” (Battcock 1995, 183) 

Both critics were troubled by claims for Minimal Art as a new art form, and were also 

concerned at the minimalist elimination of complex compositional relations and subtle 

nuances of form, which they believed to be essential qualities of modernist sculpture. The 

critical resistance that Minimal Art met in its initial stages persisted, and censure arose not 

only from modernist critics but also from the tabloid press. 

 

Minimal Art seemed to be in disagreement with Greenberg’s ideas on modernist painting and 

sculpture, by blurring the lines of painting and sculpture. According to Fried minimalists were 

too concerned with the viewer and weren’t actually creating art but politically commenting on 

the nature and position of art. He felt that minimalist art provided an experience of 

theatricality or presence but not the presentness one requires of high art. Fried believed that 

Minimal Art didn’t belong in the progression of modernism but in fact was opposing it. 

Several criticisms were made on issues concerning Minimal Art, arguments going back and 

forth about its purpose and success. The enterprise of Minimal Art, suggested Fried, was 

largely ideological. “It seeks to declare and occupy a position – one that can be formulated in 

words and in fact has been so formulated by some of its leading practitioners. If this 

distinguishes it from modernist painting and sculpture on the one hand, it also marks an im-

portant difference between Minimal Art – or, as I prefer to call it, literalist art – and Pop or 

Op Art on the other. From its inception, literalist art has amounted to something more than an 

episode in the history of taste. It belongs rather to the history – almost the natural history – of 
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sensibility, and it is not an isolated episode but the expression of a general and pervasive 

condition. Its seriousness is vouched for by the fact that it is in relation both to modernist 

painting and modernist sculpture that literalist art defines or locates the position it aspires to 

occupy. (This, I suggest, is what makes what it declares something that deserves to be called a 

position.) Specifically, literalist art conceives of itself as neither one nor the other; on the 

contrary, it is motivated by specific reservations or worse about both, and it aspires, perhaps 

not exactly, or not immediately, to displace them, but in any case to establish itself as an 

independent art on a footing with either.” (Fried 1998, 148–149) 

 

However, it was exactly the inertia of Greenberg’s concept of modern art that brought these 

specific objects into the canon of Western art in the first place. “But it was an account of the 

history of modern art that Greenberg had inscribed as the true history that enabled these 

objects, which verged on being non-art, to be lionized instead as art of the first importance.” 

(Chave 1990, 45) Andre’s metal plates or Morris’s cages could only be regarded as works of 

art in the context of a discourse in which they stood as compelling proof of the unfolding of a 

certain ‘historical inevitability.’ “Lay spectators only recognize such objects as works of art 

(when or if they do so) because they are located in the legitimating contexts of the gallery and 

museum, installed by curators and dealers in thrall (as the artists themselves were) to a 

particular account of history.” (Chave 1990, 45) However hostile they may have been, putting 

these works into the flow of the modernist tradition also became a common practice. In her 

2010 book, Minimalism and Fashion: Reduction in the Postmodern Era, Elyssa Dimant 

formulated the problem of minimalism according to this approach. “The look of the mid-

century minimal movement, both in art and fashion, emerged in its early years as an 

inadvertent homage to the abstract traditions of the suprematists, the constructivists, and De 

Sijl movement, in effect drawing from various factions of the modernist lexicon.” (Dimant 

2010, 21) For Dimant the repetitive and simplistic employ of the circle and the square as 

foundation structures of Suprematism ‘informed’ the minimalist goals of geometric 

abstraction and non-figurative composition. 

 

But already in her 1979 essay, Sculpture in the Expanded Field, Rosalind Krauss pointed out 

that this common practice, at least with reference to Naum Gabo, Vladimir Tatlin, or El 

Lissitzky, is in fact a common misconception. “No sooner had minimal sculpture appeared on 

the horizon of the aesthetic experience of the 1960s, than criticism began to construct a 

paternity for this work, a set of constructivist fathers who could legitimize and thereby 
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authenticate the strangeness of these objects. Plastic? Inert geometries? factory production? – 

none of this was really strange, as the ghosts of Gabo and Tatlin and Lissitzky could be called 

in to testify. Never mind that the content of the one had nothing to do with, was in fact the 

exact opposite of, the content of the other. Never mind that Gabo’s celluloid was the sign of 

lucidity and intellection, while Judd’s plastic-tinged-with-dayglo spoke the hip patois of 

California. It did not matter that constructivist forms were intended as visual proof of the 

immutable logic and coherence of universal geometries, while their seeming counterparts in 

minimalism were demonstrably contingent – denoting a universe held together not by Mind 

but by guy wires, or glue, or the accidents of gravity. The rage to historicize simply swept 

these differences aside.” (Krauss 1979, 32) As a student of Greenberg, Krauss perhaps felt 

somewhat obliged to defend the clean-cut and serious modernist canon from the flippant new 

line of work. However, her characterization of minimalism as something at odds with the 

modernist principles was perhaps still eminently valid. 

 

Chave in her article has also subscribed to this understanding of Krauss. Chave’s approach 

initially examined the harsh visual rhetoric, or communication, employed by the minimalist 

work – but in the final analysis she didn’t avoid the problem of modernism. “But can 

Minimalism readily be seen as having that oppositional moment we demand of vanguard or 

modernist art? The most defensible answer to this question is surely “no,” but a contrary 

answer can still be contrived given the, at times, disquieting effect of the most uningratiating 

Minimalist production – that bothersomeness that impels some viewers even to kick it.” 

(Chave 1990, 61) To construct her answer Chave returned to the theory of Theodor W. 

Adorno. In the 1970 (posthumously published) Aesthetic Theory Adorno wrote: “There is no 

general test for deciding if an artist who wipes out expression altogether has become the 

mouthpiece of reified consciousness or of the speechless, expressionless expression that 

denounces it. Authentic art knows the expression of the expressionless, a kind of weeping 

without tears.” (Adorno 1997, 117) If no such general judgment can be made, Chave 

proposed that some local or specific judgments still might be; and that in some of the most 

contained and expressionless works one might infer a denunciatory statement made in, and 

not against, the viewer’s best interests. She then returns to Adorno once more, to his Lyric 

Poetry and Society, published in 1974: “The greatness of works of art lies solely in their 

power to let those things be heard which ideology conceals.” (Bronner and MacKay Kellner 

1989, 157) Chave saw minimalist work completing this task well (whether or not by the 

artists’ conscious design) through its ‘lapidary reformulations’ of some especially telling 
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phrases of the master discourse. “Adorno championed modernist art not only for its negative 

capability, however, but also for its utopian moment, its vision of something other or better 

than the present regime. Here we encounter Minimalism’s departure: its refusal to picture 

something else; a refusal which finally returns the viewer – at best a more disillusioned 

viewer – to more of the same.” (Chave 1990, 61) 

 

Krauss, at her own turn, tried to confirm Minimal Art’s rupture with the modernist tradition 

by introducing the concept of the expanded field. Her discourse was mainly addressing the 

problems of sculpture. Modernist sculpture operates in relation to the loss of site, Krauss 

argues, producing the monument as an abstraction, as a pure marker or base, functionally 

placeless and largely self-referential. Therefore Krauss saw sculpture – during modernism – 

entering the space of what could be called its negative condition, a kind of sitelessness, or 

homelessness, an ‘absolute loss of place.’ Krauss assessed that by the beginning of the 1960s 

modernist sculpture showed the signs of exhaustion, as – according to its inherent logic – it 

began to be experienced more and more as pure negativity. “At this point modernist sculpture 

appeared as a kind of black hole in the space of consciousness, something whose positive 

content was increasingly difficult to define, something that was possible to locate only in 

terms of what it was not.” (Krauss 1979, 34) Sculpture by that time, Krauss argued, entered a 

categorical no-man’s-land: “it was what was on or in front of a building that was not the 

building, or what was in the landscape that was not the landscape.” (Krauss 1979, 36) In this 

sense sculpture entered the full condition of its inverse logic and became pure negativity: a 

combination of exclusions. “Sculpture, it could be said, had ceased being a positivity, and was 

now the category that resulted from the addition of the not-landscape to the not-architecture.” 

(Krauss 1979, 36) However, new work appeared on the horizon, which attempted to exit the 

negativity of modernist sculpture. “And what began to happen in the career of one sculptor 

after another, beginning at the end of the 1960s, is that attention began to focus on the outer 

limits of those terms of exclusion. For, if those terms are the expression of a logical 

opposition stated as a pair of negatives, they can be transformed by a simple inversion into the 

same polar opposites but expressed positively. That is, the not-architecture is, according to 

the logic of a certain kind of expansion, just another way of expressing the term landscape, 

and the not-landscape is, simply, architecture.” (Krauss 1979, 37) By means of this logical 

expansion the set of binaries was transformed into a quaternary field, which mirrored the 

original opposition but at the same time also opened it. The field of sculpture therefore 

became a logically expanded field, which was generated by problematizing the set of 
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oppositions between which the modernist category sculpture was initially suspended: “there is 

no reason not to imagine an opposite term – one that would be both landscape and 

architecture – which within this schema is called the complex. But to think the complex is to 

admit into the realm of art two terms that had formerly been prohibited from it: landscape and 

architecture – terms that could function to define the sculptural (as they had begun to do in 

modernism) only in their negative or neuter condition.” (Krauss 1979, 38) 

 

As Krauss argued, the complex – echoing Robert Venturi’s 1966 manifesto of postmodernist 

architecture, Contradiction and Complexity in Architecture – was ideologically prohibited and 

therefore remained excluded from the closure of modern art. But once the expansion 

described by Krauss has happened, “once one is able to think one’s way into this expansion, 

there are – logically – three other categories that one can envision, all of them a condition of 

the field itself, and none of them assimilable to sculpture. Because as we can see, sculpture is 

no longer the privileged middle term between two things that it isn’t. Sculpture is rather only 

one term on the periphery of a field in which there are other, differently structured 

possibilities. And one has thereby gained the “permission” to think these other forms.” 

(Krauss 1979, 38) But these new (expanded) possibilities of the form are already announcing 

a type of artistic and cultural production of a radically different intention. “In order to name 

this historical rupture and the structural transformation of the cultural field that characterizes 

it, one must have recourse to another term. The one already in use in other areas of criticism is 

postmodernism. There seems no reason not to use it.” (Krauss 1979, 41) The modernist 

demand for the purity and separateness of the various media (and thus the necessary 

specialization of a practitioner within a given medium) doesn’t apply anymore in the realm of 

the expanded field. However, as Krauss explained, what appears as eclectic from one point of 

view can be seen as rigorously logical from another. Within the situation of postmodernism, 

practice is not defined in relation to a given medium – in this case sculpture – but rather in 

relation to the logical operations on a set of cultural terms, for which any medium – 

photography, books, lines on walls, mirrors, or sculpture itself – might be used. “From the 

structure laid out above, it is obvious that the logic of the space of postmodernist practice is 

no longer organized around the definition of a given medium on the grounds of material, or, 

for that matter, the perception of material. It is organized instead through the universe of 

terms that are felt to be in opposition within a cultural situation.” (Krauss 1979, 43) Krauss 

cited especially the works of Morris, LeWitt, Richard Serra, and Walter De Maria from the 

minimalist canon, as being aligned to the logic of the expanded field of postmodernism. 
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Music, Theatre, Literature 

 

The world is so complicated, tangled, and overloaded that to see into it with any clarity you 

must prune and prune. 

 

Italo Calvino 

 

In their work both Edward Strickland and Keith Potter have looked closely at the historical 

origins of the application of the word minimalism to music. Their respective books, the 1993 

Minimalism: Origins, and the 2000 Four Musical Minimalists, address different but 

overlapping problems. Strickland illuminates the origins of minimalism in music, but devotes 

much of the book to sculpture and painting (because his thesis is that painting is the authentic 

origin of minimalism). Potter updates academic knowledge by placing the compositions of the 

minimalist composers in a detailed historical setting. Though there are considerable 

methodological divergences between the two books, both are remarkable for their 

contributions to the definition of musical minimalism, and both seem to agree in the fact that 

apart from the series of articles published by various critics in various periodicals starting 

from the end of the 1960s, Wim Mertens’s 1980 book, American Minimal Music: La Monte 

Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich, Philip Glass, is perhaps the first attempt to develop a 

systematic understanding of minimal music from an aesthetic point of view. Mertens 

identifies the basic parameters of minimal music as follows: “The term minimal music refers 

to the extreme reduction of the musical means the four American composers we are here 

concerned with use in their works.” (Mertens 1988, 11–12) Mertens argues for the 

coalescence of minimal music into the group of the four composers in his book’s subtitle – 

the same group for whom other critics sometimes reserved the label ‘hypnotic’ – therefore he 

must also take care to explain away similar minimal practices as inauthentic. Mertens 

considered the term repetitive music an equally suitable term; throughout the book minimal 

and repetitive are used interchangeably, in spite of the problems this causes with respect to a 

part of the practices described in it. Similarly, a number of contemporaneous European 

composers and ensembles are dismissed on various stylistic and aesthetic grounds. Though 

Mertens’s initial definition of minimalism is a question of technique, he soon makes it clear 

that his interests lie elsewhere; the use of minimal, repetitive compositional techniques leads 

to a negative relationship with what Mertens calls teleology: “The music of the American 
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composers of repetitive music can be described as non-narrative and a-teleological.” (Mertens 

1988, 17) 

 

Some critics have argued that the teleology of repetitive music results from its repetitive 

structure, which is to say that repetitive music adopts repetition as its own goal. Mertens, on 

the other hand, argues that minimal music lacks any goal, even the goal of goallessness. 

Teleology is equated with narrativity, by which Mertens indicates the dramatic flow of music 

toward and away from a climax. It is likely that Mertens’s idea of the collapse of teleology 

and narrativity results from his reading of Theodor W. Adorno. Mertens extrapolates his 

history of Western music from Adorno’s 1949 Philosophy of New Music, arguing alongside 

Adorno that the development of the twelve-tone method coincides with the culmination of a 

crisis in the relation of form and content in music. Adorno, at his own turn, attempted to 

define the function of art in late-capitalist society characterized by alienation. Art, under these 

circumstances, refuses reconciliation, because as far as general social contradictions are 

concerned, this reconciliation could only be an illusion. The shattered form of the critical 

work of art, for Adorno, reflects the loss of unity in society. “Music, contracted to a moment, 

is true as an eruption of negative experience. It touches on real suffering.” (Adorno 2006, 34) 

The music of Arnold Schönberg therefore definitively challenged the teleological resolution 

Mertens finds in traditional tonal music by refusing to resolve the specific into the general, 

thus leaving form and content to persist in a negative relationship. 

 

Again alongside Adorno, Mertens argues that the fundamental negativity in Schönberg’s 

music creates insurmountable problems for the status of the musical work itself: because there 

is no ultimate resolution of the component parts, there is no totalized form, which in turn 

means there is no work as such. Schönberg, and much of modernism with him, takes part in a 

phase of musical production that is aesthetically distinct from nineteenth century Romantic 

compositions because its refusal to resolve the individual into the general (or content into 

form). “Whereas the traditional, closed work of art assumes an identity of subject and object 

and the ultimate synthesis of opposites, the critical work rejects this synthesis, leaving object 

and subject in contradiction. The contradiction between material and structure in the critical 

work of art reflects the contradiction between individual and society in late capitalism. 

Critical work is based on dissonance, a metaphor for the totally alienated subject that has lost 

contact with social reality.” (Mertens 1988, 114–115) Dissonance, according to Mertens, is at 

the same time both the indication of extreme subjectivity and the denial of traditional 
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subjectivity. The subject is confirmed, but only as an isolated and empty entity, which has 

been expelled by the objective order and thus doomed to a solitary existence. Unity is 

scattered; part and whole are separated: Schönberg’s work artificially separates process and 

aural result, insofar as the aural result is predetermined by the selection of the twelve-tone 

series. But by its very nature negativity is a form of resistance, which sees contradiction as a 

shortfall, and as such it still operates under the (negative) expectation of a synthesis. 

Accordingly, Schönberg’s work rejects the notion of the work of art, but cannot entirely 

escape from it, denies the subject while at the same time maintaining it as a ‘tragic category.’ 

“He denies tonality but retains it, since dissonance without consonance would be 

meaningless.” (Mertens 1988, 115) To put it roughly, these contradictions have to do, 

according to Mertens, with the remnants of Schönberg’s bourgeois Romantic ideology to 

whose destruction by capitalism he is a witness. 

 

After Schönberg, music entered a phase where the struggle between form and content 

disappeared, as the two fused. It is clear for Mertens that minimal music can be seen as the 

next stage of the movement that has shaped European avant-garde music since Schönberg, a 

stage that properly started with the music of John Cage. “Consequently, the opposition 

between life and art also disappears and music becomes a means of realizing the identification 

with the here-and-now.” (Mertens 1988, 116) With that the historical category of the work of 

art is also removed, replaced by the absolute reality of the immediate experience. The 

historical duality of mind and matter, life and art, is also dispensed. The aesthetic project of 

the new work, Mertens continues, anticipates the end of history, the end of economic 

expansion and political domination, and the renunciation of the consumer society, resulting in 

historical indifference. “Unity of form and content represents the repudiation of the 

contradictions within the very society that shapes the music that gives up its bond with 

society. The unity of form and content assumes that the contradiction between subject and 

object, mind and matter is solved. This solution, however, has an alienating effect because of 

the absence of the synthesis in social reality.” (Mertens 1988, 117) Music is thus loses its 

historical continuity and returns to forms other than Western that are then stripped of their 

historical context and used as mere technical procedures. Minimalism’s apparent relative 

clarity is likely due to its literalism (as Michael Fried might have said). Mertens hears so-

called tonal music as narrative, and therefore representational. Minimal music, on the other 

hand, ‘stands only for itself.’ Minimalism, of course, is not alone in the category of anti-

representational music, it is merely the most obviously so. 
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As Mertens has already suggested, attention must be drawn to the significance for the 

development of all four of the canonical minimalist composers of the music outside the 

Western classical tradition, which had a powerful influence on the spiritual development, and 

lifestyle, of La Monte Young and Terry Riley, but which also influenced Steve Reich and 

Philip Glass. Jazz – in particular the so-called modal jazz of John Coltrane and others around 

the time – has also been a significant influence on all of them except perhaps Glass. There is a 

tradition of treating the history of this music as a dialogue between the ‘cultivated’ and the 

‘vernacular,’ even in spite of the fact that before the 1960s the vernacular side of the dialogue 

was mostly mute, silenced by the academic, cultivated view of what music was and should 

have been. Sally Banes, among others, argued that it was only when the work of the early 

1960s artists of a younger generation circulated ‘transgressive ideas’ in what would ultimately 

become ‘acceptable packages’ that a true counterculture was created by ‘the first generation’ 

of postmodernist artists. The Manhattan artistic community that spawned many of the artistic 

developments which have fed into the continuing story of minimal music in part owed its 

existence to purely practical aspects: the low rents for large loft spaces available in 

Downtown Manhattan in the 1960s and 1970s, and the relatively high technology that was 

beginning to become available, and affordable. It is therefore here – in the so-called 

downtown scene – that one finds the wider cultural context of most immediately impinging 

relevance for the work of the minimalist composers. The downtown community offered much 

more than radical art practice spiced with the frisson easily gained via a few vernacular 

borrowings, though as part of this wider range of endeavours, musical minimalism confronted 

the contradictions between the cultivated tradition in its more radical guises and the 

vernacular roots with which so many of its practitioners felt perfectly at ease. A willingness to 

engage with vernacular traditions is one of the few aspects widely accepted as a defining 

characteristic of postmodernism. 

 

More widely still, of course, there is the context of a specifically 1960s counterculture with 

roots on the West Coast, which gave a powerfully American flavour to the developments that 

followed in the wake of its critique of capitalism. Ironically, it helped to spread specifically 

American values, fashions, and mannerisms to an international community already primed by 

the Americanization of the 1950s, and it was perhaps too quickly compromised by its 

remarkably easy commodification by the very institutions it set out to undermine, the so-

called counterculture was nevertheless a real force in a climate primed for change of every 

kind: social and political as well as cultural in the narrower senses of the term. Though 
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nurtured by the hothouse artistic community of 1960s and 1970s Downtown Manhattan, 

musical minimalism was actually spawned in Young’s California, while Riley, who brought 

about its second phase, has spent most of his life on the West Coast. It is typical of the 

contradictions seemingly inherent in this ‘happy babble of overlapping dialogues’ that it is the 

latter musician who simultaneously seems responsible for the early commercial breakthrough 

of minimalism via its assimilation into late 1960s rock culture, and – along with the still less 

well-known Young – continues most evidently to uphold the spiritual values of a 1960s ethos 

engulfed by the subsequent waves of attack on its principles and practice. In a cultural climate 

such as this, it might be argued that only those who sustain an aesthetic completely 

antithetical to commercial contamination – like Adorno or Clement Greenberg – can claim to 

be the true proponents of a critically modernist stance. In Potter’s opinion discussions of 

cultural realignment suggest the characterization of early, as well as later, minimal music as 

postmodernist rather than modernist in character. 

 

In contrast with the work of Mertens, the strength of Potter’s book lies in part in its author’s 

comparative lack of interest in a strict definition of minimalism. In his introduction, Potter 

made reference to the suppression of referentiality in minimalist practices. “Minimalist art 

attempted to eliminate not only conventional notions of expression but also referentiality.” 

(Potter 2004, 9) Potter suggested a few common characteristics of minimalism in music, but 

he pretty much stopped at the sorts of technical specifications. He also connected minimalism 

to the American experimental tradition, and in particular to the notion of non-intention. But 

while for Cage non-intention manifests in indeterminacy, the minimalist’s work is associated 

instead with determinacy as a means of nullifying the need for composerly intervention in the 

work. Potter’s argument is seemingly more interested in the determinacy of the process. The 

denial of the claim that minimalist work lacks intuition or a composerly subjectivity may be 

recalled here, while also bearing in mind that Potter’s claim of minimalist non-intention is 

best understood as a ‘relative claim.’ Like the claim according to which minimalism is 

(relatively) deterministic, Potter’s focus on non-intention applies better to Reich and Glass 

than it does to Riley. Young would seem to lie in the middle of both of these spectra. The 

strength of Potter’s method arrives in the four individual chapters, one dedicated to each of 

the composers under investigation. The detail of these chapters prevents Potter from too 

general claims, such as Young’s dominating influence over minimal music as a whole. 

Instead, though he may be ‘the first true musical minimalist,’ Young’s connection to Glass is 

illustrated as historically mediated through Riley and then Reich. In all minimalist cases, 
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however, it is easy to hear non-intention when this music is considered alongside other 

schools. In the final analysis both Mertens and Potter mostly restrict their discussion of 

minimalism in music to the four titular American composers; other composers, such as Terry 

Jennings and John Cale, receive some attention, but comments are usually organized in terms 

of how these composers, who are sometimes called peripheral, relate to the core four. In this 

respect these two books constitute important moments in the history of canon formation, and 

developing an understanding definitions of minimal music will rely on a close reading of how 

Mertens and Potter support their canonical choices. 

 

Although Strickland’s book benefits from the same use of historical detail one finds in 

Mertens and Potter, his approach to minimalism lacks somewhat their flexibility. Indeed 

Strickland deliberately disclaims any interest in interpretive categorization, instead opting for 

an intuitive and formal categorization. “This study, fundamentally stylistic and formal in 

orientation, also tends to ignore the deeper philosophical distinctions and concentrates on the 

physical facticity of the artworks, an approach validated by their own muteness.” (Strickland 

2000, 8) The first and foremost criterion for Strickland’s description of the work under 

discussion as minimalist is its appearance as opposed to anyone’s pronouncements about it, 

including the artist’s, which may be, as Strickland rightfully puts it, as deluded or irrelevant 

as anyone’s. Muteness, however, is – perhaps – a difficult concept. Criticism on fine art has 

revealed that the seemingly obvious muteness is contentious, certainly not a matter of mere 

facticity. As such an approach to understanding minimalism merely in these terms obscures 

rather than critiques the assumptions that inform the development of a canon. However, the 

important features of minimalism, according to Strickland, are the severity of means, clarity 

of form, and simplicity of structure, and he conceives these characteristics as essentially anti-

artifice rather than anti-art. The other determining element of minimalism is its historical 

location. Strickland rejects, however, the decision endorsed by many art historians that 

minimalism begins in or around 1960, instead, it is located more broadly in postwar America, 

which allows him to broaden the discussion of minimalist painting. Consequently, he can 

make the usually unchallenged claim that minimalism in music begins in 1958 with Young’s 

Trio for Strings. The unusually early starting point for minimalism in painting mirrors the 

slightly less unusual, though equally contentious, ending date for minimalism generally, with 

which Strickland begins his book: the death of minimalism is announced periodically, which 

may be the surest testimonial to its staying power. However, most of his examples of late 

minimalist practice come from marketing rather than concert music or the art gallery. 
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Strickland later presents a model for minimalism that functions along distinction between the 

aesthetic and the technique of minimalist music. He argues that while minimalism and the 

cultural products it has influenced live on, ‘bare-bones’ musical minimalism disappears 

around 1970. Strickland’s approach to defining minimalism may suffer from an excessive 

interest in determinacy, but nevertheless it offers a rich context in which to consider its broad 

phenomenon. 

 

The term minimalism was first applied to works of literature in the 1960s, but a number of 

writers had previously employed minimalist techniques in both novels and short stories. In 

her 1999 book, Minimalism and the Short Story – Raymond Carver, Amy Hempel, and Mary 

Robison, Cynthia Whitney Hallett names five rather influential writers as precursors to the 

1960s minimalist movement. For Hallett the artifice that informs both minimalism and the 

short story can be traced to such diverse writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Anton Chekhov, James 

Joyce, Samuel Beckett, and Ernest Hemingway, all of whose conscious codes of omission 

were designed to involve the audience, perhaps more than they understood. Poe’s notion of 

unity and singleness of effect; Chekhov’s maxim that he must focus on the end of a short 

story and ‘artfully’ concentrate there an impression of total work; Joyce’s minimal 

dependence on the traditional notion of plot, renouncing to highly plotted stories in exchange 

of seemingly static episodes and ‘slices’ of reality; Beckett’s efforts to present the ultimate 

distillation of his inimitable world-view to compress and purify traditional genres; and 

Hemingway’s method of communicating complex emotional states by seemingly simple 

patterning of concrete detail, what he called the ‘tip of the iceberg’ effect. Following the 

trends previously established in art and music, writers became increasingly interested in 

minimalism as a literary technique in the late 1970s and early 1980s. During this time, the 

number of writers of a minimalist descent grew spasmodically. The names of minimalist 

writers vary from critic to critic, but the following entries of American fiction are consistently 

mentioned and considered important to the study of literary minimalism: Alice Adams, 

Frederick Barthelme, Ann Beattie, Raymond Carver, Bret Easton Ellis, Amy Hempel, Bobbie 

Ann Mason, Chuck Palahniuk, Grace Paley, Mary Robison, Elizabeth Tallent and Tobias 

Wolff. 

 

Although the term minimalism as it applies to literature was adopted from the world of visual 

arts and music, many differences exist between a minimalist story and a minimalist sculpture 

or musical composition. As Hallett suggests, the tendency in literature is to evoke some larger 
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issue within a minimal frame by means of figurative associations. Hallett further elaborates 

on the figurative nature of minimalism as it pertains to literature, discussing the relationship 

of minimalist works and short stories in general. As a literary style minimalism is like the 

short story, both are compact, condensed, and contracted in design; both are especially 

dependent on figurative language and associations as channels for expanded meaning. Hallett 

later addresses the role that readers play in order to find lasting meanings embedded in the 

minimalist text: “At first reading, many minimal narratives can seem internally disconnected, 

the sentences detached from one another, the ending as much a beginning as the first line; but 

when the stories are read closely, oblique references and dim designs combine into a rich 

texture of trope – exposing a pattern of meaning within the symbolic structure.” (Hallett 1999, 

12) Readers of minimalist texts must first discover particular patterns seemingly hidden in the 

‘oblique references’ and ‘dim designs’ true of minimalist texts before learning from, or 

perhaps even beginning to understand, what the author is suggesting in their story. Once the 

unique pattern (or patterns) used in the minimalist text are discovered, readers are invited to 

combine the seemingly simple ideas expressed in the story with their life experiences, 

ultimately resulting in a meaningful union between the fictional story and reality. 

 

In his 1999 book, Small Worlds: Minimalism in Contemporary French Literature, Warren 

Motte also discusses why minimalist writers might choose to address and focus on simple 

things in their works, such as straightforward plotlines, ordinary characters, and plain, 

sometimes laconic dialogue. Like Hallett, Motte attempts to counter the anti-minimalist 

argument that simplicity in and of itself might suggest that a work is less complete or perhaps 

even unfinished. According to Motte simple things are free from complexity, devoid of 

intricacy, unembellished, unaffected, and plain. Simple things are apparently artless, and the 

accusation of artistic vacuity is one of the dangers that await any minimalist undertaking. “It 

is important to understand, however, that the minimalist aesthetic does not valorize vacuity as 

such. Rather, vacuity is the surface effect of a deliberate process of eschewal and restriction 

intended to clear away conventional rhetoric in an attempt to approximate the essential.” 

(Motte 1999, 4) As Motte notes, minimalist writers intentionally ‘eschew’ or ‘restrict’ readers 

from knowing certain facts that would likely be revealed in a conventional text in order to 

bring the most important information to the forefront. The missing information might initially 

confuse readers, or perhaps even be interpreted as a careless oversight by the author, but 

supporters of minimalism argue that skilled writers purposely use omissions to underscore 

main ideas and invite readers to use their own knowledge and experience to fill in the blanks 
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in whichever way works best for the particular reader. Motte closes his chapter by examining 

a few works that he considers important to the study of minimalism, focusing primarily on 

Breath, Beckett’s 1969 short play. According to Motte, Breath represents ‘the zero degree of 

minimalism.’ Motte cites Breath to show how ‘simple things’ and methods, especially when 

used by skilled minimalist writers, wield a surprising level of power in that they can have a 

meaningful and lasting effect on readers. It is, then, mainly though the plays of Beckett that 

minimalism is related to theatre; critics sometimes list the 1975 Footfalls as a further 

development of the minimalism central to the impact of Beckett’s late works in performance. 

Enoch Brater in his 1987 book, Beyond Minimalism: Beckett’s Late Style in the Theater, has 

put it as follows: “Any trace of naturalism in the stage apparatus for Footfalls is quickly and 

quietly disposed of, and, as we have come to expect in Beckett’s theater, it is lightning which 

serves as realism’s principal agent of destruction.” (Brater 1987, 52) Motte, at his own turn, 

concludes that for all its insistence upon fragility, Breath itself is a very strong text. “In its 

formal concision, its concentrated laconism, its simplicity, in the way it plays both upon broad 

traditional thematics and the conventions of the theater, it is in a real sense inevitable and 

irrefutable.” (Motte 1999, 25) 

 

As early as the 1920s, Hemingway was employing a number of minimalist techniques in 

stories like the 1925 Cat in the Rain, the 1927 A Canary for One, and Hills Like White 

Elephants. Not until the 1960s, however, was the term minimalism actually tied to 

Hemingway and applied to contemporary works of American literature by critics. The 

omission of seemingly important details is often the first issue opponents of minimalism 

address when considering works of literary minimalism. Without question, minimalist writers 

consciously omit what they consider to be bulky, unnecessary details in order to focus on the 

most important ideas expressed in a story. In his 1932 Death in the Afternoon, Hemingway 

first introduced his ‘theory of omission,’ also known as ‘the iceberg principle.’ “If a writer of 

prose knows enough about what he is writing about he may omit things that he knows and the 

reader, if the writer is writing truly enough, will have a feeling of those things as strongly as 

though the writer had stated them. The dignity of movement of an ice-berg is due to only one-

eighth of it being above water.” (Hemingway 1999, 153–154) As Hemingway suggests, in 

well-written stories that which isn’t directly stated is often equal to, if not more important 

than what actually is stated on the page. Naturally, and as Hemingway points out in his 

theory, an unskilled writer can certainly damage a story by omitting information that is 

absolutely necessary for the reader’s understanding of a story. Successful minimalist writers 
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often fill the void seemingly left by certain omissions by creating a sense of comfort and 

familiarity for readers in other ways. For instance, minimalist stories are generally set in safe, 

domestic places like living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens or even cars. Characters in minimalist 

stories are often shown eating and drinking while discussing seemingly trivial things. 

Minimalist writers also tend to employ first-person narrators that speak in the present tense. 

This particular narrative voice is primarily used by authors to create an informal, chatty tone 

that most readers can relate to in one way or another. Though seemingly important details 

such as names, occupations, and perhaps even the very reason why the characters are found 

talking in the first place are commonly withheld in minimalist works, a sense of familiarity is 

often created by the comfortable setting, first-person narration, and even the subject matter 

itself, inviting readers to actively engage in the story. Reading minimalist fiction is ‘a 

conjugal act,’ an intimacy shared. Both parties must participate wholly, if the act is going to 

work. Attempting to understand a minimalist story can certainly challenge, and even 

discourage readers who feel most comfortable when knowing exactly what is taking place in a 

narrative, but when such readers allow themselves to look past what isn’t included in a text 

and intimately connect to what minimalist writers do choose to express in their stories, 

seeming omissions can strengthen the stories and direct readers toward lasting meanings 

waiting to be discovered in the text. 

 

In the early 1970s, this new type of short story featuring ordinary characters facing 

commonplace questions and struggles began to appear in popular magazines and newspapers. 

Literary minimalism reached its height in North America in 1985, when writers such as 

Carver, Hempel and Robison determined the short story scene. As quickly as the movement 

gained in notoriety during the late 1970s and early 1980s, by 1990, just two short years after 

the death of Carver, the minimalist trend fizzled to the point of near extinction. Still, a number 

of valuable minimalist works have been since written, by Robison, Wolff, and Cormac 

McCarthy. Minimalist stories are generally populated with one or two primary characters 

often depicted as simple, middle-class people struggling to both speak and act. Ironically, 

most characters in minimalist stories appear to have important things to say, but they 

regularly choose not to talk, or when they do attempt to speak, their message is unheard, 

misinterpreted, or even ignored by other characters. Though verbal communication appears 

important and valued in in most minimalist texts, the characters are unable to verbally 

communicate in ways that are lasting and meaningful. Most critics agree that the characters in 

minimalist stories are contemporary, as is the commonplace subject matter examined by 
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minimalist authors. In many of Hempel’s works, for instance, characters struggle to deal with 

day-to-day challenges such as divorce, living with illness, or coping with the death of a loved 

one. Beyond their individual and historically local impulses, then, the more or less minimalist 

are re-enacting a cyclical correction in the history (and the microhistories) of literature and of 

art in general: a cycle to be found as well, with longer rhythms, in the history of philosophy, 

the history of culture. The physical structure of a story must be considered before determining 

whether or not a work should be classified as minimalist. Literary minimalism appears to be 

somewhat protean in its manifestations; John Barth from time to time describes minimalist 

short story as terse, oblique, realistic or hyperrealistic, slightly polotted, extrospective, and 

cool-surfaced. Barth divides his definition of minimalism into individual parts. He first writes 

of ‘minimalisms of unit, form and scale,’ which would include both ‘short-short’ stories and 

how short words, sentences, chapters and titles are commonly used by minimalist writers. 

Many of Hempel’s stories qualify as structurally minimalist as they are extremely short, 

around just a few hundred words in length. Barth also speaks of a ‘minimalism of material,’ 

which addresses issues such as minimal plot, minimal action, and minimal exposition. 

Hemingway’s Hills Like White Elephants and Carver’s 1981 What We Talk About When We 

Talk About Love fit this classification. In both of these stories, dialogue dominates and the 

narrators provide little to no exposition. There are certainly additional factors to consider 

when defining, classifying, or simply discussing a minimalist text, but the technique of using 

heavy dialogue and minimal exposition in a story is one of the most important and regularly 

used minimalist techniques as it invites readers to rely heavily on their own personal 

experiences and knowledge when attempting to understand the work. 
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Minimalism and Modernist Cinema 
 

Modernist Cinema 

 

What interests me in the cinema is abstraction. 

 

Orson Welles 

 

Ever since its advent, cinema has always toyed with the idea of being an art. Italian critic 

Ricciotto Canudo called film the ‘sixth art’ in his 1911 manifesto, The Birth of the Sixth Art; 

the “superb conciliation of the Rhythms of Space (the Plastic Arts) and the Rhythms of Time 

(Music and Poetry).” (Fowler 2002, 19) Several years later the same Canudo coined yet 

another term of a much bigger career: the ‘seventh art,’ as in the meantime dance pulled in 

sixth, as the third rhythmic art along music and poetry. Accordingly, as David Bordwell put it 

in his 1997 book, On the History of Film Style, by the end of World War I, cinema had 

established itself as a powerful mass medium, but at the same time it was coming to be 

recognized as a distinct art. “Embraced by millions, it was also championed by intellectuals 

who believed themselves to be witnessing, for the first time in recorded history, the birth of a 

new form of creative expression. Film, many thought, would be the defining art of the new 

century. It cast a spell over avant-garde novelists, composers, painters, and poets.” (Bordwell 

1997, 12) Indeed, if the vast majority of modernist artists shared a passion for the cinema, 

what intellectual could doubt that the new medium ‘harboured’ genuine creative possibilities? 

Bordwell called this attitude of championing the artistic abilities of cinema simply the ‘basic’ 

tradition, the first and foremost position of film history: “The history of cinema is most 

commonly understood as a narrative that traces the emergence of the film as a distinct art.” 

(Bordwell 1997, 13) Naturally, this wasn’t understood solely as a chronicle of technical 

progress, but it was also a chronicle of a development towards cinema’s inherent aesthetic 

capacities. Accordingly, the historical avant-gardes didn’t only top up the widespread opinion 

of cinema being a new art (a medium with artistic capabilities), but also managed to integrate 

it into the developments of the established art world. As Bordwell has put it, “in certain 

respects the development of this mass-market entertainment seemed to parallel the history of 

modernism in other arts.” (Bordwell 1997, 21) New theories of time and perception in art, as 

well as the popularity of cinema, led artists to try to put paintings in motion through the 
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medium of film. These experiments, in Bordwell’s terminology, became a ‘standard’ practice 

in the 1920s. Examples of the “avant-garde cinema tied to the fine arts and aiming at an 

educated elite” (Bordwell 1997, 84) were numberless, Hans Richter, Jean Cocteau, Marcel 

Duchamp, Germaine Dulac, and Viking Eggeling all contributed to dadaist and surrealist 

shorts; Fernand Léger, Dudley Murphy, and Man Ray created the 1924 Ballet mécanique; 

Duchamp made the 1926 abstract Anémic cinéma; Walter Ruttmann directed Berlin: Die 

Sinfonie der Großstadt in 1927; Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí came up with the Un chien 

andalou in 1929. 

 

Theoretical debates of the time aimed principally at the unfolding essence, the medium-

specificity of cinema. “The defenders of cinema as an art, like the defenders of photography 

before them, felt obliged to deny that the camera merely reproduced what was put before it. 

They had to show that the medium – lens, film stock, cutting – somehow played a creative 

role. Moreover, if film were to be an art, it would have to be a distinct art; if not, why invent it 

in the first place?” (Bordwell 1997, 28) Already in the 1920s Béla Balázs suggested that if 

film is to be an independent art with its own aesthetics, then it will have to distinguish itself 

from all other art forms. It was then Rudolf Arnheim, in the early 1930s, who consolidated the 

aesthetic rating of cinema, using principles based on classical painting (balance, emphasis, 

discretion). According to Bordwell, it was Arnheim who put forward the most influential 

argument regarding the aesthetic capacities of cinema, by stating that cinema’s power derived 

exactly from its deficiencies. Arnheim proposed that cinema not only fails to copy physical 

reality accurately, but it does not faithfully record our visual experience either. “We see the 

world as a spatial and temporal continuum, but a film’s frame cuts the image free of that. 

Although we see a three-dimensional array, cinema presents its subject as a flat, geometrical 

display. Our vision organizes sensory data into recognizable forms and characteristic views, 

but cinema often presents ambiguous shapes and depicts objects from uncharacteristic angles. 

Yet, Arnheim argued, these very distortions of perceptual reality offered creative possibilities 

to the film artist. The ways in which cinema fell short of perfect recording marked out the 

royal road to genuine art.” (Bordwell 1997, 30–31) 

 

In his 1976 The Major Film Theories, James Dudley Andrew confirmed that it was precisely 

the process of the transformation of the empirical reality into abstraction that in the eyes of 

traditional film aesthetics constituted the art of the cinema. Hugo Münsterberg, Sergei 

Eisenstein, André Malraux, and Arnheim himself were all on record as having condemned 
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cinema’s crude appeal to actuality. “All of them claimed that cinema became an art when man 

began intelligently to shape this mute material, to transform it.” (Andrew 1976, 143) 

Eisenstein and Arnheim went furthest in this direction, the latter seeing in silent cinema a 

symbol system as conventional as, but more evocative than, verbal language. Still, at the same 

time and however convenient it may have been, for many filmmakers cinema wasn’t only an 

art of abstract shape and pure motion, but rather a narrative medium. “Most observers 

assumed that from the start filmmakers sought to tell stories, and the progress of film 

technique was bound up with the discovery of ways in which cinema could present dramatic 

action clearly and engagingly.” (Bordwell 1997, 29) As a result French Impressionism came 

to being as a sort of narrative avant-garde cinema. Defending this narrative avant-garde in his 

1934 seminal essay, Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures, Erwin Panofsky wrote: “Today 

there is no denying that narrative films are not only “art” – not often good art, be sure, but this 

applies to other media as well – but also, besides architecture, cartooning and “commercial 

design,” the only visual art entirely alive.” (Mast, Cohen and Braudy 1974, 152) Along these 

ideas of medium-specificity, the contemporary conceptions of artistic progress also 

profoundly informed the historical explanations central to the avant-garde cinema. As such, 

Bordwell credited Panofsky with the introduction of a certain teleology into the discourse. “In 

speaking of cinema’s unfolding potential as having reached a “grand climax,” Panofsky 

recalls the enduring idea that an art progresses by gradually unfolding its inherent potential 

until it attains, as Aristotle had said of tragedy, its “natural fulfillment.” The reformulation of 

this idea within the Hegelian tradition led many historians of painting and music to believe 

that the history of an art may be understood as stages in the revelation of the art’s 

characteristic powers.” (Bordwell 1997, 31) 

 

In his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, András Bálint 

Kovács reinforced the idea that modernist cinema is closely related to modern art. Speaking 

about the beginnings of their connections Kovács has (also) suggested that a possible way of 

exploiting the artistic potential of cinema was to create cinematic versions of the modernist 

movements in the arts, theatre, or literature. “In this sense, early modernism was cinema’s 

reflection on artistic or cultural traditions outside of the cinema.” (Kovács 2007, 17) German 

Expressionism was the first appearance of that kind of modernism in the cinema. 

“Expressionism tried to organically apply extracinematic artistic means to cinema.” (Kovács 

2007, 17) No filmmaker before Expressionism thought of doing this to such extent, and 

nobody saw before cinema as an art related to artistic modernism. The importance of 
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Expressionism, according to Kovács, is that it institutionalized cinema as a medium capable 

of modernist visual abstraction. But not everyone at the time was entirely pleased with 

German Expressionism and abstraction taking over the cinema. Spokesman for the cinematic 

illusionism, called by him ontological realism, André Bazin treated cinema principally as a 

medium, which does not have to justify itself by its formal transformation of reality, its power 

lying in its recording capacity, its capacity to retain the rays of light bouncing off the world. 

The techniques advocated by him as agents contributing to the evolution of the language of 

cinema (especially the deep focus and the long take), are meant to reflect the spatial and 

temporal continuum of everyday world, hence in fact all cinematic artifice, for Bazin, was 

secondary to the reproduction of phenomenal reality. Bazin opposed the cinematic avant-

garde as the massive stylization inherent in it contrasted sharply with ‘realism.’ As Andrew 

quite insightfully formulated it in his book: “Until Bazin, virtually every theorist was at pains 

to indicate the similarity between either the film image and the plastic arts or between film 

continuity and music. Bazin was the first to see that because of its natural origins, the 

unadorned mold of reality has its own aesthetic validity, if by this we mean a rendering of the 

given in such a way as to focus attention upon it as if it had intrinsic value.” (Andrew 1976, 

144) Or, as Bordwell has put it somewhat more directly: “Bazin ignored the canonized avant-

garde, seeing its exploitation of artifice and stylization as a misguided aping of the traditional 

arts.” (Bordwell 1997, 84) 

 

During World War II, then, political suppression of progressive art suspended modernist 

experimentation in exchange for the propagandistic Socialist Realism and at the Art of the 

Third Reich; “the political movements of that period and the propaganda demands of World 

War II promoted accessible art and didactic realism.” (Bordwell 1997, 84) Yet, modern art 

did not vanish during the 1930s and 1940s: “After the war modernism returned with 

vengeance.” (Bordwell 1997, 84) The hostility displayed towards the historical avant-garde 

by the totalitarian regimes of the period only seemed to confirm modernism as the proper 

contemporary art for the free world. With help of government patronage, corporate 

commissions, and foundation grants, modernist movements gained an unprecedented cultural 

centrality after the war. News magazines and television informed citizens about Abstract 

Expressionism, the Nouveau Roman, twelve-tone music, and the Theatre of the Absurd. “In 

nearly every medium the most prestigious work exemplified what Harold Rosenberg called 

“the tradition of the new.”” (Bordwell 1997, 85) Among the numberless intellectual attempts 

trying to grasp the specificity of modern art, opinions of critics like André Malraux or 
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Clement Greenberg excelled. Bordwell also linked the specificities of modernist artistic 

production to one of Greenberg’s famous remarks. According to one influential conception of 

modernism, then, “the artwork was obliged to acknowledge the materials and structures of its 

medium” (Bordwell 1997, 86), to ‘lay bare the device,’ in the phrase of the Russian 

formalists. For critics of the visual arts, Greenberg’s formulation of this aesthetic position 

proved most influential. “Since 1939, Greenberg had analyzed modern painting as a string of 

efforts to articulate the features characterizing the medium, as opposed to concealing the 

medium in pursuit of illusion. Throughout history, Greenberg argued, the masters reconciled 

the tension between illusory depth and painterly surface, but modern artists gave up the effort 

to create an appearance of three-dimensional bodily space.” (Bordwell 1997, 86) As such, 

modernist painting seeks to determine its own unique and proper ‘area of competence’ – the 

shape of the support, the properties of form and colour, and the flat surface, a property unique 

to pictorial art. It’s a known fact that Greenberg managed to be pretty influential with this line 

of argumentation. “Many critics and theorists accordingly came to see the modernist work in 

any medium as critically engaging with other works and traditions.” (Bordwell 1997, 86) 

Serial music attacked orthodox tonality; the Nouveau Roman dismantled the detective story 

and the psychological novel. “Modernism was to be art about art – its premises, patterns, and 

procedures.” (Bordwell 1997, 86) The artist, for Greenberg, deliberately emphasized the 

illusoriness of the illusions, which he pretended to create. “The modernist work could thus set 

in fruitful tension both illusion and materiality, absorption and contemplative distance, 

representation and a critique of representation. This dialectic within the work was writ large 

in the modernist tradition’s strategy of “radicalization”; the return to fundamentals offered an 

implacable opposition to academic or popular norms of art-making.” (Bordwell 1997, 86) 

 

Obviously Greenberg’s general modernist principles were designed to describe – or to take 

effect especially in – fine arts. In cinema, however, seemingly there was no tradition with 

which one could have been engaged critically. “Accepting that the common ground in all 

definitions of artistic modernism is that modern art is an aesthetic reflection on and a critique 

of its own traditional forms, cinematic modernism is a special case when compared to other 

forms of modern art. During at least the first sixty years of film history, one could not 

reasonably speak about a cinematic tradition whatsoever.” (Kovács 2007, 16) Avant-garde 

cinema, as Kovács described it, was cinema’s reflection on artistic traditions outside the 

cinema. The first who discovered – or rather invented – cinema as a sort of artistic tradition 

standing as a point of departure for the modernist critical reflexivity were the young French 
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critics and filmmakers flocking around the Cahiers du cinéma in the 1950s. As Jean-Luc 

Godard has himself recalled it in the December 1962 issue, in a passage ranging from 

William Shakespeare through Molière to D.W. Griffith: “A young author writing today 

knows that Molière and Shakespeare exist. We were the first directors to know that Griffith 

exists.” (Hillier 1986, 60) Referencing the old masters of the cinéma du papa, Godard also 

cited Marcel Carné, Louis Delluc, and Jean Renoir: “Even Carné, Delluc and René Clair, 

when they made their first films, had no real critical or historical background. Even Renoir 

had very little; but then of course he had genius.” (Hillier 1986, 60) With its first issue in 

1951 Cahiers du cinéma became a key organ for the propagation of the new approach. Its 

critics saw the director as the person responsible, in the last instance, for a film’s aesthetics 

and mise en scène. The magazine initiated a new policy of interviewing admired directors; 

between 1954 and 1957 Buñuel, Renoir, Roberto Rossellini, Alfred Hitchcock, Howard 

Hawks, Max Ophuls, Vincente Minnelli, Orson Welles, and Luchino Visconti all passed 

through its interview machine. As Bordwell suggested, the new generation of filmmakers 

inclined toward the modernist critique also had an obvious target. By the 1950s the quasi-

realistic, literary-theatrical cinema of Hollywood and Europe enjoyed unprecedented 

influence. American cinema swiftly regained its dominance of the continental market, and 

many critics identified it as an enemy of any and all modernisms. “Commentators, audiences, 

and amateur filmmakers were growing ever more aware of the conventions of this cinema.” 

(Bordwell 1997, 87) 

 

As a consequence, the film-auteur was born. It was precisely the so-called auteur theory and 

the wholesale ideology of the authorship that held the ground for the modernist approach in 

the postwar European cinema. During a roundtable discussion, a group of Cahiers du cinéma 

critics placed the film firmly in a modernist context, linking it to existentialist thought, the 

Nouveau Roman, Igor Stravinsky, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and Georges Braque. They 

concluded that Alain Resnais’s 1959 Hiroshima mon amour renewed the Soviet legacy while 

flaunting its own formal operations in the modernist manner. ““Montage, for Eisenstein as for 

Resnais, consists in rediscovering unity from a basis of fragmentation, but without concealing 

the fragmentation in doing so.”” (Bordwell 1997, 88) Although auteurism came into vogue in 

the 1950s, the idea itself was in many ways a traditional one. In his 2000 book, Film Theory: 

An Introduction, Robert Stam suggested that Jean Epstein in the 1920s had already used the 

term auteur to apply to filmmakers like Eisenstein, and compared the cinematic techniques to 

the literary devices of writers like Gustave Flaubert and Charles Dickens, while in the 1930s 
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Arnheim was already lamenting the ‘exaltation’ of the director. “In postwar France, however, 

the auteurist metaphor became a key structuring concept in film criticism and theory. In 

Sartrean terms, the film author strives for “authenticity” in the face of the castrating “regard” 

of the studio system.” (Stam 2000, 85) Novelist and filmmaker Alexandre Astruc also 

prepared the way for auteurism when he argued that the cinema was becoming a new means 

of expression analogous to painting or the novel. The caméra-stylo formula valorized the act 

of filmmaking; the director was no longer merely the servant of a pre-existing text (novel, 

screenplay) but a creative artist like the novelist or the poet. 

 

Auteur cinema was therefore ambitious. This was the word with which François Truffaut 

characterized the filmmakers he championed. If filmmakers are artists, it is because they 

partake of the ambition of genuine novelists, painters, and sculptors to supersede the norm. 

Truffaut also played an important role with his strategic aggressions against the established 

French cinema. He excoriated the tradition of quality, which turned the classics of French 

literature into predictably well furnished, well spoken, and stylistically formulaic films. He 

derided the tradition of quality as academic, while lauding the more vital American popular 

maverick cinema of Nicholas Ray, Robert Aldrich, and Orson Welles. The tradition of 

quality, for Truffaut, reduced filmmaking to the mere translation of a pre-existing screenplay, 

when it should be seen as an open-ended adventure in creative mise en scène. The notion of 

style obviously played an important role in the ideology of the auteur. “For Truffaut, the new 

film would resemble the person who made it, not so much through autobiographical content 

but rather through the style, which impregnates the film with the personality of its director. 

Intrinsically strong directors, auteur theory argued, will exhibit over the years a recognizable 

stylistic and thematic personality, even when they work in Hollywood studios. In short, real 

talent will “out” no matter what the circumstances.” (Stam 2000, 84) Bazin, at his own turn, 

formulated his objections towards the modernist approach in cinema advocated by auteurism 

as early as 1957, attacking exactly from the direction of style as the agent of self-expression. 

In his article, On the politique des auteurs, he complained that auteurism risked becoming an 

aesthetic cult of personality. “The politique des auteurs consists, in short, of choosing the 

personal factor in artistic creation as a standard of reference, and then assuming that it 

continues and even progresses from one film to the next.” (Hillier 1985, 255) He summarized 

the new trend as choosing the personal stamp as a criterion of reference, however ‘run-of-the-

mill’ the scenario was. “The auteur critics distinguished between metteurs-en-scène, i.e. those 

who adhered to the dominant conventions and to the scripts given them, and auteurs who used 
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mise-en-scène as part of self expression.” (Stam 2000, 85) 

 

Around 1960, however, filmmakers launched what came to be recognized as European 

modernist cinema. There is a relative understanding among the critics regarding (the existence 

and) the body of work of this modernist tradition. For most observers, Resnais’s Hiroshima 

mon amour proved that European modernist cinema ‘had come of age,’ and it was also the 

signal of a renewal in the Cahiers du cinéma circles. “Throughout the 1960s the journal 

developed an ever-stronger taste for modernist filmmaking.” (Bordwell 1997, 88) The 

American auteurs were passing from the scene and a new generation, the young cinemas of 

Europe and Latin America demanded attention. The journal opened its pages to literary 

intellectuals such as Roland Barthes, and structuralist theorists became central to its debates. 

“As the idea of mise en scène was replaced by notions of reflexivity and disjunctive 

construction, Bazin’s ideas of objectivity and photographic realism came under fire.” 

(Bordwell 1997, 88) The general conception of modernist cinema was largely founded upon 

the body of work running from late Neorealism to all the young cinemas of the 1960s, most 

notably the French New Wave. The headliners of the tradition of the new were certainly 

Godard’s 1960 À bout de souffle, Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1960 L’avventura, Federico 

Fellini’s 1963 8½, Jean-Marie Straub’s 1965 Nicht versöhnt oder Es hilft nur Gewalt, wo 

Gewalt herrscht, Ingmar Bergman’s 1966 Persona, Alexander Kluge’s 1966 Abschied von 

Gestern. These, and other major works seemed to deviate both from classical découpage and 

from the realism advocated by Bazin, whose ideal of objectivity and the Cahiers du cinéma’s 

former elevation of sober, elegant mise en scène were confronted by a cinema of 

fragmentation, ambiguity, and flagrant aesthetic effects. 

 

The classification of modernist cinema seemingly was a matter of a long-term debate. 

Although in his 1997 book he acknowledged the category, as something that ‘came to be 

recognized’ as modernism by most of the critics, back in his 1985 strategic work, Narration 

in the Fiction Film, Bordwell had refused to use the word: “Throughout this book I have 

refrained from using the term “modernism.”” (Bordwell 1985, 310) The formalist approach 

adopted there scattered the historical category of modernism into various narrative patterns, 

like art-cinema narration, historical-materialist narration, or parametric narration. These 

techniques, each covering a partial set of formal aspects of modernist cinema narration, were 

considered by Bordwell primarily an opposition to classical Hollywood narration, and 

therefore – first of all – inherent cinematic practices. Kovács, on the other hand, set forth a 
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rather different account of modernist cinema. “According to the approach used here, the 

modern art film is not the end result of an inherent evolutionary process of the cinema. It is 

not even an entirely inherent cinematic phenomenon. The modern art film is cinema’s 

response to the postwar modernist wave in drama, literature, music, and the arts. Late modern 

cinema is not a style or practice but a form of modernist art, applying various stylistic 

solutions to express thoughts and feelings generally accepted in a specific period.” (Kovács 

2007, 47) Elsewhere Kovács has put it more briefly: In general terms, modern film is less a 

specific type of film than a specific version of modern art. (Kovács 2007, 52) Kovács is not 

alone in film theory with this account of modernist cinema (modernist cinema being primarily 

a branch of modern art, instead of being primarily a branch of cinema), at his own turn Stam 

suggested something not entirely different: “In the late 1950s and early 1960s a movement 

called auteurism came to dominate film criticism and theory. Auteurism was in some ways 

the expression of an existentialist humanism inflected by phenomenology.” (Stam 2000, 83) 

 

But Kovács in fact didn’t speak about one but rather about two periods of modernist cinema. 

The first period, according to this approach, occurred between 1919 and 1929, while the 

second between 1950 and 1975. Kovács situated the origins of modernist cinema in modern 

art in both periods. “First, modern cinema was a historical phenomenon inspired by the art-

historical context of the two avant-garde periods, the 1920s and the 1960s. Second, modern 

cinema was the result of art cinema’s adaptation to these contexts rather than the result of the 

general development of film history or the “language” of cinema.” (Kovács 2007, 7) These 

facts also led to an intrinsic reason for the difference between the early and late-modernist 

cinema. As shown before, early modernist cinema was an attempt to exploit cinema’s 

potential for the purposes of mainly the historical avant-gardes, whereas late-modernist 

cinema occurred according to the altered principles of the late-modernist movement. The 

patterns of cinematic abstraction, accordingly, were different in the 1950s from those of the 

1920s. Naturally, the cultural and aesthetic context was very different also. “Therefore, the 

“return” of modernism in the cinema was not the return of the same modernism.” (Kovács 

2007, 54) Not only abstract art was different ten years after World War II, but cinema has also 

chosen different artistic references. “Instead of painting and music, the second modernist 

period of the cinema relied on the two major “enemies” of early modern cinema, literature 

and theater. While the aesthetic goal of early modernism’s abstraction was to reach a purely 

visual form, the goal of the abstract forms of the second modernist wave was to reach a purely 

mental representation.” (Kovács 2007, 54) The difference between early and late-modernist 
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cinema was that early modernism was founded upon a unified conception, whereas forms of 

late modernism in cinema were more indebted to the cultural and economic background, and 

state patronage. “This made late modernism the first really international art movement in the 

cinema realized in a variety of styles or trends.” (Kovács 2007, 54) So international in fact 

that Akira Kurosawa, for instance, can easily be considered one of its greatest masters. 

 

The apolitical character of the late-modernist cinema (with the exception of what is called 

political modernism) is a sort of a commonplace. It was Greenberg whose theoretical 

assumptions proved most worthy to warrant the link between the second wave of modernist 

cinema and modern art, more precisely to legitimate late-modernist cinema as modern art. It is 

also his theory one may examine to begin tracing down the political backgrounds of late-

modernist cinema. Already in his 1939 essay, Avant-Garde and Kitsch, Greenberg had 

designated kitsch as a ‘negative contrasting foil.’ Kitsch in this early text has been definitively 

labeled as ideological, linked to magazine covers, illustrations, ads, comics, pulp fiction, tap 

dancing, and Hollywood movies. According to Greenberg, the function of kitsch is to offer 

the urban masses a kind of culture fit for their own consumption, to give them the ‘possibility 

of diversion.’ Kitsch therefore has a tranquilizing and controlling function; works in fact as a 

sort of thought control, as Rosalind Krauss subsequently expressed it. By contrast, the artist 

shifts his attention from the subject matter of common experience, turning it in upon the 

‘medium of his own craft.’ And at a time when the self-designation of revolutionary worker 

parties as avant-garde was not yet suspicious, Greenberg ended up invoking Karl Marx, 

aligning his theory with socialist thought from the outset. “Capitalism in decline finds that 

whatever of quality it is still capable of producing becomes almost invariably a threat to its 

own existence. Advances in culture, no less than advances in science and industry, corrode 

the very society under whose aegis they are made possible. Here, as in every other question 

today, it becomes necessary to quote Marx word for word. Today we no longer look toward 

socialism for a new culture – as inevitably as one will appear, once we do have socialism. 

Today we look to socialism simply for the preservation of whatever living culture we have 

right now.” (Everett 1991, 40) The fact that Greenberg is hoping here for the advent of 

socialism makes his Trotskyist orientation at that point clear, especially since in those days 

the highly Stalinist Soviet Union was being interpreted by Trotskyists not as socialist, but 

rather as ‘bureaucratically degenerate.’ Furthermore, Trotskyists were more open to the 

artistic avant-gardes than the Stalinists. The task of the artistic avant-garde is, analogously to 

the political avant-garde in this sense, to withstand the ideological manipulations of kitsch 
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and its thought control in order to save culture and to build a new one on top of it. Avant-

gardes thus provide an anticipatory illumination of a socialist society, in which people can 

consciously structure their social relationships. 

 

Neorealism was also concerned with the immediate reality of social life. As such it did not 

occur in a political or ideological vacuum either; besides its undoubted artistic achievements, 

the trend always represented something of an adaptation to the Stalinist or national populist 

conceptions. As a sort of a movement, definite limits were placed on which social layers and 

problems could be examined, and on what could be said and the artistic forms employed. 

Alongside his general praise for realism, Bazin couldn’t do other than to agree with the leftist 

aesthetic, the ‘revolutionary humanism’ of Neorealism. Eventually, this agreement wasn’t 

very much at odds with his own political inclination. However, as it is often noted, Bazin, 

who focused on the ontology of the photographic image as the basis of realism in cinema, 

appreciated Neorealism not so much for its social subject matter but for the aesthetic selection 

process behind the films. For Bazin the lack of plot linearity, the absence of detailed character 

development, and the transfer of the continuum of reality to the screen were the truly realist 

features of Neorealism. As for the artists, in the long run they were bound to break away from 

the historical-materialist inclinations of Neorealism, when, in the second part of the 1940s, 

the Italian Communist Party, directed by the Stalinist bureaucracy, oversaw the handing back 

of power to the Italian bourgeoisie. Neorealism’s almost exclusive concentration on the 

workers and the poor, in some cases portrayed as a politically passive class, and its refusal to 

explore other aspects of class society, were felt as increasingly limiting factors. 

 

In France, similarly, as the 1940s wore on, the old centres of power – business, the church, 

and the military, in short, the bourgeoisie – reasserted themselves. By 1950 not only had 

many collaborators been forgiven, if not rewarded, but also the resistance heroes were 

maligned and prosecuted as communists or for their activity during the resistance. Under 

heavy pressure from the United States, France initiated its own brand of McCarthyism and 

was forced to participate in the Cold War. French politics moved steadily to the right in the 

second part of the 1940s, until all the representatives of the working-class were finally 

removed from participation in the government. Considering the external pressures and the 

Cold War, which was very intense in France, it is no wonder that alienation and the search for 

some more rewarding inner dimension to life were strong among the young artists and 

intellectuals of the decade. Throughout this period, the severe economic hardships, the 
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constant instability of succeeding French governments, and the colonial wars kept France in a 

state of turmoil. Thus at the beginning of the 1950s many French intellectuals, desirous of 

withdrawing from this chaotic situation, seemed to reject the idea that art should be socially 

committed. 

 

This turn may have seemed like an advocacy of art for art’s sake, a return to the standard 

elitist – bourgeois – conception, or ideology, of art as autonomous and out of time. By the 

time auteur theory and modernist cinema came into vogue, based loosely on Greenberg’s idea 

– present already in 1939 – that art is the process of reflection on the medium used in each 

case, the Trotskyist edge of the theory indeed wore off. However, the collateral idea, that 

modern art – and as such late-modernist cinema – has to oppose kitsch and mass culture, 

survived. As a result, on the one hand, the unfolding modernist cinema has started being 

institutionalized as national cinema. But, on the other hand, its resistance against mass culture 

also retained a potential of a left-wing setting. On the face of it, Eric Rohmer, for instance, 

praised films such as Hitchcock’s 1951 Strangers on a Train or Rossellini’s 1949 Stromboli 

because they were out of their time enough to date less than others, but thereby better able to 

express the malaise and hopes of their time. Truffaut saw Billy Wilder’s 1953 Stalag 17 as an 

apology for individualism and asked his readers to praise all films, which show that the 

solutions are ‘in us and in us alone.’ These films told the story auteurist critics wanted to hear; 

that of the individual’s personal salvation, which rejected social values and concerns in 

exchange for spiritual insight. Although this rejection took the form of sporadic attacks on 

Jean-Paul Sartre, in reality the political agenda of late-modernist cinema occurred within the 

intervals set forth by his theory and practice. Sartre combined Marxist dialectic with a 

phenomenological existentialism that incorporates individual responsibility into class 

relationships, thereby adding a properly existentialist dimension to a Marxist emphasis on 

collective and structural causality. Of course, Raymond Aron would later criticize Sartre’s 

position as an impossible one. In the final analysis, puts Aron, Sartre’s Marxism remains 

adjectival to his existentialism, and not the reverse. 

 

The emphasis on mental representations in Kovács’s account of modernist cinema reflects the 

basic imperative of modernism set forth by Greenberg, according to which modern art 

deliberately emphasizes the illusoriness of the illusions that it pretends to create. This kind of 

modernist reflexivity and its satellite terms such as self-referentiality, metafiction, and anti-

illusionism must be seen as symptomatic not only of the general language-consciousness of 
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contemporary thought but also of what one might call its methodological self-consciousness, 

its tendency to scrutinize its own instruments. For artistic modernism – those movements in 

the arts (both in Europe and outside of it) which emerged in the late nineteenth century, 

flourished in the first decades of the twentieth century, and became institutionalized as high 

modernism after World War II – reflexivity evokes a non-representational art characterized by 

abstraction, fragmentation, and the foregrounding of the materials and processes of art. 

Modernist cinema at its own turn introduces filmic reflexivity. According by the definition 

provided by Stam, filmic reflexivity refers to the processes by which films foreground their 

own production, as Truffaut’s 1973 La nuit américaine, their authorship, as Fellini’s 8½, their 

textual procedures, as the avant-garde films of Hollis Frampton or Michael Snow, their 

intertextual influences, as the parodic films of Mel Brooks, or their reception, as Woody 

Allen’s 1985 The Purple Rose of Cairo. “By calling attention to filmic mediation, reflexive 

films subvert the assumption that art can be a transparent medium of communication, a 

window on the world, a mirror promenading down a highway.” (Stam 2000, 151) 

 

As Stam suggested, much has been made of what might be called the ‘political valences’ of 

filmic reflexivity. The left wing of film theory, especially that influenced by Louis Althusser 

and Bertolt Brecht – in his opposition with György Lukács –, “came to regard reflexivity as a 

political obligation.” (Stam 2000, 151) In parallel with the so-called political modernism of 

the 1960s and 1970s film theory also developed its own appetite for reflexivity. “Film theory 

in this period thus “relived,” and explicitly cited and reworked, the Brecht-Lukács debate 

about realism in the 1930s, and sided with the Brechtian critique of realism. The tendency at 

this time was simply to equate “realist” with “bourgeois” and “reflexive” with 

“revolutionary.”” (Stam 2000, 151–152) On the other hand, as soon as the second half of the 

1960s, auteurism itself started to receive criticism as a participant of the bourgeois ideology 

of the subject. “Auteur-structuralism can be seen as a transitional moment in the historical 

lap-dissolve that takes us from structuralism to poststructuralism, both of which relativized 

the notion of the author as the sole originating and creative source of the text, preferring to see 

the author as site rather than point of origin.” (Stam 2000, 124) To make matters even worse 

for the auteurists, in his 1968 The Death of the Author Barthes reconfigured the author as a 

byproduct of writing, in his account the author became nothing more than the instance of the 

text. “A text’s unity, for Barthes, derived not from its origin but from its destination. 

Barthes’s midwifery, in effect, murdered the author in order to make possible the birth of the 

reader.” (Stam 2000, 124) 
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But the misery of the auteur, in the form of a revealing discourse revolving around the notions 

of self-expression and autonomous creation, continued. In his 1969 What is an Author? 

Michel Foucault has also attacked the institution of the author. “Foucault traced the 

emergence of the author to the cultural context of the eighteenth century, an age which 

produced the “individualization” of the history of ideas. Foucault preferred to speak of the 

“author function,” seeing authorship as an ephemeral time-bound institution which would 

soon give way to a future “pervasive anonymity of discourse.” The film author, as a 

consequence of the poststructuralist attack on the originary subject, shifted from being the 

generating source of the text to merely a term in the process of reading and spectating, a space 

where discourses intersect, a shifting configuration produced by the intersection of a group of 

films with historically constituted ways of reading and viewing. The author, in this anti-

humanist reading, dissolved into more abstract, theoretical instances such as “enunciation,” 

“subjectification,” “écriture,” and “intertextuality.”” (Stam 2000, 124–125) Or, as Fredric 

Jameson has summarized it in his 1975 article, The Ideology of the Text, the structuralist 

assault on the subject “would consist of renewing the primacy of the group and of collective 

life over the bourgeois optical illusion of individual existence, and returning to a view of the 

individual subject as a function of the collective structure, a condition of which, perhaps, the 

ethnographic descriptions of tribal existence give us the most adequate glimpse.” (Jameson 

2008, 66) But all these attacks in fact came from a theory which itself didn’t break up 

completely with the ideology of the modern subject, as Jameson has suggested in a passage 

ranging from the modernist filmmakers to the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright. “Yet the 

critical practice of a related theoretical group – the film theories of the journal Screen – 

suggest that whereas the works of the great modernist auteurs (Bergman, Fellini, Hitchcock, 

Kurosawa) must be critically devalued owing to the ideology of the modern which informs 

them (as it equally informs the architecture of Wright or the International Style, with similar 

results among the younger postmodernist architects), earlier kinds of representational artifacts 

– in the area of film, this will mean Hollywood and commercial genre productions – are by no 

means subject to the same strictures, since in them other (unconscious) forces are at work to 

subvert the weakly conventional logic of the surface representation.” (Jameson 2008, 70–71) 

 

However, with that one can conclude that the heydays of modernist cinema (the days of 

cinema as modern art) began to fade out as soon as the structuralist attack on the subject 

started to fade in, several years before modern art in general backed out to give room to 

another approach of artistic production. It was persuasively argued in this period that a 
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monolithic auteur theory could not account for all the diverse practices of cinema. Partisans of 

the avant-garde censured auteurism for its exclusive devotion to narrative cinema, which left 

little room for experimental approaches. Leftist film activists preferred more collective and 

egalitarian models and were suspicious of the hierarchical and authoritarian assumptions 

undergirding auteurism. Marxists criticized auteurism’s ahistorical assumption that talent will 

eventually ‘out’ no matter what political or economic conditions prevail. The political 

modernism of the 1970s already shaped under a changed theoretical climate, which for the 

most part replaced ‘art’ with ‘signifying practice.’ 
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Minimalism as Modernist Film Style 

 

A film is life without boredom. 

 

Alfred Hitchcock 

 

It is relatively unproblematic to speak about style in relation to modernist cinema in general 

and auteurism in particular. Style, according to Fredric Jameson, is a quintessentially 

modernist development, a middle-class phenomenon, reflecting the increasing atomization of 

life under capitalism. Only the social climate of the second half of the nineteenth century 

made it possible to use style as a tool for extrapolating the subjectivity of an individual, as 

beforehand the principal – precapitalist – mode of linguistic organization was based on a 

rhetorical – and not stylistical – model. Rhetoric, according to Jameson, was a collective class 

phenomenon in that it served as a means of assimilating the speech of individuals to a 

suprapersonal paradigm of high style and fine writing, while style emerged not from the 

social life of the group, but from the silence of the isolated individual; hence its rigorously 

personal, physiological content, which links it to the phenomenon of artistic expression. As 

such, style is closely associated with modern art, and, according to Jameson, it is the central 

category both of modernist production in all the arts, and also of the multiple ideologies with 

which the various modernisms secured their hegemony over the institutions. As a basic 

marker for modernism, the emergence of style ‘spelled the end of the older, realist period.’ 

 

In his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, András Bálint 

Kovács presented modernist cinema as the emergence of the modern art movements in the 

cinematic medium, therefore, for Kovács, the notion of style belongs in much the same way 

to modernist cinema as it belonged to the other modern arts. “Modernism is not a particular 

style in the cinema; it is rather the impact of different modernist movements in the narrative 

art cinema, engendering different (modern) film styles. This is how we can explain the two 

appearances of modernism in the cinema and also the differences between the two. The two 

periods of modernist cinema followed the two important avant-garde or modernist waves in 

art: the first in the 1910s and 1920s, the second in the 1960s. The forms of modern cinema in 

both periods adapted to the current forms of artistic modernism.” (Kovács 2007, 52–53) As 

such the various styles of the different modernist movements made their appearance also in 

the cinema. “Finally, and most importantly, modernism’s most salient formal traits are not 
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specific to the cinema; rather, they are cinematic applications of the stylistic features of 

modern art more broadly.” (Kovács 2007, 52) At his own turn, in his 1997 article, Theo 

Angelopoulos: The Past as History, the Future as Form, Jameson has also provided a short 

summary on the topic of modernist cinema and the problem of style. “In film, meanwhile, 

what corresponds to something like a “modernist” moment must be assigned to a still later 

chronological stretch: this is the moment of the emergence of the great auteurs in the late 

1950s and early 1960s, along with the emergence, in film theory and thus in the aesthetic of 

the “modern” generally, of the ideology of the auteur itself, which now functions in much the 

same way as the concept of “style” in more narrowly literary or verbal analysis.” (Horton 

1997, 80) 

 

In his 1997 book, On the History of Film Style, David Bordwell sketched a shortlist of the 

techniques that fashion a specific film style: “In the narrowest sense, I take style to be a film’s 

systematic and significant use of techniques of the medium. Those techniques fall into broad 

domains: mise en scène (staging, lightning, performance, and setting); framing, focus, control 

of color values, and other aspects of cinematography; editing; and sound. Style is, minimally, 

the texture of the film’s images and sounds, the result of choices made by the filmmaker(s) in 

particular historical circumstances.” (Bordwell 1997, 4) However, if Jameson is right in his 

opinion that style is a nascent element of modernism, and additionally Kovács, and in fact 

Jameson too, are also right in the respect that modernist cinema is indeed a branch of modern 

art, then the specific combinations of filmic techniques, which, as Bordwell suggested, result 

in particular formal characteristics and finally in specific (modernist) film styles, will 

eventually be informed by the same basic social determinants as modern art in general. These 

determinants, according to a familiar opinion of Jameson, root deeply in the structure of 

social life under capitalism and indeed made their marks on the inner forms and structures of 

modernism. For Jameson imperialist colonialism basically meant that a significant structural 

segment of the economic system was located elsewhere, outside of the daily life and 

existential experience of the home country, beyond the metropolis, in colonies overseas, 

whose own life experience and life world remained unknown and unimaginable for the 

subjects of the imperial power, whatever social class they may have belonged to. Such spatial 

disjunction had as its immediate consequence the inability to grasp the way the system 

functioned as a whole. Unlike the previous classical stage of national or market capitalism, 

then, ‘pieces of the puzzle were missing;’ the experience of wholeness could have never been 

fully reconstructed; no enlargement of personal experience (as in the knowledge of other 
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social classes), no intensity of self-examination (as in the form of social guilt), puts Jameson, 

would have ever been enough to include this radical otherness of colonial life and 

exploitation, nor the structural connections between the daily life in the metropolis and the 

absent space of the colony. This new and historically original problem constituted the 

‘dilemma’ and the ‘formal contradiction’ that modernism sought to solve; or, in a more 

genuine phrasing, it is only that new kind of art, which reflexively perceives this 

‘idiosyncratic new experience of the world’ and lives this formal dilemma that is modernism 

in the first place. 

 

This structural absence in the very heart of social experience was best echoed by the 

existentialist thought, by its fundamental project of dealing with the phenomenon called 

nothingness. Born in the Romantic philosophy of the nineteenth century as the ‘shade of 

vanished metaphysical powers,’ the notion of nothingness, with Martin Heidegger, and most 

importantly Jean-Paul Sartre, became the central concept of existentialist philosophy, 

especially of Sartrean existentialism. The notion is best known from Sartre’s 1943 book, 

Being and Nothingness: A Phenomenological Essay on Ontology, in which he pulled out the 

concept of nothingness from the Romantic negativity and differentiated it from the simple 

emptiness of nonbeing. Nothingness for Sartre therefore is not a general nonbeing; it is rather 

the nonbeing of something that should exist. This conceptual operation made the Sartrean 

notion of nothingness the key concept of human relations and of the relationship of man to the 

world under modernism. Sartre interprets nothingness as a product of human intentions, and 

translates this concept into a series of everyday situations when one is alone, disappointed, 

looking desperately for something solid in a situation where identity is called into question. 

Nothingness is created especially when a human wish or expectation gets frustrated. 

“Nothingness lies coiled in the heart of being – like a worm.” (Sartre 1992, 56) 

 

Nothingness for Sartre is not simply a negative category. Nothingness as expectation and 

frustration is, to some extent, also memory. Between what is expected and what there is lies a 

hole, an empty space. Nothingness is the empty moment when one is liberated from his 

expectations and must leap into the future. Nothingness is the par excellence definition of 

freedom; it is what cancels out the past before the choices of the future: “We have shown that 

freedom is actually one with the being of the For-itself; human reality is free to the exact 

extent that it has to be its own nothingness.” (Sartre 1992, 583) Nothingness obliges man to 

choose; yet it does not influence the choice in any way. But since this choice is indeterminate 
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it is therefore incalculable, and incalculability is the source of danger and fear. Freedom based 

on nothingness is thus the main source of danger and fear regarding human relations. “We are 

dealing with my being as it is written in and by the Other’s freedom. Everything takes place 

as if I had a dimension of being from which I was separated by a radical nothingness; and this 

nothingness is the Other’s freedom.” (Sartre 1992, 351) The nothingness of something that is 

missing is that through which one is related to the world and to others. This is how the 

Sartrean concept of nothingness becomes the expression of modern experience of human 

existence. Back in 1928, in The Spiritual Problem of Modern Man, Carl Gustav Jung had 

already formulated the same problem: “Only the man who is modem in our meaning of the 

term really lives in the present; he alone has a present-day consciousness, and he alone finds 

that the ways of life on those earlier levels have begun to pall upon him. The values and 

strivings of those past worlds no longer interest him save from the historical standpoint. Thus 

he has become ‘unhistorical’ in the deepest sense and has estranged himself from the mass of 

men who live entirely within the bounds of tradition. Indeed, he is completely modem only 

when he has come to the very edge of the world, leaving behind him all that has been 

discarded and outgrown, and acknowledging that he stands before the Nothing out of which 

All may grow.” (Tacey 2012, 218) The modern individual is someone who accepts 

nothingness as the fundament of freedom and gives up the search for traditional metaphysical 

values. The aversion of modernism to mass culture stems from the fact that modernism 

considers mass culture as avoiding the nothingness of human existence. Mass culture 

considers the traditional forces of the sublime (religion, nature, destiny) as continuing to work 

in the modern world. 

 

Jung’s modern man is (at least declaratively) free from the social determinants, and from 

desire towards any other person, which would lead to physical action. “To begin at once with 

an example of such apparent lack of caution, I must say that the man we call modem, the man 

who is aware of the immediate present, is by no means the average man. He is rather the man 

who stands upon a peak, or at the very edge of the world, the abyss of the future before him, 

above him the heavens, and below him the whole of mankind with a history that disappears in 

primeval mists.” (Tacey 2012, 217) The modern man is free from the past and gets totally 

absorbed by the inner psychic life, which cannot be organized into planned acts. The inner 

universe consists of fragments of memories, dreams, and fantasies, mixing with real life 

experiences that can be organized in random combinations. The modern man is a mystery or a 

black box that will be never revealed, a totally random specimen of his species from the 
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perspective of the outside world, who doesn’t act because action does not differ from 

whatever happens. Modernist cinema’s (anti)hero is therefore exactly the alienated abstract 

individual, whose main ‘lesson to learn,’ as Kovács suggested, is that in his world everything 

just happens. “The abstract individual, “the man,” whose past and inner drives are not 

determining factors of what happens to him, is a genuine modernist invention.” (Kovács 

2007, 65) On the flip side, however, the abstract individual, the self-inspecting modern hero 

of late-modernist cinema historically was perhaps just as much a product of the postwar 

period, and its resolute policies to prevent the spread of communism in the Western parts of 

Europe. 

 

In the final analysis Sartre also makes a direct link between the concept of nothingness and 

the fundamental existential experiences of modern life concerning loneliness and 

disappearance, which makes his concept susceptible to concrete artistic representation. 

Nothingness in Sartrean philosophy becomes an essential and invisible ingredient in the 

phenomenological experience of everyday life. It is an invisible but perceptible dimension 

hiding behind physical reality. “And cinema is a particularly appropriate medium to represent 

the tension between the two. No other medium can represent the physical surface of reality as 

meticulously as cinema, and no other medium can express the emptiness behind that surface 

as strongly.” (Kovács 2007, 96) Reclining upon the observation of the formal characteristics 

of modernist films, Kovács then goes to describe a specific modernist film style, called by 

him minimalism. “Minimalism is a systematic reduction of expressive elements in a given 

form. Minimalism achieves semantic richness by introducing the rule of systematic variation 

of motives instead of enhancing the expressive power of the motives by multiplying 

emotional effects of a similar kind. It involves reduction of redundancy as well as eliminating 

random diversity.” (Kovács 2007, 140) Absence, therefore, the ultimate structural determinant 

of modernist social formation and nothingness, the uttermost modernist individual experience 

lie at the very heart of the minimalist film style. Films of this specific stylistic descent use 

exclusion as their basic organizational principle down to the most elemental levels of the 

filmic material: time, space, causality, and tension. They make modernist structural absence 

palpable by a visual, auditory, narrative and dramatic organization that omits time in the form 

of the exclusion of large or eventful plot sequences; omits space by the frequent use of close-

ups and strictly choreographed geometric camera movements in the midst of usually highly 

planned sets; and omits causality and tension by the total dedramatization of all human 

encounters and generally every situation. Minimalist film style, then, as it is present on the 
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screen, is characterized by elliptical narrative techniques with the extensive use of offscreen 

space and offscreen sound; the reduction of the expressive formal elements through austere 

visual compositions often associated with long takes, bare and confined landscapes, and 

sometimes the excessive use of close-ups; and the separation of narrative construction from 

the dramatic motivation usually accompanied by radically dispassionate acting and a very 

ascetic use of dialogue. 

 

But if the social determinants of life under modernism and the corresponding ideas of 

existentialism, the dominant modernist school of thought, are both organized so basically 

around the experience of absence and the concept of nothingness respectively, one might 

come to the conclusion that minimalism is a very prevalent style in modernism. Which might 

indeed be true, but it certainly isn’t the only style. The basic determinant, the structural 

absence within modern life experience, can have several logical and stylistical formulations, 

and minimalism is only one of them. In order to demonstrate that the same modernist urge can 

manifest itself in different styles, it wouldn’t harm to take a look at least at one more such 

style. In a world of disjunction and of lost meaning and the impossibility of its inclusion into 

the everyday urban experience, the quest for basic invariables led many practitioners of 

modern art to the cult of primitivism. “The cult of primitivism in modern art and modern 

thought is part of the quest for authentic, elementary mental and aesthetic forms that are 

uncorrupted by civilization. This cult stems from the idea that in abstract patterns one finds 

the common cultural roots of humankind. Adoption of the simplest, mainly geometric, 

ornamental patterns of primitive and ancient art (especially from Africa and the Far East), 

considered as genuine and elementary expressions of “the” human mentality, is a logical 

consequence of this project.” (Kovács 2007, 176) Modernist ornamentalism therefore, as 

Kovács defines it, is closely associated with modernism’s fundamental project of reaching 

back to the most basic, original elements of artistic expression. The reason for this is perhaps 

modernism’s struggle to go beyond casual disorder of everyday reality and to find the 

underlying general and elementary patterns, which are supposed to govern life and that are 

rendered invisible by more complex cultural structures. “Art that is considered “primitive” or 

“ancient” is thus considered to be closer to these elementary patterns. Whether these patterns 

and laws are spiritual or psychic, emotional or conceptual, mathematical or physical, religious 

or historical, the modernist project is to find them and make them the basis of aesthetic 

representation.” (Kovács 2007, 176) 
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The most typical elements of ornamental style in modernist cinema include highly symbolic 

narratives accompanied by unusual visual compositions, extravagant costumes, and extreme 

facial makeup. The first traces of ornamental style emerged, according to Kovács, at the 

turning point of the 1950s and the 1960s; concretely Marcel Camus’s 1959 Black Orpheus 

(Orpheu Negro) is considered as the first clear appearance of this stylistic concept. Some 

parts of the film present documentary footages of the Rio Carnival, which itself is an 

ornamental folkloric ritual, while other parts are purely fictions, yet also based on folkloric 

rituals. “Folklore and mythology for modern cinema is more an example of general human 

mental creativity than a set of ethnographic facts. For that reason, modern ornamental 

filmmakers most of the time do not feel it necessary to reconstruct traditional forms with 

ethnographic fidelity.” (Kovács 2007, 183) These modernist folkloric films therefore are 

never intended to represent folklore or traditional mythology as a real and existing cultural 

universe or context. They represent it as a source of traditional values, behavioural patterns, 

or in short, basic mental structures. And in modernism they obviously don’t stop at the 

conscious patterns but they reach out also to the unconscious. “Most often, the elements of a 

national folklore that are emphasized refer to fantasy or to the unconscious. This is why 

oneiric and surrealistic motifs dominate in most of these films. In general terms, we can say 

that modern ornamental films represent the world of traditional mythologies as a hidden or 

unconscious mental structure underlying the cool, alienated, and technological surface of the 

modern world.” (Kovács 2007, 182) Another film for Kovács in which effects of 

ornamentalism emerge from the carnivalesque character of the plot is Federico Fellini’s 1960 

La dolce vita, which is Fellini’s first film where his later highly ornamental taste is 

manifested for the first time. 

 

Returning to the starting point of the discussion about minimalism as a modernist film style, 

one has to remember how Kovács defined modernist cinema in the first place, namely that it 

is the ‘impact’ of modern art upon the medium of cinema; different art movements 

engendering different modernist film styles. In the case of the ornamental style, then, it isn’t 

too difficult to figure out which movement stands in the background, so much the more that 

Kovács himself specifies that it was basically Vienna Secession or Art Nouveau. In the case 

of minimalism the question is a bit trickier, as this time Kovács doesn’t provide an answer, 

and the first thing that comes to mind, Minimal Art, on he one hand starts in the first part of 

the 1960s, some ten years later than the first examples of Kovács’s minimalist film style, on 

the other hand it is considered by most critics a postmodernist development. It is then much 
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more likely that it is not Minimal Art but the various European prefigurations of Minimal Art, 

which are accountable for the emergence of the minimalist style in cinema, presumably those 

associated with the tradition of geometric abstraction, like Constructivism, Neoplasticism, or 

Suprematism, but one wouldn’t cast out De Stijl or Bauhaus either. Not unlike the movements 

associated above with the cult of primitivism, geometric abstraction also attempted to fill in 

the structural hiatus of social experience alongside the ambition of getting down to 

elementary mental patterns, only this time through a stripped and austere artistic expression. 

For artists involved with geometric art the quest for basic invariables pointed towards the 

truths of science, whose mental or transcendental reality was at the time best described in 

phenomenological terms. Suffice to mention the attempts of Edmund Husserl to warrant the 

phenomenological basis of the European sciences, which led him to the discussion of the 

phenomenological origins of geometry. In cinema geometric abstraction accounted well for 

the geometric camera movement in much of the tradition of modernist minimalist cinema, and 

it was equally suitable to express the abstract rules and universal patterns – not necessarily in 

a psychoanalytical but also in a phenomenological perspective – of the inner subjectivity – or 

non-objectivity – of the alienated and solitary individual. 
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Minimalism in Modernist Cinema 

 

All you need for a movie is a gun and a girl. 

 

Jean-Luc Godard 

 

There are several ways of representing the power of loss and the general experience of 

nothingness. In Michelangelo Antonioni’s career, from the 1950 Cronaca di un amore to the 

1966 Blowup, one can trace a linear evolution towards a clear formulation of these concepts. 

The human absence and disappearance becomes increasingly abstract, especially in the 1960 

L’avventura, the 1961 La notte, the 1962 L’eclisse, and the 1964 Il deserto rosso, while in 

Blowup nothingness is a direct motive used as the central symbol of the film. But most 

importantly for the matters presented here nothingness is very well linked to the stylistic 

austerity generally present in modernist films labeled as minimalist by András Bálint Kovács 

in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980. Kovács defines 

three main currents of minimalism in modernist cinema. “We can discern three main trends 

within modern minimalist form. The first is epitomized by Robert Bresson’s films, and I will 

call it metonymic minimalism. The second, represented by Antonioni’s films between 1957 

and 1966, will be called analytical minimalism. The third is what I call expressive 

minimalism, and its main representative is Ingmar Bergman in his films made between 1961 

and 1972.” (Kovács 2007, 141) Traces of minimalism were also present during the 1950s in 

the films of Carl Theodor Dreyer or Yasujirô Ozu. “But from 1959, stylistic austerity and 

reductionism became fashionable, and minimalism became the strongest and most influential 

trend of modern cinema.” (Kovács 2007, 140) Other major filmmakers who in a given period 

of their modernist career developed a more or less characteristic style based on one or more of 

techniques of minimalism, according to Kovács, include Jean-Marie Straub in most of his 

films, Bernardo Bertolucci, Roman Polanski, and Carlos Saura in their debut films, Philippe 

Garrel and Jerzy Kawalerowicz in their early films, Miklós Jancsó and Jan Nemec in the 

1960s, Jean-Luc Godard in the period between 1968 and 1975, Rainer Werner Fassbinder 

between 1969 and 1970, and Chantal Akerman in the 1970s. 

 

In relation to the genres of modernist cinema Kovács points out that the typically modern 

genres are more likely to attract minimalist film styles, although one can find minimalist 

versions of various genres. “Closed-situation dramas are most of the time minimalist, since 
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the nature of the dramatic form requires a limited space, a limited number of characters and, 

more often than not, a highly restricted narrative frame.” (Kovács 2007, 159) As an early 

example of this Kovács lists Polanski’s 1962 Knife in the Water (Nóz w wodzie), which for 

the most part takes place on a sailing boat on a lake with only three characters. Very little 

information is provided of the lives of the characters, but the nature of the drama is such that 

this information is not necessary to follow the unfolding conflict between them, just like in 

Kawalerowicz’s 1959 Night Train (Pociag) or in Luis Buñuel’s 1962 El ángel exterminador. 

“Stylistically, Polanski’s film is the most minimalist of all, by its choice of environment and 

the extremely reduced amount of signifying elements.” (Kovács 2007, 159) Another film that 

utilizes all the possibilities of the closed situation drama to create a minimalist style in almost 

all of its aspects is Saura’s 1966 La caza. Here a few men are gathered for a rabbit hunt and 

though there is quite a lot of dialogue in the film, the information it conveys is restricted to 

immediate reflections on what they are doing and to the mounting tension between them. 

After a while it becomes apparent that they are veterans of the Spanish Civil War, and they 

haven’t seen each other for years. The place looks as desolate and barren as possible, and the 

heat is intense. The men have memories of this deserted place, since it was a battlefield in the 

war. As the day goes on, the scorching sun frays their nerves, bringing out their inner 

weaknesses and personal conflicts. As suggested by Kovács, here the nature of the drama 

makes the lack of narrative information a stylistic element, as the film constantly alludes to 

their past, which suggests that the source of the tension between them is hidden in the past 

events. “The characters’ acting style is rather dispassionate except in the moments of high 

tension, which is why the brutal massacre at the end in which they shoot one another to death 

comes quite unexpectedly. The story is a perfect closed-situation drama in that the plot is 

developed from the fact that the characters remain confined in a limited space (in this respect 

even a spot in the desert can be considered a limited space). Nothing diverts the viewer’s 

attention from what is immediately given in the story, neither on the narrative, nor on the 

visual level, even though Saura does not apply any radical tools to enhance the minimalist 

effects of his style.” (Kovács 2007, 161) Others, however, like Antonioni, Bresson, or 

Bergman, usually do exactly that. 
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Analytic Minimalism (Antonioni) 

 

You know what I would like to do: make a film with actors standing in empty space so that the 

spectator would have to imagine the background of the characters. 

 

Michelangelo Antonioni 

 

Michelangelo Antonioni became a major force in international film in the early 1960s. It was 

also then that he began to typify, alongside other artists, a new European modernist cinema, 

expressing a distinctly contemporary alienation. Relying primarily on the trilogy of 

‘modernity and its discontents’ – formed by the 1960 L’avventura, the 1961 La notte, and the 

1962 L’eclisse – in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, 

film critic András Bálint Kovács defined the style of Antonioni as analytic minimalism. 

Kovács outlined the characteristic features, which build up Antonioni’s specific minimalist 

style: “The most remarkable manifestation of this form of minimalism can be found in the 

early films of Antonioni, which feature austere compositions associated with long takes and 

in some cases complicated and long camera movements. I call this form “analytical” for two 

reasons. One is its tendency toward geometrical compositions, the other is the split Antonioni 

makes between different dimensions of the form: the background and the characters on the 

one hand, the plot and the viewer’s time experience on the other.” (Kovács 2007, 149) 

Reformulating somewhat the above description in order to clarify the formula, there are, then, 

the long takes often carried out by geometric camera trajectories, which separate the diegetic 

time from the time experience of the viewer on the one hand, and the austere visual 

compositions that isolate the characters from the background, on the other. Obviously, these 

techniques are interrelated, and mutually reshape one another. 

 

As for the first part of the definition, the time experience, Kovács remarks that it is not 

necessarily the length of the takes that distinguishes Antonioni’s films. “It is very often taken 

for granted that Antonioni’s style involves extreme long takes and also long camera 

movements. However, it is only true for what became the “Antonioni style” during the 1960s, 

but not for Antonioni’s own style of this period. Seymour Chatman has remarked that at the 

time of L’avventura there was not much difference in shot length between an Antonioni film 

and the average Hollywood film of the time.” (Kovács 2007, 153–154) Antonioni’s earlier 

films, like the 1950 Cronaca di un amore, included more long takes but in the films of the 
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period in case the rhythm wasn’t that much different of the average European modernist art 

film. In his 1997 article, Modernism, Minimalism, Melancholy: Angelopoulos and Visual 

Style, David Bordwell observed the same thing: “Antonioni’s black and white work harbours 

at least two distinct trends. His earliest features display long-take shooting with complex 

movements of figure and camera.” (Horton 1997, 13) In many scenes, puts Bordwell, the 

characters execute a leisurely ballet of foreground and background movement, as if the 

director had slowed down the choreography of Jean Renoir’s 1939 La règle du jeu. From 

around the 1957 Il grido, however, Antonioni started to simplify his style. “He uses less 

intricate camera movements, and relies somewhat more on cutting.” (Horton 1997, 13) 

Antonioni himself explained that the shift in his attitude came with the recognition that a 

multiplicity of approaches and a varying point of view is more adequate to express the 

phenomenological truth of a character than the endless, complicated camera movements. 

 

Instead of the length of the takes, Kovács locates the analytic power of these scenes in their 

specific dramatic construction. Antonioni introduces a very peculiar dramatic device, writes 

Kovács, present already in Il grido, which he will only radicalize in his modernist works, the 

most spectacular and developed example of which he will provide in L’eclisse. “I will call 

this procedure inverted dramatic construction.” (Kovács 2007, 154) The technique of 

dedramatization is not an unfamiliar procedure in European cinema; Bordwell sees a whole 

tradition of dedramatization that emerged after the end of World War II. “Filmmakers 

explored ways to mute both plot and style, thereby marking the drama as a more serious, even 

realistic representation than that offered by Hollywood cinema.” (Horton 1997, 13) Robert 

Bresson, Roberto Rossellini, Carl Theodor Dreyer and several other directors working in the 

1950s were important in the development of this trend, but most pertinent, Bordwell suggests, 

was Antonioni. From the Il grido onwards, Antonioni explored a host of tactics for draining 

away the drama from charged situations. “He virtually eliminates nondiegetic music and 

point-of-view cutting. Close-ups and medium shots still remain important components of the 

scenes, but, more and more, Antonioni stages major actions in long shots of figures in 

landscapes or spacious interiors.” (Horton 1997, 14) Perhaps the most famous example is the 

bleak ending of L’avventura, which reduces the two protagonists to streaks of black in a 

blocked-out composition of sea and sky. “Antonioni likewise reduces scenes to silences and 

temps morts, stretches of dead time in which nothing of traditional dramatic moment is 

occurring. He also renders acting more impassive by means of a fairly muted performance 

style, long-held poses, and what I shall call “dorsality,” the tendency to turn figures from the 
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camera at moments of dramatic intensity. The result is the “inexpressive” shot that actually 

expresses – lassitude, anomie, suppressed pain, or emotional distances between the 

characters.” (Horton 1997, 14) 

 

Not very much unlike Bordwell, Kovács suggests that what occurs in these films is an 

outright inversion of the dramatic structure that leads to the basic narrative setup of 

Antonioni, his known practice of discarding – liberating to some opinions – traditional 

narrative, and deliberately playing against viewer expectations. “The main point in this 

structure is that Antonioni inverts the order between the peak of dramatic tension and plot 

development.” (Kovács 2007, 154) Usually, dramatic tension has its climax at the very end of 

the plot and is related to the solution of the main conflict. In Antonioni’s films, from Il grido 

up to L’eclisse, the peak of dramatic tension takes place at the beginning of the film, before 

the development of the plot. “It is still related to a conflict obviously, but what follows the 

exposure of the conflict is not the solution of it, but rather the “eternalizing” of it by emptying 

out the initial situation of its dramatic tension.” (Kovács 2007, 154) Or, as Chatman has put it 

in his 1985 book, Antonioni, or, the Surface of the World, what happens is that the narrative 

time, the time of the chain of events, stops: “the film is denarrativized, and another kind of 

time, descriptive or expository, takes over.” (Chatman 1985, 80) 

 

As Kovács suggests, rather than ascending or wavering, dramatic tension is monotonously 

descending in the three major early modernist films of Antonioni. “Antonioni makes the 

spectator follow the different paths his characters have taken to arrive at the momentous 

event. But after the first five to fifteen minutes of his films where real action takes place, 

virtually no scene contains any action of which the spectator could grasp the real sense as to 

how it helps the plot unfold. We follow long paths, but we never know whether we are getting 

any closer to a supposed goal. The dramatically tense beginnings of his films always pose an 

important question that is able to keep the viewer’s curiosity alive throughout the film. The 

construction of the stories that follow the exposition is such that they constantly raise the 

possibility of getting close to a solution.” (Kovács 2007, 155) Dramaturgical and narrative 

structure therefore go hand in hand. “And it is only at the end that it turns out that nothing 

happens behind the scenes.” (Kovács 2007, 155) Where has the missing girl gone in 

L’avventura? – one might ask. “After all, we will never find out, and our heroes also have lost 

interest in that question.” (Kovács 2007, 155) Can the friend be saved in La notte? As Kovács 

suggests, it turns out that he cannot be saved, but that is neither the only nor the biggest 
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problem of the film. Will the protagonists of L’eclisse start a new life, or go back to their old 

one? “After all that, we don’t know, because he simply disappears from the story. Nothing is 

hidden, what we see is what there is. Editing for Antonioni is not a way of hiding important 

information or creating a sense of a metaphysical dimension of the story.” (Kovács 2007, 

155) As suggested before, in his films Antonioni looks for the phenomenological truth 

instead. Not surprisingly, this structure also operates as a means of introducing a sort of 

existentialist thought into the narrative. The situation unfolding around the unresolved event 

becomes a sort of a normal everyday state of existence, to the extent that its disturbing or 

unbearable nature diminishes until it hits a ‘zero level,’ as for instance in L’eclisse. The 

eternity of the situation’s unresolvability strikes almost as hard in Antonioni as in the myth of 

Sisyphus. “It is the continuous emptying out of their lives that provides the dynamics of these 

plots, which develop toward a certain end marked by a point where the characters realize the 

radical emptiness of their lives.” (Kovács 2007, 155) The lack of a resolution is articulated 

alongside the idea of emptiness. “Whether or not they are aware of their situation, the main 

characters simply disappear from the film, which ends with the pictures of a total eclipse, or 

total disappearance of the light.” (Kovács 2007, 155) 

 

Few would argue that Antonioni’s use of the landscape as the background of his alienated 

characters is one of the most distinct elements of his style. “The visual characteristics of his 

landscapes and their role in the plot are important watermarks of Antonioni’s breaking away 

from his neorealist roots.” (Kovács 2007, 149) Underdeveloped or deserted environments 

weren’t new to cinema; neorealist settings often included unprivileged neighbourhoods 

emphasizing emotional or spiritual emptiness, for instance in the films of Rossellini, like the 

1948 Germania anno zero or the 1950 Stromboli. Antonioni, however, has reinterpreted the 

relation of the character and the background. “The dramatic tension between the characters 

and the environment disappears, and their communication is broken. Their relationship is 

reduced to radical isolation or alienation. Emptiness and desolation of the environment are not 

the indications of a social or cultural condition represented by the background world, and the 

characters are in a way disconnected from this background.” (Kovács 2007, 149) However 

obvious it would be to draw a parallel between the emptiness of the landscape and the 

depressed state of mind of the characters based on the similarity between them (suggesting 

that the landscape in fact expresses the psyche of the character), this relation is not nearly as 

straightforward as it first seems. Chatman, however, also made some remarks in this respect, 

relating to the Il grido, introducing a much-referred topic into the discourse. “Eschewing 
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artificial signs, like commentative music, and wanting to restrict himself to the visual field, 

Antonioni relied on the technique of “landscape-as-state-of-soul” (paysage-état-de-l’âme).” 

(Chatman 1985, 90) The characters remain narrative objects among the other objects, 

suggested Chatman, and those other objects serve as ‘metonymic signs of their inner life.’ 

This formulation eventually led to a certain amount of polemics. As Kovács observed 

Chatman was very cautious not to call Antonioni’s landscape symbolic, which is why he 

called it metonymic instead, suggesting that the landscape is a physical continuation of the 

character’s inner world. “He is quite right to avoid the idea of symbolism in characterizing the 

landscape, which would contradict Antonioni’s realism as well as the idea of the neutrality of 

the object world. The term “metonymy” refers to physical contiguity. It suggests that the 

characters are organic parts of the landscape they move around in, and the objects of the 

landscape and its general atmosphere express the same emotional meanings as the character’s 

behavior.” (Kovács 2007, 150) But, as Kovács insists, only the very early films of Antonioni 

would support Chatman’s thesis, but in those the landscape does not play an eminent role. 

From the Il grido onwards the situation changes considerably, this being the first film in 

which the ‘autumnal, hazy, and grim’ atmosphere of the landscape has an important function. 

Ironically, however, it only apparently corresponds to the main character’s depressed state of 

mind. “Already in this film Antonioni arrived at another – modernist – conception of using 

the landscape: that which isolates it from the psychology of the characters.” (Kovács 2007, 

150) 

 

Accordingly, Kovács continues, in the series of films that follow, starting with L’avventura, it 

would be very difficult to argue that the atmosphere of the landscape corresponds to the state 

of mind of the characters. In most cases the environment is rich, lively, and cheerful. The first 

part of L’avventura is indeed set on a deserted island in the middle of nowhere, covered only 

with rocks, but the second part of the film catapults to various charming locations in Sicily, 

with mountains, seashores, and an abundance of vegetation. The constructed environment 

appears to be rather rich as well, with palaces, hotels, and old churches. As Peter Brunette 

summed it up in his 1998 book, The Films of Michelangelo Antonioni: “Thus on one level 

L’avventura seems to offer itself as an apotheosis of the visible; at the same time it never 

ceases to critique the neorealist aesthetics by demonstrating that reality is always more than 

what can be seen.” (Brunette 1998, 30) Of course, every now and then there are scenes, which 

employ gloomy landscapes but these aren’t typical. “Instead of contiguity, there is a strong 

contrast between the characters’ desolate psychic state and the diversity and beauty of the 
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world around them.” (Kovács 2007, 150) La notte also starts with the bare streets and the 

geometric flat surfaces of the modern urban milieu, but in the second part the protagonists 

visit an exotic bar, and attend crowded party in a rather elegant modernist villa. In L’eclisse 

“Antonioni emphasizes even less the mere visual quality of desolation” (Kovács 2007, 151) 

and, accordingly, most scenes take place in highly crowded places, like the stock market, the 

bar, the park, and the office. “Instead of emphasizing the loneliness of the main character by 

the visual character of the spaces, he rather creates a feeling of loneliness within an agitated 

environment.” (Kovács 2007, 151) 

 

In the 1964 Il deserto rosso the prominence of the industrial setting and the colours of the 

industrial materials resulted in an almost abstract painterly effect. “In this film the tension 

between the estranged world of the story and the colorful diversity of the environment almost 

creates an independent and purely ornamental use of the objects and the space.” (Kovács 

2007, 151) As a genuine modernist, Antonioni truly believed in the beauty of the industrial 

landscape, the beauty of the rich and lively lines, curves and colours of the factories, as he 

himself has repeatedly put it. As such, the industrialized world for Antonioni is not inhuman; 

it doesn’t exercise any direct oppression upon the psyche, which would mechanistically lead 

to neurosis. “The most general characteristics of Antonioni’s landscapes are not that they are 

expressing human states of mind. Quite on the contrary: they create a contrast between beauty 

and liveliness in the material world and the depressed or even neurotic psychic states of mind 

of the characters. This world seems to be devoid and inhuman not because it is empty or 

because it is physically or visually inhuman and lacking beauty, but because it is lacking 

human contact. It lacks not only contact between humans but also contact between humans 

and the environment.” (Kovács 2007, 152) The inexpressive character of the landscape also 

comes from the fact that these surroundings doesn’t present themselves in a large variety of 

different elements but rather as a variation of a small set of visual components, until they 

grow devoid of any emotional meaning, “keeping only their pure aesthetic sense devoid of 

practical human contact to the point where representation of the background becomes almost 

self-contained.” (Kovács 2007, 153) Therefore, from this perspective too, landscape is not a 

projection of interior life, of something usually hidden, because nothing is hidden, but 

represented as a self-contained aesthetic surface. Landscapes therefore are rather motivical 

variations of character behaviour, suggests Kovács. The ornamental use of landscape is 

clearly detectable in Il deserto rosso. 
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Under these circumstances alienation is mostly a problem of adaptation, the modern 

individual must learn how to live and feel at home within these surroundings. According to 

Antonioni, those, who have not adapted are perhaps too strongly attached to obsolete 

structures of life. “If Antonioni’s landscapes are “empty,” it is not because they express by 

their physical aspect the characters’ mental state. It is because the characters cannot find their 

lives in there however beautiful they may appear. The characters cannot interact with their 

environment. They wander around in it not because they want to find something that is out 

there, but because they have lost their human contact with that world. And because there is no 

psychological contact between the characters and the environment in which they are moving 

around, the depiction of the surroundings becomes independent of the narration.” (Kovács 

2007, 152–153) Therefore it is only the detachment of the environment from the narrative 

motivation that results in a deserted atmosphere, which at its own turn acts as the basis of the 

minimalist effect. “No matter how crowded or eventful the scenes, what we feel is emptiness 

because they are detached from the lives of the characters.” (Kovács 2007, 153) Kovács cites 

the ending of L’eclisse as an example, where the surroundings are not empty at all, although 

one has the feeling that they are. But in fact people come and go, busses arrive and cars go by 

in the scene, only the protagonists are missing, whom we expect to be there. Only the 

narratively motivated event is missing, not human presence in general, but this is already 

enough to experience the radical emptiness of life under modernism. 

 

It is often argued that Antonioni’s breaking away from his neorealist roots resulted in an 

increasingly apolitical cinematic output. The trajectory portrayed in the films is certainly one 

of a national culture, often represented through the elements of the physical environment but 

also through the characters’ occupations or pursuits; shifting from the left, associated with the 

immediate postwar period (due to the prominent communist presence in the partisan 

resistance), to the right, associated with the following decades (due to Italy’s subsequent 

capitalist expansion under a series of conservative governments aligned to the United States). 

However, a sort of ‘lingering leftism’ is faintly invoked by the great modernist series of 

Antonioni, which usually comes across as out-of-step with a resurgent capitalist Italy, 

reaching prominence as an increasingly significant European economic and political power. 

This historical shift, perhaps also a more or less immediate determinant of Antonioni’s 

phenomenological method – via Jean-Paul Sartre’s phenomenological existentialism – and 

autonomous modernism, can also be detected in the form of the apparent transformation of 
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the characters, or through the replacement of one previously prominent cultural typology with 

a new one. 

 

The protagonist of L’avventura, Sandro (Gabriele Ferzetti), started his career as a promising 

architect, but later he decided to abandon his profession for a more lucrative job as a 

draftsman. La notte portrays a day in the life of a bourgeois writer, Giovanni (Marcello 

Mastroianni), and his wife Lidia (Jeanne Moreau), who apparently have all the furnishings of 

a sophisticated existence, but their marriage is still disintegrating. Like Sandro in 

L’avventura, Giovanni has arrived at an artistic and personal standstill, while his leftist 

interests lead him to praise his dying friend’s recent article on Theodor W. Adorno. The film 

follows the couple as they attend an all-night party held by a wealthy industrialist, where they 

half-heartedly resist the temptations of infidelity. At the party Giovanni is offered a lucrative 

salary to write the life story of the industrialist. In L’eclisse, the political content comes in 

Vittoria’s (Monica Vitti) choices of partners. It has been repeatedly pointed out that the 

prominent presence of communist cultural journals on Riccardo’s (Francisco Rabal) desk in 

the film’s opening scenes suggests the home office of a leftist intellectual, while Vittoria’s 

subsequent drift into the affair with the unreservedly capitalist stockbroker Piero (Alain 

Delon) takes her to the other end of the political spectrum. Even without seeing Vittoria as 

reductive national symbol, the fact that her rejected lover, Riccardo, is almost middle-aged 

and rather pathetic in his unwanted advances, while the stockbroker is remarkably youthful 

and good-looking, fits the idea of Antonioni portraying the progressive intellectual class as 

exhausted and marginalized, left behind by a decisively youthful capitalist culture. 

L’eclisse seemingly embraces such a shift in the political agenda, also represented by the 

distinction between the different urban environments. Moving between these spaces, Vittoria 

lives in the planned neighbourhood, and her vocation as a translator also place her ultimately 

closer to Riccardo’s intellectual milieu, which, however, she feels impossible to bear any 

longer. Meanwhile, as it was also pointed out by critics, neither she nor the film seem capable 

of understanding Piero’s job and world; the agitation of the stock market, tellingly located at 

the heart of the ancient metropolis’ historic centre. While one can certainly detect Vittoria’s 

incompatibility in bits of dialogue and expression, her basic mismatch is largely played out 

through contrasting trends in historicity. As the observer of the clash of these different worlds 

– and the figure with which the camera largely aligns itself – Vittoria is most isolated. 
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This sort of protagonist is an apparent beneficiary of Italy’s postwar economic boom and of 

the expanded personal freedoms afforded by a new middle-class less connected to the 

traditions of family and church than was the case in the prewar and immediate postwar period. 

But this new protagonist seemingly doesn’t know exactly how to use this freedom, if not 

wishing to become a ‘fully paid-up follower’ of what appears to be the default modern 

religion of market capitalism. Startlingly passive and tenuous, the protagonist of the early 

1960s Italian modernist cinema is something of a gentrified, updated version of Neorealism’s 

wandering working-class hero. No longer part of an agrarian, proletariat, or impoverished 

family fighting for survival or revolutionary change, the now seemingly well-educated and 

notionally single protagonist comes across as much more modern than its forebears. It is 

thereby also, however, newly riddled with ambivalence, concurrently intrigued by and 

fundamentally dissatisfied with the modernity of which it is a direct product. Facing a doubt 

that would become ever more widespread within most Western countries in subsequent 

decades, the newly ‘liberated’ subject passively moves through and observes the postwar 

world with no essential sense of direction, unable to conceive desirable action within it. This 

figure is at once gifted with genuine agency and choice, and imprisoned by devitalizing 

doubt. It is also much more intimately felt than the often heavily archetypal, non-individuated 

characters of Neorealism. 
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Metonymic Minimalism (Bresson) 

 

It is in its pure form that an art hits hard. 

 

Robert Bresson 

 

Robert Bresson, sometimes labeled as the patron saint of French cinema not only for the 

strong Catholic themes found throughout his oeuvre, but also for his notable contributions to 

the art of film, holds a strong position in the genealogy of modernist cinema. His style can be 

detected through his use of sound, associating selected sounds with images or characters; 

paring dramatic form to its essentials by the spare use of music; but most importantly through 

his infamous actor-model methods of directing his almost exclusively non-professional actors. 

As he himself formulated in his very own Notes on Cinematography, written between 1950 

and 1958: “Models who have become automatic (everything weighed, measured, timed, 

repeated ten, twenty times) and are then dropped in the middle of the events of your film – 

their relations with the objects and persons around them will be right, because they will not be 

thought.” (Bresson 1977, 12) French New Wave pioneers often praised Bresson and posited 

him as a prototype or precursor to the movement, although he was neither as overtly 

experimental nor as outwardly political as them. Sometimes also described as a painter of 

films and known for his formal austerity, efficient precision, contemplative distance and 

minimalist approach, Bresson created a lasting and indelible body of work, a stark poetic 

meditation on suffering, salvation, alienation and the human condition. The ‘spiritual’ quality 

in Bresson, Susan Sontag believed, was a result of the stripping down to the essentials from 

the ‘explicit religious point of view.’ 

 

Hungarian film critic András Bálint Kovács in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: 

European Art Cinema 1950-1980, described Bresson’s style as follows: “Bresson was the first 

to develop a radically minimalist form in modern cinema.” (Kovács 2007, 141) His style 

became quite self-conscious and was crystallized in his 1959 Pickpocket, even though in the 

1956 Un condamné à mort s’est échappé ou Le vent souffle où il veut all the main stylistic 

components that would characterize Bresson’s films through the rest of his career were 

already in place. “Contemporary critics reacted immediately to the stylistic maturity of 

Pickpocket.” (Kovács 2007, 141) Some raised the idea that Pickpocket was a brilliant stylistic 

exercise; others contended that Bresson in fact changed his style, and the film marked a new 
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period in his career. “But Bresson claimed to have made no stylistic changes whatsoever in 

comparison to his previous film: “I can see neither arrival nor departure in Pickpocket. I am 

on the right track.”” (Kovács 2007, 141) According to a yet another opinion, even more than 

the previous film, the Pickpocket offers an ideal case for Bresson’s insistence on naked 

actions devoid of acting, since the protagonist’s occupation requires him to suppress any sign 

of emotion. 

 

Kovács presents the principal stylistic characteristics of Bresson’s films. “The minimalism of 

Bresson’s style has three main aspects. One is his extensive use of offscreen space; the second 

is his highly elliptical narrative style; and the third is a radically dispassionate acting style.” 

(Kovács 2007, 141) These characteristics sum up to form a special sort of minimalist film 

style, called by Kovács metonymic, named basically after the first aspect of the three. 

Kovács’s description of the metonymic use of the offscreen space links his interpretation to 

the more familiar evaluations of Bresson’s relation to film sound. “It is predominantly 

because of his use of offscreen space that we name the Bresson-style of minimalism 

“metonymic,” that is, a considerable amount of narrative information is provided, especially 

by sound effects, from offscreen space that extends just beyond what is in fact visible 

onscreen. In other words, much of the plot is taking place in spaces not seen but contiguously 

attached to onscreen space.” (Kovács 2007, 141–142) Kovács then outlines the possible 

reasons for adopting the frequent use of the offscreen (metonymic) soundscape in the 

narrative process. “One reason is to enhance dramatic tension, to raise the viewer’s curiosity, 

which curiosity is then satisfied later by showing what was unseen before.” (Kovács 2007, 

142) This one is hardly the case of minimalism, for which the tradition of dedramatization is 

severely essential, therefore Kovács continues his inquiry. “The other reason is to reduce 

information redundancy: part of the narrative information is conveyed only by two channels, 

not by three: either by time and sight (we see what is happening) or by time and sound (we 

hear what is happening). In the latter case we speak of minimalist use of offscreen space. 

Certain events are never seen onscreen, we can only hear the sounds.” (Kovács 2007, 142) 

 

As Kovács suggests, the two major predecessors of modernism in the 1950s, Bresson himself 

and Carl Theodor Dreyer were the first to introduce a kind of minimalism based on extensive 

use of offscreen space (and offscreen sound), which was a result of the ’radically’ static 

composition. Argument which doubles into saying that the metonymic use of sound also 

resulted in a specific visual style: “Bresson later extended his minimalist style in such a way 
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that even the scene that was supposed to be visualized became visually mutilated.” (Kovács 

2007, 142) Tony Pipolo in his 2010 book, Robert Bresson: A Passion for Film, also remarked 

that scenes in Bresson “often begin with a detail in close-up, for example a hand engaged or 

about to be engaged in an action. The approach favors metonymy over the metaphorical 

resonance we see in the earlier films.” (Pipolo 2010, 13) Indeed, Bresson often used medium 

close-ups whose composition was unclear at the beginning of the shot. “Objects or human 

bodies are cut off in an unusually nonfunctional manner. In certain cases it is clearly 

impossible to discern what is shown in the picture. Seconds later, however, something gets 

into the composition, usually in the middle of it, which finally confers meaning on the rest of 

the image.” (Kovács 2007, 142) Kovács goes on and describes a scene in Bresson’s 1983 

L’argent: “Bresson gives a medium close-up of an opening between some vertical metal bars. 

Then we see the backs of humans from the wrist up to the neck passing through the opening 

and then quickly moving out of focus. We do not see who these people are and where they are 

going. A few seconds later, someone steps into the picture, almost covering the whole view, 

locks the opening and disappears – thereby disclosing in a close-up the big lock of the prison 

door now in full view. It is only then that we understand what we have seen before.” (Kovács 

2007, 142) According to Kovács, then, this is a process of a harsh reduction of narrative 

redundancy within the image. In fact no narrative information is withheld in any way, yet not 

the whole visual composition supports the narrative information, but only a small part of it. 

The rest of the shot consists of ‘almost abstract’ visual elements. “Bresson does not change 

shot length nor does he move the camera to increase visual redundancy and enhance narrative 

clarity. The only way he emphasizes narrative information in the image is to place the most 

important visual element in the middle of an unstructured and partial composition.” (Kovács 

2007, 142–143) 

 

The ‘visually mutilated images’ then go hand in hand with Bresson’s elliptical narrative 

technique; the use of the disrupted narrative, organized around substantial hiatuses. “His 

peculiar procedure was to construct his scenes in such a way as to separate narrative 

construction from dramatic motivation.” (Kovács 2007, 143–144) The modernist tradition of 

dedramatization was therefore seemingly present throughout the oeuvre of Bresson, and 

practically involved showing only the most substantial parts of the action, as he usually cut 

off the preparatory or elaborating parts of the scene and gave very little or no verbal 

explanation. This kind of dramatic construction was partly present already in his 1951 

Journal d’un curé de campagne. According to Kovács the transitional character of this film is 
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indicated by two things: “On the one hand, most of the scenes are extremely short, running 

under two minutes, like in a silent film, and dialogues are reduced to the minimum necessary 

for conveying the core information of the scene. On the other hand, there are some unusually 

long dialogue scenes, like the one with the countess and the priest, which runs exactly ten 

minutes, and in these scenes of course inexpressive acting is hardly possible.” (Kovács 2007, 

144) As Kovács rightfully remarks in the later Un condamné à mort s’est échappé ou Le vent 

souffle où il veut the dramatic construction of the scenes is already much more balanced: the 

scenes are consistently short and concise. “Only three scenes run more than two minutes long 

in this film. A typical structure of a scene consists of a very short opening sequence, if any, 

presenting some basic elements of the situation – typically a close-up or medium close-up of 

an object that will play an important role in that scene – followed by a very concise 

presentation of the main information, and virtually no closing. Right after the main 

information is disclosed, Bresson cuts.” (Kovács 2007, 144) Therefore Bresson’s films 

sometimes leave the impression that they consist of a series of almost still images, much like 

in the silent cinema where the tools of narration were much more restricted. The reference to 

silent cinema is emphasized also by visual austerity and by the increasingly ascetic use of 

dialogue. In the middle of his modernist period, starting with the 1967 Au hasard Balthazar 

and the 1967 Mouchette Bresson gave up voice-over narration too. “Bresson entirely 

eliminated voice-over narration, which he had used abundantly in his films made in the 

1950s, and reduced on-screen dialogues also to a necessary minimum.” (Kovács 2007, 144) 

 

Kovács considers the theft scene at the races from the very beginning of the Pickpocket. The 

first shot of the action is a close-up of a purse, from which a lady’s hand pulls out a few 

banknotes and gives them to a man, who then takes them to the box office to place the bid. 

Then we see Michel (Martin LaSalle), the protagonist, following her to the track, and stealing 

the rest of her money. It then takes three shots that add up to forty seconds for Michel to leave 

the racetrack, across the courtyard to the street, which is almost a real-time depiction of the 

event. However, already in the third shot, right after he exits the gate, he is followed by 

policemen. In the next shot he is already arrested, sitting in the police car. Kovács’s comment 

on the scene goes as follows: “This is not only elliptical narration, it is simply a creation of an 

unrealistic time span.” (Kovács 2007, 144–145) According to Kovács there is a whole set of 

events missing form the scene: discovering of the theft, calling the police, explaining the 

situation, instructing the agents, and the forty seconds to one minute (stated in the voice-over 

narration) interval simply couldn’t cover all these events. Of course, Kovács’s account 
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doesn’t consider the possibility of a regular police patrol also very likely in crowded places 

like the racetrack, however, the possibility of catching Michel in such a short time indeed 

remains unrealistic. Bresson’s three shots of physical continuity suggest continuity of action, 

but it turns out that in fact there is no such continuity of action, but a complicated chain of 

hidden events. Therefore, as Kovács suggests, these shots stand for a very different system of 

events: “It is as though the continuous sequence showing Michel walking out of the 

racecourse was in fact not a representation of what happened, not even in a concise way, but 

of what Michel wished to have happened. That is the only way the sudden and surprising 

appearance of the policemen can be understood.” (Kovács 2007, 145–146) Elliptical narrative 

technique therefore was indeed accompanied by a concise scene dramaturgy in these films, 

and this has also left a major mark on the style of acting advocated by Bresson. 

 

An important element of Bresson’s minimalist style, then, is the extremely dispassionate 

acting technique, which he also underpinned with a special theory. As critics have pointed 

out, Bresson’s account in this matter is fundamental for understanding the acting style in 

many films of the modernist auteurs of the period, as in many ways the same ideas can be 

applied to the character representation of Federico Fellini, Michelangelo Antonioni, Jean-Luc 

Godard, or the Hungarian Miklós Jancsó. Bresson opposed two kinds of character 

representation, the one achieved by actors on the one hand, and another done by models on 

the other, advocating the latter, which, he claimed, was much more adequate for cinema. An 

actor plays roles, each of which is different from his own personality, however, remarked 

Bresson, an actor cannot be entirely someone else. “The actor: It’s not me you are seeing and 

hearing, it’s the other man. But being unable to be wholly the other, he is not that other.” 

(Bresson 1977, 24) The actor trying to be a different person ends up being artificial. “An actor 

draws from him what is not really there. Illusionist.” (Bresson 1977, 31) The model on the 

other hand is always the same person. In this sense, the model does not play anybody; a 

person on the screen is what the model is. “To your models: “One must not act either 

somebody else or oneself. One must not act anybody.”” (Bresson 1977, 31) But the character 

on the screen is not the totality of the model in real life; the character is only a part of the 

person. A director reduces the model to the traits that are useful for the film, while the model 

on the screen is not a live person in any sense; rather is a pure essence, an abstraction 

detached from all rational connections. “Model. It is his non-rational, non-logical “I” that 

your camera records.” (Bresson 1977, 41) But from this situation a strange relationship to 

psychological representation is derived. As Kovács explained: “There is no doubt that a 
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character represented by a model is psychologically determined. But this psychology is not a 

set of rules according to which instincts, subjective intentions, emotions, and different states 

of mind can be explained and re-presented in other roles or films. A model is a singular, 

unique person who expresses no intentions, has no consciousness that would link them to 

general behavior patterns.” (Kovács 2007, 147) 

 

It is as if Bresson wanted to say that the model is in a way inhuman: it is part of a real 

individual’s personality, but that particular part that is not associated with rationality. “The 

model is an irrational psychological abstraction.” (Kovács 2007, 147) Irrational for Bresson 

refers to a behaviour that is not determined from the outside, it is totally autonomous and 

impossible to describe by common motivation. The model for Bresson must act like a psychic 

automaton without any attempt to express inner motivations. “The causes are not in the 

models.” (Bresson 1977, 29) The model should not act in a way that can be interpreted based 

on the individual’s social, moral, or practical motives. The only way the individual’s 

behaviour can be interpreted is based on his psychic singularity, which cannot be reduced to 

exterior factors; the model is a singular phenomenon, it is like a unique object. “One single 

mystery of persons and objects.” (Bresson 1977, 8) The model therefore must flow smoothly 

into the order of other objects. “The persons and the objects in your film must walk at the 

same pace, as companions.” (Bresson 1977, 38) A model on the screen must become an 

object just as any other thing, and it is useful for the film as any other object. As Kovács 

rightfully pointed out it isn’t very difficult to recognize in this concept of acting the 

antipsychological spirit that constituted the basis of the Nouveau Roman. There are perhaps 

many possibilities to bring about the extreme abstraction of the model, but the central feature 

at Bresson is the reduction of human contact. “That is the way Bresson can express the 

singularity, autonomy, and objectivity of his characters, but this way they become in a sense 

empty. It is their autonomy, independence, or disconnectedness, their freedom in the final 

analysis that appears as a certain emptiness or mechanical behavior.” (Kovács 2007, 147–148) 

Bresson, however, has always counterbalanced this emptiness by a sort of mystical integrity 

related to a religious conception of the human psyche. 

 

Given that the most austere films perhaps draw their energy from the attempt to repress their 

own excess, the social determinants of such an austere and ascetic form, meant to express 

autonomy and mystical integrity via a hermetically closed subject, in times like the 1950s 

perhaps overlap with those of Catholic phenomenology, proposed at the time by Emmanuel 
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Mounier, a Christian theorist equally committed to Marxism. Mounier attempted to reconcile 

the two seemingly incompatible perspectives in a theory that entailed the belief that humanity 

is made on purpose and can only realize that purpose through the work one can do for others 

on earth. This Catholic phenomenology of grace was therefore drawn to the materialist 

conception of historical progress. It was Mounier’s belief that Marxists were too rigidly 

committed to the notion that humanity suffered from a crisis created by a capitalist economy, 

and a simple change of structure will also change the nature of mankind. By contrast, he also 

criticized the spiritual reading of humanity’s fallen state as a simple crisis of the heart. This 

historically unique formula managed to link some otherwise divergent ideas and concerns, 

including the relation of literature and politics, the liberation of North Africa, the psychology 

of youth culture, the relation between anarchy and Fascism, or, the influence of American 

culture in France. Given the political and economic climate of the postwar period, it’s hardly 

surprising that the idea of social change came linked to the phenomenological reform of 

religion. 

 

The influence of the Bresson style has extended in many directions already in the modernist 

period. However, unlike in the case of Antonioni, who started whole lines of stylistic threads 

in cinema, Bresson’s influences remained mostly in the form of more or less isolated 

techniques taken over by random filmmakers. Reduced scene dramaturgy was widely used in 

French cinema especially by Godard and François Truffaut, while the model style of acting 

was taken over by Andrei Tarkovsky. However, the most consistent follower of Bresson in 

modernist cinema was perhaps indeed Jean-Marie Straub, especially in his 1965 Nicht 

versöhnt oder Es hilft nur Gewalt, wo Gewalt herrscht, where Bresson’s techniques of mise 

en scène are clearly recognizable. “There is virtually no acting and no interaction between the 

characters, who basically recite monologues in a highly dispassionate tone. The scenes last as 

long as their monologues, leaving as little space for description of the environment or of the 

character’s state of mind as possible.” (Kovács 2007, 148) The atonal character of the images 

was achieved by the elimination of the historical aura of both the costumes and sets, as Starub 

has himself admitted it, whereas human actions were reduced to physical gestures instead of 

real physical movements, in fact only signaling the action. This aspect of Straub’s style made 

it rather theatrical and also distanced it from the cinema of Bresson. Later Straub, like many 

others, shifted his style even more towards theatricality, which was more fashionable in the 

1970s. 
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Expressive Minimalism (Bergman) 

 

Someone has said a Swede is like a bottle of ketchup – nothing and nothing and then all at 

once – splat. 

 

Ingmar Bergman 

 

Michelangelo Antonioni and Robert Bresson are not the only contenders of a minimalist 

aesthetic in modernist cinema. As András Bálint Kovács has put it in his 2007 book, 

Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950–1980: “Although minimalism involves 

the reduction of expressive formal elements, this does not mean that all minimalist styles are 

necessarily inexpressive like that of Bresson and Antonioni. Ingmar Bergman is a case in 

point.” (Kovács 2007, 161) The cinema of Bergman perhaps needs no formal introduction. 

Recognized as one of the most accomplished and influential auteurs of all time, Bergman is 

often credited with the achievement of singlehandedly transfiguring a medium long devoted 

to spectacle into an art capable of profoundly personal meditations into the myriad struggles 

facing the psyche and the soul. Most of the time Bergman’s modernist films are closed-

situation dramas, with, as Kovács observed, an increasing amount of minimalism in their 

styles, which reach their apogee in the 1969 The Rite (Riten). 

 

Kovács then outlines the minimalist characteristics of Bergman’s modernist films, the specific 

use of the landscape and that of the close-up – the latter not being entirely independent form 

the techniques employed by Carl Theodor Dreyer. “His minimalist style is based, apart from 

the bare and confined landscapes, on his consciously consistent use of close-ups, which 

betrays the influence of Dreyer’s modernism.” (Kovács 2007, 161–162) Bergman’s use of 

close-ups became more consistent in his modernist period, starting with the 1961 Through a 

Glass Darkly (Såsom i en spegel), which seems a compensation for the inexpressive effect of 

extreme reduction of other elements such as characters and landscape. “While Bergman’s 

visual style is unusually dramatic, probably the most dramatic and expressive in late 

modernism, it remains extremely minimalist rather than theatrical, which it tended to be in his 

early period. Unlike other modernist auteurs, he never ceases to use expressionist lighting 

effects and an extremely dramatic acting style throughout his modern period.” (Kovács 2007, 

162) 
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It is hardly a secret that a theatrical approach was never alien to Bergman. Analyzing The Rite 

Kovács observes the tight links between Bergman’s minimalist style, the close-up, and his 

account of the theatre. “His style is so austere in this film that it almost lacks mise-en-scène. 

The film is entirely shot in close-ups and medium close-ups of scenes involving mostly two, 

sometimes three, and on two occasions four, characters.” (Kovács 2007, 162) Kovács also 

highlights the fact that the characters in these scenes are always placed in front of a neutral 

background with virtually no props around them and with no visual indications of where the 

scene takes place. Additionally, they make gestures or move only on the occasion of their 

(otherwise rare) outbursts, while in all the other cases they remain firmly seated. Locations 

are specified only by the intertitles and the style of the furniture. “The film has a strong 

theatrical effect stemming from the fact that the whole drama happens through dialogues; 

however, the fact that the characters hardly move around in the spaces shown, or in any 

surrounding space, creates a different kind of abstraction from that of modern theater.” 

(Kovács 2007, 162) The talking head style and the expressive acting bring The Rite closer to 

the teleplay rather than to theatre. 

 

In the respect of the landscape, not unlike Antonioni, Bergman was one of modernism’s 

emblematic creators of bare environments. But while in Antonioni the austere approach 

towards nature was present right from the beginning of his career, in Bergman’s cinema it 

turned up relatively late. In fact, as Kovács observed, there was something like a shift in 

Bergman’s style in the respect of the landscape at the beginning of the 1960s. Kovács 

describes Bergman’s former, romanticist approach of nature from the second half of the 

1950s, a period when, indeed, all of Bergman’s masterpieces, like the 1957 The Seventh Seal 

(Det sjunde inseglet), the 1957 Wild Strawberries (Smultronstället), or the 1960 The Virgin 

Spring (Jungfrukällan), were set in a natural environment. “The nature Bergman represents in 

these films is rich, fertile, and full of interesting creatures, secrets, and mysticism. All of these 

films in fact tell fairy tale-like stories in which the world of nature is full of signs for the 

characters suggesting to them what to do, what to think, and where to go in their lives. 

Therefore, there is a constant interaction and communication between the characters and the 

natural surroundings. It is a spiritual world that hides the information and the strength the 

characters need to shift their lives in the right direction, while on their sides they have the 

moral attitude that makes them capable of this shift. In The Seventh Seal a variety of imagined 

and real mysterious creatures populate the world the heroes are going through; in Wild 

Strawberries the childhood memories are hidden in the bushes and behind the trees, and in 
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The Virgin Spring it is God who manifests himself in nature.” (Kovács 2007, 163) 

 

Bergman’s romanticist account of nature changed in the Through a Glass Darkly where one 

suddenly finds a desolate island with bare rocks, empty seashore, but also an abandoned 

shipwreck. This kind of landscape appears briefly already in the beginning of The Seventh 

Seal, where there is a sharp distinction between different landscapes associated with different 

characters. The romanticist landscape is associated with the strolling players, and the desolate 

environment is associated with the knight. “And this is the kind of environment that will 

characterize his films between 1961 and 1970, when nature is represented.” (Kovács 2007, 

164) Later, in the 1970s Bergman returned to the representation of a more friendly nature, 

especially in the 1972 Cries and Whispers (Viskningar och rop), where the comforting scenes 

were placed in a peaceful garden, while the rest of the story was set in interiors. But 

whichever is the period, the relationship between the characters and environment in Bergman 

is very different from what one finds in the films of Antonioni or, as Kovács suggests, 

Roberto Rossellini. “While Rossellini creates dramatic contrast between nature and his 

characters, Antonioni represents indifference and detachment between characters and 

surrounding. In Bergman’s case we can speak of real expressiveness or symbolism in this 

context. The drama is not between the characters and the environment as in Rossellini; the 

environment visually contains or represents the drama emerging between the characters.” 

(Kovács 2007, 164) 

 

All in all, the films of the modernist period don’t constitute an exception within Bergman’s 

general ‘expressive’ and ‘symbolic’ use of nature. As Jesse Kalin has also remarked in his 

2003 book, The Films of Ingmar Bergman: “From his first pictures on, the character of the 

places in which his subjects and their stories are set is always significant and conveys in its 

physical features a representation of important elements of their spiritual struggles. What 

Bergman shows us throughout his films are landscapes in which the moral and the visual are 

fused into one representation – both something that film does best and the key to the 

specifically filmic in Bergman’s art.” (Kalin 2003, 2) The difference between the modernist 

period of Bergman and his other periods in the respect of the landscape comes rather from the 

fact that in the modernist phase the environment becomes much more austere, desolate, and 

depressing. In fact, as Kovács suggests, Bergman doesn’t even pay too much attention to the 

landscapes in his modernist period. “These films are mostly set in interiors, shot in close-ups 

or medium close-ups, so the environment is not particularly prevalent in the story, unlike in 
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the Antonioni films whose typical shot length is long shot or medium long shot with relatively 

few close-ups. But every time nature or some object of the environment is given significance 

in a modern Bergman film, it immediately becomes expressive and symbolic.” (Kovács 2007, 

164) 

 

At its own turn this approach results in the fact that Bergman’s landscapes are by far not as 

diverse as those of Antonioni. The reason for this perhaps is that the psychological state the 

landscape was meant to express, in the modernist films from Through the Glass Darkly to the 

1969 The Passion of Anna (En passion), was always, as Kovács has put it, that of intense 

suffering, mental or physical illness, or abandonment. “If we said that Antonioni characterizes 

each of his landscapes by a few elements, it is true for Bergman too, only these few elements 

remain the same throughout his films: lonely trees, bare rocks, empty meadows, and 

seashore.” (Kovács 2007, 164) In Through a Glass Darkly, the first film of Bergman’s 

modernist period, he still used the rather romanticist image of the shipwreck. “In later films, 

such artificial constructions simply disappear, and what remains is the same bare landscape 

over and over again symbolizing psychological suffering.” (Kovács 2007, 165) This is why, 

suggests Kovács, Bergman ended up shooting most of his important modernist features of the 

1960s on the island of Fårö. 

 

But, as Kovács also has put it, the expressive character of the landscapes used in these films is 

important from yet another respect. As said, the visual appearance of the landscape in these 

films remained much the same for the whole period because these landscapes were in fact 

projections of the same states of illness or abandonment. Therefore in these films of the 

modernist period the desolate environment became a projection of the characters’ inner state 

of mind. “It becomes increasingly difficult for the viewer to distinguish between what is 

outside and what is inside the characters’ mind. In Through a Glass Darkly it is true only for 

the ill character.” (Kovács 2007, 165) But this becomes very apparent in later films, such as 

the 1963 The Silence (Tystnaden), where the outside world is quite unreal; and in the 1966 

Persona, where the film culminates with the inner and outer worlds melting into each other, 

and especially in the 1968 Hour of the Wolf (Vargtimmen), a film full of hallucinations 

indistinguishable from reality. “While Antonioni’s sets consist of a variety of disconnected 

and antidramatic spaces full of emptiness, Bergman’s sets are uniform empty spaces but filled 

with tension and drama.” (Kovács 2007, 165) 
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However, the recurrent topics of Bergman, the bitter suffering, the mental and physical 

illness, the overflowing alienation, all based on a psychological depth model that correlates 

with the intense expressiveness of the form, are certainly surprising from a historical vantage 

point. During the political mandate of the social democratic government, which had been in 

power since the end of World War II, Sweden had become a model welfare state. What had 

been challenged was exactly the very basis of a homogenous traditional culture, governed by 

a patriarchal family structure, a state church, a class-divided hierarchic school system founded 

on strict discipline, and a much respected, long-standing bureaucracy. The old authoritarian 

school system had been dismantled; a new youth culture had gained ground, which dared 

challenge parental authority. Sweden had become one of the most secularized societies in the 

world, and the centuries-old Lutheran church whose ethos had once provided the moral and 

religious backbone of the country, was reduced to providing more or less dispensable ritual 

services. To Bergman, the son of a Lutheran minister, the social and political change that 

Sweden had undergone could hardly have been more fundamental. Yet the basic topics of his 

films did not change much throughout his career, let alone in his modernist period; the 

existential questions of mortality, religious faith, loneliness, alienation, and most importantly 

authority, just as his never settling interest in the family, the fundamental nucleus of the 

bourgeois society, persisted. This psychological cinema, alongside its restless pursuit of the 

Oedipal problem, its deep commitment to the depth model of the autonomous (bourgeois) 

individual and the correlated tradition of expression, is indeed symptomatic, given the 

circumstances. A possible solution, one that accounts for the problem of the self-sufficiency 

of the modernist form as well, would then perhaps lead through the very notion of authority or 

paternalism, which in case of Sweden never really softened, perhaps only switched sides, 

ending up as an effect of the harsh control exercised by the Swedish welfare capitalism and 

industrial paternalism. 

 

As earlier said, the minimalism of Bergman’s modernist period is based on two typical 

prevailing elements: the close-up of the character’s facial expression and the expressive use of 

the particular landscape. In a way this excess of expressive elements and the psychological 

model on which they are based isolates Bergman from the rest of the minimalist tradition, 

based on the fact that the other minimalists were principally looking for the 

phenomenological truth behind human existence, and weren’t necessarily interested in 

psychoanalytical matters. As Kovács himself suggested, the overload of expressive elements 

led to a specific uniqueness of the Bergman style in film history. “We can find no other 
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minimalist style that is so much rooted in characteristic elements that are expressive in the 

same manner.” (Kovács 2007, 167) In the films of Antonioni or Bresson, for instance, the 

inexpressive acting style ensured that a variety of actors could have been used in the 

construction of the scenes, as it did not require characteristic acting; their style therefore 

wasn’t dependent on specific actors. Alongside the general techniques of dedramatization this 

made possible a variety of subsequent utilizations. Bergman’s unique position comes from the 

fact that, by contrast, his modernist films were based on concise and tense dramas, which 

could only be portrayed by specific faces. For Kovács Bergman’s style is therefore closely 

associated with the faces of his rather constrained circle of actors. In the respect of the close-

up the uniqueness of Bergman’s style at the time was perhaps only neared by the cinema of 

John Cassavetes. But, in Bergman, the same unique touch returned in the case of the 

landscape as well; the expressiveness of the specific faces of the characters was in a way 

reasserted by the expressiveness of the specific landscape. “Antonioni varies the environment 

in each of his films, and the modernist characteristics prevail in the way he represents these 

environments.” (Kovács 2007, 167) 

 

Perhaps much more than Bresson, Bergman was a solitary figure in the history of modernist 

cinema. Despite the fact that his modernist films were highly characteristic and consistent in 

their style, followers did not continue them consistently. This situation could perhaps be 

attributed to the fact that his special minimalist style relied on too many particularities. 

Without the special landscapes and the special unique faces employed by his films this sort of 

minimalist style presumably collapses. Kovács also lists some historical and cultural reasons 

that make Bergman’s cinema a relatively isolated one. “Bergman is firmly rooted in this 

Nordic film tradition, which itself might be an explanation why other directors from other 

parts of the world were not particularly receptive to this style.” (Kovács 2007, 166) This 

genuinely Nordic theatrical tradition goes back to the first decades of the twentieth century, to 

the works of Mauritz Stiller, Alf Sjöberg, and Victor Sjöström, but Bergman’s minimalist 

style is perhaps mostly indebted to Dreyer. As for the influences generated by his cinema, 

they are to be found mostly outside of the national boundaries. “As regards young Swedish 

directors emerging during the 1960s, they were eager to find their own way, which would 

make their styles distinguishable from their master’s. Rather than being a model, Bergman 

was a figure who cast a heavy shadow.” (Kovács 2007, 166) In the 1960s Bergman was 

roughly the only figure who represented Swedish cinema internationally, therefore young 

Swedish directors, understandably, looked for models that would liberate them from the 
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influence of this tradition. However Kovács listed a few works, which, in their segments, 

sporadically followed Bergman’s modernism, like Jerzy Skolimowski’s 1966 Barrier 

(Bariera) or the opening sequence of Kira Muratova’s 1968 Brief Encounters (Korotkie 

vstrechi). Jean-Luc Godard once admitted that his 1964 Une femme mariée was influenced by 

the works of Bergman. 
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Minimalism and Global Art Cinema 
 

Global Art Cinema 

 

I am a citizen of the world. 

 

Abbas Kiarostami 

 

When it comes to the notion of globalization in relation to cinema, one encounters a discourse 

engaged mostly in contemporary questions of world culture and the economics of 

transnational flows, a discussion absorbed generally in concepts of transmissions from centre 

to periphery, problematizing the commercial logic of the ’ever-burgeoning’ markets, and 

dismantling the conventional progressive histories of style. It is frequently a matter of 

thematizing the two agents of Western hegemony, Hollywood and the European tradition, 

from a perspective to which earlier attempts of the centre-periphery integration – like the 

concept of ‘world cinema’ – seem to be deficient and problematic right from the beginning. 

As Rosalind Galt and Karl Schoonover suggested in their introduction to the 2010 volume, 

Global Art Cinema: ““World” art cinema, like “world cinema,” could enable the kind of 

postcolonial revision of canons sometimes implied by “world literature.” Or it could suggest a 

cosmopolitanism that looks usefully beyond the scope of the nation, or less usefully, erases 

material and political boundaries. Worse, it might bespeak a fetishistic multiculturalism 

similar to that often implied by “world music.” “World” as a modifier suggests at worst a 

Putamayo world of commodified and sanitized exoticism, and at best an emerging scholarly 

discourse of world cinema in which “world” does not mean the whole world but those areas 

outside of Europe and North America.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 11) 

 

To make matters worse, in terms of cinema Europe and Hollywood formed a long-time 

opposition. As Galt herself suggested in her 2006 book, The New European Cinema: 

Redrawing the Map: ““European cinema,” as a cultural discourse, cannot signify without 

reference to at least one Other, and if Hollywood has been the dominating Other throughout 

most of the history of European film production and criticism, it is now necessary to consider 

a global dimension.” (Galt 2006, 6) In his 2005 book, European Cinema: Face to Face with 

Hollywood, Thomas Elsaesser offered yet another account. What if, suggested Elsaesser, at 
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the end of the nineteenth century Europe had been discovered by America rather than 

America being discovered by the Europeans at the end of the fifteenth century? 

Counterfactual as this may seem, in a sense this is exactly what happened, suggested 

Elsaesser, because with all the American writers, musicians, and artists exiling themselves 

temporarily or permanently in ‘Europe,’ they gave a name to something that before was 

France, Germany, Spain, or Italy. American influence was even stronger the realm of the 

cinema, generated, obviously, by Hollywood. In his 1981 seminal article, Art Cinema as 

Institution, Steve Neale suggested that in the case of postwar modernist cinema “state support 

became firmly linked to the promotion and development of national Art Cinemas under the 

aegis of liberal-democratic and social democratic governments and under the pressure of the 

presence of America and Hollywood in Europe. The result was an efflorescence of Art 

Cinema, the production of the films and the figures and the movements with which Art 

Cinema tends massively to be associated today.” (Neale 1980, 30) Modernist cinema 

therefore, affected by the pressure of Hollywood, has been institutionalized as art cinema. 

And the emergence of art cinema in this institutional approach was also closely linked to the 

notion of the national cinema. 

 

Some critics, like Mark Betz, were quick to point out the opposite, that in Europe national 

film production was never really national as it implied in far too many cases co-productions. 

But, evidently, the concept of national cinema as generated by Hollywood through the frosted 

glass of a homogenous Europe was also, ab ovo, international. “For instance, the only cinema 

which for long stretches of its history has been able to operate profitably as a national one – 

the American cinema – is not usually referred to as a national cinema at all, but has become 

synonymous with the international film business, if not with “the cinema” tout court. It 

suggests that “national cinema” is actually not descriptive, but the subordinate term within a 

binary pair whose dominant and referred point (whether repressed or implied) is always 

Hollywood.” (Elsaesser 2005, 37) National art cinemas, brought to life by the dominance of 

an international Hollywood, were therefore themselves already in some ways international. 

“While Hollywood product dominates most countries’ domestic markets, as well as leading 

internationally, each national cinema is both national and international, though in different 

areas of its sphere of influence.” (Elsaesser 2005, 38) Nationally, it participates in the popular 

or literary culture ‘at large’ (the New German Cinema’ s predilection for filmed literature, the 

intellectual cult status of French directors such as Robert Bresson, François Truffaut, or 

Jacques Rivette; or in Italy of Federico Fellini, or Michelangelo Antonioni). Internationally, 
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national cinemas used to have a generic function in the way that a French, Swedish or Italian 

film conveyed a set of expectations for the general audience, which were mirror images of 

Hollywood genres. 

 

Art cinema (institutionalized as both national and international) seemingly went hand in hand 

with the concept of world cinema; they apparently constituted the two sides of the coin. As 

Jyostna Kapur and Keith B. Wagner have put it in their introduction to the 2011 volume, 

Neoliberalism and Global Cinema: Capital, Culture, and Marxist Critique: “Our major point 

of departure from these earlier perspectives is an orientation that is firmly global, in that we 

understand any particular instance or space to be globally orientated. In other words, whereas 

earlier treatments of the world’s various cinemas under the rubric of international or world 

cinema tended to regard each as a separate entity marked mostly by national origin, we are 

interested in exploring the ways in which any and all cinema is the localized expression of a 

globalized integration; a process that has been well under way since the birth of cinema but is 

now more fully radicalized.” (Kapur and Wagner 2011, 6) But the idea of globalized 

integration once again leads back to the initial problem that the proponents of the theory of a 

global cinema have to confront not only the influences of Europe but also those of 

Hollywood. Their field of study is shaped along the crisscrossing vectors of their antagonistic 

forces. 

 

The shifting contexts and configurations that inform the notion of art cinema indeed form a 

special sort of antagonistic logic. On the one hand, the entrenchment of national cinema as a 

methodological framework results in a heterogeneous conception of art cinema, scrutinized in 

its various regionally bounded iterations. On the other hand, this heterogeneity is also 

countered by a centripetal tendency, an effect of the long shadow cast by Hollywood as the 

negative image against which disparate national art cinemas draw their identity as well as of 

the institutionalization of art cinema throughout the latter half of the twentieth century. 

Viewed from this angle, art cinema signals the displacement of a classical mode of narrative 

entrenched by Hollywood by a new and competing mode, simultaneous with the institutional 

demise of the studio system in the postwar period. Thus David Bordwell, in one of the few 

attempts at a systematic consideration of art cinema form, approaches it as a narrative 

paradigm self-consciously fashioned as a deviation from classical narrative. While such a 

gloss instates a limiting binary logic that ultimately reaffirms the centrality of Hollywood as 

the norm against which every deviation is to be defined, it also presents an insight into the 
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operation of art cinema as a transnational category, consisting of a pattern of distinct 

narrational procedures that recur across regional cinemas. “In this situation, national cinema 

becomes a doubly displaced category. It is at best a retrospective effect, so to speak, one that 

only posterity can confer, as it sifts through the nation’ s active and passive image bank, 

hoping to discover the shape of its superego or its id. But national cinema is also a displaced 

category, insofar as this is a shape, whether monstrous, pleasing or only mildly disfigured, 

that can only be recognized from without. The label national cinema has to be conferred on 

films by others, either by other national or “international” audiences, or by national audiences, 

but at another point in time. Defined by other critics, by other audiences, these mirror images 

are tokens of a national or personal identity only if this other is, as the phrase goes, a 

“significant other.” Given the mutual dependencies just sketched, Europe (standing in the 

field of cinema metonymically for European film festivals and the critical or theoretical 

discourses these produce) is as much a significant other for Hollywood or Asia, as the United 

States is a significant other for European audiences.” (Elsaesser 2005, 40–41) 

 

Among the dark shadows of such fatherly figures a globalized integration of art cinema as the 

promise of a world-wide community is yet hard to imagine. Still, one may try to chart 

material relationships among European art cinemas, Hollywood blockbusters, and the East 

Asian new waves, to draw theoretical connections around the uses of spectacle, genre, or 

affect in these contemporary forms. Another way of thinking the problem is perhaps to 

propose that the international address, circulation, and content of art cinema facilitates the 

discourse about the global, focusing attention on the ‘issues of the world.’ “Art cinema 

demands that we watch across cultures and see ourselves through foreign eyes, binding 

spectatorship and pleasure into an experience of geographical difference, or potentially of 

geopolitical critique.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 11) But ideas like these, as productive as 

they may seem, might also recoil and cross the expectations. “As much as art cinema holds 

out a promise of international community, it stands to be recuperated into dominant circuits of 

capital, stereotype, and imperialist vision. Therefore, it is imperative to analyze its terms of 

geographical engagement, thinking closely about the formations and deformations of art 

cinematic space.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 11) Yet another possible way of approaching 

art cinema’s geopolitics is its sustaining concept of universal legibility. “If art films are to 

travel to international audiences, they must make the claim that their forms and stories are 

comprehensible across languages and cultures. Thus, part of art cinema’s stake in art is an 

investment in visual legibility and cross-cultural translation. Unlike popular cinema, it does 
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not claim to express a locally defined culture but an idea of (cinematic) art as such.” (Galt and 

Schoonover 2010, 10) Here, again, the criticism is almost too easy to make, as transparency 

and transparent exchange across cultures are too often a cover for the dominant hegemony of 

late capitalism. “And in mainstream film criticism, films are often lauded as universal stories 

in order to reduce the threat of unpleasurable difference, to manage the irreconcilable fissures 

produced by translation, and to construct texts as easily assimilable to Western cultural 

norms.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 10) For these reasons, universal legibility is widely 

critiqued as a Western, patriarchal, or neocolonial perspective imposed across the geopolitical 

field. 

 

It is sometimes argued that art cinema traces a history of attempts at cross-cultural 

communication even in the face of its impossibility. Unfortunately though cross-cultural 

communication often also ends up as an agent of some powerful enterprise. “Here, cross-

cultural cinema is both a corporate marketing technique for the art house and a promise held 

out of a certain kind of spectatorship.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 10) The generic 

consolidation of the art film as a global commodity has meant the resuscitation of the auteur 

as a figure mediating the commercial circulation of his films on the one hand, and their 

reception across national borders on the other. As Timothy Corrigan put it in his 1991 book, A 

Cinema without Walls: Movies and Culture After Vietnam: “This attention to a commerce of 

auteurism is especially critical in keeping pace with the auteur as a practice and interpretative 

category during the last fifteen years, the period when the play of commerce has increasingly 

assimilated the action of enunciation and expression. Certainly such a revaluation of 

auteurism as more than enunciatory expression or a heuristic category could and should take 

place across any of its historical variations and to a certain extent has already been implicit in 

the social and historical emphasis of a “politique des auteurs.”” (Corrigan 1991, 104) 

However, the imperatives of postmodern culture have made it clear that commerce is much 

more than just a contending discourse. If, in conjunction with the so-called international art 

cinema of the 1960s and 1970, authorship had been absorbed as a ‘phantom presence’ within 

a text, puts Corrigan, in the 1980s the auteur has rematerialized as a commercial performance 

of the ‘business of being an auteur.’ “To follow this move in a postmodern culture, the 

practice of auteurism now must be re-theorized in terms of the wider material strategies of 

social agency. Here the auteur can be described according to the conditions of a cultural and 

commercial intersubjectivity, as social interaction distinct from an intentional causality or 

textual transcendence.” (Corrigan 1991, 104) 
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Corrigan points out that with the rise of the international art film the auteur acquires a 

renewed life as a vehicle of promotion and advertising, a concept bound to distribution and 

marketing. “In this respect, however, there is little difference between contemporary 

Hollywood and the European cinema because auteurs today have to be the promoters and 

salespeople of their own films at festivals, while one or two become pop star role models and 

idols for their fans.” (Elsaesser 2005, 51) Pronouncements of the death of the author 

notwithstanding, his figure survives in what Corrigan terms the commerce of authorship, 

rematerialized as an extra-textual presence and circulating as a brand name that predetermines 

reception. As the commerce of authorship transpires on a transnational scale, the name of the 

auteur itself becomes all the more freighted as a sign of both cultural difference and universal 

value. “The auteur may not be dead, but the meaning of what or who is an auteur has shifted 

considerably: for Europe and America, not self-doubt nor self-expression, not metaphysical 

themes, nor a realist aesthetic are what makes a director an auteur. The themes that still 

identified an Ingmar Bergman as an auteur would today be mere affectations, a personal tic, 

noted by critics in passing. Instead, auteurs now dissimulate such signatures of selfhood, even 

where they believe or doubt as passionately as did their predecessors.” (Elsaesser 2005, 51) 

Global cinema hyperbolizes the function of authorship. Rather than a return to an older ideal 

of expressive subjectivity, moreover, thus assertion of authorial presence demands to be 

understood as a response to the transformations undergone by the auteur in recent years – the 

auteur’s death, reanimation, and transmutation in tandem with the development of art cinema 

in the transnational period. “Authority and authenticity has shifted to the manner a filmmaker 

uses the cinema’ s resources, which is to say, his or her command of the generic, the 

expressive, the excessive, the visual and the visceral: from David Lynch to Jane Campion, 

from Jonathan Demme to Stephen Frears, from Luc Besson to Dario Argento, from Quentin 

Tarantino to Tom Tykwer, from Lars von Trier to Jean-Pierre Jeunet – auteurs all, and valued 

for their capacity to concentrate on a tour de force, demonstrating qualities which signify that 

they are, in a sense, “staging” authorship, rather than, as was the case in the days of Cahiers 

du cinéma, earning the title of author as the honorific sign of achievement at the end of a long 

career that had to emerge in the folds and creases of the routine product which had passed all 

the hurdles of anonymity of creation, in favor of the stars, the genre formulas and the action-

suspense, to reach its public and enrich its studios and producers.” (Elsaesser 2005, 51) 

 

As such, the auteurs of a now global cinema make use of cinema’s tradition in general, and of 

modernist cinema and auteurism in particular. The idea is not present only in Elsaesser’s 
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writings; Betz also commented on it in his 2010 article, Beyond Europe: On Parametric 

Transcendence: “Challenging films that employ modernist aesthetic strategies continue to be 

made and celebrated on the international stage, particularly through film festival premieres, 

screenings, and awards, from which follows international theatrical distribution for the 

cinematheque” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 31). In fact, as Betz himself pointed out, there 

were quite many such productions; award-winning and celebrated films by Michael Haneke, 

Philippe Garrel, Bruno Dumont, Claire Denis, Jean-Pierre Dardenne and Luc Dardenne, 

Pedro Costa, and Ulrich Seidl “certainly display modernist styles and narration” (Galt and 

Schoonover 2010, 39). This situation that led some critics to see modernist cinema as an 

‘unfinished project.’ As András Bálint Kovács has pointed out about John Orr in his 2007 

book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950–1980: “Orr claims that modern 

poetics of the cinema has remained unchallenged since the 1960s and that “postmodern” 

cinema continued to use the formal devices invented by early and late modernism. In this 

perspective modernism could be regarded as an “unfinished project.”” (Kovács 2007, 44) Orr 

therefore holds on to the position that cinematic modernism is still the logic behind art cinema 

productions in the age of globalization. As he himself has put it in his 1991 book, Cinema and 

Modernity: “We ignore the constantly self-transforming nature of the modern, its inherent and 

ruthless dynamisms. Instead we fantasize its overthrow, see it as something already in the 

past.” (Orr 1993, 1) In cinema, modernism is history, claims Orr, but it “has never been 

replaced.” (Orr 1993, 2) This is the ‘paradox of the modern,’ according to Orr, which 

confronts us in looking at film over the last decades. “The reasons are complex. We can begin 

to understand them only if we view modem artworks, including narrative pictures, as 

processes which come into being in a Nietzschean sense by coming back into being, which 

move forward by echoing the past. Modern artworks are never exclusively ‘modern’ but also 

a multitude of other things. Their varied properties elude the abstract résumé of their honorific 

title, so that the word ‘modern’ never subsumes them.” (Orr 1993, 3) 

 

In his 2000 The Art and Politics of the Film, then, Orr tries to sketch the history of art cinema 

in the continuity of the modern (the 1920s to the 1930s), neo-modern (the 1950s to the 

1960s), and hyper-modern (the 1980s to the 1990s) paradigm, themathizing the 

representations of technocracy in David Cronenberg, Atom Egoyan, Wim Wenders, and Peter 

Greenaway, also including the aspect of globalization along the term ‘offworld,’ borrowed 

from Ridley Scott’s 1982 cult, Blade Runner. “Where Hollywood glorifies technology-in-

general because its success depends upon the addiction to technology-in-particular, upon the 
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empire of special effects and the strategies of simultaneous global transmission, film 

aesthetics moves in a different direction outside the borders of the empire. Offworld, to use 

the idiom of Blade Runner, is now a different place to what it was. The simultaneous glossing 

and experimenting with electronic technology in Cronenberg, Egoyan, Wenders, Greenaway 

and many others yields to us as viewers a critical fix on its domination in our life-worlds. Yet 

it does more. As opposed to the spectacular horrors of Hollywood hyper-modem, it chronicles 

the unspoken terrors of a technical life-world in which speed and motion have generated 

fragmentation and solitude.” (Orr 2000, 17) For Orr also (just like for the orthodox 

theoreticians of postmodernism), the transition of the neo-modern into the hyper-modern has 

also affected the nature of subjectivity. “The neo-modern ‘subject investigated’ becomes the 

hyper-modem subject deconstructed through the ubiquity of technologies, which reflexively 

form the conditions for daily living. This links the key films of the 1980s to the key narratives 

of the 1990s.” (Orr 2000, 17) Keynote films of the 1990s, like Cronenberg’s 1991 Naked 

Lunch, Egoyan’s 1994 Exotica, or Lynch’s 1997 Lost Highway, search in very different ways 

the core of the hyper-modem predicament. 

 

In his strategic work David Bordwell refused to use the term modernism or modernist cinema 

altogether. In the 1985 book, Narration in the Fiction Film, he avoided to call parametric 

cinema modernist, to such degree that he ended his chapter with a short section dedicated 

solely to the problem of the avoidance of modernism. The problem, according to this section, 

is that one cannot posit any influence of the modernist movements in the other arts upon all 

parametric films. Parametric narration for Bordwell thus exceeds modernism’s grasp, and it 

doesn’t account sufficiently for art cinema. Therefore modernism is evacuated from the book 

entirely. “Throughout this book I have refrained from using the term “modernism.” By 

spelling out the differences among various modes and norms, we can see that several different 

sorts of narration could qualify as “modernist.”” (Bordwell 1985, 310) If one looks to the 

traditions of twentieth century fiction and drama, puts Bordwell, running from Marcel Proust, 

James Joyce, and Franz Kafka through William Faulkner, Albert Camus, to Julio Cortázar 

and Tom Stoppard, one finds that art-cinema narration could be called modernist. If one takes 

modernism to be more closely allied with the experimental work of political artists like El 

Lissitzky, John Heartfield, or Bertolt Brecht, then historical-materialist narration will be a 

better candidate for the label. And if one considers parametric narration as a distinct mode, its 

modernist pedigree can be traced back to the work of the Russian formalists – a movement 

deeply involved with contemporary avant-garde poetry and fiction – and to the continental 
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serialism and structuralism of the 1950s and 1960s. Thus parametric films might be 

considered modernist. “The important difference is that we cannot posit any influence of such 

movements upon all parametric films. For reasons that have to be explained in each particular 

context, filmmakers in widely differing periods and cultures have utilized parametric 

principles.” (Bordwell 1985, 310) Some have done so consistently, like Bresson, others 

sporadically, like Fritz Lang, Carl Theodor Dreyer, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, or Jean-Luc 

Godard. “Whether we call this “modernism” is not as important as recognizing that only after 

an aesthetic was formulated explicitly was it possible for critics and spectators to construct an 

extrinsic norm that helps us grasp certain problematic films. Comprehension of films changes 

through time as we construct new schemata. In their ability to change our perspective on films 

both old and new, the norms of parametric narration epitomize the historicity of all viewing 

conventions.” (Bordwell 1985, 310) 

 

As he did in the case of Orr, Kovács has also commented on Bordwell’s position. In his 

opinion too, Bordwell was fully aware of the possibility of identifying the norms of 

nonclassical narrative with the narrative forms of modernism, in fact he himself stated that 

each of these categories could be called modernist. However, Bordwell’s methodological 

approach prevented him from historical generalizations whose verification may have gone 

beyond empirical investigation. “He was writing his book just as European modernism was 

fading away, and nothing was sure about its trajectory.” (Kovács 2007, 59) But Kovács 

disagrees with the methodological ahistoricism of Bordwell and he himself subscribes to a 

more historical approach, which sees the modernist label in cinema as a fitting but also a 

finished category (just as in the case of the other arts). “Twenty years later the picture is 

clearer: modernism is over, and now we may assert with certainty that Bordwell’s 

nonclassical narrative modes are all specific variations of what we can call modern narration, 

not one or the other but all of them together.” (Kovács 2007, 59) As such, Kovács obviously 

disagrees also with Orr in the respect of the unfinished nature of modernism in cinema. 

“Seeing cinematic modernism as an unfinished historical phenomenon is not without basis, 

but proving this requires a strong historical argument – and the rest of this book will argue 

that the contrary is true: that the second modernist wave as a movement or as a period lasted 

until the mid-1970s, even as it is quite obvious that some of its stylistic and narrative 

innovations continued to enrich different cinematic practices.” (Kovács 2007, 45) 

 

It was then Betz who tried to provide the historical argument requested by Kovács, in support 
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of the idea of modernism’s survival in the cinema of the last decades of the twentieth century. 

Betz reviewed closely the work of the other theorists before elaborating his own position, 

which at the end proved to be somewhat similar to that of Orr, at least in the respect of the 

opinion that modernism in cinema is still a vivid category. “On the one hand I consider 

Kovács’s work as an advance: It opens up the possibility for a more widespread engagement 

with parametric narration than does Bordwell’s, situating it under a term – modernism – that 

continues to have critical currency and does not jettison it from historical context.” (Galt and 

Schoonover 2010, 38) Therefore Betz adds many films by directors that fall under a 

modernist ‘purview’ to Bordwell’s list, such as Antonioni, Miklós Jancsó, Andrei Tarkovsky, 

Chantal Akerman, or Theo Angelopoulos, all exponents of a long-take aesthetic that could 

collectively be seen as a group norm. “The benefit here is that such a widening of potential 

objects for study might disengage analysis of parametric narration from individual films and 

open it out to a consideration of a parametric cinema as a properly historical phenomenon, 

one embedded within (as opposed to distinct from) the extratextual. But on the other hand, 

Kovács’s insistence on historicizing modernism as “over,” and his situating its history solely 

within a European sphere of influence, is something I find highly arguable – indeed 

counterintuitive on the basis of what I am seeing with my eyes and hearing with my ears in 

much of contemporary art cinema.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 38) 

 

Betz then formulates his position according to which modernist cinema is keeping very well 

in the age of globalization: “In short, one cannot dismiss so easily the possibility that 

parametric narration has in fact settled in, and cinematic modernism extended over, the past 

two decades in such a way as to become not only widespread and perceivable, but also more 

recognizable, watchable, and marketable, than Bordwell in his formalism and Kovács his 

historicalism would allow.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 39) As such there is little more left 

but to wait for that historical argument, which will successfully support Betz’s position in the 

eye of the art historian or the cultural critic. “This is a crucial point, since if cinematic 

modernism were something that survives other modernisms, cinema should be considered as a 

unique phenomenon among the arts. Either we would have to say that for some reason, 

modernism in the cinema lasts fifteen to thirty years longer than it did in literature or the arts, 

or we would be obliged to consider it as a nonhistorical phenomenon.” (Kovács 2007, 44) 

Meanwhile one could perhaps also draw attention to the aesthetic strategies postmodernism 

employs in the creation of cultural content. “And the question concerning the finished or 

unfinished character of modern cinema, in the final analysis, should be seen in the broader 
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context of the modern and the postmodern.” (Kovács 2007, 47) This position eventually leads 

back to Fredric Jameson and his theory of postmodernist artistic and cultural production, 

extensively worked out in his 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late 

Capitalism. “This situation evidently determines what the architecture historians call 

“historicism,” namely, the random cannibalization of all the styles of the past, the play of 

random stylistic allusion, and in general what Henri Lefebvre has called the increasing 

primacy of the “neo.”” (Jameson 1991, 18) According to this approach, which seems to be 

more pertinent in the respect of its definitions of the ‘post-contemporary’ cultural phenomena, 

it is then not surprising that modernist techniques are to be found mixed in the global artistic 

product. “The assertion that the cinema of the 1980s and 1990s uses basically the formal 

solutions of the modernist period (which is only partly true) does not in any way contradict 

the fact that modernism as an ideological project belongs to a historical moment in the past. 

One can very well consider cinematic modernism as a historical phenomenon appearing in 

certain cultural contexts and, at the same time, consider its aesthetic aspects as surviving the 

historical situation in which they saw the light of day.” (Kovács 2007, 45) 

 

Given the basic characteristics of postmodernist work in general – defined by Jameson and 

others – it indeed cannot be unexpected that films made towards the end of the twentieth 

century employ modernist stylistic solutions. History, as a matter of period styles, which can 

be pastiched in the latest retro clothes, the random cannibalization of all the styles of the past, 

the waning of affect, the lack of any linguistic normality alongside the borrowed ‘abnormal 

tongues’ as a result of the impossibility of the older phenomenon of the bourgeois critical 

distance in the world of organizational bureaucracy – all these features listed by Jameson 

make postmodernist works indeed pretty much indebted to pervious artistic trends. But 

however indebted they may be, perhaps they are still not totally indistinguishable of them. 

And very importantly for the matters presented here, the above description holds equally true 

for works, which try to mix several different styles of the past like for instance the films of 

Tarantino of the 1990s, or would stick basically with only one previous – modernist – style. 

Theoretically speaking one perhaps shouldn’t exclude the possibility of works, which 

deliberately want or accidentally succeed to recreate – ad absurdum, shot for shot – one 

particular film(style) of the past, in a way reminiscent of Jorge Luis Borges’s 1939 Pierre 

Menard, Author of the Quixote. 

 

Of course, predominantly eclectic versions of pervious stylistic languages lead to a more 
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recognizable corpus of postmodernist art and cinema, and as a consequence “during this 

period we encounter important aesthetic phenomena in mainstream art filmmaking that are 

essentially uncommon to modernism.” (Kovács 2007, 47) The effects, which highlight the 

‘borrowed abnormality’ of the component parts, make the postmodernism of any given 

artifact more prominent. “To mention but a few, I can point to the emphasis on the non-real 

character of the narrative (whereas one of modernism’s main goals was the demystification of 

narrative fiction), narrative and stylistic heterogeneity (which is contrary to the purity of 

modernism), and the intensification of emotional effects (as opposed to modernism’s 

intellectual puritanism). All these traits are new not only in comparison with modernism but 

also with its principles.” (Kovács 2007, 47–48) Needless to say that due to the mixing 

appetite of the later era a considerable fusion of classical and modernist forms also occurred 

in some characteristic films of the 1980s and 1990s, which made these even more 

distinguishable from the modernist pieces. But yet another theoretical possibility – another 

postmodernist effect of a similar strength, perhaps also reasonably suggesting the borrowed 

abnormality of a given style, narrative, or technique – also has to be taken into consideration: 

one that would deliver a deliberate mimicry, which at its own turn would closely and 

consistently stick to an older (in this case modernist) style or technique, perhaps even trying 

to imitate it perfectly. This theoretical version – not an inch less abnormal or synthetic than all 

the others – of course would be much harder to differentiate from that older aesthetic, but it 

would also be unfortunate if it misled someone into seeing works and films of this particular 

descent as resurrecting the modernist tradition. 

 

As earlier in the case of modernism, Kovács tried to link postmodernist cinema to the similar 

phenomena in the arts. “The evolution of European cinema after the general decline of artistic 

modernism in the 1970s has shown a trend similar to that of the arts.” (Kovács 2007, 47) But 

this time, unlike in the case of the older modernist world of the autonomous work of art, the 

step most likely is methodologically unnecessary. The ideology of the autonomous work in 

modernism separated and isolated the sphere of art to such degree that a demonstration 

proving that modernist cinema had the corresponding themes and trends as modern art in 

general seemingly needed the prior methodological step of subsuming cinema under the 

category of modern art (done generally alongside the category of auteurism). In the world 

system of global culture neither art nor art cinema has the sufficient generic autonomy 

anymore to be regarded as separate cultural formations, rather they may be taken as 

continuous and complementary fields of the same network of cultural and economic 
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exchange. Kovács in his own way also acknowledged this situation. “To understand the 

cinema of the postmodern period one has to take into consideration both the transformation of 

forms of mass entertainment and cinema’s artistic utilization. Television, computer games, 

and digital animation are new forms of audiovisual communication that considerably altered 

the spectrum of this medium. New forms of audiovisual art become intelligible only when 

ones takes into consideration their new functions adapted more widely to the arts and 

communication, just as in the era of modern cinema.” (Kovács 2007, 48) 

 

However, in his text Betz seemingly falls into the mistake of taking a deliberate 

postmodernist stylistic mimicry as true and deep modernism in the case of the Taiwanese 

director Tsai Ming-liang. “My move, then, “beyond Europe” is one that I must flag as being 

driven by an overriding interest not only in the preponderance of films and filmmakers that 

(not unproblematically) might be considered as engaging in their practices “elsewhere,” but 

also in coming to terms with the terms themselves to be used to describe these practices in a 

useful (extrinsic) rather than merely categorical (intrinsic) way.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 

39) In his work Betz considers Tsai as a contemporary example and proponent of modernist 

aesthetics, however he is also cautious to differentiate his account from that of Jameson, 

whose geo-aesthetic mapping, in Betz’s vision, led to the characterization of the cultural 

product of the modernizing Third World as a belated emergence of modernism at a moment 

when the advanced countries exist in full-blown postmodernity. “I would insist that engaging 

with and characterizing a mode of contemporary cinematic production beyond Europe as 

modernist should not perforce bind it to the strictures of a historical or geographic stagism, 

but instead emphasize the degree to which historical time is palimpsestic and dispersive in all 

cultures, how aesthetic forms may be translated across cultures in multiple circuits of 

exchange and appropriation.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 40) Betz cites Jameson in order to 

certify his position about the existence of modernist work in postmodernism, and then he tries 

to peel off the alleged colonialist connotations attached to this position. The problem is that 

Jameson seemingly has never confirmed this position. Betz’s reference comes from the 

introduction of Jameson’s 1992 The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and Space in the World 

System, from a passage referring to Edward Yang’s 1986 classic, The Terrorizers (Kong bu 

fen zi), which “seems to raise the question of the belated emergence of modernism in the 

modernizing Third World, at a moment when the so-called advanced countries are themselves 

sinking into full postmodernity. The residues of the modern will then offer one clue or thread 

for these explorations.” (Jameson 1992, 1) Sung-sheng Yvonne Chang also observed the 
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modernist account in Yang’s film in her 2005 article, The Terrorizer and the Great Divide in 

Contemporary Taiwan’s Cultural Development, and succeeded to summarize it quite briefly: 

“The Terrorizer features an ostensibly modernistic theme: life imitates art, rather then the 

other way around.” (Berry and Lu 2005, 15) 

 

Yet, as suggested by Jameson, the ‘residues of the modern’ are but particular aspects through 

which – in special cases – the inner workings of postmodernism can be approached, rather 

than self-sufficient cultural formations. In his 1996 Jameson and “Global Aesthetics” 

Michael Walsh also attempted to express something similar in relation to the methods of 

Jameson. “Typically, his analysis of a film’s social position and function demonstrates that 

the qualities it exhibits are responses to the social moment.” (Bordwell and Carroll 1996, 486) 

As such, The Terrorizers is simply described “as a modernist film produced within an 

increasingly postmodern context.” (Bordwell and Carroll 1996, 486) However, as Walsh 

observed, Jameson’s interest was not so much in the modernist strategies employed by Yang, 

as in the way these strategies have a different historical significance “situated in a different 

social context.” (Bordwell and Carroll 1996, 486) The seeming datedness of The Terrorizers, 

then, signals affinities with the most contemporary qualities of postmodern culture, just like 

the anachronistic conspiracy narratives of the 1970s Hollywood thrillers. Conspiracy films 

like Francis Ford Coppola’s 1974 The Conversation for Jameson demonstrate the problematic 

nature of representation of dominant Western narrative forms. In their 2005 book, Taiwan 

Film Directors: A Treasure Island, Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh and Darrell William Davis have also 

made the observation: “Cold War staples like conspiracy do not adequately express 

postmodern anxieties, but rather flag an absence of postmodernist manifestations in 

significant, representative forms – by default more than design. If there is design, it is of an 

impersonal, implacable sort immanent to the world system itself, automatically written into its 

visible structure or signatures.” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 128) The main problem presented by 

these narratives is the impossibility of imagining plausible relations between individual and 

collective, psychological and socioeconomic realms, text and context, without recourse to 

obsolete models, like base and superstructure, modernization theory, or, in this case, 

conspiracy. “Representation lags behind accelerating late-capitalist formations, incapable of 

keeping pace with postmodernity and globalization. Postmodernity can be taken as something 

that perpetually outruns or overtakes its cultural representations. Lacking credible candidates 

to stand for contemporary, postmodern capitalist social forms, Jameson proposes that these 

forms must take shape allegorically, slipping back into representational modes of earlier 
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eras.” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 128) 

 

Accordingly, Jameson’s interpretation of The Terrorizers is part of a larger thesis, of the 

‘essential univocality of the world system’ and its ‘dedifferentiation of social levels.’ In 

Jameson’s own words: “From the generic standpoint, what interest us here is the way in 

which the former genres (thrillers, spy films, social exposés, science fiction, and so on) now 

conflate in a movement that re-enacts the dedifferentiation of the social levels, and by way of 

their allegorization: so that the new post-generic genre films are allegories of each other, and 

of the impossible representation of the social totality itself.” (Jameson 1992, 5) Yeh and 

Davis then succeed to summarize briefly the strategies Yang’s film and Jameson’ 

interpretation employ in order to give away yet another particularities of postmodernism. 

“The “dedifferentiation” is not just social, but also geographical, the same world system 

speaking allegorically through a modernist Taiwan film like The Terrorizers.” (Yeh and 

Davis 2005, 128) Although the term postmodernist cinema and global cinema are – from time 

to time – used synonymously, their relation can be more accurately appreciated from this 

specific vantage point: “For Jameson, The Terrorizers certifies postmodern representation 

more forcefully, by necessity, than narratives from the so-called center. It does so necessarily 

due to its position: in space, as a small, relatively marginal film from an ex-Japanese colony, 

now an Asian client state (of the United States), whose initiation into global capitalism was 

recent and abrupt. And in time, because its narrative and thematic patterns recall high-

modernist styles of earlier masters” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 128–129). As such for Yeh and 

Davis The Terrorizers is a pretty straightforward case, as “Yang’s film cannot help but betray 

its postmodernity” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 128–129). The Terrorizers therefore can be taken as 

an example of the way in which ‘narrative outside the superstate’ in Jameson’s words 

“conflates ontology with geography and endlessly processes images of the unmappable 

system.” (Jameson 1992, 4) Yang’s Taipei-set films therefore address key forms of the world 

system in general, like urbanization, bureaucracy, surveillance, spatiotemporal disorientation, 

personal malaise, and collective paralysis. Formal, systemic manifestations like these cannot 

be limited to just Taipei, but these inscriptions specific to Taipei in turn reveal the world 

system. “As the third, late stage of capitalism, postmodernity circles back, assimilating what 

by rights should be its opposite, the Third World. Particular, local elements in a “marginal” 

Taiwanese film testify to a universal or global condition in a particularly forceful way: “its 

‘diagnosis’ a kind of globality, if not a universality, which is evidently what has made Yang’s 

critics uncomfortable.” Late capitalism encompasses all, in time as well as space. Its recursive 
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circuitry means that center-periphery topographies, correlated with assumptions of progress-

retardation, do not hold.” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 128) 

 

Betz’s previous claim that the modernist aesthetic persists in postmodernism – based on 

Jameson’s comments on The Terrorizers – seemingly came under fire in the previous 

discussion. Indeed, had Jameson (as Betz) said that the work of a Taiwanese director in the 

global era is modernist, he would have to face the criticism, which sees in his argument the 

dangers of enforcing a kind of a Western economic ‘stagism’ that demarcates cultural objects 

as modernist, or postmodernist based on when and especially where they were produced. In 

its conflation of the terms of political economy with those of aesthetic and cultural 

periodization, this position would privilege the objects of the First World, which must 

necessarily be postmodern because they are coterminous with a late-capitalist political 

economy, over those of the Third World, which cannot be postmodern because they are the 

products of a less developed political economy. But, as shown above, Jameson in reality did 

not claim such thing; as Yeh and Davis have pointed out: “Jameson is not saying “residues of 

the modern” make Yang’s film backward by Western standards.” (Yeh and Davis 2005, 129) 

Therefore it is only Betz who has to defend the theory of the belated modernism. And as 

Kovács suggested this indeed requires a strong historical argument, which Betz seemingly 

fails to provide. In order to detach himself of the alleged position of Jameson (which he 

brought into the discourse in the first place) and to clear his theory of the same accusations, 

Betz has put forward the idea of the ‘palimpsestic’ character of historical time. The problem 

with this is that it doesn’t offer an alternative but instead slips back to the actual theory of 

Jameson. As historical time is, perhaps, not palimpsestic per se, instead the formula of 

palimpsestic historical time seems to be rather a metaphor that stands for a palimpsestic 

cultural logic, which produces palimpsestic experiences of time. Ernst Bloch, for instance, 

writing in 1932, set out his influential theory of the historical non-simultaneity without ever 

alluding to the phenomenon of the palimpsest, or any other textual metaphor of a 

poststructuralist fashion. As such, Betz doesn’t really seem to contradict Jameson (and 

Kovács), as they all, at the last instance, imagine belated modernist practices as standing 

against the background (or within the context) of a broader (palimpsestic) postmodernist 

situation. (This seems to hold true for Orr as well, as his modern, neo-modern, hyper-modern 

triad eventually can be translated to the more familiar terminology of high modernism, late 

modernism, and postmodernism.) At one point Betz himself admits the existence of a 

‘difference’ in the seemingly modernist works that belong to the age of globalization, but he 
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doesn’t seem to bother with the leg-work of tracing down the nature of this difference. “As 

such I see these films as sharing aesthetic features that attest to the persistence of cinematic 

modernism, with a difference, in the so-called postmodern era of globalization – an issue 

Bordwell himself largely avoids by labeling such films as “parametric” rather than modernist 

in the first place.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 33) The alleged conflict comes perhaps from 

the fact that different authors focus on different elements of the compound; those with a 

stronger formalist background value the modernist, while those with a more developed 

historical sense stress the postmodernist ones. 

 

Having all these established one could take a look at the way Jameson himself interprets 

modernist techniques in a film that itself belongs to the global era. He also points out the 

basic marker, which aligns Yang’s film with the modernist flow. “What marks off Terrorizer 

is not even the class status of its characters, who are now, as we shall see, professionals and 

lumpens, but rather the now archaic modernity of its theme: art versus life, the novel and 

reality, mimesis and irony.” (Jameson 1992, 121) Accordingly, one co-protagonist of the film 

is a writer, freed up by an anonymous phone call denouncing her husband’s adulterous affairs, 

at which point she sits down to write a prize-winning novella about this situation (which in 

fact has no basis in reality), leaving him in the process. Jameson notices right away that the 

situation whereby the possibility of attributing guilt to the husband suddenly grants 

independence to the wife, would offer interesting material for interpretation. But the story of 

the wife is only one of the film’s four distinct plot strands, the alternation of which, Jameson 

argues, leaves no distance for reflection of this kind, for interpretive rumination particularly 

of this ‘motivational-psychoanalytic type.’ Returning to the modernist aspects of Yang’s 

narrative, Jameson also lists reflexivity. “What does stand out, rather, is the old-fashioned 

reflexivity of the theme, the residual modernism of the now familiar mystery of the imitation 

of art by life and the correspondence of the novel to the aleatory realities of the real world 

outside.” (Jameson 1992, 121) Indeed, the stressed presence of literature and the figure of the 

solitary and isolated writer, attached to the modernist phenomenon of self-reflexivity are also 

seen as modernist residues. “The embodiment of the theme around the writing of literature 

and the pathos of the precarious role of the literary ‘creator’ strikes a regressive note within a 

film of this decidedly contemporary stamp (none of the chronological laundering and 

neutralization of nostalgia film here), produced in the age of the simulacrum and of the 

dominance of technological media (in Taiwan, as elsewhere, the aesthetically ambitious now 

want to become great film-makers rather than great novelists).” (Jameson 1992, 121) Still, 
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this somewhat anachronistic pathos of the intellectual already introduces a touch of 

‘chronological laundering’ of which Yang’s otherwise modernist concept deliberately 

attempts to stay away. “This anachronism of Literature and its once interesting reflexive 

paradoxes – foregrounded and as it were quoted here, in the midst of the other plot lines we 

shall be examining in a moment – is what makes Terrorizer relatively conspicuous within 

contemporary Third-World production, where there are plenty of intellectuals and even 

writers, but perhaps somewhat less ‘modernism’ in this Western sense.” (Jameson 1992, 121) 

 

Yang’s flirtation with literature enables Jameson to draw a parallel with a similar narration in 

the modernist fashion, namely that of André Gide from his 1925 The Counterfeiters. The 

concept of the novel as a multiplicity of plot strands advocated by Gide also informs Yang’s 

representation of Taipei. The return of a Western modernist narrative paradigm, namely the 

phenomenon of the providential plot and what Jameson calls synchronous monadic 

simultaneity, raises new questions about the alleged modernism of Yang’s narrative. “Yet all 

this merely characterizes the variable content organized by a form about which one wants 

principally to know how it will then itself be historically modified by modifications in the 

social raw material which is its enabling pretext. For the Gidean project – the novel as a 

multiplicity of plot strands – presumably survives and persists in Terrorizer, with this further 

difference (of degree, rather than of kind): namely, that the urban framework is here 

intensified and becomes something like the primary message of the narrative form itself.” 

(Jameson 1992, 131) This difference later on will bring about the real position of Yang’s 

narration. Jameson then stars to unfold the true parameters of his interpretation. “Equally 

clearly, however, this quintessential modernist turn and flavor is all the more identifiable as 

such because it brings into the postmodern context an old-fashioned note, which can be 

charming or jarring indifferently, depending on whether the ambitions of modern form bring 

some relief from postmodern frivolity, or on the other hand, whether the implacable 

ideological stress of the modern on the aestheticality of life and on the implicit but 

inescapable role of the individual genius are now felt by us to be relatively intolerable.” 

(Jameson 1992, 139) Jameson then switches completely to another reading of the film, one, 

which can be called on to dispel the modernist appearance and reaffirm the film’s ‘post-

contemporaneous relevance,’ if not exactly its postmodernity. This postmodernity is also 

represented by the processes of subject-formation included in the film, especially in the case 

of the women characters. “In our own postmodern world there is no longer a bourgeois or 

class-specific culture to be indicted, but rather a system-specific phenomenon: the various 
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forms which reification and commodification and the corporate standardizations of media 

society imprint on human subjectivity and existential experience. This is the sense in which 

Terrorizer’s characters – and most particularly the film’s women characters – dramatize the 

maiming of the subject in late capitalism, or, in terms of the language of the centered subject 

referred to earlier, indict something like the failure of the subject under the new system to 

constitute itself in the first place.” (Jameson 1992, 131) 

 

Medium-specificity, according to Jameson, is also an important parameter, which gives away 

the true colours of Yang’s narration. Even if one retains the modernist framework the wife’s 

novella establishes in relation to The Terrorizers, it should be added that its transmission by 

way of the medium of film seriously problematizes the modernist effects that should 

accompany it, or at the very least renders them optional, in what Jameson will later on explain 

to be a postmodern way. Just as in Antonioni’s 1966 cult, Blowup, photography is playing a 

substantial role in The Terrorizers, but while at Antonioni photography was a pivotal element 

of the concept, Jameson is not really pleased with the importance Yang’s narrative is granting 

it. “Photography’s prestige here is to be equal to the simulacrum and more interesting than the 

reality, but otherwise little more than a way of killing time.” (Jameson 1992, 141) Jameson 

also acknowledges that in basic postmodernist works the problematic is transferred from 

visual domain to the realm of the sound. This turn, perhaps, also has a technological 

background (technology being only a symptom by which a systemic variety of concrete social 

situations expresses itself in a specific variety of forms and form problems), namely that 

sound is much easier to transmit therefore it’s much easily included in peer-to-peer type of 

networks. “Perhaps we need to drive a wedge more dramatically between the senses after the 

great synaesthesias of the modern period, and to restore some of the liberating freshness and 

horror of the auditory image in a society that has become one immense collection of visual 

spectacles.” (Jameson 1992, 141) This then perhaps is the deeper meaning of the sequence 

whereby Blowup’s postmodern sequels – Brian De Palma’s 1981 Blow Out and Coppola’s 

The Conversation – transfer the visible clue to the realm of sound, speculates Jameson, the 

unconscious, utopian longing to be awakened from the spell of images, and to be awakened 

by sounds as piercing as shots (or whispers). The film’s other co-protagonist, the Eurasian 

girl, immobilized in her apartment by the plaster on her leg, engages in a series of anonymous 

prank calls by which she unwittingly starts some of the plot-lines of the film. She is, writes 

Jameson, at any rate a good deal more threatening on the phone than in her image; “and the 

spider’s nest of anonymous phone calls all over the city has rarely offered so vivid a figure for 
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urban simultaneity, but also for the misery of confinement and powerlessness.” (Jameson 

1992, 142) It is therefore hard to tell supreme power from house arrest; “and something of the 

mystery of the definitive embodiment of psychic resources in technology – what was human 

reality like before the telephone, before the photograph, before the mirror? – is here recovered 

from the forgetfulness into which the triumph of these media plunges Being itself.” (Jameson 

1992, 142) This feature of Yang’s film therefore also hits a somewhat regressive modernist 

note, but in the meantime it enables a new type of spatial organization, which, according to 

Jameson, inevitably leads to its postmodernism. “But telephonic relief also returns us to the 

specific form of organization of this particular city, as we shall see in conclusion.” (Jameson 

1992, 142) 

 

In the past decades the relationship between cinema and the city has been one of the most 

productive adventures of film studies. Spatial organization for Jameson seems to be an 

important parameter that can be ‘mapped’ with precision, and most importantly is revealing in 

the respect of the underlying social organization. The ‘telephonic relief’ therefore in Yang’s 

narrative is important because it uncovers a relatively new type of spatial (urban) experience. 

“Taipei is thus mapped and configured as a superimposed set of boxed dwelling spaces in 

which the characters are all in one way or another confined. The film thereby acknowledges 

what seems to distinguish it from both traditional and modern Chinese cities on the mainland, 

as well as from the cultural and historical styles of other cities in East Asia – a rapid 

construction of buildings along both sides of great linear arteries which are somehow its 

central formal category.” (Jameson 1992, 154) Spatial experience and organization reflected 

in Yang’s narrative is therefore closely linked to the phenomenon of urbanization, which, for 

Jameson, is closely linked to the rapid and abrupt introduction of Taiwan in the world system 

of global capitalism. “A foreigner and an outsider may be permitted to wonder whether this 

way of looking at urban experience does not have something to do with the ‘representation of 

totality’ of a small island which is also a non-national nation state. The enclosed spaces in 

their range and variety thereby figure or embody the unevenness or inequality of the world 

system: from the most traditional kind of space – paradoxically or not, that is the barracks 

apartment of the policeman (and it cannot be without significance that the protagonist, after 

washing his hands in so many modern and anonymous Western-style bathrooms, should kill 

himself in what is a very traditional-looking hot bath and hot-tub-sauna type area) – all the 

way to the national space of the hospital, the multinational space of the publisher’s office (the 

media, surely of a global range, now housed in a great glass high-rise) and what I am tempted 
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to call the equally transnational anonymity of the hotel corridor with its identical bedrooms.” 

(Jameson 1992, 154) The description of these spaces is best formulated in the interrelated 

terms of development and uneven-development, just as local social experience is informed by 

the multiple economic vectors crisscrossing the island. “The allegorical comment being made 

here on Taipei itself is one that engages a kind of Third-World situation we have rarely until 

now included in that (rather traditional) category: namely, the developing Third World or the 

newly industrializing First-World tier of the Third World or Pacific Rim (excluding Japan). 

Taiwan is somehow within the world system as its citizens are in their city boxes: prosperity 

and constriction all at once; the loss of nature (which is only observed twice, in a park close-

up, and in the policeman’s backyard, if one excludes the manicured pool and lawn of the 

student’s villa); the failure of the classically urban to constitute itself standing in some 

intimate relationship and counterpoint to the failure of the classical psychic subject to 

constitute itself.” (Jameson 1992, 155) 

 

Within these confines the space of Yang’s film is then another hint directing towards the 

film’s postmodernism. “What is grand and exhilarating, light itself, the hours of the day, is 

nonetheless here embedded in the routine of the city and locked into the pores of its stone or 

smeared on its glass: light also being postmodern, and a mere adjunct to the making of 

reproducible images.” (Jameson 1992, 155) But most importantly – in reference with the 

globality of the postmodernist work – Jameson makes some remarks about the centre-

periphery relations that most of the time dominate the discourses of global art cinema. 

Therefore he concludes by stressing the point that in postmodernism the relations between the 

universal and the particular must be conceived in an utterly different way from those that 

occurred in previous social formations, and just as surely from what characterized the 

modernist moment. “For the local – we used to say, in a more modernist or modernizing 

language, the provincial – meaning I have found in this work from a ‘semi-peripheral’ 

country is precisely not local in any traditional sense, but is rather what makes this work 

universal in its aesthetic value (to use an equally old-fashioned language). It is because in late 

capitalism and in its world system even the center is marginalized that powerful expressions 

of the marginally uneven and the unevenly developed issuing from a recent experience of 

capitalism are often more intense and powerful, more expressive, and above all more deeply 

symptomatic and meaningful than anything the enfeebled center still finds itself able to say.” 

(Jameson 1992, 155) 
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Minimalism as Global Film Style 

 

Continuity is boring. 

 

Peter Greenaway 

 

It is relatively problematic to speak about style in relation to global art cinema, as the notion 

or phenomenon of style does not belong in the same original way to postmodernist artistic 

production as it belonged to the modernist one. What complicates the situation is the fact that 

style, according to Fredric Jameson, is a quintessentially modernist development, a middle-

class phenomenon, reflecting the increasing atomization of life under imperialism and 

basically it’s an agent of the solitary self-expression of the henceforth isolated individual. But 

with the end of the imperialist world order and the emergence of multinational capitalism 

(which for Jameson corresponds to the emergence of postmodernism) the very meaning of 

style has changed significantly, to the extent that at one point Jameson himself suggested that 

descriptions of postmodernist work might as well abandon the use of the term style altogether, 

as modernist styles in postmodernism have in reality became codes. Codes in the sense of 

easily apprehensible, or at least thoroughly elaborated patterns, or more accurately perhaps 

templates, which can be deployed with safety by the agents of the West in the now global and 

most importantly postcolonial communications of cultural – and economic – exchange. 

However, it is perhaps too far-fetched to change the terminology altogether, but that much is 

certain that from this point on when style comes into question it must be used according to the 

latter meaning, as a matter of a postcolonial type of communication, and not in the older 

modernist sense of self-expression, personal or authorial fingerprint, and innovation. 

 

Having all these established, one should pay attention to what András Bálint Kovács 

suggested in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950–1980: “many 

important films of the 1980s and 1990s have continued to use the stylistic and narrative 

solutions that modernism invented – in fact, some of these have become popular 

commonplaces, such as the jump cut or the self-reflective quotation” (Kovács 2007, 47). But 

the road to the full-blown postmodernism in cinema – which at its own turn indeed employed 

many of modernist cinema’s stylistic procedures – was still a long one. According to Kovács 

the minimalism of Michelangelo Antonioni was further developed and radicalized in two 

basic ways. One of these is minimalism’s mixture with cinematic ornamentalism, initiated by 
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the Hungarian Miklós Jancsó, followed by Theo Angelopoulos. The other is a sort of 

intensified or excessive minimalism, with two main representatives, Wim Wenders, especially 

in the 1972 Die Angst des Tormanns beim Elfmeter and the 1976 Im Lauf der Zeit, and 

Chantal Akerman in her 1975 Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles but 

especially in the 1978 Les rendez-vous d’Anna. In the 1997 article, Modernism, Minimalism, 

Melancholy: Angelopoulos and Visual Style, David Bordwell has described basically the same 

two categories. “Although Jancsó mutes traditional dramatic values, he offers a robust kinetic 

spectacle in their place. The alternative tendency was resolutely anti-spectacular, offering a 

kind of minimalist political modernism.” (Horton 1997, 15) This tendency, puts Bordwell, 

can be seen in Jean-Luc Godard’s blackboard films such as the 1970 Le vent d’est but it also 

eventually emerges in more orthodox features like some of Akerman’s films, where the 

rigorous use of perpendicular framing and temps morts acts as a tool for dedramatization: 

“Akerman muffles any drama implicit in the scenes, treating them instead as sober pictorial 

abstractions.” (Horton 1997, 15) 

 

Kovács then goes on and describes the characteristics of the second group, linking it to even 

later developments, such as the films of Béla Tarr, Abbas Kiarostami, Takeshi Kiatno, or Jim 

Jarmusch. Although the films of this group are reducing the Antonioni form to only one of its 

aspects, to make excessive use of it, especially Akerman, this practice will prove to be most 

productive after the general decline of modernism. “This aspect is the predominance of temps 

mort in the narrative, that is, a representation of a time sequence in the protagonist’s life, 

where nothing happens, for example, transitions from one location to another, waiting, having 

nothing to do.” (Kovács 2007, 156) One of the films, according to Kovács, which was most 

consistently constructed around this reduced and radicalized minimalist style, is Akerman’s 

Les rendez-vous d’Anna. The story presents of a series of planned and sometimes accidental 

encounters of the protagonist, a young filmmaker traveling on her promotion tour. The 

meetings themselves are not, however, the pin of the story, as the biggest part of the film’s 

running time is spent showing Anna waiting or travelling from one place to another. “The 

film’s narrative form is circular in the strictest sense of the term. Nothing that happens in the 

film has any effect on any other event. Nothing changes from beginning to end; everything 

remains the same. Temps mort where nothing happens is therefore not a link between events. 

It is the other way around: the remnants of what one could call an event separate the 

continuous sequences of temps mort. That is what makes the film’s style highly static.” 

(Kovács 2007, 158) This is achieved by the systematic use of only two types of shots, the 
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typically Antonionian static medium to long shot and occasionally lateral tracking medium 

shots. There is no panning; there are no in-depth tracking shots, and no close-ups. Empty 

space and time are the prevalent subject matter of the images. 

 

The best examples to demonstrate the peculiarity of Akerman’s technique are the scenes in 

which something emotionally intense is bound to happen. Kovács choses the scene in which 

Anna (Aurore Clément) meets her mother, whom she has not seen for some time. Anna gets 

off the train, and walks across the station until she notices her mother at the end of the 

hallway. As Kovács observes, in Akerman’s edit only the expression on Anna’s face – in a 

medium shot – reveals that her mother has also noticed her. Anna then walks up to her, but 

the camera doesn’t move. The two women therefore meet in a long shot far away. They hug 

each other and start talking, but we cannot hear what they say, nor can we see the emotions on 

their faces. Then they leave, and the camera keeps showing the empty hallway for a few more 

seconds. During the whole action, comments Kovács, Akerman keeps the viewer at a 

distance, her camera stays close to the protagonist only when nothing happens. As soon as 

any action occurs, the camera keeps out of it. Kovács’s another example is the scene when 

Anna goes to the cinema to the screening of her film. Akerman shows her leaving the hotel in 

her way to the screening, and the very next shot shows her exiting the cinema. Here again the 

action sequence is omitted altogether. “This film is one of the most radical ones of the 

Antonioni form not because of extensive use of temps mort but because no other film could 

eliminate progression of the plot as much as this film with the help of its serial composition of 

temps mort.” (Kovács 2007, 158) 

 

The other filmmaker whose early style Kovács relates to the minimalism of the films of 

Antonioni, is Wenders. Kovács considers the film Im Lauf der Zeit as a turning point, where 

Wenders returns to a more classical depth staging. “Wenders develops the picaresque aspect 

of this form rather than the melodramatic side. He follows Antonioni in going through 

different landscapes and in creating the atmosphere of alienation by disconnecting his 

characters from the given environment rather than using the environment’s own expressive 

visual traits. His most common shot is medium shot to long shot, just like in the “great 

period” Antonioni films, his takes are rather lengthy and concentrate on moments of 

emptiness, and the mere passing of time gives priority to the atmosphere of the landscape 

rather than to the dramatic aspect of the plot.” (Kovács 2007, 158–159) Kovács then goes on 

to acknowledge the saturating effect resulting from the excessive monotony and continuity 
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utilized by these directors, an effect, which has also been used by several other filmmakers, 

both from the avant-gardes and from the traditional art cinema circuit. Andy Warhol in his 

1964 Sleep and Empire, Akerman in her 1972 Hôtel Monterey, and most importantly Andrei 

Tarkovsky in the 1972 Solaris (Solyaris), the 1975 The Mirror (Zerkalo), and the 1979 

Stalker constructed forms on showing the same thing or the same movement unchanged over 

a long period of time. Continuous visual compositions therefore may have a considerable 

amount of saturating effect set up chiefly by their continuous spur to contemplation, which 

drives the viewer’s imagination discover deeper layers of the image and is ultimately inspired 

by the mere passing of time. 

 

Yet another peculiar minimalist style, a mixture of ‘dispassionate Straubian theatricality’ and 

the ‘Antonionian long-take style’ is detected by Kovács in in the early films of Reiner Werner 

Fassbinder. Static compositions, long takes with no movement whatsoever, and entirely 

empty spaces with bare white walls are the characteristic traits of Fassbinder’s early style, 

especially in the 1969 Katzelmacher and Liebe ist kälter als der Tod. “In his later films, 

Fassbinder’s theatricality and motivical saturation takes over and pushes minimalist traits of 

his style in the background.” (Kovács 2007, 159) However, motivical saturation is not 

necessarily in conflict with the saturating effect resulting from the radical continuity. In the 

case of continuous visual compositions these two effects may merge or mix, facilitated by a 

form of continuous (camera) movement, which at its own turn always brings new objects into 

the image. But this technique already represents the other basic way Kovács has announced, 

the form that connects minimalism to the ornamental style. “For obvious reasons 

ornamentalism mingles very seldom with minimalism.” (Kovács 2007, 179) The most 

important exception Kovács lists is Jancsó, as well as the early films of Angelopoulos, such as 

the 1975 The Traveling Players (O thiasos). “Jancsó’s style is extremely minimalist in many 

respects: most often, his stories take place in deserted and confined spaces, he uses 

inexpressive acting style and characters without individual personality, there is very little 

dialogue in his films.” (Kovács 2007, 161) However, in other respects the style elaborated by 

Jancsó is obviously exactly the opposite of minimalism: the abundance of symbolic motives, 

the big masses of supporting characters, and the complicated and symbolic camera and 

character movements increasingly make his films of the early 1970s examples of a certain 

ornamentalism. Kovács then goes on to describe Jancsó’s cinematic universe and concludes 

that in some of his films the minimalist, while in others the ornamental influence is strongest. 
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Bordwell also commented on the specific techniques employed by Jancsó. Strongly 

influenced by Antonioni, writes Bordwell, Jancsó began to exploit the long take with complex 

camera movement. He borrows the idea of the group protagonist from the Soviet montage 

tradition, but he turns it to dedramatizing ends. The dramaturgy of the 1966 The Round-Up 

(Szegénylegények) and the 1967 The Red and the White (Csillagosok, katonák) emphasizes 

large-scale forces and momentary fluctuations in power. “Moreover, the scenes are played out 

in very long takes with constantly moving figures and a ceaselessly panning and tracking 

camera. The situations are intrinsically charged with dramatic voltage – guards confronting 

prisoners; commanders randomly pulling prisoners for execution – but Jancsó short-circuits 

the emotional effect: no non-diegetic music; figures who drift through the frame; characters 

seen at a distance or turned from us; and, above all, a camera more concerned with group 

dynamics than individual destiny, with the frame picking up and dropping characters in the 

course of a shot or of an entire film. Across the 1960s, Jancsó pushed steadily towards more 

complex choreography and shooting by expanding the number of figures, developing 

complex circular and serpentine patterns of movement (often motivated as dance), and 

exploiting the zoom lens and shifts of focus to create a plastic, constantly shrinking and 

expanding pictorial space.” (Horton 1997, 14–15) What Kovács has called ornamentalism in 

relation to the minimalist style of the films of Jancsó, namely the ceaseless introduction of 

new and new symbolic motives by way of the continuous camera movement, also appears in 

the description provided by Bordwell, only this time they are called symbolic rituals and not 

symbolic motives. Although it sounds oxymoronic, Jancsó’s version of dedramatization is 

florid, even maximalist, writes Bordwell, which becomes clear with the 1971 Red Psalm 

(Még kér a nép) and the films that follow, “where the contending groups have become pure 

emblems of social forces, playing out symbolic rituals in an abstract space – cinematic 

pageantry enacting a Marxist reading of history.” (Horton 1997, 15) 

 

Kovács continues his genealogy with another influent filmmaker, Angelopoulos, and 

positions his films right next to those of Jancsó, namely into the reduced group, which mixes 

minimalism with ornamentalism. Bordwell, on the other hand, sees Angelopoulos as a 

representative of the other tendency called by him minimalist political modernism. Either 

way, the cinema of Angelopoulos is representative enough to examine an important 

phenomenon alongside this oeuvre. Angelopoulos, unlike Jancsó, remained (the more or the 

less) faithful to the style he had chosen at the beginning of his career. As such, the set of 

formal elements and techniques one encounters in his early style can also be detected in the 
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films made decades later. At the middle of his career, however, there was a change in his 

approach towards filmmaking, noted by several critics, but – most importantly – this change 

wasn’t of a stylistic nature. Whatever changed, that much is true that while his early films like 

The Traveling Players were certainly minimalist pieces in the modernist fashion, the latter 

films, starting roughly with the 1984 Voyage to Cythera (Taxidi sta Kythira) – which, again, 

at their own turn employ the same minimalist techniques as the previous ones –, are rather of 

a postmodernist descent. By the 1991 The Suspended Step of the Stork (To meteoro vima tou 

pelargou) the change was perhaps entirely completed. Given this situation, one may be able 

to detect the latent yet significant differences between the two approaches, which are formally 

identical, or at least similar to the extent that they don’t require a different name for their 

style. Hopefully it’s possible to ‘map’ the differences – within the same oeuvre –, which at 

their own turn will vindicate the position that even if there isn’t any significant stylistic 

disparity between works made in different historical periods, they can still belong to separate 

traditions of artistic production. 

 

Bordwell himself didn’t subscribe to this point. He acknowledged the two stages of the work 

of Angelopoulos, and also its ties to the minimalist branch of what could be called political 

modernism. “Accepting the two-phase periodization of his work, we can note that in the films 

before Voyage to Cythera, all the techniques we have examined accord with the goals of a 

“political modernism”. By concentrating on groups, and by staging and shooting in the 

“minimalist” manner, Angelopoulos blocks empathy. This leads to a critical detachment 

which in turn invites us to consider the larger historical forces at work in a given situation. 

Similarly, the late work is more concentrated on the individual, delineating personal crises 

which express, as the emigrant author of The Suspended Step of the Stork puts it, fin de siècle 

melancholy.” (Horton 1997, 23–24) This tendency towards portraying individual 

psychological crises can also be detected in Angelopoulos’s reliance on major stars such as 

Marcello Mastroianni, Jeanne Moreau, and Harvey Keitel, on non-diegetic music, and on a 

more self-conscious spectacle. “Again, the techniques we have considered would support this 

construal of the late films.” (Horton 1997, 23–24) But despite all the differences he himself 

reveals, Bordwell is reluctant to see the films of the second period different in their basic 

artistic characteristics. “In both phases, Angelopoulos exemplifies the ways in which a 

filmmaking tradition can renew itself in the contemporary moment. He pushes certain insights 

of Antonioni to new limits, encouraged by the model of others (Godard, the minimalist 

radicals) and by aesthetic currents of his period (Brechtianism particularly). Similarly, he 
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fuses distinct stylistic options available in his milieu – the recessional, deeply perspectival 

shot and the planimetric, “mugshot” framing – into an expressive whole. That he can receive 

such renown today suggests that, for many viewers, the postwar tradition has not exhausted 

itself, that it can endow our world of snack bars, video clips and ethnic wars with an 

astringent, contemplative beauty.” (Horton 1997, 24) At a moment when European cinema, 

both popular and elitist, seems to be breathing its last, put it Bordwell in 1997, 

Angelopoulos’s work is particularly important. “Often majestic, sometimes mannered, almost 

always melancholic, Angelopoulos demonstrates that, contrary to what the prophets of 

postmodernity keep telling us, cinematic modernism can still open our eyes.” (Horton 1997, 

25) 

 

In his 1997 article, Theo Angelopoulos: The Past as History, the Future as Form, Jameson 

also provided accounts of both he early and the late films of Angelopoulos. As many times 

before, the key difference between the two approaches for Jameson is linked to the notion of 

space implied by the films. Jameson started his analysis by remarking the materiality of the 

images in the early productions of Angelopoulos, and stressing that one has the feeling that 

the camera in these early films is more than a technological relay, but it’s rather a positive 

source of intelligence and tact, and therefore it has its own material autonomy. It ‘knows’ the 

narrow streets and the stone buildings ‘tirelessly and well,’ as they, beyond being a simple 

place, begin to stand for matter itself as an effect of the camera movements. Therefore, like 

modern art in general, these images demand to invent a new kind of reception or reading, in 

this case an enlargement of the perception of narrative time. “Yet, as with all aesthetic and 

formal innovation, it is the properties of the content alone that enable such construction (or 

such revolutions in perception), which spring from the confluence of the history of the 

medium and its development with what a given political and social life offers in the way of 

events and situations, emotions and linguistic expression, temporalities themselves along with 

specific bodies, specific spaces across which the eye can travel. It is in this Greece alone, 

therefore, that this camera can patiently lie in wait for its subjects.” (Horton 1997, 84) The 

materiality of the space, or rather of these specific spaces, is therefore, for Jameson, the 

materialization of a national essence, or a national politics, and as such an emergence of the 

older modernist aesthetic. “For that aesthetic was also spatial in its fashion, and the older 

camera of the first period necessarily deployed its commitment to walls and stone, to 

mountainous landscape and the inveterate port, by way of an urban vocation: mapping the 

villages and small towns in a wellnigh sculptural fashion, by carving through them with 
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collective movement: the contending demonstrations moving up the central streets at angles 

to each other, the players themselves tracing the maps of so many downtown areas by their 

inveterate movement from hotel to cafe, from theatre to railway station or port. These were 

still immanent maps, not yet endowed with aerial perspective: here space and matter were still 

at one, and individual and collective life contained by the framework of the classical city 

form, in which even the great ideological struggles of a national politics could find 

appropriate expression.” (Horton 1997, 90–91) 

 

As Bordwell has already mentioned one significant difference between the early and the late 

work of Angelopoulos is the abandon of the group protagonist and the return to a framework 

organized around to the individual hero in the films of the second period. Jameson sees this 

return as a formal regression by which the nature of the allegory is modified, as universality 

here is implied in a more traditional way, through the alleged universality of the individual 

experience, rather than – as in the earlier works – through the particularity of a unique 

collective history. “The restructuring of allegorical meaning in the later films now has, as its 

result, the reappearance of those properties of the work cherished by traditional cultural 

interpretation and its institutions, namely themes as such – all so many abstractions from 

concrete narrative, so many nouns and names, such as betrayal, suffering, violence, 

homelessness and the like.” (Horton 1997, 90) But along the formal regression caused by the 

return to the universality of the individual, which in this case is also a break with the 

nationally particular, something new in the structure of the space – closely bound to the 

characteristics of the narrative – also made its appearance. “Yet, these formal regressions are 

also accompanied by signs of the emergence of something else still hard to identify, let alone 

to name: a different kind of narrative structure perhaps, a Novum not yet fully born, which 

may well turn out to be a path not taken or an unfulfilled possibility, but about which it is our 

task as the diagnosticians of actuality to speculate. I will therefore take the risk of calling this 

radically new narrative structure “spatial”, in order to underscore its possible affinities with 

the radically new situations and representational dilemmas of postmodernity itself, but also to 

force a confrontation with what we have called the “materialistic” aesthetic of the earlier 

films.” (Horton 1997, 90) 

 

The spatiality of the later films therefore drifts away from Greece itself towards some 

transnational situation, which these films cannot properly fix or identify. “To evoke spatiality 

in some more postmodern sense is to suggest the breakdown of that immanence, and the 
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dissolution of an autonomous Greek story, the gradual opening of Greece (as of most other 

national situations) to dependency on the invisible force field of the world market itself. This 

is not to proclaim the dissolution of the nation state today into some vacuous multinationality: 

it still has many functions to fulfil, both progressive and reactionary, in a defence of the 

national interests, as well as in the service of groups intent on exploiting the new vulnerability 

of national enterprises and, above all, on weakening the power of resistance of labour 

movements. What has changed is the self-sufficiency of the meaning of internal national 

politics: the great ideological struggles of the Cold War could find incarnation and expression 

in the Greek Civil War. But the bitter new subalternities of the world market can only be fully 

represented elsewhere, outside the national boundaries, at the various new world centres (it 

being understood that those centres now know new representational problems of their own). 

Clearly, a shift of this magnitude has immediate, although indirect, consequences for the 

possibilities of form of the newer works of art.” (Horton 1997, 91) 

 

What is abolished by this new spatiality of the narrative, according to Jameson, is therefore 

the autonomy of the older national and at the same time aesthetic situation, which in the early 

work of Angelopoulos have been allegorized by the autonomy of the Greek small town. “In 

Angelopoulos, it is registered in the shift of locale from the older autonomous small town to 

border cities, places of waiting and refuge which are also places of longing, of boredom, of 

the pathos of exile and the sterility of borders and frontiers.” (Horton 1997, 91) These are, for 

Jameson, the new themes of the late work of Angelopoulos. They recall earlier modernist 

motifs of displacement, which now paradoxically juxtapose with the North American 

celebrations of the border and the ethnic mixture, the ‘jubilant affirmation’ of multiple 

identities and ‘miscegenated’ subject positions. “Here, in Angelopoulos, a sadness and a 

frustration of the frontier seem to have more affinities with the “existential” melancholy of an 

Antonioni; and the formally regressive structure of such “themes” derives precisely from the 

way in which they are so easily deflected into metaphysics, and made to serve as “symbols” 

of some more generalised human condition.” (Horton 1997, 91) 

 

There is yet another filmmaker whose films are in touch with the later developments in 

Angelopoulos, with a not less significant shift around the middle of the career. Echoing in a 

way Angelopoulos’s ‘regressive’ return to the individual psychology, from the 1988 

Damnation (Kárhozat) onwards the films of Tarr also switched attitude; the earlier 

documentarist paradigm was partially reworked, as Tarr – keeping the realist note in the 
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depiction of the environment – introduced a poetic approach towards his characters; not 

entirely independently from his emerging collaboration with fellow writer, László 

Krasznahorkai. As for the highly recognizable and not less awarded films that followed, 

Kovács, in his 2013 book, The Cinema of Béla Tarr: The Circle Closes, suggested: “The most 

spectacular stylistic feature of the Tarr style, without any doubt, is the use of extremely long 

takes.” (Kovács 2013, 49) This, of course, besides other characteristics, which make the later 

films of Tarr so instantly recognizable, like the constant use of low light, slow pan, deep 

focus, or frame freeze. However, as Kovács himself has also put it, much of these techniques 

and styles are indeed borrowed in a rather postmodernist fashion. As a result of all this black 

and white cinematic maneuvering and the highly selective nature of the set design, Tarr’s 

spaces in the later period cannot be described as national anymore. “This landscape evokes a 

strong social milieu without being specific to any particular city, nation or smaller region. 

Poverty, desolation and rundown shabbiness can be felt in every segment of these spaces. 

Some general feeling of East Europeanness is detectable all over the landscape, in signs of the 

abandoned process of industrialization.” (Kovács 2013, 61) However, these spaces are still 

based upon the remnants of communist life in Hungarian villages and small towns, upon the 

material legacy of communism in the form of the decaying buildings that were built to house 

it and the strangely depopulated public spaces that were constructed to accommodate 

collectivism. What is surprising is the amount of energy vested into mixing these features into 

a non-specific, unrecognizable, and general – one has the inclination to call it magical – East 

European landscape. This sort of saturated realism is detectable also in the attitude of casting 

the mostly professional actors based on their run-down physical appearance, and the use of an 

artificial language, which poetically recycles lumpen vocabulary. 

 

The feeling that the characters share the material condition of the environment is constant in 

the latter films of Tarr. “Tarr, unlike his modernist predecessors, did not integrate his 

characters into the landscape as dispassionate, inexpressive objects. Their faces and postures 

always carry certain expressions, which are also articulated in the composition of the 

landscape. Those expressions are not psychological or emotional though. They are 

expressions of a given fate or destiny.” (Kovács 2013, 60) Given that Kovács is correct in the 

respect of the problem of fate and destiny, which in the case of Tarr has been too often 

articulated along the helplessness, hopelessness, and despair of a general human condition, his 

interpretation can perhaps be linked to what Jameson has described as the problematic of 

sealed destines and allegorical representation. What is for certain is that no one has the 
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sensation that anything could save these characters from the prison of their current situation; 

as such the sealed fate of the individual characters (and in fact the whole setting) acquires an 

allegorical dimension. In his 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late 

Capitalism, Jameson disclosed the secret of the postmodernist allegory. “Allegorical 

interpretation is then first and foremost an interpretive operation which begins by 

acknowledging the impossibility of interpretation in the older sense, and by including that 

impossibility in its own provisional or even aleatory movements.” (Jameson 1991, 168) As 

such, the often-met reference to the general and inexplicable decay of humankind in relation 

to the films of Tarr comes down to the impossibility of social transformation; Tarr’s films 

from this period, starting with Damnation and continued in the same spirit by the 1994 

Satantango (Sátántangó), and the 2000 Werckmeister Harmonies (Werckmeister harmóniák), 

seem to share the Second-World condition of Alexander Sokurov’s 1988 Days of Eclipse (Dni 

zatmeniya). In his 1992 The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and Space in the World System 

Jameson referred to this particular film of Sokurov as a piece of Soviet magical realism. 

 

Magical realism, as the overlap or coexistence of the precapitalist and capitalist materialities 

within the same cultural and economic context, indeed seems to provide a key to the later 

films of Tarr. The historical situation of the second half of the twentieth century is marked by 

the Soviet military colonization of Hungary, which made the region subjected to the history of 

oppression and human displacement – the original culture of the Second World – but also to 

the former cultural hybridity of the Soviet Union. However, the year of Damnation – 1988 – 

was suffused not only with the hybridity of the colonial past but already with the forces of 

globalization and the systemic opposition between East and West. The minute analysis of 

colour in some of Jameson’s interpretations of cinematic magical realism comes down to 

Tarr’s mastering of the chiaroscuro, which is most likely used to suggest the dissolution of 

both real and imagined borders; while the dominating presence of a hazy, ill-defined outside 

world, or outside force (most explicitly in the Werckmeister Harmonies) is tied to the fear of 

the townsfolk in the face of any totalitarian oppression – communist or capitalist. Starting 

from 1988 the films of Tarr cannot be understood solely in the context of the late communist 

regime (nor related to the hardships of the earlier periods of collectivization), instead they 

build a mysterious atmosphere that corresponds to the threat of late capitalism that “weighs 

on the globe like a doom” (Jameson 1992, 111); and the unimaginable and ungraspable 

phenomenon behind the inexplicably hopeless and sealed destinies is perhaps the world 

system of monetary capitalism itself. The striking absence of the mass-produced commodity 
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in Second-World culture in face of an overwhelming free market monetary system indeed 

makes newly joining regions (especially in the magical realist vision of Tarr) look pretty 

deserted, and – most importantly – makes future social change unimaginable due to the 

shadows of the forthcoming eternal debts to world-wide monetary organizations. 
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Minimalism in Global Art Cinema 

 

Cinema can fill in the empty spaces of your life and your loneliness. 

 

Pedro Almodóvar 

 

Modernist art cinema developed its own forms of minimalism between 1959 and 1972, as 

András Bálint Kovács has suggested in his 2007 Screening Modernism: European Art 

Cinema 1950-1980, but afterwards backed out to give place to a new line of a more eclectic 

line of art cinema. However, the forms of minimalism (invented by modernism) returned in 

the age of globalization and global art cinema, with the difference that they weren’t part of a 

modernist aesthetic anymore. “Even long after modernism’s decline in the 1990s some 

auteurs like Jim Jarmusch, Béla Tarr, Aki Kaurismäki, Abbas Kiarostami, and at times 

Takeshi Kitano continue to work according to modernist minimalism.” (Kovács 2007, 140–

141) But as the point of interest of Kovács’s book was predominantly modernist cinema, it 

didn’t provide further explanations about the ways these directors use the formal principles of 

cinematic minimalism and, perhaps more importantly, based on what cultural or social 

motivations they are using it. Yvette Bíró once herself attempted a short description of 

minimalist art cinema in which she drew attention to the neglected values of slowness and 

applied reduction opposing the urge of the over-praised fast pace and the infatuation with 

feverish quickness (as it has become idolized in life as well as in cinema), the beauty of a 

reserved economy in storytelling, the intensity gained through a deliberate reduction to a very 

few elements, the banishment of any loud ornament, the tacit hiding of emotions, the scarce 

description of events and gestures, which suddenly take on the power of rituals. The task of 

these elements is not to create some sort of distant coolness; on the contrary, Bíró suggests, in 

this withdrawal a new suspense may come to life. Instead of attractive and spectacular devices 

the minimalists try to focus on the sphere of the fundamental, where restriction postulates 

endurance, uncompromising determination, ascetic concentration, and the lack of emotional 

manifestations bring about concision through repetitive approaches. The exactitude of these 

films stem from the continuous process of denuding, peeling off the superfluous. 

 

It was David Bordwell, on the other hand, who employed from time to time the term 

minimalism in relation to global art cinema. He confessed that he is unhappy with the term 

but one can’t think of another that sums up the techniques that became common in many 
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countries during the 1990s. As Bordwell has put it, the minimalist label indicates a stringency 

and austerity that refuses to utilize certain standard film techniques. The style emphasizes the 

long take, so that a scene is executed in very few shots. The long takes tend to be made with a 

fixed camera, so that tracking shots and even pan shots may be avoided. The camera position 

tends to be fairly distant – usually no closer than medium-shot, often in long shot. This spare 

technique is well suited to the mundane story action and loosely structured plot. The plainness 

of presentation obliges the viewer to concentrate on details of behaviour that might reveal 

what is going on below the surface of the action. Luckily, a body of work is also associated to 

these descriptions. It is not only the already paradigmatic 1991 Days of Being Wild (Ah fei 

zing zyun) or the 2000 In the Mood for Love (Fa yeung nin wa) by Wong Kar-wai that is 

representative, but also Hou Hsiao-hsien’s 2003 Café Lumiere (Kôhî jikô) and the 2005 Three 

Times (Zui hao de shi guang). The solitude of Tsai Ming-liang’s protagonists, or the silence 

of the reserved Koreans, Kim Ki-duk’s 2003 Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter... and Spring 

(Bom yeoreum gaeul gyeoul geurigo bom), and the 2004 3-Iron (Bin-jip), and Hur Jin-ho’s 

2005 April Snow (Oechul) with its quiet, purified voice closes the list on the Asian side. A 

line of sensitive European or American filmmakers, like Jean-Pierre Dardenne and Luc 

Dardenne, or Lodge Kerrigan also ventured to use this method, and the force of their 

restricted language becomes truly strong. As Bíró has put it, the long-lasting origin or 

influence for these directors, the archetype or distant relative is undeniably Robert Bresson, 

the always solitary and consistent artist. Unfortunately Bíró has eschewed herself of giving an 

insight into the reasons based on which these filmmakers use the minimalist idiom. As she 

explained this conspicuous economy is not solely the result of some sort of formal decision; a 

sort of stoical wisdom also feeds it. 
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European Minimalism (Kaurismäki) 

 

Cinema is dead. It died 1962, I think it was in October! 

 

Aki Kaurismäki 

 

It is sometimes suggested that Aki Kaurismäki has become one of the distinguished auteurs of 

international art cinema by fusing minimalism and melodrama, depicting the hardships of 

Finland’s blue-collar class. The world of Kaurismäki undoubtedly owes much to the deadpan 

mien of his homeland, but is also remarkably distinctive; the uncommon union he forges 

between dry comedy and warm-hearted humanism makes his cinema instantly identifiable. As 

such, he is almost single-handedly responsible for rejuvenating the failing Finnish film 

industry in the 1980s with a series of highly original features, produced sometimes in 

cooperation with his older brother Mika Kaurismäki. These films seemingly make a joke out 

of the extremity of the economic situations they depict, mining the cruelty of the 

unemployment officer or the bank bureaucrat for black comedy. Social criticism is always 

present, but it is often couched in humour to soften the blow. The elegant compositions and 

rich colour design (when applicable) further cloak the bleak reality faced by Kaurismäki’s 

characters in a dreamy visual beauty (that owes much to Kaurismäki’s long-time 

cinematographer, Timo Salminen), heightening a sense of otherworldliness that is so unique 

to his work. Kaurismäki’s influence on other filmmakers is immediately evident in the output 

of several of his contemporaries, particularly those inclined toward deadpan stylistics, such as 

Jim Jarmusch, or Tsai Ming-liang. 

 

As Rosalind Galt put it in her 2006 book, The New European Cinema: Redrawing the Map: 

“In the early 1990s, Europe became, as if it had not been so before, a question of space. The 

fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the break-up of the Soviet Union, the break-down of 

Yugoslavia, and the unification of Germany produced radical upheavals in every aspect of 

European life, but most urgently, they made a collective demand on an idea of Europe as a 

psychic, cultural, or geopolitical location. For the first time since the end of World War II, the 

borders of Europe were disconcertingly unstable. Through the 1990s, this traumatic 

overturning of spatial categories was augmented with a more gradual, although by no means 

painless, redefinition: the expansion of the European Union to include members and potential 

members as far apart as Finland, Bulgaria, and Turkey. It is clear that as the physical and 
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political territory of Europe altered in the post-Cold War years, so, too, did its cultural 

imaginary. What is less clear is how we can read these changes cinematically: how European 

cinema represented revisions of European space narratively, formally, and stylistically, and, 

indeed, how the terrain of “European cinema” itself was acted on by the forces that were 

reshaping the continent.” (Galt 2006, 1) Finland is a country where the transitory geopolitical 

problematic caused by the fall of the Berlin Wall was considerably felt already in the decades 

preceding it. Situated between East and West, both geographically and culturally, it remained 

somewhat apart from both. The Finnish language bears no resemblance to any of the 

Scandinavian languages, nor the Russian; its closest, still distant, relative is the Hungarian. 

Whereas a great deal of the Finnish population is likely to vote socialism, the country’s 

economy moved rapidly towards an increased capitalism, which has caused countless 

economic and social problems that provide the basis for the working-class stories told by the 

Kaurismäki films. 

 

“The production of cinematic space has been a recurrent area of film theoretical inquiry, 

where space is always, to some degree, understood in a relationship to time, temporality, or 

history. The nature of the (temporo-spatial) relationship between profilmic space and 

cinematic space plays a fundamental role in theories of cinematic specificity. As such, space 

is a determining element of the cinematic per se.” (Galt 2006, 5) Accordingly, as Pietari 

Kääpä has put it in his 2010 book, The National and Beyond: The Globalisation of Finnish 

Cinema in the Films of Aki and Mika Kaurismäki, the films of the Kaurismäki brothers 

inhabit a liminal space “somewhere between the still-pervasive political influence of the 

Soviet Union and the political and socio-economic pull of the West, and between the 

ideological strata of communism and global capitalism.” (Kääpä 2010, 56) This conflates 

Finland with a sort of no-man’s-land between opposing ideological spectrums, and, 

ultimately, the reality of Finland chronicles an uncertain, fluid, post-national condition, which 

projects a dystopian trajectory for the changing constitution of the nation in the light of wider 

ideological and political diffusion. Under this light the films of Kaurismäki present a space 

suspended somewhere between the national past and the post-national present, where the 

increasing neoliberalization of the nation’s economic policies confront the continuity 

proposed by traditional narratives of nationhood, at a time when society and culture are 

becoming increasingly influenced by transnational and global developments, and cultural 

identities are perhaps best described as ‘increasingly cosmopolitan.’ 
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According, then, to the definition provided by Andrew Higson, post-national cinema 

straightforwardly refuses to relate questions of social identity to the concept of the nation. 

Higson, in his 2000 article, The Instability of the National, described the films that fit into his 

category: “It might in fact be more useful to think of them as embodying a new post-national 

cinema that resist the tendency to nationalise questions of community, culture and identity. 

The concept of post-national cinema surely better describes films that embrace 

multiculturalism, difference and hybridity.” (Ashby and Higson 2000, 38) However, the post-

nationalism of the films of Kaurismäki differs from the strict logic of Higson’s definition as 

they – following the argument of Kääpä – ‘actively foreground’ elements of national culture 

and identity. As such, these films put forward the idea that in times of increasing globalization 

redefinitions of existing identity formations cause insecurity, but at the same time widen the 

horizons within which people imagine their own sense of belonging. The films of Kaurismäki 

subvert conventional definitions of national identity through a pervading sense of scepticism 

towards the national and an increased openness to transnational, creating the impression of a 

Nordic society coming to terms with its part in the global puzzle. As such the national is 

pretty much present in the films of Kaurismäki, but not as a self-evident fact, rather as a topic 

of constant negotiation. 

 

Matters become clearer if one takes the example of a typical Kaurismäki tale. The story of the 

1990 The Mach Factory Girl (Tulitikkutehtaan tyttö) may serve to begin with, as – little will 

argue – this film is perhaps one of the most clean-cut of them all. “The non-communication of 

the prototypical Kaurismäki character is here taken to new heights, even within Kaurismäki’s 

minimalist cinema” (Kääpä 2010, 120), argues Kääpä, as the film contains almost no dialogue 

at all. “This approach serves to extend the deadpan, minimalist delivery of dialogue seen in 

his earlier films.” (Kääpä 2010, 120) According to Kaurismäki’s own production notes, The 

Mach Factory Girl would make Robert Bresson seem like a director of ‘epic action pictures.’ 

Iiris, the match factory girl (Kati Outinen), is withdrawn and friendless, living with her 

alcoholic and unsympathetic mother and stepfather. Looking for escape she seeks company in 

a nightclub but receives none. Life goes on unchanged until one day she buys a new dress and 

as a consequence next time in the nightclub a stockbroker named Aarne (Vesa Vierikko) 

invites her for a dance and then she spends the night with him. The next morning the Aarne 

leaves her money, suggesting that he wants no further contact with her. When later Iiris 

discovers that she is pregnant, she writes him a letter, but all she receives in return is a short 

note suggesting that she should have an abortion, and some money again. Upon finding out 
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her condition, her mother asks Iiris to leave, basically putting her out on the streets. As a 

conclusion, after a seemingly deliberate miscarriage (she is hit by a car), Iiris buys rat poison 

and poisons both Aarne and her parents. In the last scene policemen show up at her workplace 

and arrest her. 

 

What is, then, prevalent from the settings of the film, but also from its narrative, is, on the one 

hand, a more or less stereotyped portrayal of Finnish national identity. Iiris has a beer in a 

1950s style cafeteria, which is part of the iconography of previous decades, but as Kääpä 

suggests, has little relevance in the contemporary urban cityscape; the stepfather hides a bottle 

of vodka under his table, taking the occasional drink from it, a habit which evokes cultural 

customs from the Finnish cinema of the 1920s and 1930s; a picture of president Urho 

Kekkonen decorates the walls of the apartment, which is modelled after the working-class 

apartments of the 1960s. But, on the other hand, as Kääpä has also pointed out, elements of 

the post-national condition also make their presence on the screen: “Aarne’s actions are the 

embodiment of individualism – he stands as a metonym for the greedy capitalist entrepreneurs 

that characterise casino-economics and in whose view everyone else is only an object to be 

used and discarded.” (Kääpä 2010, 123) Iiris is therefore alternating between the world of her 

poor parents and the world of the rich stranger – positions, which would eventually translate 

to the interrelated situations of the nation-state and the post-national world of global 

capitalism –, until she finally gets rejected by both. The situation is similar to one presented 

by Fredric Jameson in his 1986 essay, Third-World Literature in the Era of Multinational 

Capitalism, although principally in relation to Third-World narratives. Jameson takes the 

example of the male protagonist of Benito Pérez Galdós’s 1887 novel, Fortunata and Jacinta, 

who is – similarly – alternating between the two women of the title, the wife and the mistress, 

the woman of the upper-middle classes and the woman of the people, characterized in terms 

of the nation-state itself, hesitating between – in Jameson’s interpretation – the Glorious 

Revolution of 1868 and the Bourbon Restoration of 1873. In The Match Factory Girl 

seemingly the same floating or transferable structure of allegorical reference comes into play; 

and Kääpä himself suggested that within this setting Iiris’s displaced existence “comes into 

contact with several elements that further underline her existential crisis, and reflect her status 

as a metonymic representative of the Finnish national character” (Kääpä 2010, 121) – a more 

or less stereotyped portrayal of Finnish national identity. The theoretical underpinning of the 

example comes from Jameson’s article, expressing that Third-World texts, even those which 

are seemingly private and invested with a properly libidinal dynamic “necessarily project a 
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political dimension in the form of national allegory” (Jameson 1986, 69) – the story of the 

private individual destiny is always an allegory of the embattled situation of the public Third-

World culture and society. 

 

In his 2006 article, History and Elegy in Sokurov, Jameson has also made a few insights 

regarding the intersection of nation and modern art, this time in relation to the films of 

Alexander Sokurov. First he established the parameters of modernist cinema in general. “Is 

Sokurov then to be seen as the last modernist, the last great modernist auteur?” (Jameson 

2006, 10) If so, puts Jameson, he is very belated indeed, born decades after Sergei 

Paradjanov, Andrei Tarkovsky, Alexander Kluge, or Theo Angelopolous. What Sokurov has 

in common with all these artists and what would seem to account for the ‘lingering 

impression’ of a modernist survival is his commitment to the idea of great art and its 

autonomy. Then he relates his notion of modern art and modernist cinema to the concept of 

the nation-state. “It does stand to reason that if art is to constitute an Absolute or a supreme 

value of some kind, it must also somehow express a whole people as such. What could a 

genuinely Russian art otherwise be in a globalized or postnational situation? To be sure, 

religion (and language) can also sometimes serve as a badge for some properly postmodern 

small-group ethos, but only if the latter is a minority. The great surviving modernist art 

however must bear within it some lingering sense of the nation and its destiny.” (Jameson 

2006, 11) But all this in fact suggests that within this context we should indeed take The 

Match Factory Girl as a belated modernist narrative. Especially considering that it was filmed 

in a modernist idiom, and the parallel with Bresson was by no means baseless. Kaurismäki’s 

way of directing his actors has been a well-known topic, and Bresson and his theories of 

actors as models often came up in this context. Andrew Nestingen in his 2013 book, The 

Cinema of Aki Kaurismäki: Contrarian Stories, for instance made a detailed comparison 

between The Match Factory Girl and Bresson’s 1967 Mouchette, concluding that 

“Kaurismäki repeats Bresson with a difference, lending his film a self-reflexive, ironic 

humour.” (Nestingen, 2013, 44) Or elsewhere (already suggesting something about their 

incongruities): “The Match Factory Girl affirms its status as a transgressive film, which seeks 

to align itself with a film history in exile – Bresson in a world of globalised American popular 

culture.” (Nestingen, 2013, 44) 

 

Hungarian film critic András Bálint Kovács in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: 

European Art Cinema 1950-1980, described Bresson’s modernist cinema as minimalist, and 
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defined the principal stylistic characteristics of his films. “The minimalism of Bresson’s style 

has three main aspects. One is his extensive use of offscreen space; the second is his highly 

elliptical narrative style; and the third is a radically dispassionate acting style.” (Kovács 2007, 

141) These characteristics sum up to form a special sort of minimalist film style, called by 

Kovács metonymic based primarily on the first aspect of the three. Kovács’s description of 

the metonymic use of offscreen space links his interpretation to the more familiar evaluations 

of Bresson’s relation to film sound, as it is particularly through the offscreen sound that the 

offscreen space is metonymically attached to the space seen on the screen. It wouldn’t be too 

hard then to point out the similarities between The Match Factory Girl and the minimalism of 

Bresson, as they are pretty straightforward. Suffice to mention the scene in which is Iiris’s 

apparently deliberate road accident and miscarriage is depicted (in a highly metonymic 

manner that’s straight out of Bresson): she walks out of frame and a car screeches to a halt 

offscreen. But the ellipsis that follows, her mother and stepfather climbing the stairs of the 

hospital, is also obviously straight out of Bresson. What is, however, not straight out of 

Bresson is that for all his powers of abstraction, Bresson was obviously interested in saying 

something about mankind in general and rural French society in particular in Mouchette. By 

contrast, even though Kaurismäki has identified The Match Factory Girl as the final part of a 

trilogy dedicated to the memory of Finnish reality – a look at the country’s working-class, 

which he seems to regard as ‘what’s left of Finnish culture’ – he defines that reality less 

through direct observation than by appropriating the attitudes of other filmmakers; with “a 

nostalgic sensibility comparable only to a neoclassicism two centuries early and even capable 

of resurrecting simulacra of modernism itself as well.” (Jameson 2006, 10) The process of 

resurrecting the simulacra of modernism elsewhere in Jameson is called pastiche. 

 

The problem, then, with the concept of Jameson’s allegorical nation-state in relation to the 

films of Kaurismäki (apart form that other problem, relating the allegorical or – as Kääpä 

suggested – metonymic character of these representations – which theoretically can be both at 

the same time) and the resulting – alleged – modernism of these films is – if one takes a closer 

look at the situation of the protagonist in The Match Factory Girl – that the character of Iiris 

in fact doesn’t stand for the nation, that is the ‘whole people as such,’ as Jameson would 

expect it, but rather only for a part of it, as she is – first of all – the representative of a class 

and, most importantly for the matters presented here, also of a generation. The most important 

thing about the phenomenon of the generation (or class) in this context is that at the bottom 

line a generation is in fact a minority. For one thing, Rahikainen (Markku Toikka) the 
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protagonist of Kaurismäki’s first film, the 1983 Crime and Punishment (Rikos ja rangaistus), 

was a law student working shifts at a slaughter-house; Hamlet (Pirkka-Pekka Petelius), from 

the 1987 Hamlet Goes Business (Hamlet liikemaailmassa) had, no doubt, his own 

generational issues with his (deceased) father and his uncle as the heir of a rather tragic 

enterprise; Ariel (Turo Pajala) started his journey in the 1988 Ariel right after the suicide of 

his father in the first scene of the film. The social status of the match factory girl is already 

known, and even Nikander (Matti Pellonpää) and Ilona (Outinen) from the 1986 Shadows in 

Paradise (Varjoja paratiisissa) were youngsters as far as they were seemingly at the very 

beginning of a life spent together. But the generational approach becomes unmistakable if one 

takes a look at the second film of Kaurismäki, the 1985 Calamari Union, where a relatively 

rare narrative phenomenon, the use of the so-called group protagonist is being employed. The 

presence of the group protagonist, the bunch underclass hipsters, each called Frank, whose 

collective goal is to get from one district of the city to another, in this film certainly leads to a 

countercultural perspective and as such also to a generational account. “The Franks are the 

underclass of the society – but they are also young cosmopolitans with higher ideological 

goals than welfare consumerism.” (Kääpä 2010, 80) The group ideology mentioned by Kääpä 

shows similarities to the anarchist and punk aesthetics, or, as Nestingen has put it: “In the 

avant-garde theatre and nascent punk movement that from the context of Kaurismäki’s 

emergence as a filmmaker in the 1970s and 1980s, we see the antipathy to bourgeois 

convention, the anti-conformity, the emphasis on vitality of artistic expression, and 

affirmation of small-scale, do-it-yourself artistic production.” (Nestingen, 2013, 69) The 

fellowship of the group members is underlined through the betrayal by the two Franks – one 

is seduced by big business thus turning his back on his fellow Franks, the other is seduced by 

suburban family life. “These betrayals of the Frank-ideology are equated with demise in the 

film – the businessman Frank commits suicide – where only the haven of Eira offers any 

chance of proper life for these outcasts of society.” (Kääpä 2010, 80) The films of Kaurismäki 

indeed seem to be founded upon the presence of an underprivileged group, but this also 

implies (more perceptibly at the beginning of the career) the idea of the generation. The 

Match Factory Girl and Shadows in Paradise represents this group-aesthetic metonymically, 

as the character of Iiris’s brother and Nikander’s colleague, the second garbage truck driver, 

wear the unmistakable signs of this identity. 

 

It is clear, then, that along the generational approach, on the one hand, Jameson’s ‘properly 

postmodern small-group ethos’ makes its presence, while on the other hand, the wholesale 
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problematic of lost historicity leaks into the narrative. As Jameson has put it in his 1991 

study, Postmodernism or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism: “Nostalgia films restructure 

the whole issue of pastiche and project it onto a collective and social level, where the 

desperate attempt to appropriate a missing past is now refracted through the iron law of 

fashion change and the emergent ideology of the generation.” (Jameson 1991, 19) The 

inaugural film of this new aesthetic discourse was the 1973 American Graffiti by George 

Lucas, set out to recapture the mesmerizing lost reality of the 1950s; and one tends to feel 

that, for Americans at least, these years remain the privileged lost object of desire, and at the 

same time “the first naïve innocence of the countercultural impulses of early rock and roll and 

youth gangs” (Jameson 1991, 19). Obviously, if generational small-group ideology is based 

on the experience of history as fashion change, or, indeed, on the impossibility of real 

historicity in the era of multinational capitalism, as suggested by Jameson, then the ‘hip 

patois’ of the group in the Calamari Union will also be founded upon the collective inability 

to appropriate the past. As such the cinema of Kaurismäki has been from the outset aligned 

with the principles of postmodernism. 

 

Not unlike the American Graffiti the films of Kaurismäki relate to history along the images of 

the generational small-group fashion. The ways in which the cultural logic behind such films 

as American Graffiti makes its presence in European cinema are also pretty perceptible. There 

has been a lot of talk about the Americanization effect of Hollywood cinema and American 

culture in general, and the phenomenon of Americanization in cinema was best theorized in 

relation to New German Cinema, which, for obvious reasons, has always been somewhat at 

odds with American culture. The American control over the German market caused West 

German Cinema to remain a small-scale industry, therefore – understandably – 

Americanization was a persistent concern of German filmmakers at the time. The topic 

surfaced in the films of Wim Wenders, starting right with his first really auteurish picture, the 

1974 Alice in den Städten. Two years later, the protagonist of the 1976 Im Lauf der Zeit went 

so far as to declare, in an abandoned American sentry box, that: “Die Amis haben unser 

Unterbewusstsein kolonialisiert.” Since psychoanalysis, the primary vehicle of the 

subconscious is the dream, thus it isn’t impossible – in fact it is very likely – that the 

oppression exerted by the American dream factory over the German film industry gave 

Wenders the impression of an assault on the subconscious. Fifteen years later Jameson came 

to a similar conclusion about the colonization of the subconscious, putting it even more into 

its real context of global capitalism. “We are submerged in its henceforth filled and suffused 
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volumes to the point where our now postmodern bodies are bereft of spatial coordinates and 

practically (let alone theoretically) incapable of distantiation; meanwhile, it has already been 

observed how the prodigious new expansion of multinational capital ends up penetrating and 

colonizing those very precapitalist enclaves (Nature and the Unconscious) which offered 

extraterritorial and Archimedean footholds for critical effectivity.” (Jameson 1991, 48–49) 

 

The group members in Calamari Union, accordingly, define their (counter)cultural small-

group habitude in terms of an Americanized imagery, which in a way is probably the result of 

a colonized unconscious that, at its own turn, is an effect of the wholesale cultural logic of 

postmodernism described by Jameson in his book. But with this initial breakthrough, as 

Jameson suggested, “other generational periods open up for aesthetic colonization” (Jameson 

1991, 19) and stylistic recuperation. It is therefore not surprising from this perspective that 

various other periods of the national past also make their presence on the screen of 

Kaurismäki, and it’s also not surprising that these periods are themselves presented in terms 

of stylistic allusion, conveying pastness by the ‘glossy qualities’ of the image. These films 

approach the question of the national along the lines of a post-national form of cinema, 

producing films that as such resist the tendency to ‘nationalize questions of community, 

culture and identity.’ As we have seen, the 1950s style cafeteria in which Iiris has her beer in 

The Match Factory Girl is certainly part of the iconography of the previous decades, but also 

her apartment is modeled after the working-class apartments of the 1960s. The custom of the 

stepfather of hiding a bottle of vodka under the table is itself an act – following Kääpä – that 

evokes cultural customs from the Finnish cinema of the 1920s and 1930s. The hay-barn scene 

from the 1994 Take Care of your Scarf, Tatiana (Pidä huivista kiinni, Tatjana) is an 

omnipresent part of Finnish cinema, while the ultimate signifier of stylistic historicity and the 

fabricated nature of the filmic world, the black and white image, returns many times in the 

films of Kaurismäki. The representation of countercultural identity politics is also very much 

linked to the phenomenon of Americanization and the waning of historicity, as punk itself is 

not anarchy, but rather the image of the anarchy. So much the more that the punk aesthetics of 

the generation Kaurismäki shared the scene with hasn’t been clean-cut punk itself but rather 

psychobilly – a juxtaposition of punk rock and rockabilly, bringing to the fore the 

Americanized imagery of the early rock and roll or rock’n’roll – whichever the spelling – 

gangs. The presence of the band Melrose in Hamlet Goes Business clearly certifies this 

assumption, although the tendency becomes even more recognizable with the 1989 Leningrad 

Cowboys Go America. 
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Timber and Rubber 

 

Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t. 

 

William Shakespeare 

 

The way a story is told discloses a lot about the culture to which it belongs. A closer insight 

can discover a series of unconscious decisions hiding underneath every narration. Including 

certain events, while excluding others; using certain types of time structures at the expense of 

others; emphasizing causality instead of fatality, or, on the contrary, fatality instead of 

causality; opting for a certain type of hero; selecting the proper medium and genre; all these 

partially unconscious choices, if analyzed, speak about dozens of underlying presumptions, 

about cultural and historical mechanisms working undercover. Fredric Jameson developed an 

impressive expertise in the analysis of literary and filmic narratives. His 1981 book, The 

Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act, had as its object the literary text 

along with the social frameworks by which it is constructed, and its main argument 

emphasized history as the ‘ultimate horizon’ of literary and cultural analysis. Returning to 

Karl Marx’s 1948 most famous definition from The Communist Manifesto – “the history of all 

hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles; freeman and slave, patrician and 

plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, 

stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now 

open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at 

large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes” (Morgan 2005, 1111) – Jameson 

defined the ultimate task of analysis “in detecting the traces of that uninterrupted narrative” 

(Jameson 1981, 20) behind any story told; in “restoring to the surface of the text the repressed 

and buried reality of this fundamental history.” (Jameson 1981, 20) Narrative thus comes into 

play as one of the most fundamental cultural formations. The specific critical and 

interpretative task – as Jameson puts it, is – “to restructure the problematics of ideology, of 

the unconscious and of desire, of representation, of history, and of cultural production, around 

the all-informing process of narrative, which I take to be (here using the shorthand of 

philosophical idealism) the central function or instance of the human mind.” (Jameson 1981, 

13) 

 

This type of criticism intends to focus on narrative firstly as a socially symbolic phenomenon. 
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An example from Jameson’s own expertise may help here. The early twentieth century 

narrative of the human psyche as divided into ego, super-ego, and id, best known form 

Sigmund Freud’s descriptions of the childhood trauma of the Wolf Man, the Oedipus 

complex, or the succession of psychosexual stages; in other words, the model of psychic 

economy by which psychoanalysis sought to explain the workings of the human mind, would 

rather seem symptomatic for the cultural analyst, insofar as it poses itself like a permanent 

human nature, independent of historical time. Historicizing such a narrative, then, means to 

point out that taking the above condition as the ‘natural’ state of human consciousness is not 

entirely valid, moreover in a secret way (ideologically) is wrong on purpose. As Jameson puts 

it, Freud, while expressing his general theory about the human condition has chosen the 

vocabulary of sexuality – the ‘semiotics of sex.’ But, as William C. Dowling has also pointed 

out in his 1984 Jameson, Althusser, Marx: An Introduction to the Political Unconscious, 

underneath this choice hides the very truth of history, as it was made in a historical moment 

when the banishment of sexual desire and activity from collective life to a private space 

(where they become the matter of repression and fantasy) “allows every feature of sexual 

experience to become potentially charged with a semiotic or symbolic significance that in no 

sense belongs to its role in the merely reproductive existence of human beings.” (Dowling 

1984, 33) Psychoanalysis, thus, opened for a historical interpretation shows to be an 

unconscious political tool for perpetuating an existing social order, which, at its own turn, is 

denying history, and therefore a matter of ideology. This, in the most famous words of Louis 

Althusser from his 1969 article, Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards 

an Investigation), can, therefore, be defined as follows: “Ideology represents the imaginary 

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence.” (Althusser 1971, 162) 

 

But, if the way people tell their stories is so meaningful, then, perhaps, the way they are 

retelling them could also be of some interest. It is a more or less common practice in stage or 

screen adaptations of literary texts that the original plot is modified, mandated usually by the 

constraints of both time and medium. At this point a proper adaptation theory would go on to 

develop media-specific discourses, and comparative analyses. Siegfried Kracauer’s 1960 

Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality, for instance, opens with the statement: 

“This study rests upon the assumption that each medium has a specific nature which invites 

certain kinds of communications while obstructing others.” (Kracauer 1997, 3) But even in 

the case of more or less ‘faithful’ film adaptations the simple shift between the two 

communication systems isn’t exempt of cultural and historical implications. ‘Not faithful’ 
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adaptations in turn, like the one in focus here, where – in terms of formalist narratology – 

differences doesn’t occur only at the level of the literary and the filmic syuzet that vary 

around the same underlying fable, but the fable itself gets reworked, are culturally at least as 

meaningful as they were newly written stories. Hence, plot rewriting can perhaps be 

submitted to analysis in its own right, in the same manner as the primary narratives. Naturally 

it won’t be considered so much as a literary or filmic structure but rather as something earlier 

called socially symbolic act. 

 

The tragedy of Hamlet, William Shakespeare’s longest play, and one among the most 

influential and controversial tragedies in the history of literature, written between 1599 and 

1602, itself is a result of numerous rewritings; Saxo Grammaticus, François de Bellforest, 

Thomas Kyd had their own versions long before the bard. Needless to say, the play’s 

performance history, ever since, is endlessly long and during the twentieth century many film 

adaptations were produced as well. Of all these stage and especially screen adaptations there 

is only a reduced set of productions that excel while perceptibly altering the Shakespearean 

fable. In the silent era of cinema one of the most remarkable of these perhaps was Svend 

Gade’s and Heinz Schall’s 1921 Hamlet, featuring Asta Nielsen as a female Hamlet disguised 

as a man. Although not a film adaptation, a stark and immensely recognized reworking of the 

early postmodern era was Heiner Müller’s Hamletmachine, from 1977. And to conclude the 

compelling line of powerful rewritings one also has to acknowledge the 1987 adaptation by 

Aki Kaurismäki, titled Hamlet Goes Business (Hamlet liikemaailmassa); based on a 

screenplay written by Kaurismäki himself and produced in Helsinki by the independent film 

company of the Kaurismäki brothers. By that time the plot of Hamlet had already been 

transposed to the business world twice, first by Edgar G. Ulmer in his 1945 thriller, Strange 

Illusion; and later by Helmut Käuntner in his 1959 Der Rest ist Schweigen. 

 

No one could accuse Kaurismäki of lacking ambition, as his main pursuit with this rather 

peculiar reworking of Shakespeare was the transposal of the plot to the multinational 

corporate environment of 1980s Finland. Kaurismäki’s experiment, eventually, placed the 

film within a completely new geopolitical problematic, light-years away from the questions 

usually associated to the play and to the majority of its modernist interpretations (like those of 

Freud, Jacques Lacan, or Harry Levin), but in many respects it has also differentiated itself 

from Michael Almereyda’s 2000 business world adaptation, Hamlet. Almereyda transposed 

Hamlet to the corporate world, but followed closely the story and kept the original language 
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of Shakespeare. By doing so he produced something perhaps literally corresponding to the 

phenomenon of postmodernist pastiche described by Jameson in his 1991 book, 

Postmodernism or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, as “the wearing of a linguistic 

mask, speech in a dead language.” (Jameson 1991, 17–18) Itself not devoid of pastiche, 

Kaurismäki’s adaptation preformed, however, not one but actually three transformations, 

adding along each one an important new scene not present in the original. The most upfront 

obviously is the transposal of the story to the corporate environment, but the other 

transformations are also important. The presence of the multinational space in the film 

motivates the decision to invoke Jameson’s thoughts, as in his works Jameson carried out 

notable attempts to theorize the relationship of economic facts and cultural phenomena, and 

himself stated that “what we have been calling postmodern (or multinational) space is not 

merely a cultural ideology or fantasy but has genuine historical (and socioeconomic) reality as 

a third great original expansion of capitalism around the globe.” (Jameson 1991, 49) 

 

The main transformation, perceptible from the first shot of the film, is in fact a pretty 

common method of adaptation, presenting events in a modernized environment. On 

Kaurismäki’s screen Hamlet (Pirkka-Pekka Petelius) appears not as son of the king but as son 

of the chairman of a commercial enterprise of 1980s Finland. As one might expect, he is 

seemingly more concerned with money than melancholia as he uses the latter mainly to 

camouflage his monetary manipulations against Klaus (Claudius – Esko Salminen). After the 

death of elder Hamlet (Pentti Auer) we meet Polonius (Esko Nikkari) disclosing the truth 

about Hamlet’s financial situation to his daughter Ofelia (Ophelia – Kati Outinen) and his sun 

Lauri (Laertes – Kari Väänänen). Hamlet, goes on Polonius, with the death of his father 

controls the majority of the interests and holds the decisive power above the corporation. 

Klaus despite all his contributions in the death of elder Hamlet and his marriage with the 

unsuspecting Gertrud (Gertrude – Elina Salo) remains only the acting manager, and as the 

story unfolds he gets more and more marginalized by the power-lusting Hamlet. The 

fundamental scene that comes with this transposal, obviously, isn’t present in Shakespeare at 

all. During a board meeting Hamlet vetoes Klaus’s plan of selling off unprofitable sawmills 

and mines, and of closing down shipyards, whereby – as the story goes – Norwegian 

businessman Wallenberg (Fortinbras) gets Scandinavian monopoly on Caribbean Sea 

cruisers. For all this Klaus expected in exchange Wallenberg’s share in the Swedish rubber 

duck manufacture – transaction leading to Finnish world monopoly in the rubber duck 

industry. 
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Klaus’s own account of his plan seemingly supplied a political argument (hardly present in 

Shakespeare) sounding the more or the less like this: the board must sacrifice national values 

like the timber industry, the powers of the woodlands, the natural resource of the Finns, in 

exchange of a membership in the global capitalist world market. The idea of the woodlands 

and the natural environment is the matter upon which a whole Romantic ideology of the 

nation state has been built up. And indeed, after Klaus’s speech Hamlet prevents the deal with 

reference to the historical fact that his ascendants founded the concern in 1812, presenting 

himself as the trustee of the national bloodline that resists multinational transactions. It should 

also be noticed that the idea of Klaus’s plan of selling the sawmills in exchange of 

multinational interest in the rubber duck business may be deadpan, but by far not as 

unrealistic as it seems at first sight. In the beginning of twentieth century Finnish Rubber 

Works established its factories near a town called Nokia. After World War I Finnish Rubber 

Works acquired Nokia Company, a local wood pulp business, and more importantly Finnish 

Cable Works, a producer of telephone and telegraph cables. In 1967 the three companies 

merged into the Nokia Corporation. But as it came to telecommunications, one mustn’t 

overlook the massive presence of 1980s communication and information technologies in 

Hamlet Goes Business. The conversation between Hamlet and Polonius is surveyed by Klaus 

via a closed circuit surveillance system, while Hamlet at his own turn bugs Klaus’s and 

Polonius’s conversations with a microphone plugged into a very visibly Sony cassette 

recorder. Later in the duel the disarmed Lauri gets killed by having a vintage radio jammed on 

his head and switched on, prompting him to dance like a short-circuiting robot. And when 

taking over Klaus’s office, the first thing Hamlet is concerned with is to move his personal 

computer. If Jameson based a whole interpretation of Sydney Pollack’s 1975 Three Days of 

the Condor upon the presence of communicational tools, one must admit that Hamlet Goes 

Business is not a jot less worthy for a similar sort of interpretation. 

 

The board meeting scene is therefore a debate about Finnish economy, an allegorical debate 

perhaps, in which Romantic nationalism fights back postmodern multi-nationalism, a 

situation that ends with the victory of Hamlet’s romanticist, past-orientated opinion, which, 

however, is deceptive, because towards the end, after the death of all his corporate 

antagonists, he will eventually change his mind, and tries to sell everything to Wallenberg. 

Clearly, the reason of the whole effort of transposing of the Hamlet to the corporate world lies 

in the introduction of this trope. According to Jameson’s opinion from his 1979 book, Fables 

of Aggression: Wyndham Lewis, the Modernist as Fascist, cultural formations provide an 
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“unstable and provisory solution to an aesthetic dilemma which is itself the manifestation of a 

social and historical contradiction.” (Jameson 1979, 94) Postmodernist allegory can therefore 

be understood as an attempt “to bridge the increasing gap between the existential data of 

everyday life within a given nation-state and the structural tendency of monopoly capital to 

develop on a world-wide, essentially transnational scale.” (Jameson 1979, 94) Paraphrasing 

Imre Szeman’s 2001 essay, Who’s Afraid of National Allegory? one could affirm that the 

formal qualities of Kaurismäki point to the fact that life in Finland can no longer be rendered 

intelligible with the ‘raw materials’ of Finnish life alone; narrative resources must be sought 

elsewhere, and what lies ‘outside’ Finland is (objectively and structurally) a system of nation-

states (and their attendant national cultures). As Jameson himself would have put it, the lived 

experience of the Finnish situation is domestic, while its structural intelligibility is 

international and as such in contemporary allegories “the allegorical spirit is profoundly 

discontinuous, a matter of breaks and heterogeneities, of the multiple polysemia of the dream 

rather than the homogenous representation of the symbol.” (Jameson 1986, 73) If 

Kaurismäki’s tale seems to map the situation through some ‘one-to-one table of equivalence,’ 

where wood mills are domestic and rubber works are multi-national, one also has to 

acknowledge the interposed object of the allegorical interpretant, which now, obviously, is 

nothing but the tragedy of Hamlet itself. Culture mediates, puts Szeman, and “the cultural 

forms and patterns that produce this mediation are themselves the product of an earlier 

process of mediation – now reified into the forms and patterns of culture that are to be used as 

the raw materials of cultural production.” (Szeman 2001, 812) 

 

Another transformation of the original story is seemingly (also) a form problem as it invests 

the plot with a special quality of the imagery, the imagery of a dark, vintage detective movie. 

The governing fact here is that Kaurismäki reshaped the whole story in concordance with the 

narrative clichés of the 1940s detective films; an obvious – yet bright – idea considering that 

the original plot itself is a story of crime and murder. Kaurismäki’s transformation is 

consequent in image and sound: due both to Timo Salminen’s low-key black and white 

photography and Jouko Lumme’s soundtrack the overall tone is deliberately pure B movie, 

just as most noirs of the classic period, which were similarly low or modestly budgeted 

features, ‘B movies either literally or in spirit’. At the same time the exaggerated emotions 

recall the crime melodramas of the 1940s. David Bordwell in his 1985 study, Narration in the 

Fiction Film, remarked that “the fundamental characteristic of the detective tale is that the 

syuzet withholds crucial events occurring in the ‘crime’ portion of the fabula.” (Bordwell 
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1985, 64) But in the same place Bordwell has also stated that: “The crime plot in the detective 

tale is usually revealed through delayed and concentrated exposition, a long scene near the 

end of the syuzet recounting the events leading up to the crime.” (Bordwell 1985, 56) It’s not 

too hard to notice that this classical technique of delayed exposition of the detective film is 

exactly what Kaurismäki adopts in the Hamlet Goes Business, as the most important scene 

which comes with this transformation is exactly a delayed exposition revealing the events that 

led to the death of elder Hamlet in a scene – just as Bordwell has put it – near the end of the 

film. This scene, then, contains Hamlet’s confession to Simo (Horatio – Hannu Valtonen). 

Hamlet, the only family member alive, after killing both Klaus and Lauri in the final duel, 

feels free to disclose the truth about the death of his father. Before selling everything to 

Wallenberg and embarking on his journey to the end of the night (the original “niin kauas 

kuin yötä riittää” literally corresponding to the Finnish translation of the title of Louis-

Ferdinand Céline’s 1932 classic, Journey to the End of the Night) he wants to ease his soul 

and unburden his heart. The truth, then, is that Klaus indeed wanted to kill elder Hamlet but 

he managed the poison in small doses in order to weaken his heart. As Hamlet didn’t get on 

too well with his father, he let Klaus continue, but finally he got tired of waiting and decided 

to take care of it once and for all. He discovered where Klaus had hidden the poison and one 

night he managed to sneak in before him and changed the contents of the bottle to a stronger 

stuff. Making the Hollywood cliché complete, Kaurismäki illustrates the confession with a 

flashback, showing Hamlet sneaking in the restroom and changing the bottles. 

 

For centuries the great majority of the interpretations found a common take-off in Hamlet’s 

hesitation or delay of action. The Romantic commonplace praised Hamlet for his internal, 

individual conflict echoing the strong romanticist sense of instability and disintegration, with 

emphasis on internal struggles and inner character in general. By the first half of the twentieth 

century the psychoanalytic interpretation became influential. In The Interpretation of Dreams, 

in 1900, Freud started his analysis from the premise that “the play is built up on Hamlet’s 

hesitations over fulfilling the task of revenge that is assigned to him; but its text offers no 

reasons or motives for these hesitations.” (Freud 1991, 367) After reviewing various literary 

theories, Freud concluded that Hamlet has an Oedipal desire for his mother and the 

subsequent guilt is preventing him from murdering the man, Claudius, who has done what he 

unconsciously wanted to do. Confronted with his repressed desires, Hamlet realizes that “he 

himself is literally no better than the sinner whom he is to punish.” (Freud 1991, 367) Later in 

the twentieth century Levin saw Hamlet standing alone and alienated from his environment 
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and argued that this isolation makes him a direct predecessor of the modern hero. Former 

conceptions of individuality – sums up Jameson – “shared a single, fundamentally spatial, 

presupposition, which may be resumed in the equally timehonored formula of “critical 

distance.”” (Jameson 1991, 48) But Kaurismäki’s detective cliché presents Hamlet as a 

manipulator, as incapable to maintain his critical distance necessary for mediations 

concerning the reason of being or not being (the monologue, obviously, missing from the 

film). As Jameson has put it: “our now postmodern bodies are bereft of spatial coordinates 

and practically (let alone theoretically) incapable of distantiation; meanwhile, it has already 

been observed how the prodigious new expansion of multinational capital ends up penetrating 

and colonising those very precapitalist enclaves (Nature and the Unconscious) which offered 

extraterritorial and Archimedean footholds for critical effectivity.” (Jameson 1991, 48) 

According to this process which has its moment of truth in the emergence of “a whole 

extraordinarily demoralising and depressing original new global space” (Jameson 1991, 49), 

and which becomes the basis of all new ways of ‘mimesis of reality’ one may say that 

focusing on the psychological sector and especially on the unconscious structures is not the 

adequate procedure anymore to stage a dramatic hero. And that is exactly what Kaurismäki 

does not do; he does not relate Hamlet with an individual psychology but instead he presents 

him as a glossy stylistic surface reflecting the heartless gangster of the 1940s. 

 

This reworking of the plot – of stylistic origins – becomes, then, the narrative basis of the 

deepest change in the character of Hamlet. In Kaurismäki’s dark detective tale Hamlet is an 

active rather than an indecisive character, and even more involved in the crime than the 

murderous Klaus. Recalling the events in the light of his final confession makes it clear that 

he is an abject manipulator. He killed his father in cold blood; he disowned his mother after 

she married Klaus; he set up the mousetrap scene only to intimidate his main financial enemy, 

Klaus, interpellating him as a murderer; he broke up with Ofelia because she was too thin and 

then drove her to suicide; he killed both Klaus and Lauri in the final duel and arranged the 

spot as if they have killed each other, in order to escape investigation. No traces of hesitation 

are to be found in his actions; the viewer certainly has the sensation sometimes as if this 

Hamlet took up the task of playing some sort of hardboiled criminal in the fashion of an 

Edward G. Robinson – what he, indeed, does. As Jameson himself puts it in his 1992 The 

Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema and Space in the World System: “In our time the referent – the 

world system – is a being of such enormous complexity that it can only be mapped and 

modelled indirectly, by way of a simpler object that stands as its allegorical interpretant, that 
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object being most often in postmodernism itself a media phenomenon.” (Jameson 1992, 169) 

In the case of certain productions just as in the case of Hamlet Goes Business, perhaps, “that 

interposed object turned to be the star system itself.” (Jameson 1992, 169) 

 

The last transformation, probably the most arbitrary of them all, then works like a frame 

wrapped around the whole Hamlet-material, and includes the story of Hamlet and Claudius in 

a larger story, which is the typical working-class Kaurismäki tale. This is the story of Horatio 

and Marcellus who, as we will see, are the real heroes of the film. A similar narrative solution 

could be familiar from Tom Stoppard’s 1966 play, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, 

where the real protagonists of the tale weren’t the members of the royal family, but the two 

quarrelling courtiers. In Kaurismäki’s production both Horatio’s and Marcellus’s character 

underwent a transformation (Marcellus became a girl), as here we meet them being now a 

heterosexual couple, both servants in the bourgeois sense, the driver and the housemaid, Simo 

and Helena (Marcellus – Mari Rantasila). They have only short and apparently insignificant 

scenes of their own among the events of the Hamlet enterprise, during which they mostly 

daydream about getting married and leaving everything behind. But at the very end we are 

about to find out that they were undercover agents of the labour union with a final mission: to 

prevent by all means the closing down of the factories. Thus, as the sole survivors of the 

bloody events, they destroy the sales contract over Hamlet’s dead body to inhibit the 

corporation of Wallenberg from taking over the company and closing the factories. Hamlet’s 

famous last request: “Horatio, I am dead; Thou livest; report me and my cause aright To the 

unsatisfied” (Shakespeare 1980, 201) remains unuttered and unfulfilled. In the last scene 

Simo and Helena leave the empty mansion behind, packed up to a distant and less corrupt 

land, perhaps to live happily ever after. 

 

As said earlier, this transformation frames the Shakespeare plot with the typical Kaurismäki 

tale. The latter, as a narrative scheme, can be detected especially in the trilogies, the working-

class trilogy or the unemployment trilogy, but a closer insight would observe it throughout the 

whole oeuvre. A review of this pattern – in more or less formalist terms – might shed light on 

the situation. Usually there is a state of nostalgic equilibrium at the exposition. The 

protagonists are ‘happy as children’ at the beginning of the 1999 Juha, while in the 1996 

Drifting Clouds (Kauas pilvet karkaavat) they set their happy faces for home after a long shift 

at their workplace. The initial equilibrium then gets upset as the capitalist system rears its 

head in the narrative, in the form of a restructuring layoff, or a greedy manager. The hero tries 
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to set back the original equilibrium, but feels powerless in the face of the system and is only 

able to wander around. Three endings are, then possible: the equilibrium is nostalgically set 

back (resulting in an ahistorical pastiche of living in a style of the past), like in Drifting 

Clouds, or the 2002 The Man without a Past (Mies vailla meneisyyttä); is projected to a 

distant land (implying post-national geopolitics), like in the 1988 Ariel; or it is tragically lost 

forever (alluding to postmodernist irony), as in Juha or the 1990 Match Factory Girl 

(Tulitikkutehtaan tyttö). The Hamlet Goes Business fits in this scheme due to the 

overshadowed romance of Simo and Helena, who, similarly, are presented as simple, 

assiduous people living in a harmonic relation ready for happiness. But later Kaurismäki 

inserts a significant scene in which the tipsy Hamlet returning from a bar tries to abuse 

Helena in the presence of Simo. The girl puts up resistance and gets out of Hamlet’s clutches, 

while Simo, shown in a melodramatic shot (a zoom from a second to a premier plan of the 

face), seems to be very irate. The upset equilibrium of the relationship is set back only at the 

very end of the film when Simo kills Hamlet as part of the labour union mission, followed by 

the retiring of the two from the corporate world. 

 

Considering this distilled Kaurismäki fable one must acknowledge how reminiscent its social 

dispositions are to those of Romantic anti-capitalism. While providing a consideration of the 

links of Marxist humanism with Romantic social thought in his 1987 essay, The Romantic 

and the Marxist Critique of Modern Civilization, Michael Löwy noted that the first critics of 

modern bourgeois society, of the capitalist civilization created by the Industrial Revolution 

were – more then half a century before Marx – the Romantic poets and writers. “The essential 

characteristic of Romantic anti-capitalism is a thorough critique of modern industrial 

(bourgeois) civilization (including the process of production and work) in the name of certain 

pre-capitalist social and cultural values.” (Löwy 1987, 891) Tony Pinkney in his 1998 study, 

Romantic Ecology, also stated, that Romantic anti-capitalism “is a fierce critique of modern 

capitalist civilization, but the values in the name of which it launches that critique are 

backward – rather than forward – looking. It appeals to the supposedly ‘organic’ human 

communities of earlier historical epochs” (Wu 1998, 418), and in addition “this is already a 

long way removed from socialism, which denounces capitalism in the name of a better future, 

not a golden past” (Wu 1998, 418). Pinkney concludes in the following fashion: “The 

workers, in its view, are victims of the system, to be sure; but they are also passively 

integrated into it and are not seen to constitute, as they do for the socialist tradition, the active 

subject of political challenge and transformation.” (Wu 1998, 418) 
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Indeed, Kaurismäki’s films are set in the margins that remain outside of the official society. 

As he himself stressed in a discussion with Peter von Bagh, not very many of his characters 

are in position where they would have a right to strike, as they are really more 

lumpenproletariat than working-class. However, the romanticist note, with the accompanied 

outlook to the Romantic social thought – as an attitude that values what is natural and simple 

over what is more developed and complex and which sees earlier, simpler and more primitive 

conditions as giving a better model for social life than later and more sophisticated ones – in 

Kaurismäki’s films is an effect of, and is encapsulated in, the basic aesthetic feature of these 

films: nostalgia. Nostalgia in Kaurismäki’s case refers – as Jameson would put it – rather to 

the present and not to the past. Kaurismäki himself stated that he couldn’t show a new car in 

his films because they are ‘ugly’ therefore in almost each of his films he goes back to 1950s 

or 1960s for car design. Certainly this approach grabs the past mainly through stylistic 

connotation, which is exactly the heart of the matter when it comes to postmodernist 

nostalgia, where “the history of aesthetic styles displaces “real” history.” (Jameson 1991, 20) 

In Ariel, for instance, the unemployed rural mine worker in the frosty North of late 1980s 

Finland (right at the beginning of Finnish great depression) inherits a 1962 Cadillac Eldorado 

Biarritz convertible (an afterimage of the 1950s American economic growth); and his 

nostalgic attempt of putting it to daily use is clearly a stylistic endeavour of living in the 

golden past. 

 

In her 2000 essay, Irony, Nostalgia, and the Postmodern, Linda Hutcheon related the 

phenomenon of irony to the postmodernist notion of nostalgia. “Our contemporary culture is 

indeed nostalgic; some parts of it – postmodern parts – are aware of the risks and lures of 

nostalgia, and seek to expose those through irony.” (Hutcheon 2000, 207) In the account of 

Hutcheon the post-contemporary situation is ironic because of the ‘inevitable disparity 

between the aspiration and realization.’ As such, this concept is already a long way removed 

from the Romantic idea of irony, which was predominantly against the ‘enlightenment 

restriction of reason to a universal human norm’ pointing to the limits of that reason. “Given 

irony's conjunction of the said and the unsaid – in other words, its inability to free itself from 

the discourse it contests – there is no way for these cultural modes to escape a certain 

complicity, to separate themselves artificially from the culture of which they are a part.” 

(Hutcheon 2000, 207) Irony then goes hand in hand with allegory, pointing towards the 

impossibility of grabbing the now global system in sharply focused narrative representations, 

“when confronted with the ambitious program of fantasizing an economic system on the scale 
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of the globe itself.” (Jameson 1992, 9) One has to wonder no more how irony filters into 

Kaurismäki’s narratives, which allow both ‘isolated landscapes’ and previous ‘cultural 

patterns’ to function as the ‘figurative machinery’ in which questions about the global and its 

impact over the local ‘ceaselessly rise and fall.’ 
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American Minimalism (Jarmusch) 

 

Steal from anywhere that resonates with inspiration or fuels your imagination. 

 

Jim Jarmusch 

 

Jim Jarmusch has often been characterized as a minimalist filmmaker whose idiosyncratic 

films are unhurried. His films eschew traditional narrative structure – lacking clear plot 

progression – and focus more on mood and character development, while sometimes it is also 

suggested that his goal is to approximate the everyday experience of time. The early work of 

Jarmusch is marked by a brooding, contemplative tone, featuring extended silent scenes and 

prolonged still shots; his protagonists are usually described as lone adventurers, three time 

losers, petty thieves, or inept con men, all eminently likeable, if not downright charming, 

laconic, withdrawn, sorrowful mumblers. It is also being said that Jarmusch blends film styles 

and genres with sharp wit and dark humour, while his style is also defined by a signature 

deadpan comedic tone. But most importantly Jarmusch is ascribed as having instigated the 

American independent film movement, while he permanently upended the idea of 

independent film as an intrinsically inaccessible avant-garde form. The success of his films 

resulted in a certain iconic status within art cinema, as an idiosyncratic and uncompromising 

auteur, exuding the aura of urban cool embodied by Downtown Manhattan. Such perceptions 

established Jarmusch as one of the most prominent and influential independent filmmakers of 

his generation, who only shares the scene with other most prominent art cinema auteurs. As 

Juan A. Suárez has put it in his 2007 book, Jim Jarmusch: “Jarmusch’s minimalism, wry 

humor, and blank affect have also had an impact among recent directors such as Tom DiCillo 

(who photographed Jarmusch’s first two films), Hal Hartley, Sofia Coppola, and Richard 

Linklater, and these qualities are also shared by the contemporary auteurs Aki Kaurismäki, 

Hou Hsiao-hsien, and Tsai Ming-liang. Jarmusch has helped to demonstrate the viability of 

independent cinema and has decisively contributed to shaping one of its dominant styles.” 

(Suárez 2007, 2) 

 

As reductive artistic production has been principally canonized as minimalist in America, 

especially in New York – most prominently in the form of Minimal Art and American 

minimal music –, a core New Yorker filmmaker like Jarmusch lies perhaps closer to this 

specific minimalist artistic tradition (in terms of influence) than, say, a European one. 
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Whereas in the case of a Kaurismäki, for instance, the use of the term minimalist hasn’t been 

really well-founded until the theoretical work of Hungarian critic Kovács András Bálint, who, 

in his 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, explicitly defined 

one of the major influences of Kaurismäki – Robert Bresson – as a minimalist filmmaker. 

Although his list is rather populated, Suárez approaches the minimalism of Jarmusch’s 

cinema from the perspective of the Downtown Manhattan artistic community, especially from 

the direction of music and fine art. When film is related to Jarmusch it is therefore not 

primarily through the European modernist tradition, but rather the American experimental 

cinema of the 1970s. “In the pages that follow, Jarmusch’s films will be inserted within a 

network of aesthetic influences that include minimalism, the New York pop vanguard of the 

late 1970s, punk, structural film, the postwar art cinemas, rock’n’roll, Beat literature and art, 

classic street photography, Hollywood genre film, European surrealism, and hip-hop, among 

others.” (Suárez 2007, 3) However, arriving to Jarmusch’s first film, the 1980 Permanent 

Vacation, Suárez shortens the list. “Despite these resonances from earlier underground 

filmmaking, the immediate context for Permanent Vacation, and for Jarmusch’s early work, 

was the experimental culture that thrived in downtown New York during the mid-1970s and 

early 1980s. In these years, experimental art was still under the combined influence of pop, 

minimalism, and performance – the currents that had dominated the 1960s avant-garde.” 

(Suárez 2007, 11–12) Although one is tempted to substitute Suárez’s category of the popular 

with that of the underground or subcultural, the description that follows still cuts to the chase. 

“The pull toward the popular was just as widespread in experimental music and film. In the 

early 1980s, avant-garde composers like Philip Glass, Terry Riley, and Steve Reich, 

representatives of post-Cageian minimalism, performed in rock clubs and recorded albums 

that had some following among the rock intelligentsia.” (Suárez 2007, 12–13) 

 

All in all, Suárez establishes a strong relation between the films of Jarmusch and American 

minimalist tradition. “The style of Permanent Vacation shows marks of this allegiance to 

minimalism, as do many of Jarmusch’s later films.” (Suárez 2007, 25) The very first scene of 

Permanent Vacation, for instance, shows empty streets in the warehouse and industrial 

districts of Downtown Manhattan. Halfway through the sequence, Allie, the protagonist 

(Chris Parker), makes his appearance, a lone walker crossing the frame. Suárez, but other 

critics as well, have pointed out that this sequence echoes the first shots of Wim Wenders and 

Nicholas Ray’s 1980 Lightning over Water, which show the filmmaker getting out of a taxi 

on a deserted street corner in SoHo in the early morning. But even more than Wenders’s 
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work, the settings of Jarmusch’s film recall the downtown lofts and streets that appear in the 

1967 Wavelength by Michael Snow or the 1969 Reverberation of Ernie Gehr and, perhaps 

even more directly, those of News from Home, a structural work made by Chantal Akerman in 

New York in 1977. “News from Home is a nonnarrative piece entirely made up of takes of 

city streets and subway stations.” (Suárez 2007, 26) In Akerman’s film the French-accented 

female voice of the voiceover narration reads letters addressed to her daughter, who happens 

to be in New York making films. The mother makes recommendations and inquiries, sends 

regards from family and neighbours, details intimate family affairs, and insistently wonders 

when her daughter will return home. As Suárez is quick to point out, there are important 

similarities between News from Home and Jarmusch’s Permanent Vacation. They open and 

close with nearly identical shots – both start in deserted streets and end with a view of 

Downtown Manhattan filmed from a moving ship; they use offscreen voices as mediators; 

highlight a slightly eerie, vacated quality in the city; make selective use of slow motion; and 

they are quite minimal in their approach, preferring long takes and sequence shots to 

conventional découpage. “Even the offscreen voices in both films share a mixture of flatness 

and unconcern, as if seeking to distance the spectator from the film. Putting it crassly, one 

could say that Permanent Vacation is News from Home plus a story, as if Jarmusch’s film had 

fleshed out one of the many possible narratives that are hinted at but never pursued by 

Akerman. By extension, Jarmusch’s later work sought to repopulate the empty spaces of 

structural cinema with a downtown street sensibility, with stories of outsiders, and with 

stylized narratives that subtly blend the real and the unreal.” (Suárez 2007, 27) 

 

Another scene of interest is the one that shows Allie dancing to a bop track by Earl Bostic, 

while his girlfriend Leila (Leila Gastil) smokes a cigarette and stares out the window. Most of 

the two and a half minute scene consists of a long static take: it starts with Allie sitting next to 

Leila on the windowsill; he then turns on the record player and starts dancing to the music, 

launches into ‘all-out boogying,’ collapses on the floor, starts dancing again kicking off his 

shoes, then the tune is finally over and he stops the record player. The image is sustained well 

after it has communicated its main message, exuberance, solipsism, and disaffection – Allie 

seems to have forgotten that his girlfriend, whom he has not seen for days, is in the room. In 

other scenes extended lateral tracking shots show Allie traversing the streets of the city. 

“These frequent, lengthy framings cannot be justified by strict narrative functionality; they 

suggest a fascination with the character’s movement, with the changing background, and with 

the camera’s ability to capture both. The frame takes on a life of its own and seems to call 
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attention to itself, much as it does in structural cinema, the filmic counterpart of minimalism.” 

(Suárez 2007, 26) With that one arrives to the idea that Minimal Art has a cinematic or indeed 

filmic (as experimental moving images are easier related to the art of film than to the 

institution of cinema) ‘counterpart’ in structural film. P. Adams Sitney defined structural film 

in his 2002 edition of his book, Visionary Film: The American Avant-Garde, 1943–2000, as 

follows: “The structural film insists on its shape, and what content it has is minimal and 

subsidiary to the outline. Four characteristics of the structural film are its fixed camera 

position (fixed frame from the viewer’s perspective), the flicker effect, loop printing, and 

rephotography off the screen. Very seldom will one find all four characteristics in a single 

film, and there are structural films which modify these usual elements.” (Sitney 2002, 348) In 

his 2005 study, A Line of Sight: American Avant-Garde Film since 1965, Paul Arthur has 

suggested that structural film remained a basic influence on experimental filmmakers – even 

among those who claimed to reject it – well past its heyday in the early 1970s. “Moreover, 

structural film’s lofts, street corners, and deserted commercial spaces are in essence 

repopulated by New Narrative, turned into “bit players” instead of given starring roles, as they 

are in the structural ethos.” (Arthur 2005, 81) This is why Suárez feels even more tempted to 

stress their relation to the cinema of Jarmusch. “In fact, the popular oriented, feature-length 

avant-garde and the cinema of structure are not polar opposites but dialectically intertwined.” 

(Suárez 2007, 26) 

 

Permanent Vacation had its own ideas as well as some ‘wit and charm,’ as it is sometimes 

pointed out, but it lacked the concentration that gave Jarmusch’s next film, the 1984 Stranger 

than Paradise, its lasting impact: the extended one-take sequences, the exquisitely timed 

blackouts and stretches of black leader between them, the grungy allure and delicately 

nuanced interplay of the protagonists, the relative uniformity of DiCillo’s ‘greyish’ black and 

white cinematography in relation to a shifting landscape (urban New York, suburban 

Cleveland, rural Florida), the clipped humour of the minimal dialogue. Jarmusch’s ‘comic 

hipness’ certainly informed some of the scenes of Permanent Vacation, but in Stranger than 

Paradise it evolved into something more ‘sad, sweet, and durable’ – the relationship between 

two male leads and the Hungarian girl they adore but are too shy to express their feelings to 

directly. But while this characterization is nothing but true from the strict perspective of 

narrative cinema, that much also mustn’t be forgotten that the real strength behind Permanent 

Vacation was perhaps exactly its ability to synthesize between the experimental and the 

narrative tradition. “If Permanent Vacation populated the empty cityscapes of structural 
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cinema, Stranger than Paradise applies structural rigor to the construction of the film. It 

looks like an exercise in stylistic primitivism: it is shot in grainy black and white with wide-

angle lenses, which allow for staging in depth, and is entirely composed of static sequence 

shots – camera movement is limited to slight pans and reframes. The soundtrack consists of 

synch-recording and a melancholy string suite that, in Godardlike fashion, fades in and out of 

the aural field at seemingly random moments.” (Suárez 2007, 30) 

 

In the case of Stranger than Paradise Suárez returns to his initial framework of comparing 

Jarmusch’s films with the minimalist trends of arts and music, and suggests that it is rather the 

serialism and the modularity of minimal music, which applies in relation to the filmic 

medium. “This stripping down of film language has frequently been labeled minimalist. It 

certainly recalls one of minimalism’s central concerns: formal reductionism, which in 

painting and sculpture entailed paring down the artwork to its most basic material components 

– lines, surfaces, and masses that do not necessarily represent anything but simply are. The 

film does represent, however, hence its minimalism is more clearly discernible in its modular 

structure, its emphasis on empty time and the inert physical presence of the performers, and 

its impersonal landscapes.” (Suárez 2007, 30) While central to Minimal Art and minimal 

music, modular construction may be found as well outside nominal minimalist tradition. The 

tendency of artists such as Laurie Anderson, Cindy Sherman, or Robert Longo to build 

performances and works around fragments, film stills, or embryonic events pregnant with 

narrative possibilities, but seldom developing into fully-fledged stories, is sometimes seen 

associated with minimalism. The basic impulse of these works, once famously identified as 

allegorical, also testifies for the films of Jarmusch. “But it is also reminiscent of the 1960s 

work of the sculptors Tony Smith and Richard Morris, who frequently made pieces in 

modules that were dispersed across the exhibition space, forcing viewers to become 

physically active in the process of perception and to grow aware of their own position as 

spectators.” (Suárez 2007, 30) 

 

Sometimes it is being argued in relation to the interpretative paradigm of experimental cinema 

– which was most important in the understanding of Permanent Vacation – that the 

spectatorial involvement induced by the minimalist artworks of Smith or Morris, but other 

minimalists as well, was also pursued in experimental film, in such titles as the 1970 Zorn’s 

Lemma by Hollis Frampton or Snow’s very own 1983 So Is This, which employ blacked-out 

sections as punctuation marks and rhythmic devices. “Rather than a well-woven story, 
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Stranger than Paradise presents a succession of self-contained vignettes starkly separated by 

fragments of black leader. Eliding transitions and emphasizing the here and now of the action, 

the film gives spectators basic building blocks and allows them to develop their own 

connections. This procedure evokes musical minimalism, with its block construction, its 

abrupt transitions between parts, and its lack of tonal development.” (Suárez 2007, 30) 

Without doubt, modular structure remained pretty constant also in Jarmusch’s subsequent 

films. It is especially prominent in the 1989 Mystery Train, the 1991 Night on Earth, but also 

in the much later 2005 Broken Flowers. These films are constructed as assemblages of short 

episodes and present sketchy situations full of gaps and indeterminacies rather than 

organically integrated stories. “But a case may also be made for its similarity to some 

aesthetic procedures in Jarmusch’s immediate environment, where fragmentation and 

modularity are symptomatic of what contemporary philosophers were defining as the erosion 

of the great meta-récits of modernity and the concomitant need to refocus attention on the 

micrological and the molecular, on punctual strategies and events.” (Suárez 2007, 31) 

 

However valid interpretative framework experimental cinema or structural film may be in 

relation to the films of Jarmusch, when it comes to the narrative elements of Stranger than 

Paradise (and also of Jarmusch’s subsequent titles), such as acting or expressing affections, 

former arguments related to the techniques of modernist minimalists like Bresson or 

Michelangelo Antonioni resurface. “Also minimal are the blank affect and the distended 

temporality of the film. Most scenes are devoted to inaction: to characters sitting around, 

listening to music, or half-engaged in saggy, desultory exchange. These scenes are filled with 

“dead time” – moments that do not propel the action forward nor add information about the 

characters.” (Suárez 2007, 31) The use of temps mort and the deliberate dedramatization of 

the plot was – as described by both Kovács and David Bordwell – a basic procedure 

employed by Antonioni in his films. “The tone of the film is deliberately flat, largely because 

the camera retains its distance, and there are no stress marks, such as musical cues, close-ups, 

or emphatic camera movements.” (Suárez 2007, 32) There are few dramatic moments, – when 

Willie (John Lurie) and Eddie (Richard Edson) are accused of cheating at cards, when they 

lose their money at the greyhound races, or when Eva (Eszter Bálint) suddenly stumbles into 

wealth –, but these are treated without much convulsion and ‘blend in with the rest.’ The 

performances emphasize disengagement and blankness, and rather than well-rounded 

individuality, they communicate presence: this is the temporality of bodies that wait, ponder 

and get bored. “The characters seldom appear affected by their circumstances or each other.” 
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(Suárez 2007, 32) Willie is the only one with a quick temper, which he usually hides behind 

his gloom and his cool facade; Eva and Eddie retain a constant mood of withdrawal and 

bemused contentment, respectively. “Their rapport rarely reveals overt emotion. In part, this 

is because their being together is punctuated by silences and pauses; when they do address 

each other, their eyes rarely meet and tend to be directed at other foci of attention, such as 

comic books, the road, or the ever-present television screens. Still, one of the outstanding 

achievements of the acting is the way it intimates that the emotion is still there, barely visible 

under the evasive cool and the frowning unconcern.” (Suárez 2007, 32) It is caught in fleeting 

moments, when Willie shows up at the apartment with a goodbye gift for Eva, when Eva’s 

face lights up on discovering her cousin and Eddie at the hot-dog joint where she works in 

Cleveland, or when Willie and Eva sit snug and happy in the kitchen, giggling at his inability 

to remember a joke. “The deep focus and long takes allow these moments of revelation to 

emerge gradually from the meaningless debris of posing and small talk.” (Suárez 2007, 32) In 

a way, Suárez suggests, this is the apotheosis of realist filmmaking advocated by André 

Bazin, with filmic duration as the vehicle of epiphany. “But it is also a transposition into film 

of the flatness and muffled expressiveness of minimalist performance and dance, where 

subjectivity is generally eschewed, performers are reduced to physical presences, and 

emotions are deflated through repetition, everyday gesture, and linguistic banality.” (Suárez 

2007, 32) 

 

Just as in the case of Antonioni, emotional landscape can be further related to the physical 

landscapes depicted in the films. “In addition to mapping a particular emotional landscape, 

the film dwells extensively on physical landscape – highways, diners, cheap motels, trashed-

out downtown streets, dingy apartments, cinemas, and postindustrial rust parks.” (Suárez 

2007, 32) With few exceptions these landscapes fall under what French ethnographer Marc 

Augé has called non-places: transitional locations devoid of symbolic significance and 

personal traces and intended for passage or temporary use, and certainly not for prolonged 

habitation. These sorts of non-places, as Suárez also suggested, are repeatedly featured in 

minimalist art and film. As Augé himself has put it in his 1992 book, Non-Places: 

Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity: “If a place can be defined as relational, 

historical and concerned with identity, then a space which cannot be defined as relational, or 

historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-place.” (Augé 1995, 77–78) Under the 

category of the non-place critics allude to the cold, institutional settings of Snow’s 1969 Back 

and Forth and Gehr’s 1970 Serene Velocity – the classroom and the empty hallway, 
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respectively – the photographs of gas stations and roadside structures of Ed Ruscha in the 

early 1960s, or the industrial sites pictured by Bernd Becher and Hilla Becher throughout 

their career. Fitting into the canon there is again Smith, who was very much attracted to roads 

and industrial locations because of their vastness. “Their massive scale is lacking in most 

contemporary art, and, as a car ride through an unfinished stretch of highway revealed to him 

in the late 1950s, they also impose a new form of perception: it is not enough to observe 

them, they have to be experienced spatially and temporally, a bit like the dead times of 

Stranger than Paradise.” (Suárez 2007, 32) For the assemblage and land artist Robert 

Smithson, these landscapes offered unprecedented topographies, and he at one time pointed 

out that such non-places fracture linear time. As Smithson has put it in a rather poetic 

language, construction sites are ‘zero panorama of ruins in reverse,’ and the abandoned 

buildings and empty lots of warehouse and industrial areas are ‘holes’ that define ‘the 

memory traces of an abandoned set of futures.’ In his view, the post-metropolitan spread is ‘a 

Utopia without a bottom,’ as it exists without a rational past and without the ‘big events’ of 

history. “It is as plotless and open to duration as Jarmusch’s stories and characters.” (Suárez 

2007, 32) 

 

Minimal Art, minimal music, and structural film, are perpetual points of reference for the 

films of Jarmusch, therefore the ways in which they depict space can also be related to these 

older formations. “Such a structure owes as much to the modular minimalism of Jarmusch’s 

beginnings and the staccato presence of objects as to the kind of physical space in which the 

story unfolds. This space is the suburban sprawl: the dispersed habitat that became 

predominant in the United States after World War II.” (Suárez 2007, 147) In his 2004 book, 

Film Noir and the Spaces of Modernity, critic and historian Edward Dimendberg 

characterized this type of space as ‘centrifugal,’ opposed to the centralized or ‘centripetal’ 

space of the metropolis, typical to the first half of the twentieth century. “The most striking 

feature of centrifugal space remains its frequently nonarchitectural character, its introduction 

of technologies that facilitate speed and communication into the experience of a built 

environment once exclusively defined by architecture, urbanism, and landscape.” 

(Dimendberg 2004, 178) Centripetal space was characterized by continuity and concentration 

of architectural and human ‘events.’ In contrast, centrifugal space is discontinuous and 

relatively uneventful. It consists of low-density housing developments, industrial areas, and 

malls tied together by a network of highways, airports, and roads. Broken Flowers, for 

instance, alternates between the spaces of intimacy – emotional knots of the film and settings 
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for the events – and the communication network the protagonist uses to move across the 

country – places of transit where, as a rule, nothing happens. There are also other artists who 

explored these sites for artistic expression, such as Ruscha, John Baldessari, Dan Graham, or 

Stephen Shore, to name a few. “Their photographs explored the formal qualities of centrifugal 

space, emphasizing its nonexpressiveness, flatness, and ersatz quality by means of frontal 

framing and flat lighting. Broken Flowers is an exponent of this aesthetic. It spends most of 

its time in bland suburbs, impersonal motels, airport lounges, and highways and portrays them 

with a mixture of bemused interest and detachment.” (Suárez 2007, 147) 

 

But in Night on Earth Jarmusch has already stretched this spatial logic to a global scale. 

Elisabeth Mahoney in her 1997 article, ‘The People in Parentheses’: Space under Pressure in 

the Postmodern City, speaks about juxtaposition, which is an important structuring device in 

Night on Earth, as Jarmusch records one moment – one night – in five cities: Los Angeles, 

New York, Rome, Paris and Helsinki. “In each of the cities, the narrative unfolds in a taxi; 

this both captures the transitory nature of urban experience – unpredictable meetings and 

journeys – and foregrounds what is usually deemed insignificant, trivial, everyday, as central 

to this film.” (Clarke 1997, 178–179) One feels tempted to relate the spaces of Jarmusch, 

characterized in Dimendberg’s terms as – mostly American – centrifugal spaces or in Augé’s 

terms as – already global, that is, Americanized – non-places, to the notion of space defined 

by Rem Koolhaas, in his 2002 article, Junkspace, as the space left behind after the decline of 

modernism. “Junkspace is what remains after modernization has run its course, or, more 

precisely, what coagulates while modernization is still in progress, its fallout.” (Koolhaas 

2002, 175) Junkspace is the residue mankind leaves on the planet, puts Koolhaas, it results 

range from the reincorporation of the suburbia into the city in the form of massive shopping 

malls and festival marketplaces, to any attempt trying to revive the past glory through a 

process of recycling, restoring, rearranging, reassembling. In the city facing the aftermath of a 

modern era, junkspace is both everywhere and utterly unremarkable. Because it cannot be 

grasped, writes Koolhaas, it cannot be remembered either. It is flamboyant yet unmemorable, 

like a screensaver; its refusal to freeze insures instant amnesia. In his 1974 Alice in den 

Städten, Wenders made perhaps one of the first attempts to grasp this phenomenon in 

narrative cinema. In the 1989 Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical 

Social Theory, Edward W. Soja also made contributions to the description of the new type of 

spatial structure, accounting, however, also for the spatial – and narrative – organization in 

Jarmusch. “The discipline imprinted in a sequentially unfolding narrative predisposes the 
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reader to think historically, making it difficult to see the text as a map, a geography of 

simultaneous relations and meanings that are tied together by a spatial rather than temporal 

logic.” (Soja 1989, 1) The whole problematic of the new spatial experience presented by Soja, 

Augé, Koolhaas, or Dimendberg was once more summed up by the diagnostic of Fredric 

Jameson, who, his 1991 book, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 

attempted to grasp the momentum of postmodernism in relation to spatial organization. “So I 

come finally to my principal point here, that this latest mutation in space – postmodern 

hyperspace – has finally succeeded in transcending the capacities of the individual human 

body to locate itself, to organize its immediate surroundings perceptually, and cognitively to 

map its position in a mappable external world. It may now be suggested that this alarming 

disjunction point between the body and its built environment – which is to the initial 

bewilderment of the older modernism as the velocities of spacecraft to those of the 

automobile – can itself stand as the symbol and analogon of that even sharper dilemma which 

is the incapacity of our minds, at least at present, to map the great global multinational and 

decentered communicational network in which we find ourselves caught as individual 

subjects.” (Jameson 1991, 44) It goes without saying that the subject matter of (especially) the 

late films of Jarmusch, such as the 2009 The Limits of Control, is moulded by this sort of 

spatial organization. 
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Asian Minimalism (Tsai) 

 

I don't understand why there are so many movies about fighting. 

 

Tsai Ming-liang 

 

Born to a Chinese family in Malaysia, Tsai Ming-liang arrived to Taiwan during the first 

flowering of the Taiwanese film industry and, standing on the shoulders of such 

groundbreaking filmmakers like Edward Yang and Hou Hsiao-hsien, became one of the 

defining artists of Taiwanese cinema. Distinguished by deadpan attitude, an intimate 

acquaintance with despair and isolation, and minutely controlled mise en scène in which the 

smallest gestures give off considerable reverberations, Tsai’s films comprise one of the most 

distinctive bodies of work. At the beginning of his 2006 article, The Cinema of Tsai Ming-

liang: A Modernist Genealogy, Mark Betz confesses how surprised he was by the sheer 

volume of comparisons that connected the cinema of Tsai to a group of old-school European 

filmmakers, comparisons which presumably have served as a sort of shorthand to evoke – for 

Western viewers unfamiliar with his work – the particular economy of his narrative style and 

the likely experience of viewing it. Some situated Tsai among his predecessors of the so-

called first wave of Taiwan New Cinema, Hou and Yang, and claimed that just as Hou was 

often compared to Yasujirō Ozu and Yang to Michelangelo Antonioni, Tsai has emerged as 

some sort of a Taiwanese Reiner Werner Fassbinder. Others found in Tsai’s second film an 

‘oppressive, Antonioni-derived sense of urban, architectural nausea,’ or straightforwardly 

called Tsai ‘the Taiwanese Antonioni,’ and referenced Tsai’s austere images and sparse 

dialogue comparing them to those of Robert Bresson, suggesting that his real time and slow 

pacing is ‘nevertheless involving and hypnotic,’ especially to those familiar with the work of 

Chantal Akerman. Much impressed by these pieces of criticism, and also not neglecting his 

own expertise in postwar European cinema, Betz confessed: “For me, what is striking about 

his visual style and narrative approach is that they evince a contemporary East Asian 

filmmaker working explicitly within, and in many ways extending, the modernist project of 

postwar European cinema’s various new waves.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 161) Betz got 

convinced that moving from shorthand to longhand one could script an even fuller and really 

generative portrait of Tsai’s relations to European art cinema of the 1960s and 1970s: “In 

casting and approach to character, theme and tonal quality, formalist rigor and visual style, 

and reflexivity with respect to specific postwar European art films and to the medium itself, 
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Tsai’s films construct many roads of inquiry that lead, at least to this scholar’s admittedly 

oversaturated eye, to modernism.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 162) 

 

Betz, then, couldn’t overlook the fact that not very much unlike Antonioni, Ingmar Bergman, 

Federico Fellini, and several of the young directors of the French New Wave especially Jean-

Luc Godard and François Truffaut, Tsai employs an artisanal or theatrical troupe approach to 

casting, working with a small repertoire of actors from film to film. His features thus contain 

very few characters, creating the sense of an ongoing and consistent creative project, 

“immediately recognizable to auteurist critics.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 162) Avoiding the 

dangers of detailing the obvious, that much can be sustained, along with Betz, that not even a 

Bergman’s attachment to Liv Ullmann, a Godard’s to Anna Karina, or an Antonioni’s to 

Monica Vitti, can approach the single-mindedness with which Tsai has cast Lee Kang-sheng 

as his cinematic alter-ego, “and has returned time and time again to the love triangle, the 

impossible heterosexual couple, and the dysfunctional nuclear family as his social units of 

investigation, sometimes all in the same film.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 162–163) In her 2010 

article, Tsai Ming-liang’s Haunted Movie Theater, Jean Ma also observed that Tsai’s habit of 

consistently working with a small cast of actors is reminiscent of many European auteurs, and 

his collaborative relationship with Lee finds an echo in Truffaut’s partnership with Léaud. 

Tsai indeed described Truffaut’s 1959 Les quatre cents coups as his all-time dearest film and 

sometimes also compared Lee’s acting style to the kind of performances advocated by 

Bresson. “The sparse dramaturgy of Tsai’s films, their distension of dead and empty time in 

highly protracted long takes, their downplaying of expression and dialogue, and their 

elliptical mode of editing have also led many critics to attribute to him a neorealist sensibility, 

while the solitude and disconnection evinced by his characters calls to mind Antonioni, to 

whom he is compared as a chronicler of modern anomie and urban alienation.” (Galt and 

Schoonover 2010, 337) 

 

David Bordwell in his 2005 Figures Traced in Light: On Cinematic Staging has confirmed 

the idea that the long-take aesthetic was one of the basic features of Taiwanese cinema in later 

years. “If the long take had been an identifying tag for the New Taiwanese Cinema in the 

1980s, it became virtually a national brand in the 1990s.” (Bordwell 2005, 230–231) Of the 

many formal similarities between Tsai’s films and those labeled elsewhere by Bordwell art-

cinema narration Betz pointed out several. In a way confirming, again, the opinion of yet 

another critics, Betz set forth the idea that the cornerstone of Tsai's style is ‘minimalism and 
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ellipsis,’ founded on the salient use of the mid-shot or wide-shot without cutting the scene, 

and leading to an overall aesthetic that is ‘uncluttered’ yet ‘exacerbates the sense of being 

confined and entrapped by one’s environment.’ Furthermore Tsai approached this 

contemporary urban malaise and isolation in a starkly ‘materialist’ mode, as a considerable 

amount of attention has been placed upon the bodies simply performing their necessary 

actions, framed from a distance. Process that finally resulted in a distinct ‘rhythm,’ a certain 

‘beat’ of the everyday, so that the same amount of effort that goes into ‘cooking a meal’ and 

‘ironing a shirt’ goes into a ‘shower at the sauna’ or an ‘anonymous sexual exchange.’ “The 

much commented upon reflexivity of modernist art finds in Tsai’s films a most willing and 

able subject, as filmic references, implicit and explicit, exfoliate into a kind of uncontrollable 

vine creeping up and over the edifice of European art cinema’s apogee in the early 1950s 

through the early 1970s, with the French, as the title of his second film suggests, the most 

insistently covered.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 163) With all his expertise, Betz then went on and 

expressed the conclusion. What one encounters in the cinema of Tsai, writes Betz, “is nothing 

less than the aesthetic of cinematic realism extolled by André Bazin in the films of the Italian 

neorealists and taken as far as many thought it could go” (Ng and Holden 2006, 163) – in the 

mature work of Bresson and Carl Theodor Dreyer, or in Chantal Akerman’s 1975 Jeanne 

Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles – to an actual working method: “flat acting 

style and attenuated characterization; long takes and temps mort; minimal camera movement, 

and then rarely unmotivated, sparse dialogue and little to no use of non-diegetic sound; 

alienated protagonists” (Ng and Holden 2006, 163) circulating without aim in a modern urban 

environment. “Such formal rigor across a body of work may be found in the oeuvres of 

several modernist directors, but not in any young contemporary ones I can think of, and never 

with such consistency.” (Ng and Holden 2006, 163) 

 

The formal elements of the above description couldn’t be more true, with the sole refinement 

that the realist characteristics – those ‘extolled’ by André Bazin – when ‘taken as far as many 

thought it could go,’ at least according to the theoretical framework provided by András 

Bálint Kovács’s 2007 book, Screening Modernism: European Art Cinema 1950-1980, mostly 

fall under the category of minimalism. The realism advocated by Bazin and the minimalist 

trends of modernist cinema described by Kovács do have overlapping features, like the long-

take aesthetic, the ambition for dedramatization, or the dispassionate acting style of the often 

non-professional actors. The difference of realism and minimalism in formal terms is then 

more of degree than of kind: minimalist film saturates these characteristics of realism, a 
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tendency described by Betz with the formula, once again, ‘taken as far as many thought it 

could go.’ But for that other part of Betz’s statement, which suggests that the very same 

realist – or indeed minimalist – aesthetic of a, say, Bresson is also present in the films of Tsai, 

one indeed needs a strong historical argument. Ma formulated the problem as follows: “The 

picture of Tsai’s directorial identity that materializes across such discussions is plotted into a 

field of cinematic modernism, a field that is further extended into the adjacent realms of 

theater and literature by Rey Chow, who cites the absurdist writings of Samuel Beckett and 

Franz Kafka as precedents for Tsai’s approach to narrative.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 337) 

However, in her article Ma also came forward with a presumably correct line of 

argumentation in the matter: “Yet on the other hand, even while Tsai’s films demonstrate an 

unusually high degree of self-consciousness of their art cinema affiliations and the global film 

culture within which they circulate, they also resist the facile absorption into a genealogy of 

modernist narrative that such characteristics might at first appear to support.” (Galt and 

Schoonover 2010, 338) In her 2010 book, Melancholy Drift: Marking Time in Chinese 

Cinema, Ma provided yet another hint towards a possible solution: “While the location of 

directors like Tsai within the legacy and canon of art film all too often relies upon a reified 

and theoretically diluted concept of cinematic modernism, serving primarily as a shorthand by 

which to register a break from preestablished representational norms, the specific contours of 

this oppositional stance must be delineated in relation to the contingency of such norms, set 

against shifting contexts of authorship and reception.” (Ma 2010, 79) 

 

The counterpoint of Tsai’s 2003 Good Bye, Dragon Inn (Bu san) with Hu King’s 1967 

Dragon Inn (Long men kezhan), according to Ma, points to the culturally hybrid design of 

Tsai’s cinematic imaginary, by no means limited to a Western canon, as well as to the 

powerful inspiration exerted by the mainstream genre picture on his work. “Rather than being 

at pains to distance himself from the tradition of popular commercial film, Tsai displays a 

more nuanced and ambivalent attitude toward this tradition, incorporating its conventions, 

forms, and familiar icons into his practice even as he radically departs from its narrative 

approach.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 338) Alongside the nostalgic citations of Dragon Inn, 

one of the most beloved classics of the Chinese wuxia genre, other examples include the 

unmotivated musical sequences interspersed throughout the 1998 The Hole (Dong), 

reminiscent of both the Hollywood musical and Hong Kong musicals of the 1950s and 1960s; 

and the bizarre pastiche of musical, slapstick comedy, and pornography comprising the 2005 

The Wayward Cloud (Tian bian yi duo yun), a film that indeed might be seen as a 
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‘culmination’ of Tsai’s play with popular genres. “In these examples, generic elements are 

activated in order to be bent, reworked, and set into collision with the idiom of art cinema, 

generating a sort of stylistic excess at odds with the aesthetic of minimalism and reduction so 

frequently associated with these films. And this excessive effect casts a different light on the 

references to European postwar cinema scattered across the surface and stories of Tsai’s 

films, raising the question of whether these evidence a straightforward continuation of the 

project of cinematic modernism begun in this period or, indeed, the operation of a different 

aesthetic project.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 338) But already in their 2005 book, Taiwan 

Film Directors: A Treasure Island, Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh and Darrell William Davis have 

noted the incongruity that marks Tsai’s films, a tendency toward the spectacular and the 

hyperbolic that sits uneasily within the framework of modernist cinema. 

 

The hybridity of the films of Tsai and their interaction with the popular was also detected by 

Rosalind Galt, it in her 2006 book, The New European Cinema: Redrawing the Map. In a 

passage where Galt compares European and Asian tendencies of globalizing art cinemas Galt 

provided a detailed analysis of The Hole. The film surprises, wrote Galt; into its dark and 

crumbling diegesis the spectacular and utopian space of the musical emerges, as the plot of 

The Hole is from time to time interspersed with scenes in which bright lighting and colourful 

costumes transform the set into the stage of a glamorous 1950s musical. As with the 

traditional genre, these spectacular production numbers fall out of the narrative, creating a 

striking contrast with the dramatic storyline. “But they also use spectacle in a way similar to 

that of the European films: to map geopolitical space differently and to rework a dominant 

politics of representation.” (Galt 2006, 236) The inclusion of the musical scenes creates a 

series of oppositions that complicate the logic of urban alienation. “In juxtaposing the 

apocalyptic space of the abandoned city with the utopian space of the musical romance, the 

film suggests another form of dialectical image.” (Galt 2006, 236) This staging of the 

spectacle implies the problems of historicity. The Hole’s musical scenes feature songs by 

Grace Chang, a popular Chinese film star of the 1950s and 1960s. According to Galt, Chang’s 

films speak of a significant moment of transnational influence in ‘Chinese modernity.’ In 

these films both the musical numbers and the modernist production design combine Chinese 

and European styles, one of them downright thematizes the glamour of air travel in the 1950s, 

with Chang playing the airhostess. Set in various Asian tourist locations, the film uses the 

travel narrative to connect transnational musical styles to touristic film spectacle. “Chang’s 

career peaked in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and her star persona draws heavily from this 
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moment of cross-cultural pollination. Her vocal style and dancing seamlessly mesh Chinese 

and Western popular song. In addition, she almost always played the good girl, domesticating 

foreign culture within a traditional model of Chinese womanhood. Thus, for The Hole to refer 

to her films is to look back at a period of emergent globalization and to recall that period’s 

most optimistic self-image.” (Galt 2006, 236) 

 

Ma herself braces the idea that the challenges posed by Tsai reside in the coexistence of 

clashing stylistic and thematic properties in his films, which give rise to forms of audience 

address perceived as incompatible with one another. As such, as Ma remarks, critics often 

reduce the interpretative framework of Tsai’s films to the conflict of Western and local forms 

of representation. “Their analysis couches this perceived incompatibility in terms of a tension 

between Western critical formations that place emphasis on the aesthetic values of the films 

and localized discourses of reception that open on their social valences of meaning, relating to 

sexual politics and local working-class identities.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 339) Against 

this Ma proposes the idea that the diversity of stylistic and thematic properties present in the 

films of Tsai should be read from a perspective, which takes as its starting point the 

rethinking of the concatenated categories of modernism, art cinema, and national cinema in 

view of the transformations these categories have undergone between the postwar period and 

the present moment. “Viewed from this angle, any modernist impulses that animate these 

films appear less as an internalized dominant narrative mode than as yet another form 

available to be appropriated, reworked, and perhaps finally subsumed to a citational stance of 

postmodernism that weaves together multiple historical periods, Western and Chinese 

cinematic traditions, highbrow and lowbrow cultural forms.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 

342) The positioning of his films simultaneously within multiple genealogies sets Tsai apart 

from the filmmakers of the Taiwan New Cinema, who were at pains to distinguish their work 

from the formulas of popular genre cinema. “To invoke the aesthetics of postmodernism in 

this context is to broach a heated ongoing debate about the applicability of these terms to non-

Western cinemas such as Taiwan’s. But rather than situate Tsai’s work at the center of a 

contest between modernism and postmodernism, I would like to instead consider a different 

set of questions prompted by the conjunction of these terms in discussions of the cinematic 

landscape of the late twentieth century, one in which rampant practices of allusion, revision, 

and generic hybridity have steadily chipped away at the predominance of the classical cinema, 

with its twin pillars of unity and closure.” (Galt and Schoonover 2010, 342–343) 
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In his 2011 book, Taiwan Cinema: A Contested Nation on Screen, Hong Guo-juin remarked 

that there is a peculiar ‘ahistoricity’ in Tsai’s cinematic universe that leads towards some 

possible ways of understanding the impact of globalization in Taiwan’s cultural landscape. As 

such, the breakdown of historicity is closely linked to spatial organization, and Tsai’s 

cinematic representation of the postcolonial city. Indeed, already Tsai’s first title, the 1992 

Rebels of the Neon God (Qing shao nian nuo zha), was first and foremost a film about Taipei. 

“The city is not simply the locale for the narrative, the setting in which the story unfolds. 

More importantly, Taipei the city is figured as a problem around which the narrative is 

constructed and with which the film is ultimately concerned.” (Hong 2011, 161) For many 

critics of Tsai’s films a distinctive feature is found in his cinematization of urban space. “That 

modernism is temporal and postmodernism is spatial has often been affirmed” (Jameson, 

1992, 153), observed Fredric Jameson in his 1992 book, The Geopolitical Aesthetic: Cinema 

and Space in the World System. Accordingly, Tsai’s films present a city suspended in time 

between construction and destruction. “Furthermore, in depicting Taipei as a modernizing 

city, Tsai’s films capture new urban spaces at moments of transition. Whereas the 

urbanization process figures in Tsai’s films as endless construction, the state of building new 

roads, new parks, and new apartments is shown as always incomplete and the coexisting old 

always in disrepair. The spatial quality of this transitional realm is marked by the characters’ 

connection to as well as separation from one another; a spatial paradox that is reflected in 

their movement within those spaces.” (Hong 2011, 159–160) Some critics see the breakdown 

of the spatial division and the loss of Taipei’s old spatial semiotics as the destruction of 

collective memory; the breakdown of the traditional family in Tsai’s films is therefore closely 

related to space and urban living. Others locate the loss of spatial meaning in Tsai’s treatment 

of the themes of water and fluidity. For both parts, Tsai’s the cinematization of the city stages 

the disappearance of spatial markings, which were the basis of both personal memory and 

collective history. 

 

“The notion of disappearance deserves further comment, especially in relation to how it 

elucidates the general conditions of Taipei as a postcolonial city.” (Hong 2011, 162) Indeed, 

this situation of Taipei, characterized by the simultaneous presence of prosperity and 

constriction, principally speaks about the failure of ‘the classically urban to constitute itself,’ 

a situation which for Jameson allegorizes the position of Taiwan within the world system. On 

the other hand, equally importantly, the spatial problematic – the failure of the urban space to 

realize itself –is also paralleled in the films of Tsai with the inability of the classic psychic 
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subject to constitute itself. In Hong’s opinion too, the problems of failed reciprocity and the 

impossibility of human relationships despite the spatial proximity characterize the 

interrelations of the local and the global with even greater urgency than in Yang’s works of 

the 1980s. As such, the situation of the characters in Tsai’s films is grasped and articulated 

fundamentally as spatial. Tsai often shows anonymous cubical spaces where people spend 

most of their time, boxed in: empty, cold, leaking apartments where strangers meet and 

exchange sex, like in Yang’s crime thrillers, thief-infested video game arcades in which 

teenagers jiggle their joysticks, cheap gay saunas and ‘love hotels’ for casual sexual contact, 

claustrophobic, haunted elevators, stairwells, and public toilets where inmates shelter, 

perform, or work. To live in a temporal reality means that the possibility of success or failure 

presents itself as real, thus enabling the category of the future. But none of this is the reality 

of Tsai’s characters, the urban space of Taipei in his films is marked by ‘the breakdown of 

spatial meaning,’ and as such it calls attention to the impossibility of historicity, which, 

according to Hong, is finally ‘the condition of national cinema in the global age.’ As Yeh and 

Davis have put it in their book: “Tsai’s cityscape is symbiotic, combining the popular and the 

marginal: the gaudy, the song, the conspicuous, and subliminal as well as the invisible.” (Yeh 

and Davis 2005, 224) 

 

In Yang’s films Taipei is mapped and configured as a superimposed set of boxed dwelling 

spaces in which the characters are all in one way or another confined. Speaking of the 

protagonist of Yang’s 1986 The Terrorizers (Kong bu fen zi), Jameson describes the situation 

of the technocrat and the bureaucratized professional in the globalizing world. “This – the 

joylessness of good fortune in the global bureaucratic system – is perhaps the new face of a 

dependency most often dramatized in terms of tendential impoverishment and the 

‘development of underdevelopment’. This is, as it were, the gentrified dimension of a 

postmodernity whose flip side is neo-poverty and ‘homelessness’ and a whole new attitude 

towards urban space also registered in this film in original ways.” (Jameson, 1992, 146) The 

flip side, the experience of homelessness becomes a major logic behind the spatial 

organization of Tsai’s films. As Hong suggests, several common themes that Tsai continues 

to explore in his later films, as the theme of recurring confined spatial areas as well as those 

of water and fluidity surface in Rebels of the Neon God. The sense of fluidity is a rather 

troubling presence in these films, as its frequent return also emphasizes. The flat of the 

youngsters in the Rebels of the Neon God already emphatically symptomizes the problem. 

This apartment does not have the function of a home – it’s barely furnished, mattresses lie 
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without bed frames, dirty dishes overwhelm the sink. Most strikingly, due to a clogged water 

drain, backed up water gradually floods the entire apartment, which has lost its function as a 

shelter that divides the public from the private space. This world of water and flow is 

contrasted with the confinement in an utterly alienated familial relationship in the parallel 

story line. In either case, in the films of Tsai, having a home is like having no home at all. 

“The dialectics of containment and fluidity can thus be understood in terms of home and 

homelessness.” (Hong 2011, 164) As homes lose their binding power, the characters are more 

often seen in public places – streets, video arcades, ice-skating rinks and, significantly, hotels. 

The transnational anonymity of the hotel corridors with its identical bedrooms in Tsai’s films 

is a constant reminder of the state of being away from home. “If the characters’ movement 

seems fluid, that is because of a lack of anchorage and shelter.” (Hong 2011, 165) As Hong 

suggests, the fluidity of movement is in fact a result of the loss of spatial boundaries; instead 

of free flow, with its common association with freedom or lightness, what Rebels of the Neon 

God shows is a Taipei full of leaks and holes and cloggages, an urban maze wherein the 

youngsters roam with no direction and no destination. Indeed, at the final moment of the film, 

they come forward with the solution of leaving the city, but then they realize that they have 

no idea where to go whatsoever. The breakdown of historical meaning is indeed articulated in 

spatial form. 

 

If Tsai’s films are reminiscent of Jameson’s geopolitical aesthetic, ‘compulsively aping’ the 

late-capitalist global system through their alienated spaces and transnational ‘flows,’ then The 

Hole or The Wayward Cloud condense these paranoid networks into one building in Taipei. 

The Hole takes place on the eve of the millennium, in an apocalyptic Taipei that has been 

evacuated because of a mystery contagion. Few inhabitants remain in the rain-soaked housing 

projects, but the protagonists are among them. The man lives in one apartment; the woman, in 

the flat directly downstairs. Because of the constant rain, water begins to leak into the lower 

apartment. A botched plumbing job leaves a hole in the floor. Soon, the man expands the hole 

and begins penetrating the space below with body parts and different objects. The Hole, 

writes Galt, turns everyday spaces into uncanny and fantasmatic ones, with the trope of the 

hole simultaneously staging alienation and the disturbing scene of its rupture. “Unable to be 

fully national, combining Chinese Communism with an industrial center of global capitalism, 

Taiwan in the 1990s also troubles regional and national spaces. The film’s spatial logic seems 

at first to describe the labyrinthine impossibility of postmodern Taiwan.” (Galt 2006, 235) 

Not very much unlike the films of Yang, The Hole presents Taipei’s space as incoherent, 
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desolate, and bleakly commodified. “The hole in the floor seems to reiterate this economic 

breakdown at the domestic level.” (Galt 2006, 235) In the case of The Hole one can trace 

connections across the global networks of contemporary film culture, argues Galt. As the 

other features of Tsai, The Hole questions the ways that disparate places engage with their 

national, regional, and global histories. 
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Conclusion 

 

The geopolitical origins of minimalism in the arts, just as its social determinants, hopefully, 

have been set forth correctly. As a postmodernist – and later perhaps global – practice 

Minimal Art wasn’t completely devoid of pastiche, the recycling of the heritage of the 

modernists, especially those associated in Europe with geometric abstraction. This situation 

may indeed provide an explanation for the American reinvention of the geometric form. 

Nevertheless, the present work located the socioeconomic origins of Minimal Art in the 

phenomenon of the transatlantic exchange: the multiple waves of immigration of the 

modernist masters – and ideas – to the United States, motivated especially by the large scale 

persecution of modern art during World War II. According to the opinion presented here, the 

historical and socioeconomic reality of Minimal Art rests in the double-faced logic underlying 

the modernist work of art: the utopian rationality of the modernist geometric form doubles 

into the rationality of the capitalist production. Organization and planning are seemingly the 

‘passwords’ of both democratic socialism and democratic capitalism, therefore the industrial 

forms of geometric abstraction were major points of interest. Every now and then it is 

suggested that the sense of proportion of modern architecture was also characteristic of 

Minimal Art, and the present inquiry argued that architecture and design have a much more 

important role in the emergence of Minimal Art than it is usually stressed, for it was specific 

mainly to architecture that the autonomous form of the modernist work was also non-

relational. The autonomous and non-relational form of the modernist work acquired the 

essential seriality of the mass produced object, ending up as the origin of the non-referential 

simulacrum, which corresponded to the moment of the specific object of Minimal Art. 

 

The idea that modernism in cinema is neither a cinematic genre, nor a type of narration 

inherent to cinema but rather a form of modern art is not entirely devoid of controversy, but it 

also comes as a commonplace for a considerable part of the humanist intelligentsia. From the 

poststructuralist turn onwards art and cinema have mostly been treated as parts of the same 

signifying filed. The minimalist style of modernist cinema – engendered by modernist art 

movements – is a rather recent invention, and its case is relatively straightforward, although it 

has never been specified exactly which modernist art movement is responsible for 

engendering it. The most obvious answer is that it wasn’t one particular style, or movement, 

or medium, but whichever transmitted best the general modernist ambition of getting down to 

the most elementary mental patterns through a stripped and abstract geometric expression; it’s 
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not unimaginable that all of them together. What is problematic, however, is that the majority 

of the minimalist narrative and visual techniques elaborated by the modernists in order to 

express anxiety, nothingness, or alienation, have been later reinvented by postmodernist 

successors, and the aesthetic underlying their work can be mistaken for the return of 

modernism. The present work attempted to demonstrate that these later trends are not bound 

anymore to the same social determinants as their modernist antecedents; therefore the 

machinery of representation operating them is also different. Instead of depicting the 

structural hiatus of social experience echoed by the depths of an inner mental world, they 

rather speak otherwise, alongside palimpsestic and allegorical impulses, which constantly 

attempt to read one text through another. 
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